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C-1 Minutes - December 16, 2013

 

 Presenter: Deborah Coffman

C-2 Commitment to Principles of Desegregation Settlement Agreement: Report on the 
Execution of the Implementation Plan

  By the Court Order of December 1, 1993, the Arkansas Department of Education (ADE) is required to file a monthly 

Project Management Tool (PMT) to the court and the parties to assure its commitment to the Desegregation Plan.  This 

report describes the progress the ADE has made since March 15, 1994, in complying with the provisions of the 

Implementation Plan (Plan) and itemizes the ADE's progress against the timelines presented in the Plan.  The January 

report summarizes the PMT for December.

 Presenter: John Hoy and Willie Morris

C-3 Newly Employed, Promotions and Separations

 The applicant data from this information is used to compile the Applicant Flow Chart forms for the Affirmative Action 

Report, which demonstrates the composition of applicants through the selecting, hiring, promoting and terminating 

process.

 Presenter: Dr. Karen Walters

C-4 Report on Waivers to School Districts for Teachers Teaching Out of Area for 
Longer than Thirty (30) Days, Ark. Code Ann. §6-17-309

 Arkansas Code Annotated §6-17-309 requires local school districts to secure a waiver when classrooms are staffed 

with unlicensed teachers for longer than 30 days. Requests were received from 16 school districts covering a total of 

28 waivers.  There were also requests for long-term substitutes from 19 school districts requesting a total of 22 waivers 

for long-term substitutes.  None of these requests were from a district in academic distress. These requests have been 

reviewed, and have either approved or denied by Department Staff, and are consistent with program guidelines.  

 Presenter: Dr. Karen Walters

C-5 Interim Report Fiscal Year 2013-14 Summary of Activities for the Standards 
Assurance Unit (SAU)

 This report is being submitted in compliance with A.C.A. § 6-15-102 (g) (1) and (2).



 Presenter: Johnie Walters

C-6 Consideration of the Recommendation of the Professional Licensure Standards 
Board for Case #13-145A – Lisa Autumn Lawrence

 Violation of Standard 3:  An educator honestly fulfills reporting obligations associated with professional practices; and 

Violation of Standard 6:  An educator keeps in confidence information about students and colleagues obtained in the 

course of professional service, including, secure standardized test materials and results, unless disclosure serves a 

professional purpose or is allowed or required by law.  The Professional Licensure Standards Board Ethics 

Subcommittee is recommending probation of the license of Lisa Autumn Lawrence for two (2) years and a fine of $75. 

 Ms. Lawrence was notified by letter, dated November 15, 2013, of the recommendation of the Ethics Subcommittee.  

The certified letter was returned unclaimed but the regular letter was not returned.  Ms. Lawrence has not responded 

within the required time period. 

 Presenter: Michael Smith

C-7 Consideration of the Recommendation of the Professional Licensure Standards 
Board for Case #13-145B – Cheyenne Erin Lott

 Violation of Standard 3:  An educator honestly fulfills reporting obligations associated with professional practices; and 

Violation of Standard 6:  An educator keeps in confidence information about students and colleagues obtained in the 

course of professional service, including, secure standardized test materials and results, unless disclosure serves a 

professional purpose or is allowed or required by law.  The Professional Licensure Standards Board Ethics 

Subcommittee is recommending probation of the license of Cheyenne Erin Lott for one (1) year and a fine of $75.  Ms. 

Lott was notified by letter, dated November 15, 2013, of the recommendation of the Ethics Subcommittee.  Ms. Lott 

accepted the recommendation on December 13, 2013.

 Presenter: Michael Smith

C-8 Consideration of the Recommendation of the Professional Licensure Standards 
Board for Case #13-150 – Douglas Brian Martin

 Violation of Standard 1:  An educator maintains a professional relationship with each student, both in and outside the 

classroom; and Violation of Standard 2:  An educator maintains competence regarding skills, knowledge, and 

dispositions relating to his/her organizational position, subject matter, and/or pedagogical practice.  The Professional 

Licensure Standards Board’s Ethics Subcommittee is recommending that Douglas Brian Martin be issued a Written 

Warning, receive training on the Arkansas Code of Ethics on Arkansas IDEAS, and within 60 days of the State Board’s 

Order provide documentation from Arkansas IDEAS that he received the Code of Ethics training. Mr. Martin was 

notified by letter, dated October 18, 201, of the recommendation of the Ethics Subcommittee.  The certified letter was 

delivered and signed for on October 25, 2013.  Mr. Martin has not responded within the required time period.

 Presenter: Michael Smith

C-9 Consideration of the Recommendation of the Professional Licensure Standards 
Board for Case #13-180 – Timothy Daniel Gentry 

 Violation of Standard 1:  An educator maintains a professional relationship with each student, both in and outside the 

classroom.   The Professional Licensure Standards Board Ethics Subcommittee is recommending suspension of the 

license of Timothy Daniel Gentry for three (3) years and a fine of $100. Mr. Gentry was notified by letter, dated 

November 18, 2013, of the recommendation of the Ethics Subcommittee. The certified letter was delivered and signed 

for on November 19, 2013.  Mr. Gentry has not responded within the required time period.

 Presenter: Michael Smith

C-10 Consideration of the Recommendation of the Professional Licensure Standards 



Board for Case #T13-008 – Don Amos Turnipseed

 Violation of Standard 6:  An educator keeps in confidence information about students and colleagues obtained in the 

course of professional service, including, secure standardized test materials and results, unless disclosure serves a 

professional purpose or is allowed or required by law.   The Professional Licensure Standards Board Ethics 

Subcommittee is recommending that Don Amos Turnipseed is issued a Written Reprimand, a fine of $50, and 

additional training on Test Administration prior to proctoring/administering Standard Tests, at the educator’s expense. 

Mr. Turnipseed was notified by letter, dated November 15, 2013, of the recommendation of the Ethics Subcommittee.  

The certified letter was delivered and signed for on November 19, 2013.  Mr. Turnipseed has not responded within the 

required time period.

 Presenter: Michael L. Smith

C-11 Consideration of the Recommendation of the Professional Licensure Standards 
Board for Case #T13-013 – Randi Renee Perkins

 Violation of Standard 6:  An educator keeps in confidence information about students and colleagues obtained in the 

course of professional service, including, secure standardized test materials and results, unless disclosure serves a 

professional purpose or is allowed or required by law.   The Professional Licensure Standards Board Ethics 

Subcommittee is recommending that Randi Renee Perkins be issued a Written Reprimand, a fine of $50, and provide a 

written statement as to how the testing training required by her district will affect her future test administration.  The 

statement should be submitted to the PLSB by May 1, 2014.  Failure to comply may result in future disciplinary actions. 

Ms. Perkins was notified by letter, dated October 18, 2013, of the recommendation of the Ethics Subcommittee.  The 

certified letter was delivered and signed for on October 23, 2013.  Ms. Perkins has not responded within the required 

time period.

 Presenter: Michael Smith

 Action Agenda

A-1 Annual Report for Academics Plus Charter School

 On April 9, 2012, the State Board of Education approved a three-year renewal of the Academics Plus Charter.  During 

the renewal process, an annual review was requested and the charter submitted its second annual report to the 

Arkansas Department of Education in September 2013. The annual report includes demographic data and progress 

toward meeting the academic goals approved during renewal.  During the December 9, 2013 meeting, the Board pulled 

the report from the consent agenda and requested a follow-up discussion at the next Board meeting.

 Presenter: Mary Perry

A-2 Annual Report for Arkansas Virtual Academy

  On April 9, 2012, the State Board of Education approved a three-year renewal of the Arkansas Virtual Academy 

charter.  During the renewal process, an annual review was requested and the charter submitted its second annual 

report to the Arkansas Department of Education in September 2013. The annual report includes demographic data and 

progress toward meeting the academic goals approved during renewal. During the December 9, 2013 meeting, the 

Board pulled the report from the consent agenda and requested a follow-up discussion at the next Board meeting.

 Presenter: Mary Perry

A-3 Annual Report for Benton County School of the Arts

 
On April 9, 2012, the State Board of Education approved a three-year renewal of the Benton County School of the Arts 

charter.  During the renewal process, an annual review was requested and the charter submitted its second annual 

report to the Arkansas Department of Education in September 2013. The annual report includes demographic data and 



progress toward meeting the academic goals approved during renewal. During the December 9, 2013 meeting, the 

Board pulled the report from the consent agenda and requested a follow-up discussion at the next Board meeting.

 Presenter: Mary Perry

A-4 Hearing of Open-Enrollment Public Charter School Application: Quest Middle 
School of West Little Rock, Little Rock, Arkansas

 On November 13-14, 2013, the Charter Authorizing Panel conducted hearings for open-enrollment charter applicants 

wanting to open schools in 2014-2015.  Representatives of Quest Middle School of West Little Rock appeared before 

the panel on November 14 and requested that Responsive Education Solutions, the sponsoring entity, be allowed to 

open a charter in Little Rock to serve students in grades 6-12 with a maximum enrollment of 490.  By unanimous vote, 

the panel approved the application for Quest Middle School of West Little Rock. Pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-701 

et seq., the Little Rock School District requested the State Board of Education conduct a hearing to review the decision 

made by the Charter Authorizing Panel.  At the State Board of Education meeting on December 16, 2013, the Board 

voted to review the Charter Authorizing Panel’s decision.

 Presenter: Mary Perry

A-5 Hearing of Open-Enrollment Public Charter School Application: Redfield Tri-
County Charter School

  On November 13-14, 2013, the Charter Authorizing Panel conducted hearings for open-enrollment charter applicants 

wanting to open schools in 2014-2015.  On November 14, a representative of the Redfield Tri-County Charter School 

appeared before the panel and requested that Redfield Tri-County Charter School, the sponsoring entity, be allowed to 

open a charter in Redfield to serve students in grades 5-12 with a maximum enrollment of 375.  By unanimous vote, 

the panel denied the application for Redfield Tri-County Charter School.  Pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-701 et 

seq., the applicant requested the State Board of Education conduct a hearing to review the decision made by the 

Charter Authorizing Panel.  At the State Board of Education meeting on December 16, 2013, the Board voted to review 

the Charter Authorizing Panel’s decision.

 Presenter: Mary Perry

A-6 Consider Recommendation for New Praxis Agriculture Sciences and Technology 
Test

 
Educational Testing Service (ETS) has updated its Praxis™ Agriculture (0700) test, which the Arkansas State Board of 

Education adopted as the state’s Agriculture Sciences and Technology content test beginning January 1, 2002. The 

new test is Praxis™ Agriculture (5701). To support the decision-making process of education agencies establishing a 

passing score (cut score) for the Praxis™ Agriculture (5701) test, research staff from ETS designed and conducted a 

multistate standard-setting study during September 2013 in Princeton, New Jersey. Twenty-eight panelists (including 

two from Arkansas) from 18 states were recommended by their respective education agencies. The education 

agencies recommended panelists with (a) experience as either agriculture teachers or college faculty who prepare 

agriculture teachers and (b) familiarity with the knowledge and skills required of beginning agriculture teachers. ETS 

provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to help education agencies 

determine an appropriate operational passing score. For the Praxis™ Agriculture (5701) test, the recommended 

passing score is 147 on a 100–200 scale. The two-hour assessment contains 120 selected response items covering 

seven content areas: Agribusiness Systems (approximately 14 items), Animal Systems (approximately 20 items), Food 

Science and Biotechnology Systems (approximately 14 items), Environmental and Natural Resource Systems 

(approximately 16 items), Plant Systems (approximately 20 items), Power, Structural, and Technical Systems 

(approximately 18 items), and Leadership and Career Development (approximately 18 items). The reporting scale for 

the Praxis Agriculture test ranges from 100 to 200 scaled-score points. The ADE recommends adopting the Praxis™ 



Agriculture (5701), replacing the Praxis™ Agriculture (0700), with a cut score of 147 effective September 1, 2014.

 Presenter: Michael Rowland

A-7 Consider Recommendation of New Praxis Family and Consumer Science Test

 Educational Testing Service (ETS) has updated its Praxis™ Family and Consumer Sciences (0121/5121) test, which 

the Arkansas State Board of Education adopted as the state’s FCS content test beginning September 1, 2008. The 

new test will be Praxis™ Family and Consumer Sciences (5122). To support the decision-making process of education 

agencies establishing a passing score (cut score) for the Praxis™ Family and Consumer Sciences (5122) test, 

research staff from ETS designed and conducted a multistate standard-setting study during September 2013 in 

Princeton, New Jersey.  Thirty-two panelists (including two from Arkansas) from 20 states were recommended by their 

respective education agencies. The education agencies recommended panelists with (a) experience as either Family 

and Consumer Sciences teachers or college faculty who prepare Family and Consumer Sciences teachers and (b) 

familiarity with the knowledge and skills required of beginning Family and Consumer Sciences teachers. ETS provides 

a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to help education agencies determine an 

appropriate operational passing score. For the Praxis Family and Consumer Sciences test, the recommended passing 

score is 153 on a 100–200 scale. The two-hour assessment contains 120 selected-response items covering six content 

areas: Food and Nutrition (approximately 26 items), Housing and Interior Design (approximately 14 items), Textiles, 

Fashion, and Apparel (approximately 14 items), Human Development and Interpersonal Relationships (approximately 

24 items), Foundations of Family and Consumer Sciences Education (approximately 20 items), and Resource 

Management (approximately 22 items). The ADE recommends adopting the Praxis™ Family and Consumer Sciences 

(5122), replacing the Praxis™ Family and Consumer Sciences (0121/5121), with a cut score of 153 effective 

September 1, 2015.

 Presenter: Michael Rowland

A-8 Consider Recommendation of New Praxis Gifted and Talented Test

 Educational Testing Service (ETS) has updated its Praxis™ Gifted Education (0357) test, which the Arkansas State 

Board of Education adopted as the state’s Gifted and Talented content test beginning September 1, 2007. The new test 

is Praxis™ Gifted Education (5358). To support the decision-making process of education agencies establishing a 

passing score (cut score) for the Praxis™ Gifted Education (5358) test, research staff from ETS designed and 

conducted a multistate standard-setting study during November 2013 in Princeton, New Jersey. Eighteen panelists 

(including three from Arkansas) from seven states were recommended by their respective education agencies. The 

education agencies recommended panelists with (a) experience as either gifted education teachers or college faculty 

who prepare gifted education teachers and (b) familiarity with the knowledge and skills required of beginning gifted 

education teachers. ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to help 

education agencies determine an appropriate operational passing score. For the Praxis™ Gifted Education (5358) test, 

the recommended passing score is 157 on a 100–200 scale. The two-hour assessment contains 120 selected-

response items covering five content areas: Development and Characteristics of Gifted Students (approximately 25 

items), Learning Environment for Gifted Students (approximately 23 items), Instruction of Gifted Students 

(approximately 33 items), Identification and Assessment of Gifted Students (approximately 22 items), and 

Professionalism (approximately 17 items). The ADE recommends adopting the Praxis™ Gifted Education (5358), 

replacing the Praxis™ Gifted Education (0357), with a cut score of 157 effective September 1, 2014.

 Presenter: Michael Rowland

A-9 Consider Recommendation of New Praxis Physical Education and Health Test

 
Educational Testing Service (ETS) has updated its Praxis™Health and Physical Education: Content Knowledge 

(0856/5856) test, which the Arkansas State Board of Education adopted as the state’s Physical Education and Health 



content test beginning January 1, 2002. The new test will be Praxis™ Health and Physical Education: Content 

Knowledge (5857). To support the decision-making process of education agencies establishing a passing score (cut 

score) for the Praxis™ Health and Physical Education: Content Knowledge (5857) test, research staff from ETS 

designed and conducted a multistate standard-setting study during November 2013 in Princeton, New Jersey. 

Seventeen panelists (including two from Arkansas) from 11 states were recommended by their respective education 

agencies. The education agencies recommended panelists with (a) experience as either Health and Physical Education 

teachers or college faculty who prepare Health and Physical education teachers and (b) familiarity with the knowledge 

and skills required of beginning Health and Physical Education teachers. ETS provides a recommended passing score 

from the multistate standard-setting study to help education agencies determine an appropriate operational passing 

score. For the Praxis ™ Health and Physical Education: Content Knowledge (5857) test, the recommended passing 

score is 160 on a 100–200 scale. The two-hour-and-ten-minute test contains 130 selected-response items covering five 

content areas: Health Education as a Discipline/Health Instruction (approximately 26 items), Health Education Content 

(approximately 32 items), Content Knowledge and Student Growth and Development (approximately 22 items), 

Management, Motivation, and Communication/Collaboration, Reflection, and Technology (approximately 29 items), and 

Planning, Instruction, and Student Assessment (approximately 21 items). The ADE recommends adopting the Praxis™ 

Health and Physical Education: Content Knowledge (5857), replacing the Praxis™Health and Physical Education: 

Content Knowledge (0856/5856), with a cut score of 160 effective September 1, 2014.

 Presenter: Michael Rowland

A-10 Consider Recommendation of New Praxis School Psychology Specialist Test

 Educational Testing Service (ETS) has updated its Praxis™ School Psychologist (0401) test, which the Arkansas State 

Board of Education adopted as the state’s School Psychology Specialist content test beginning July 1, 2002. The new 

test is Praxis™ School Psychology (5402). To support the decision-making process of education agencies establishing 

a passing score (cut score) for the Praxis™ School Psychology (5402) test, research staff from ETS designed and 

conducted a multistate standard-setting study during November 2013 in Princeton, New Jersey. The National 

Association of School Psychologists recommended panelists with (a) experience as either school psychologists or 

college faculty who prepare school psychologists and (b) familiarity with the knowledge and skills required of beginning 

school psychologists. ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to help 

education agencies determine an appropriate operational passing score. For the Praxis™ School Psychology (5402) 

test, the recommended passing score is 147 on a 100–200 scale. The 2-hours-and-20-minute test contains 140 

selected-response items covering four content areas: Professional Practices, Practices that Permeate All Aspects of 

Service and Delivery (approximately 42 items), Direct and Indirect Services for Children, Families, and Schools 

(Student- Level Services) (approximately 32 items), Systems-Level Services (approximately 22 items), and 

Foundations of School Psychological Service Delivery (approximately 44 items). The ADE recommends adopting the 

Praxis™ School Psychology (5402), replacing the Praxis™ School Psychology (0401), with a cut score of 147 effective 

September 1, 2014.

 Presenter: Michael Rowland

A-11 Consideration for Public Comment: Code of Ethics for Arkansas Educators

 
The Department recommends changes to the Rules Governing the Code of Ethics for Arkansas Educators adopted by 

the Professional Licensure Standards Board to revise the wording of Standard 2 and its accompanying guideline, 

revise Standard 6 and create a new Standard 7 out of the former Standard 6 and revise the wording of the 

accompanying guidelines, renumber and revise the wording and accompanying guideline of Standard 8, implement a 

technical change made in Act 454 of the 2013 Regular Session, and implement new provisions in the Code of Ethics 

under Act 1323.  After the State Board released the rules for public comment on October 14, 2013, the Department 

made additional changes to the rule.  The Department staff respectfully requests the State Board authorize the release 



of the proposed rules for a second public comment.   

 Presenter: Cheryl Reinhart

A-12 Consideration for Public Comment: Proposed New Policies Governing Programs 
for Educator Licensure Offered by Institutions of Higher Education in Arkansas

 The Department recommends the promulgation of this new rule to replace outdated policies for Department approval of 

teacher education programs.  The Department staff respectfully requests the State Board authorize the release of the 

proposed rule for public comment.

 Presenter: Cheryl Reinhart and Dr. Mike Lucas

A-13 Consideration for Public Comment: Proposed Rules Governing Nontraditional 
Licensure Programs

 The Department recommended changes to the Arkansas Department of Education Rules Governing Nontraditional 

Licensure Programs to implement Acts 413 and 454 of the 2013 Regular Session of the Arkansas General Assembly 

and to update other provisions.  The State Board released the proposed rules for public comment on August 12, 2013.  

Department staff received public comments on the proposed rules and after careful consideration of the public 

comments and State Board member concerns, made revisions to the proposed rules.  The Department staff 

respectfully requests the State Board authorize the release of the proposed rules for a second public comment period. 

 Presenter: Cheryl Reinhart and Dr. Karen Walters

A-14 Consideration for Public Comment: Proposed Rules Governing Professional 
Development

 The Department recommends changes to the Arkansas Department of Education Rules Governing Professional 

Development to implement changes made to the Arkansas Code regarding professional development under Act 2 of 

the First Extraordinary Session of 2013.  The Department staff respectfully requests the State Board authorize the 

release of the proposed rule for public comment. 

 Presenter: Cheryl Reinhart and Dr. Megan Witonski

A-15 Consideration for Public Comment: Proposed Rules Governing the Master 
Principal Program

 The Department recommends changes to the Rules Governing the Master Principal Program to implement the 

changes to the Arkansas Code under Act 459 of the 2013 Regular Session and to update the rules.  The Department 

staff respectfully requests the State Board authorize the release of the proposed rules for public comment.

 Presenter: Cheryl Reinhart

A-16 Consideration for Final Approval: Rules Governing Ethical Guidelines and 
Prohibitions for Educational Administrators, Employees, Board Members, and 
Other Parties

 Act 608 of 2013 amended Ark. Code Ann. § 6-24-101 et seq. relating to ethical prohibitions for administrators, board 

members, and employees.  Revisions to these rules include the necessary changes based on Act 608 of 2013.  The 

State Board approved these revisions for public comment on September 9, 2013.  Public comments were received and 

additional revisions were made to the rules.  The State Board released these rules for a second public comment period 

on November 4, 2013.  One comment was received and an additional revision was made.  Department staff 

respectfully requests the State Board give final approval to these rules.

 Presenter: Kendra Clay



A-17 Consideration of Final Approval: Proposed Rules Governing the Leader Excellence 
and Development System

 The Rules Governing the Leader Excellence and Development System (LEADS) implement an administrator evaluation 

system for school districts to evaluate administrators.  The rule was approved for public comment on November 4, 

2013.  A public hearing was held on November 7, 2013, and the public comment period ended on December 9, 2013.  

As a result of public comments, some technical changes were made.  The Department recommends the State Board of 

Education approve the rule as final.

 Presenter: Cheryl Reinhart and Dr. Karen Walters

A-18 Consideration of Final Approval: Teacher Evaluation (repeal)

 The State Board of Education released for public comment the repeal of the Teacher Evaluation rule at the October 14, 

2013, meeting.  A public hearing was held and the public comment period expired with no public comment.  The 

Department staff respectfully requests that the Board adopt as final the repeal of this rule. 

 Presenter: Cheryl Reinhart

A-19 Consideration of Revocation of Teaching License: Lauren Brooke Buckner

 The Department recommends revocation of the standard teaching license of Lauren Brooke Buckner.  On August 1, 

2013, Ms. Buckner was convicted of a disqualifying offense under Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-410(c).  The State Board 

shall not issue a first-time license nor renew an existing license and shall revoke any existing license not up for renewal 

of a person who has pled guilty or nolo contendere to or has been found guilty of a disqualifying offense listed in Ark. 

Code Ann. § 6-17-410(c).  On November 13, 2013, the Department notified Ms. Buckner that the offense disqualifies 

her from holding an Arkansas teaching license and advised her of the opportunity for a hearing to request a waiver 

from the State Board.  Ms. Buckner signed for the certified letter but has not requested a waiver or responded within 

the time period required.

 Presenter: Cheryl Reinhart

A-20 Hearing on Waiver Request for Teaching License – Eneldia Berlanga-Thames

 Eneldia Berlanga-Thames holds a standard teaching license.  The Department notified Ms. Berlanga-Thames that a 

background check conducted for the purpose of her license renewal revealed a disqualifying offense under Ark. Code 

Ann. §6-17-410(c).  Ms. Berlanga-Thames requested a hearing before the State Board to seek a waiver of the offense.  

She is represented by counsel, Greg Alagood. 

 Presenter: Cheryl Reinhart

A-21 Hearing on Waiver Request for Teaching License – Melvin T. Ewart

 Melvin T. Ewart holds a lifetime teaching license.  The Department notified Mr. Ewart that a background check 

conducted for the purpose of his employment at an Arkansas school district revealed a disqualifying offense under Ark. 

Code Ann. §6-17-410(c).  Mr. Ewart requested a hearing before the State Board to seek a waiver of the offense.  Mr. 

Ewart represents himself.  

 Presenter: Cheryl Reinhart

 Reports

Report-1 Public Comment: Hunter Ray

 

 Presenter: Hunter Ray
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Minutes 
State Board of Education Meeting 

Monday, December 16, 2013 
 
The State Board of Education met Monday, December 16, 2013, in the 
auditorium of the Department of Education building.  Chair Brenda Gullett called 
the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. 
 
Present: Brenda Gullett, Chair; Sam Ledbetter, Vice-Chairman; Alice Mahony; 
Dr. Jay Barth; Vicki Saviers; Toyce Newton; Diane Zook; Mireya Reith; Alexia 
Weimer, Teacher of the Year; and Dr. Tom Kimbrell, Commissioner 
 
Absent:  Joe Black 
 
 

Reports 
 
Chair's Report 
 
No report from Ms. Gullett. 
 
Dr. Barth reported the Quality Digital Learning Study Group met recently and 
came to an agreement on the direction of the report.  The report will highlight the 
great need for digital learning in the state.  The final report should be released 
early 2014. 
 
 
Commissioner's Report and Recognition of Jim Boardman, Assistant 
Commissioner 
 
Commissioner Kimbrell recognized Assistant Commissioner Jim Boardman.  Mr. 
Boardman has 43 years of service with the Department.  Mr. Boardman was the 
key architect in getting Arkansas schools connected to the internet.  He led the 
data quality campaign.  Mr. Boardman will retire from the Department effective 
December 2013.   
 
 
Update on Common Core State Standards, PARCC and School 
Improvement  
 
Assistant Commissioner for the Division of Learning Services Dr. Megan 
Witonski reported Dr. Patricia Conner is the Department’s new PARCC grant 
coordinator.  Data show 4,000 plus unique visits to the STEM website on 
Arkansas IDEAS.  Literacy Design Collaborative and Math Design Collaborative 
modules have been submitted to national panels for LDC/MDC.  Educator Leader 
Cadre and Phoebe Bailey, Southwest Co-op Director, are working on open 
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education resources available at www.oercommons.org.  Jane Dearworth, new 
literacy program manager, is working on a survey for literacy teachers related to 
the next resources needed by educators.  NAEP test results were released 
recently and Arkansas reading scores were improved with math scores holding 
steady.  PARCC field test training was provided on December 2 and 4.  
AETN/Arkansas IDEAS recorded the training and it is posted on 
http://ideas.aetn.org/commoncore/assessment.  ADE, DIS, and Co-ops are 
making on-site visits in districts to provide support for digital learning. 
 
Ms. Mahony observed in a middle-school pre-algebra class and primary math 
class and was impressed with the students’ mathematical understanding. 
 
Dr. Barth asked if the PARCC field test results would be released.  Dr. Witonski 
noted the state field tests items every year.  Results from field-testing are not 
released; instead the data are used to determine the best test items.  Dr. 
Witonski also reported every school will have the opportunity to participate in a 
practice test from PARCC.  This opportunity will give schools an example of the 
test and an opportunity to check the infrastructure. 
 
Ms. Saviers asked about the next steps for priority schools.  Dr. Witonski outlined 
the intensive support available to priority schools.  School improvement 
specialists are in priority schools each week.  Ms. Saviers would like to have a 
better understanding of the needs of priority schools and schools in academic 
distress.   She suggested this topic for a Board work session.  Dr. Barth 
requested data to develop a strategy to meet future take-over needs. 
 
Ms. Gullett reported receiving several emails regarding concerns, fears, and 
misinformation regarding Common Core and next generation assessments.  Dr. 
Witonski and team will continue to work on communication tools for schools, 
parents and communities.  Ms. Gullett asked the team to continue to respectfully 
attempt to educate misinformed patrons. 
 
Dr. Kimbrell reported states have the opportunity to request an ESEA Flexibility 
extension.  The Department considers the extension a better option for Arkansas.  
The Department has requested a one-year wavier from USDOE for finalizing the 
test data that will be considered in the teacher evaluation calculation.  Dr. Karen 
Walters reported that school leaders have received professional development 
regarding coaching and professional growth plans and these trainings are 
available on Arkansas IDEAS.  Dr. Walters will collect feedback in the spring to 
design training for summer 2014. 
 
 
Settlement Report 
 
Department Attorney Jeremy Lasiter reported the tentative desegregation 
settlement agreement is posted http://arkansasag.gov/our-office/notice-of-
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proposed-pulaski-county-school-desegregation-settlement/.    
 
 
Recognition of the National Distinguished Educator for 2013-2014 – 
Michelle Hayward 
 
Commissioner Kimbrell recognized Michelle Hayward as one of the best and the 
brightest.  Ms. Hayward was recognized as the National Distinguished Educator 
for 2013-2014.  She is the first Arkansan to receive this award.  Ms. Hayward 
thanked the Board for their support of middle level students.  Ms. Zook shared 
that her grandsons attend Ms. Hayward’s school.  Ms. Reith also recognized the 
great work of Ms. Hayward.   
 
 
Recognition of 2014 Teacher of the Year - Jonathan Crossley 
 
Commissioner Kimbrell recognized Jonathan Crossley as the 2014 Arkansas 
Teacher of the Year.  Mr. Crossley is a first generation college graduate.  
Jonathan Crossley is in his fourth year of teaching as a high school literacy 
teacher at Palestine-Wheatley School District.  His students have made 
remarkable gains on the state assessments and ACT.   Mr. Crossley thanked Dr. 
Kimbrell and the Board for their support of students in the Delta. 
 
 

 
Consent Agenda 

 
The Board pulled C-7 and C-8 from the consent agenda. 
 
C-7 Adoption of State Board of Education Meeting Dates for Calendar Year 
2014 
 
Dr. Barth moved, seconded by Ms. Mahony, to pull item C-7 from the consent 
agenda and move the item to the action agenda.  The motion carried 
unanimously. 
 
C-8 Annual Reports for Academics Plus Charter School, Arkansas Virtual 
Academy, and Benton County School of the Arts 
 
Dr. Barth moved, seconded by Ms. Reith, to pull C-8 from the consent agenda.  
The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Ms. Newton moved, seconded by Ms. Zook, to approve the consent agenda less 
C-7 and C-8.  The motion carried unanimously. 
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Items included in the Consent Agenda: 
 

• Minutes - November 4, 2013 
• Commitment to Principles of Desegregation Settlement Agreement: 

Report on the Execution of the Implementation Plan 
• Newly Employed, Promotions and Separations 
• Report on Waivers to School Districts for Teachers Teaching Out of Area 

for Longer than Thirty (30) Days, Ark. Code Ann. §6-17-309. 
• Review of Loan and Bond Applications 
• Review of QZAB Allocation Application 
• Consideration of the Recommendation of the Professional Licensure 

Standards Board for Case #12-148 – LaKenya Takako Riley 
• Consideration of the Recommendation of the Professional Licensure 

Standards Board for Case #T13-006 – Angela Mynette Drennan 
• Consideration of the Recommendation of the Professional Licensure 

Standards Board for Case #13-146 – Jeremy Rondal Wortham 
• Consideration of the Recommendation of the Professional Licensure 

Standards Board for Case #13-151 – Edward Lynn Jones 
• Consideration of Voluntary Surrender of Arkansas Educator’s License – 

Case #14-006 – Harold William Cotton 
• Consideration of Voluntary Surrender of Arkansas Educator’s License – 

Case #13-034 – Courtney Elizabeth Speer 
 
 

Action Agenda 
 
The Board considered A-1, A-2, A-3 and A-4 together. 
 
A-1 Consideration for Removal of Alpena School District from Fiscal 
Distress Classification effective December 9, 2013 
 
A-2 Consideration for Removal of Brinkley School District from Fiscal 
Distress Classification Effective December 9, 2013. 
 
A-3 Consideration for Removal of Hartford School District from Fiscal 
Distress Classification Effective December 9, 2013 
 
A-4 Consideration for Removal of Hermitage School District from Fiscal 
Distress Classification Effective December 9, 2013 
 
Ms. Newton moved, seconded by Ms. Saviers, to remove Alpena School District, 
Brinkley School District, Hartford School District, and Hermitage School District 
from fiscal distress classification effective December 9, 2013.  The motion carried 
unanimously. 
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Consideration for Adoption of the Revised Foreign Language Frameworks 
 
Dr. Tracy Tucker, Director of Curriculum and Instruction, explained Arkansas Law 
and ADE rules require the periodic revision of all curriculum frameworks.  
Content areas are due for revision every six years.  The Arkansas frameworks for 
foreign languages were last revised in 2007; therefore, the ADE convened a 
revision committee during the summer of 2013 to develop recommendations to 
revise the frameworks.  In accordance with Arkansas law and ADE rules, the 
committee consisted of representatives of urban, suburban, and rural districts 
and all five ACTAAP regions.  The group included instructors of seven foreign 
languages ranging from kindergarten through the university level.  The 
Curriculum and Instruction Unit recommended the adoption of the following 
revised frameworks: Modern Languages I-IV, to replace the group of twenty 
separate frameworks that currently guide the instruction of modern languages at 
the secondary school level; Spanish for Heritage and Native Speakers I-III, to 
replace the group of three frameworks that currently guide Spanish instruction at 
the secondary school level for students whose native or home language is 
Spanish; Latin I-II, to replace the pair of frameworks that currently guide the 
instruction of Latin at the secondary school level; K-8 Foreign Languages 
Acquisition; and K-8 Foreign Language Experiences. Contingent upon approval, 
these curriculum frameworks will be used in instruction in the 2014-2015 school 
year. 
 
Ms. Saviers moved, seconded by Ms. Newton, to approve the Revised Foreign 
Language Frameworks.  The motion carried unanimously. 
 
 
A-6 Consideration for Public Comment: Arkansas Department of Education 
Rules Governing How to Meet the Needs of Children With Dyslexia 
 
Department staff requested A-6 be pulled from the December agenda. 
 
 
Consideration for Final Approval: Arkansas Department of Education Rules 
Governing the Administration of Glucagon to Arkansas Public School 
Students Suffering From Diabetes 
 
Act 1232 of 2013 amended Ark. Code Ann. § 17-87-103 regarding the 
administration of glucagon by volunteer trained school personnel. The revisions 
to these rules are based on the legislative changes. The State Board released 
these rules for public comment on October 14, 2013. A public hearing was held 
on October 31, 2013. Written comments were received during the public 
comment period. No changes were made based on the comments. Department 
staff requested the State Board give final approval to these rules. 
 
Dr. Barth moved, seconded by Ms. Reith, to approve the Arkansas Department 
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of Education Rules Governing the Administration of Glucagon to Arkansas Public 
School Students Suffering From Diabetes.  The motion carried unanimously.  
 
 
Ms. Zook and Ms. Mahony recognized the work and expertise of the Charter 
Authorizing Panel. 
 
Charter Authorizing Panel Action on Requested Open-Enrollment Public 
Charter School Application: Capitol City Lighthouse Charter School, North 
Little Rock, Arkansas 
 
Mary Perry, Director of Charter Schools, stated on November 13-14, 2013, the 
Charter Authorizing Panel conducted hearings for open-enrollment charter 
applicants wanting to open schools in 2014-2015.  Representatives of Capitol 
City Lighthouse Charter School appeared before the panel on November 13 and 
requested that Lighthouse Academies of Central Arkansas, Inc., the sponsoring 
entity, be allowed to open a charter in North Little Rock to serve students in 
grades K-12 with a maximum enrollment of 750.  Representatives of the North 
Little Rock School District and the Little Rock School District spoke in opposition 
to the charter. By a 5-1 vote, the panel denied the application for Capitol City 
Lighthouse Charter School.  No request for the State Board of Education to 
review the decision made by the panel was submitted.  The State Board may 
exercise a right of review of a determination made by the Charter Authorizing 
Panel and conduct a hearing on the Charter Authorizing Panel determination at 
the State Board's January 2014 meeting. 
 
Ray Girdler, a North Little Rock School District employee, spoke in opposition to 
the Open-Enrollment Public Charter School Application: Capitol City Lighthouse 
Charter School, North Little Rock, Arkansas. 
 
Ms. Mahony moved, seconded by Ms. Reith, to not review the application for 
Capitol City Lighthouse Charter School.  The motion carried unanimously. 
 
 
Charter Authorizing Panel Action on Open-Enrollment Public Charter 
School Application: Young Adult Magic Johnson Bridgescape Academy of 
Crittenden County, Sunset, Arkansas 
 
Mary Perry, Director of Charter Schools, stated on November 13-14, 2013, the 
Charter Authorizing Panel conducted hearings for open-enrollment charter 
applicants wanting to open schools in 2014-2015.  Representatives of Young 
Adult Magic Johnson Bridgescape Academy of Crittenden County appeared 
before the panel on November 14, 2013, and requested that Osceola 
Communication, Business and Arts, Inc., the sponsoring entity, be allowed to 
open a charter in Sunset to serve students in grades 9-12 with a maximum 
enrollment of 250.  A representative of the South Mississippi County School 
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District spoke to the panel. By unanimous vote, the panel tabled the application 
for Young Adult Magic Johnson Bridgescape Academy of Crittenden County. The 
hearing for the Young Adult Magic Johnson Bridgescape Academy of Crittenden 
County charter application continued on November 21, 2013. Representatives 
from the Marion School District and the West Memphis School District responded 
to inquiries from Charter Authorizing Panel members.  With a vote of 5-1, the 
panel denied the application for the Young Adult Magic Johnson Bridgescape 
Academy of Crittenden County. No request for the State Board of Education to 
review the decision made by the panel was submitted.  The State Board may 
exercise a right of review of a determination made by the Charter Authorizing 
Panel and conduct a hearing on the Charter Authorizing Panel determination at 
the State Board's January 2014 meeting. 
 
Ms. Saviers moved, seconded by Ms. Mahony to not review the application for 
Young Adult Magic Johnson Bridgescape Academy of Crittenden County.  The 
motion carried unanimously. 
 
 
Charter Authorizing Panel Action on Open-Enrollment Public Charter 
School Application: Young Adult Magic Johnson Bridgescape Academy of 
Mississippi County, Osceola, Arkansas 
 
Mary Perry, Director of Charter Schools, stated on November 13-14, 2013, the 
Charter Authorizing Panel conducted hearings for open-enrollment charter 
applicants wanting to open schools in 2014-2015.  Representatives of Young 
Adult Magic Johnson Bridgescape Academy of Mississippi County appeared 
before the panel on November 14, 2013, and requested that Osceola 
Communication, Business and Arts, Inc., the sponsoring entity, be allowed to 
open a charter in Osceola to serve students in grades 9-12 with a maximum 
enrollment of 250.  A representative of the South Mississippi County School 
District spoke to the panel.  By a vote of 3-2 with one panel member absent for 
the vote, the panel tabled the application for Young Adult Magic Johnson 
Bridgescape Academy of Mississippi County.  The hearing for the Young Adult 
Magic Johnson Bridgescape Academy of Mississippi County charter application 
continued on November 21, 2013.  By unanimous vote, the panel denied the 
application for Young Adult Magic Johnson Bridgescape Academy of Mississippi 
County.  No request for the State Board of Education to review the decision 
made by the panel was submitted.  The State Board may exercise a right of 
review of a determination made by the Charter Authorizing Panel and conduct a 
hearing on the Charter Authorizing Panel determination at the State Board's 
January 2014 meeting. 
 
Dr. Barth moved, seconded by Ms. Newton to not review the application for 
Young Adult Magic Johnson Bridgescape Academy of Mississippi County.  The 
motion carried unanimously. 
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Charter Authorizing Panel Action on Requested Open-Enrollment Public 
Charter School Amendments: Arkansas Virtual Academy (ARVA) 
 
Mary Perry, Director of Charter Schools, stated the State Board of Education 
approved the application for ARVA on October 13, 2004.  The charter is 
approved to serve students in grades K-12 with a maximum enrollment of 3,000. 
Representatives of ARVA appeared before the Charter Authorizing Panel on 
November 13, 2013, and the panel approved the requested amendments to the 
current charter.  No request for the State Board of Education to review the 
decision made by the panel was submitted.  The State Board may exercise a 
right of review of a determination made by the Charter Authorizing Panel and 
conduct a hearing on the Charter Authorizing Panel determination at the State 
Board's January 2014 meeting. 
 
Ms. Mahony moved to review the ARVA application.  The motion failed for lack of 
a second. 
 
Ms. Zook moved, seconded by Ms. Saviers, to not review the amendments for 
Arkansas Virtual Academy (ARVA).  Five voted yes, Dr. Barth abstained and Ms. 
Mahony voted no.  The final vote was 5-2.  The motion carried. 
 
 
Charter Authorizing Panel Action on Requested Open-Enrollment Public 
Charter School Amendments: KIPP Delta Public Schools 
 
Mary Perry, Director of Charter Schools, stated the State Board of Education 
approved the application for KIPP Delta Public Schools on March 11, 2002.  The 
charter is approved to serve students in grades K-12 with a maximum enrollment 
of 1,550.  Representatives of KIPP appeared before the Charter Authorizing 
Panel on November 13, 2013, and the panel approved the requested 
amendments to the current charter.  No request for the State Board of Education 
to review the decision made by the panel was submitted.  The State Board may 
exercise a right of review of a determination made by the Charter Authorizing 
Panel and conduct a hearing on the Charter Authorizing Panel determination at 
the State Board's January 2014 meeting. 
 
Ms. Mahony moved to review the KIPP Delta Public School amendments.  
Motion died for lack of a second. 
 
Ms. Saviers moved, seconded by Ms. Newton to not review the amendments for 
KIPP Delta Public Schools.  Six voted yes and Ms. Mahony voted no. The final 
vote was 6-1.  The motion carried. 
 
 
Charter Authorizing Panel Action on Requested Open-Enrollment Public 
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Charter School Amendments: Northwest Arkansas Classical Academy 
 
Mary Perry, Director of Charter Schools, stated the State Board of Education 
approved the application for Northwest Arkansas Classical Academy on 
November 1, 2012.  The charter is approved to serve students in grades K-12 
with a maximum enrollment of 685.  Representatives of Northwest Arkansas 
Classical Academy appeared before the Charter Authorizing Panel on November 
13, 2013, and requested multiple waivers of laws and rules via the charter 
amendment request process.  The panel approved some of the requested 
waivers and denied some of the requested waivers.  No request for the State 
Board of Education to review the decision made by the panel was submitted.  
The State Board may exercise a right of review of a determination made by the 
Charter Authorizing Panel and conduct a hearing on the Charter Authorizing 
Panel determination at the State Board's January 2014 meeting. 
 
Ms. Zook moved, seconded by Ms. Newton, to not review the amendments for 
Northwest Arkansas Classical Academy.  The motion carried unanimously. 
 
 
Charter Authorizing Panel Action on Requested Open-Enrollment Public 
Charter School Amendments: Premier High School of Little Rock 
 
Mary Perry, Director of Charter Schools, stated the State Board of Education 
approved the application for Premier High School of Little Rock on November 1, 
2012.  The charter is approved to serve students in grades 9-12 with a maximum 
enrollment of 240.  Representatives of Premier High School of Little Rock 
appeared before the Charter Authorizing Panel on November 13, 2013, and 
requested multiple waivers of laws and rules via the charter amendment request 
process.  The panel granted approval for Premier High School of Little Rock to 
withdraw some of the requested waivers and approved all of the waiver requests 
that were not withdrawn.  No request for the State Board of Education to review 
the decision made by the panel was submitted.  The State Board may exercise a 
right of review of a determination made by the Charter Authorizing Panel and 
conduct a hearing on the Charter Authorizing Panel determination at the State 
Board's January 2014 meeting. 
 
Ms. Saviers moved, seconded by Mr. Ledbetter, to not review the amendments 
for Premier High School of Little Rock. The motion carried unanimously. 
 
 
Charter Authorizing Panel Action on Requested Open-Enrollment Public 
Charter School Amendments: Quest Middle School of Pine Bluff 
 
Mary Perry, Director of Charter Schools, stated the State Board of Education 
approved the application for Quest Middle School of Pine Bluff on November 1, 
2012.  The charter is approved to serve students in grades 5-12 with a maximum 
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enrollment of 460.  Representatives of Quest Middle School of Pine Bluff 
appeared before the Charter Authorizing Panel on November 13, 2013, and 
requested multiple waivers of laws and rules via the charter amendment request 
process.  The panel granted approval for Quest Middle School of Pine Bluff to 
withdraw some of the requested waivers and approved all of the waiver requests 
that were not withdrawn.  No request for the State Board of Education to review 
the decision made by the panel was submitted.  The State Board may exercise a 
right of review of a determination made by the Charter Authorizing Panel and 
conduct a hearing on the Charter Authorizing Panel determination at the State 
Board's January 2014 meeting. 
 
Ms. Reith moved, seconded by Dr. Barth, to not review the amendments for 
Quest Middle School of Pine Bluff. The motion carried unanimously. 
 
 
Charter Authorizing Panel Action on Requested Open-Enrollment Public 
Charter School Amendment: Arkansas School for Integrated Academics 
and Technologies (SIATech) 
 
Mary Perry, Director of Charter Schools, stated the State Board of Education 
approved the application for SIATech on January 14, 2011.  The charter is 
approved to serve students in grades 9-12 with a maximum enrollment of 275. 
Representatives of SIATech appeared before the Charter Authorizing Panel on 
November 13, 2013, and the panel approved the requested amendment to the 
current charter.  No request for the State Board of Education to review the 
decision made by the panel was submitted.  The State Board may exercise a 
right of review of a determination made by the Charter Authorizing Panel and 
conduct a hearing on the Charter Authorizing Panel determination at the State 
Board's January 2014 meeting. 
 
Ms. Reith moved, seconded by Ms. Newton, to not review the amendments for 
Arkansas School for Integrated Academics and Technologies (SIATech).  The 
motion carried unanimously. 
 
 
Charter Authorizing Panel Action on Requested District Conversion Public 
Charter School Amendments: Washington Academy in the Texarkana 
School District 
 
Mary Perry, Director of Charter Schools, stated the State Board of Education 
approved the application for Washington Academy on January 14, 2013.  The 
charter is approved to serve students in grades 9-12 with a maximum enrollment 
of 160.  Representatives of Washington Academy appeared before the Charter 
Authorizing Panel on November 13, 2013, and the panel approved the requested 
amendments to the current charter.  No request for the State Board of Education 
to review the decision made by the panel was submitted.  The State Board may 
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exercise a right of review of a determination made by the Charter Authorizing 
Panel and conduct a hearing on the Charter Authorizing Panel determination at 
the State Board's January 2014 meeting. 
 
Dr. Barth moved, seconded by Ms. Saviers, to not review the amendments for 
Washington Academy in the Texarkana School District. The motion carried 
unanimously.  
 
 
Little Rock School District Request for Review: Exalt Academy of 
Southwest Little Rock, Little Rock, Arkansas 
 
Mary Perry, Director of Charter Schools, stated on November 13-14, 2013, the 
Charter Authorizing Panel conducted hearings for open-enrollment charter 
applicants wanting to open schools in 2014-2015.  Representatives of Exalt 
Academy of Southwest Little Rock appeared before the panel on November 13 
and requested that Exalt Education, Inc., the sponsoring entity, be allowed to 
open a charter in Little Rock to serve students in grades K-8 with a maximum 
enrollment of 540.  A representative of the Little Rock School District spoke in 
opposition to the charter.  By unanimous vote, the panel approved the application 
for Exalt Academy of Southwest Little Rock.  Pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-
701 et seq., the Little Rock School District requested the State Board of 
Education conduct a hearing at its January 2014 meeting to review the decision 
made by the Charter Authorizing Panel. 
 
Ellen Smith, attorney for Little Rock School District, asked for a review of the 
Exalt Academy regarding economic viability of the school.  LRSD is concerned 
the charter may open but not have the financial viability to economically sustain 
the charter school.  LRSD asked the Board to review the charter school’s 
financial plan. 
 
Ben Lindquist, CEO of Exalt, said the budget was submitted to the Charter 
Authorizing Panel.  The team has previous experience managing a charter 
school budget. 
 
Ms. Zook moved, seconded by Ms. Newton, to not review the application for 
Exalt Academy of Southwest Little Rock.  Six voted yes and Ms. Mahony voted 
no.  The final vote was 6-1.  The motion carried. 
 
 
Little Rock School District Request for Review: Quest Middle School of 
West Little Rock, Little Rock, Arkansas 
 
Mary Perry, Director of Charter Schools, stated on November 13-14, 2013, the 
Charter Authorizing Panel conducted hearings for open-enrollment charter 
applicants wanting to open schools in 2014-2015.  Representatives of Quest 
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Middle School of West Little Rock appeared before the panel on November 
14,2013, and requested that Responsive Education Solutions, the sponsoring 
entity, be allowed to open a charter in Little Rock to serve students in grades 6-
12 with a maximum enrollment of 490.  A representative of the Little Rock School 
District spoke in opposition to the charter.  By unanimous vote, the panel 
approved the application for Quest Middle School of West Little Rock.  Pursuant 
to Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-701 et seq., the Little Rock School District requested 
that the State Board of Education conduct a hearing at its January 2014 meeting 
to review the decision made by the Charter Authorizing Panel. 
 
Ellen Smith, attorney for Little Rock School District, asked for a review of the 
Quest application based on economic viability of model, plan to provide required 
curriculum/courses, and the effect of removing affluent students from LRSD. 
 
Dr. Edwin Strickland, Arkansas Director of Responsive Solutions, said the 
Charter Authorizing Panel asked the same questions as brought forth by LRSD. 
 
Sam Jones, representing PCSSD, raised the issue of sustainable enrollment for 
the proposed demographics. 
 
Ms. Saviers moved, seconded by Ms. Zook, to not review the application for 
Quest Middle School of West Little Rock.  Two voted yes and five voted no to the 
motion.  Motion failed. 
 
Dr. Barth moved, seconded by Ms. Reith to review the application for Quest 
Middle School of West Little Rock.  Five voted yes and Ms. Saviers and Ms. Zook 
voted no to the review.  The final vote was 5-2.    The motion carried.  
 
 
Applicant Request for Review: Ozark College and Career Academy, 
Springdale, Arkansas 
 
Mary Perry, Director of Charter Schools, stated on November 13-14, 2013, the 
Charter Authorizing Panel conducted hearings for open-enrollment charter 
applicants wanting to open schools in 2014-2015.  A representative of the Ozark 
College and Career Academy appeared before the panel on November 13,2013, 
and requested that Ozark, Inc., the sponsoring entity, be allowed to open a 
charter in Springdale to serve students in grades K-12 with a maximum 
enrollment of 250.  A representative of the Springdale School District spoke in 
opposition to the charter.  With a vote of 5-1, the panel denied the application for 
the Ozark College and Career Academy.  Pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-701 
et seq., the applicant requested the State Board of Education conduct a hearing 
at its January 2014 meeting to review the decision made by the Charter 
Authorizing Panel. 
 
Clay Hendrix, Assistant Superintendent at Springdale, requested the Board 
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uphold the decision of the Charter Authorizing Panel. 
 
Mr. Ledbetter moved, seconded by Ms. Reith, to not review the application for 
Ozark College and Career Academy.  The motion carried unanimously. 
 
 
Applicant Request for Review: Redfield Tri-County Charter School, 
Redfield, Arkansas 
 
Mary Perry, Director of Charter Schools, stated on November 13-14, 2013, the 
Charter Authorizing Panel conducted hearings for open-enrollment charter 
applicants wanting to open schools in 2014-2015.  A representative of the 
Redfield Tri-County Charter School appeared before the panel on November 14, 
2013, and requested that Redfield Tri-County Charter School, the sponsoring 
entity, be allowed to open a charter in Redfield to serve students in grades 5-12 
with a maximum enrollment of 375.  By unanimous vote, the panel denied the 
application for Redfield Tri-County Charter School. Pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 
6-23-701 et seq., the applicant requested the State Board of Education conduct a 
hearing at its January 2014 meeting to review the decision made by the Charter 
Authorizing Panel. 
 
Amanda Kighte asked the Board to review the application because the Panel did 
not review the correct Redfield budget.  A complete curriculum was not submitted 
but was outlined as requested in the application.  No one spoke in opposition 
during the Panel review.   
 
Ms. Zook moved, seconded by Ms. Newton, to review the application for Redfield 
Tri-County Charter School.  Five voted yes and Mr. Ledbetter and Ms. Reith 
voted no to the motion.  The final vote was 5-2.  The motion carried. 
 
 
Hearing on Waiver Request for Teaching License – Steven Trulock 
 
Steven Trulock is a licensed educator who has requested a waiver of the 
grounds for nonrenewal of his standard teaching license. In 2005, Mr. Trulock 
was found guilty of a disqualifying offense under Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-410(c). 
Mr. Trulock represented himself. 
 
Ms. Mahony moved, seconded by Dr. Barth, to waive the disqualifying offense 
with a two-year probation for licensure.  The motion carried unanimously. 
 
 
A-23 Hearing on Recommendation for Revocation of Teaching License – 
Cody Martin 
 
Action item A-23 was removed from the agenda. 
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Adoption of State Board of Education Meeting Dates for Calendar Year 
2014 
 
Arkansas statute requires that each constitutional board and commission set 
proposed dates for the next calendar year at the last regular meeting of each 
calendar year. Department staff proposed to change the regular meeting dates to 
the second Thursday and Friday of each month with voting on the first date and 
reports on the second date of the month. 
 
The proposed meeting dates include:  

January 9-10, 2014 
February 13-14, 2014 
March 13-14, 2014 
April 10-11, 2014 
May 8-9, 2014 
June 12-13, 2014 
July 10-11, 2014 
August 14-15, 2014 
September 11-12, 2014 
October 9-10, 2014 
November 13-14, 2014 
December 11-12, 2014 

 
Dr. Barth moved, seconded by Ms. Saviers, to adopt the proposed State Board of 
Education Meeting Dates for Calendar Year 2014, with the provision of voting on 
January 10th. The motion carried unanimously. 
 
 

Reports 
 

Public Comment: Karen Lamoreaux 
 
Ms. Karen Lamoreaux spoke in opposition to the Common Core State Standards.   
 
 

Adjournment 
 
The meeting adjourned at 1:44 p.m. 
 
Minutes recorded by Deborah Coffman. 



                     ADE’S PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOL EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
   DECEMBER  31, 2013 

 
This document summarizes the progress that ADE has made in complying with the provisions of the 
Implementation Plan during the month of December 2013. 
 
IMPLEMENTATION PHASE ACTIVITY              

I. Financial Obligations 

A. As of November 30, 2013, State Foundation Funding payments paid for FY 13/14   
  totaled $22,419,764 to LRSD, $13,389,576 to NLRSD, and $16,268,094 to PCSSD. 

B. As of November 30, 2013, the Magnet Operational Charge paid for FY 13/14 totaled 
 $14,296,899. The allotment for FY 13/14 was $14,296,899.   

C. As of November 30, 2013, the M-to-M incentive checks paid for FY 13/14 totaled 
 $1,614,836 to LRSD, $1,647,292 to NLRSD, and $4,242,780 to PCSSD.   

D. ADE pays districts three equal installments each year for their transportation budgets. 
The final payment for 2012-2013 has been made and the first payment for 2013-2014 has 
been made. 

1. In March 2013, General Finance made the second one-third payment to the 
Districts for their FY 12/13 transportation budgets.  As of March 31, 2013, 
transportation payments for FY 12/13 totaled $1,530,000.00 to LRSD, 
$401,121.35 to NLRSD, and $1,151,841.67 to PCSSD.  

  2. In November 2013, General Finance made the last one-third payment to the  
   Districts for their FY 12/13 transportation budgets.  As of December 31, 2013,  
   transportation payments for FY 12/13 totaled $4,949,013.00 to LRSD,   
   $1,280,395.20 to NLRSD, and $3,032,169.40 to PCSSD.   

3. In November 2013, General Finance made the first one-third payment to the 
Districts for their FY 13/14 transportation budgets. As of December 31, 2013, 
transportation payments for FY 13/14 totaled $1,653,166.67 to LRSD, 
$442,606.93 to NLRSD, and $1,117,324.98 to PCSSD.   

E. The sixteen (16) new buses that were ordered for the three (3) districts have been 
delivered to the districts. They are listed below: 

 
  Little Rock 8  65 passenger buses  $71,073.00 each 
  NLR  2  65 passenger buses $71,073.00 each 
  PCSSD  2  65 passenger buses $71,073.00 each 
    4  47 passenger buses $69,314.00 each 
  
  Total Cost for the sixteen (16) buses is $1,130,132.00. 
   

F. In July 2012, Finance paid the Magnet Review Committee $92,500.  This was the total 
amount due for FY12/13.   

 G. In July 2012, Finance paid the Office of Desegregation Monitoring $200,000.  This was  
  the total amount due for FY 12/13.  

 
 



II. Monitoring Compensatory Education 

On October 3, 2013, the ADE Implementation Phase Working Group met to review the 
Implementation Phase activities from the previous quarter. Mr. Willie Morris, ADE Lead Planner 
for Desegregation, updated the group on all relevant desegregation issues. Mr. Scott Richardson, 
Assistant Attorney General, stated the depositions are over and approximately 40,000 pages of 
documentation have been submitted to the parties through the discovery process. Some parties 
asked for a continuance in the December trial but were denied. Trial is set for December 9, 2013 
regarding the state’s motion to be relieved from the 1989 settlement agreement. ADE will 
continue to provide assistance to PCSSD regarding desegregation issues in becoming unitary in 
all areas. The next Implementation Phase Working Group Meeting is scheduled for January 9, 
2014 at 1:30 p.m. in the ADE Auditorium. 
 

III. A Petition for Election for LRSD will be Supported Should a Millage be Required 

 Ongoing.  All court pleadings are monitored monthly. 

IV.  Repeal Statutes and Regulations that Impede Desegregation 

On July 1, 2013, the ADE sent a letter to Little Rock School District, North Little Rock School 
District, Pulaski County Special School District, Knight and Joshua Intervenors referencing 
Inquiry Regarding Statutes and Regulations Affecting Desegregation. On July 29, 2013, Pulaski 
County Special School District responded stating that Act 1227 of 2013 (Ark. Code Ann. 6-18-
1901, et seq.) impedes desegregation. This statute permits students to leave their resident district 
for another district without regard to the racial composition of either district. Act 1227 replaced 
the School Choice Act of 1989 (Ark. Code Ann. 6-18-206).  

V.  Commitment to Principles 

On December 16, 2013, the Arkansas State Board of Education reviewed and approved the PMT 
and its Executive Summary for the month of November. 

VI.  Remediation - Evaluate the impact of the use of resources for technical assistance 

On November 12, 2013, Susan Gray, ADE Assessment Program Manager and Suzanne Knowles, 
ADE Assessment Specialist conducted a webinar of Assessment Overview. The webinar was a 
presentation to district test coordinators about the requirements for proper administration of the 
state mandated tests in the 2013-2014 school year. Little Rock School District, North Little Rock 
School District and Pulaski County Special School District participated. 

On December 3, 2013, Melody Morgan, ADE Director of Student Assessment; Sheree Baird, 
ADE Social Studies Assessment Specialist; and Pearson, Inc. provided Partnership for 
Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) Training. The training was a 
presentation to district personnel about the requirements for the administration of PARCC field 
tests in the spring of 2014. The training was held at Maumelle High School in the Pulaski County 
Special School District. Little Rock School District, North Little Rock School District and 
Pulaski County Special School District attended. 

On December 5, 2013, Charlotte Marvel, ADE Math Spec./Title II-A Program 
Manager/Assessment and Suzanne Knowles, ADE Assessment Specialist conducted a webinar of 
National Center and State Collaborative (NCSC) Assessment Overview. The webinar was a 
presentation to district personnel about the NCSC assessment to be administered in the         
2014-2015 school year. Information about the 2014 field test was also presented. Pulaski County 
Special School District participated. 

 



VII.  Test Validation 

 The Arkansas Department of Education (ADE) has, for over fifteen (15) years, implemented a 
 rigorous, statistically sound and nationally recognized process for developing questions for its 
 state standardized assessments.  This process continues on an ongoing basis.  

 Before a question appears on a state standardized exam to measure student achievement, the     
 question must survive a strict review process that lasts at least two (2) years.  The process 
 includes a review of each draft question by an internal team of ADE content specialists, a Content 
 Committee, a Bias Review Committee and a Committee of Practitioners.  The ADE also relies 
 upon trained psychometricians, a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), and the federal peer 
 review process to conduct ongoing evaluations of the ADE’s standardized testing procedures to 
 ensure that those procedures are reliable, valid and controlled for bias. 

 Part of the two-year review process includes a review of each draft test question by the Bias 
 Review Committee.  The committee specifically reviews each draft test question for bias or lack 
 of cultural sensitivity.  The Bias Review Committee consists of approximately ten (10) educators, 
 program specialists and administrators from throughout Arkansas.  This committee is responsible 
 for reviewing all reading passages, test questions, and writing prompts to make certain that the 
 questions are controlled for bias and are not insensitive to specific groups or individuals.  Once 
 each draft question is field tested, the Bias Review Committee meets again to review the results 
 using student data disaggregated by demographic group to review indications of possible bias 
 with regard to a particular question.  The Bias Review Committee has the power to reject a draft 
 question altogether or require the draft question to be revised.  If the Bias Review Committee 
 orders a draft question to be revised, the entire two-year review process begins anew. 

 Only a draft question that has been found acceptable at every stage of the bias review process 
 may be placed on an operational test to measure student achievement. 

VIII.  In-Service Training 

On November 8, 2013, ADE made a site visit to the Pulaski County Special School District 
Administration Building. PCSSD Division of Learning Services, ADE Professional Development 
Specialist and ADE School Improvement Supervisor met for the following purposes:  1) discuss 
questions from teachers regarding master scheduling that best meet students’ needs;  2) reviewed 
the goals and work plans for the Learning Services Division;  3) assisting schools in management 
of test implementation for potential overlaps in dates to give The Learning Institute (TLI) interim 
assessments, Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) pilot 
assessments and state required assessments;  4) attending scheduled technology trainings for the 
purpose of being prepared to support schools;  5) overview, background, guidelines of 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) Flexibility for Priority and Focus Schools; and 
6) updates on revision process for Response to Intervention (RTi) and 504 Manual. The 
presenters were Dr. Laura Bednar, Deputy Superintendent; Dr. Richard Wilde, ADE School 
Improvement Supervisor; and Nickey Nichols; Response to Intervention (RTi) Coordinator. The 
audience consisted of Dr. Janice Warren and Dr. John Tackett, Directors of Elementary and 
Secondary Education; Djuna Dudeck, Susan Fletcher, Ellie Sullivan, Kiffany Davis, Jennifer 
Beasley, Dr. Yolaundra Williams, Lance LeVar and Josh Mills, Curriculum and Instruction 
Team; Sam Altschul, Director of Professional Development; Renee Dawson, Director of 
Curriculum; Kathy Goff, Director of Federal Programs; Dr. Laura Shirley, Talented and Gifted 
Coordinator; Danny Ebbs, Director of Athletics; Paula Rawls, Special Education Coordinator; 
John McCraney, Multi-Cultural Ed/Pathwise Coordinator; Robert Clowers, Education 
Accountability; LaJuana Green, District Test Coordinator; Pam Black, Director of Career 
Education; Reva Viswanathan, English Language Learner (ELL) Coordinator; and Karyl 
Bearden, ADE Professional Development Specialist. 



VIII.  In-Service Training (Continued) 

On November 14, 2013, ADE provided professional development at the Pulaski County Special 
School District Administration Building regarding Literacy Design Collaborative (LDC) Day 5. 
In this workshop participants will develop a deeper understanding of the Common Core State 
Standards (CCSS) for literacy that also is specific to English Language Arts (ELA), Social 
Studies, Science and Elective/Career and Technical disciplines. ADE Specialist will do the 
following:  1) support and collaborate with teachers throughout this process;  2) explore templates 
for writing tasks;  3) understand the difference between a reading and writing assignment that 
deepens students’ ability to read complex materials and to prepare written statements on those 
materials;  and 4) create a two (2) to four (4) week module that will be used with students that 
aligns to standards specific to a discipline area. The presenters were Karyl Bearden and Kathy 
Mascuilli, ADE Professional Development Specialists; Keith Harris, ADE Curriculum and 
Instruction; Sherri Thorne, ADE Curriculum and Instruction, English Language Arts (ELA) 
Specialist; and Michele Snyder, Science Curriculum Specialist. The audience consisted of Little 
Rock School District, North Little Rock School District and PCSSD Middle and High School 
English, Social Studies/History and Science Teachers, administrators and instructional 
facilitators. 

On November 15, 2013, ADE made a site visit to the Pulaski County Special School District 
Administration Building. PCSSD Division of Learning Services, ADE Professional Development 
Specialist and Arkansas Leadership Academy (ALA) met for the following purposes:  1) identify 
and publish core beliefs regarding work in Priority and Focus Schools;  2) reflect as a group and 
publish statements regarding the work of each group in relation to serving Priority and Focus 
Schools in PCSSD;  3) identify relationships, patterns, gaps, etc, in the work of provider groups; 
and 4) identify next steps for each group and collaborative efforts among the groups. The 
presenters were Belinda Akin, Jerry Vaugn, Joe Fisher, Joe Franks and Tim Bennett, Arkansas 
Leadership Academy (ALA) Capacity Builders. The audience consisted of Dr. Laura Bednar, 
Deputy Superintendent; Dr. Janice Warren and Dr. John Tackett, Directors of Elementary and 
Secondary Education; Djuna Dudeck, Susan Fletcher, Ellie Sullivan, Kiffany Davis, Jennifer 
Beasley, Dr. Yolaundra Williams, Lance LeVar and Josh Mills, Curriculum and Instruction 
Team; Sam Altschul, Director of Professional Development; Renee Dawson, Director of 
Curriculum; Kathy Goff, Director of Federal Programs; Dr. Laura Shirley, Talented and Gifted 
Coordinator; Danny Ebbs, Director of Athletics; Paula Rawls, Special Education Coordinator; 
Nickey Nichols, Intervention Specialist; John McCraney, Multi-Cultural Ed/Pathwise 
Coordinator; Robert Clowers, Education Accountability; LaJuana Green, District Test 
Coordinator; Pam Black, Director of Career Education; Reva Viswanathan, English Language 
Learner (ELL) Coordinator; Dr. Richard Wilde, ADE School Improvement Supervisor; and Karyl 
Bearden, ADE Professional Development Specialist. 

On November 11-15, 2013, ADE made a site visit to the Pulaski County Special School District 
Administration Building. Curriculum and Instruction Coordinators met for the following 
purposes:  1) evidence of impact of the work done to support schools;  2) development of 
professional growth plans;  3) analysis of curriculum and instruction using Scholastic Audit 
Standards 1 and 3;  4) curriculum maps progress report; and 5) concerns and next steps. The 
presenter was Renee Dawson, Director of Curriculum. The audience consisted of Djuna Dudeck, 
Susan Fletcher, Ellie Sullivan, Kiffany Davis, Jennifer Beasley, Dr. Yolaundra Williams and 
Lance LeVar, Curriculum and Instruction Team.  

 

 

 



VIII.  In-Service Training (Continued) 

On November 11-15, 2013, ADE made a site visit to the Pulaski County Special School District 
Administration Building. ADE School Improvement Supervisor met with Fuller Middle School 
Principal, Arkansas Leadership Academy (ALA) External Support Provider and ADE 
Professional Development Specialist to review Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) 
Flexibility guidelines, to establish expected roles for each support provider and how to best 
support schools in Needs Improvement Focus Status.  The presenter was Dr. Richard Wilde, ADE 
School Improvement Supervisor. The audience consisted of Dr. John Tackett, Director of 
Secondary Education; Brent Mitchell, Fuller Middle School Principal; Joe Fisher, External 
Support Provider Arkansas Leadership Academy (ALA); and Karyl Bearden, ADE Professional 
Development Specialist. 

On November 19, 2013, ADE made a site visit to Wakefield Elementary School in the Little 
Rock School District regarding Focus School Monitoring. Kathy Mascuilli monitored the 
Targeted Improvement Plan (TIP) and met with the principal and two academic coaches to 
complete the 2012-2013 Interim Measurable Objectives (IMO) report and update the 2013-2014 
Interim Measurable Objectives (IMO) report.  The leadership team meeting was held and the 
discussion centered around the work the external provider, Pearson, Inc. is doing in Wakefield 
Elementary School. The presenter was Kathy Mascuilli, ADE Professional Development 
Specialist. The audience consisted of Les Taylor, Principal; Constance Hansen, Math Coach; and 
Jennifer Salinas, Literacy Coach. 

On November 19, 2013, ADE conducted a meeting at Robinson High School in the Pulaski 
County Special School District. Sherri Thorne met with the principal and Math Instructional 
Facilitator to plan future support for Literacy Design Collaborative (LCD). LDC participants 
were identified and a meeting date was set for January 17, 2014, for professional development 
during the teachers’ preparation periods. The presenter was Sherri Thorne, ADE English 
Language Arts (ELA) Specialist, Curriculum and Instruction. The audience consisted of Mary 
Carolyn Bailey, Principal; Eleanor Jester, Math Instructional Facilitator; Stacy Jones, 12th Grade 
English Teacher; Briana Williams, 9th Grade Pre-AP English Teacher; and Sammy Grimes, 
Physics Teacher. 

On November 19, 2013, ADE conducted a meeting at Mills University Studies High School in 
the Pulaski County Special School District. Sherri Thorne met with the principal and the Literacy 
Specialist to plan future support for Literacy Design Collaborative (LCD). LDC participants were 
identified and a meeting date was set for January 21, 2014, for professional development during 
the teachers’ preparation periods. The presenter was Sherri Thorne, ADE English Language Arts 
(ELA) Specialist, Curriculum and Instruction. The audience consisted of Dr. Veronica Perkins, 
Principal; and Misty Blackmon, Literacy Instructional Facilitator. 

On November 20, 2013, ADE made a site visit to Stephens Elementary School in the Little Rock 
School District regarding Focus School Monitoring. Kathy Mascuilli monitored the Targeted 
Improvement Plan (TIP) and met with the principal and the literacy coach to complete the 2012-
2013 Interim Measurable Objectives (IMO) report and update the 2013-2014 Interim Measurable 
Objectives (IMO) report.  Classroom observations were made to see how Kagan engagement 
techniques are being used in the classrooms. The presenters were Sharon Brooks, Principal and 
Kathy Mascuilli, ADE Professional Development Specialist. The audience consisted of Sabreen 
Al-Uqdah, Literacy Coach. 

 

 

 



VIII.  In-Service Training (Continued) 

On November 21, 2013, ADE made a site visit to Pulaski Heights Middle School in the Little 
Rock School District regarding Focus School Monitoring. Kathy Mascuilli monitored the 
Targeted Improvement Plan (TIP) and met with the principal and the literacy coach to complete 
the 2012-2013 Interim Measurable Objectives (IMO) report and update the 2013-2014 Interim 
Measurable Objectives (IMO) report.  Classroom observations were made to see the Special 
Education classes and the types of engagement methods that are being used in those classes. The 
presenter was Kathy Mascuilli, ADE Professional Development Specialist. The audience 
consisted of Dr. Suzanne Ross, Principal. 

On December 3, 2013, ADE made a site visit to Maumelle Middle School in the Pulaski County 
Special School District. Professional Development Specialist met with the PCSSD Instructional 
Facilitator to support planning and implementation of the district-wide professional development 
for high school and middle schools Literacy Design Collaborative (LDC). The presenter was 
Karyl Bearden, ADE Professional Development Specialist. The audience consisted of Betsy 
Pruss, Literacy Instructional Facilitator. 

On December 3, 2013, ADE made a site visit to Fuller Middle School in the Pulaski County 
Special School District. Professional Development Specialist met with the PCSSD Instructional 
Facilitator to support planning and implementation of the district-wide professional development 
for high schools and middle schools Literacy Design Collaborative (LDC). The presenter was 
Karyl Bearden, ADE Professional Development Specialist. The audience consisted of LaDonna 
Warner, Literacy Instructional Facilitator. 

On December 3, 2013, ADE made a site visit to Franklin Elementary School in the Little Rock 
School District regarding Focus School Monitoring. An observation of the literacy coach’s work 
in the highest needs classrooms was done. A debriefing conference with the coach, teacher, and 
principal took place in the afternoon. The presenter was Kathy Mascuilli, ADE Professional 
Development Specialist. The audience consisted of Cynthia Collins, Principal; Pat Halk, Literacy 
Coach; Barry Anderson, Math Coach; and Martin Keith, 3rd Grade Teacher. 

On December 4, 2013, ADE made a site visit to Romine Elementary School in the Little Rock 
School District regarding Focus School Monitoring. The visit was focused on student engagement 
with a Kagan, Inc. trainer that was following up on the training teachers had received from the 
company. The trainer went to every classroom and observed the Kagan structure being used and 
gave feedback to the teachers. Additional training days will follow. Some of the staff was also 
involved in “Do the Math” training which is the program being used for students in the 
afterschool program.  The presenters were Wendi Burke, Kagan Coach and Kathy Mascuilli, 
ADE Professional Development Specialist. The audience consisted of Beverly Jones, Principal; 
Terri Evans, Math Coach; Aleta Posey, Literacy Coach; Michelle Joseph, 3rd Grade Teacher; 
Yvonne Roach, Katie Holloway and Liz Cranford, 1st Grade Teachers; Renee Edmondson,         
5th Grade Teacher; Beverly Baggett, 4th Grade Teacher; Kayleen Alumbaugh, Ryan Westin and 
Ann Hill, Kindergarten Teachers; and Tunza Smith, 2nd Grade Teacher. 

On December 12, 2013, ADE made a site visit to Bale Elementary School in the Little Rock 
School District regarding Focus School Monitoring. The visit started with classroom observations 
in the upper elementary rooms. A debriefing was held with the principal and monitoring of the 
parts of the Targeted Improvement Plan (TIP) was discussed. The presenter was Kathy Mascuilli, 
ADE Professional Development Specialist. The audience consisted of Dr. Ericka McCarroll, 
Principal. 

 

 



VIII.  In-Service Training (Continued) 

On December 13, 2013, ADE made a site visit to Dunbar Middle School in the Little Rock 
School District regarding Focus School Monitoring. Kathy Mascuilli attended the leadership team 
meeting. The Interim Measurable Objectives (IMO) reports that are a part of the Targeted 
Improvement Plan (TIP) were analyzed and filled out. A debrief meeting was held with the 
principal. The presenters were Eunice Thrasher, Principal and Kathy Mascuilli, ADE Professional 
Development Specialist. The audience consisted of Susan Jackson, Gifted and Talented 
Coordinator; Robin Kratzke, English as a Second Language (ESL) Coordinator; Kelli Allen,      
7th Grade Math Teacher; Gertrude Stubblefield, Parent Coordinator; JoEvelyn Elston, Counselor; 
Natalie Holliman, Math Coach; Shana Loring, Literacy Coach; Jackie Whitehead, Compliance 
Support; and Clifton Woodley, Asst. Principal. 

On December 16, 2013, ADE made a site visit to Wakefield Elementary School in the Little Rock 
School District regarding Focus School Monitoring. A meeting was held with the principal, 
literacy coach and math coach in which they provided updated information. Classroom 
observations were conducted. A debrief meeting was held with the principal and math coach. The 
presenter was Kathy Mascuilli, ADE Professional Development Specialist. The audience 
consisted of Les Taylor, Principal; Connie Hansen, Math Coach; and Jennifer Salinas, Literacy 
Coach. 

On December 17, 2013, ADE made a site visit to Northwood Middle School in the Pulaski 
County Special School District. Karyl Bearden met with the principal and Literacy Instructional 
Facilitator to develop a plan of implementation and support for the district-wide professional 
development for high schools and middle schools Literacy Design Collaborative (LDC). The 
presenter was Karyl Bearden, ADE Professional Development Specialist. The audience consisted 
of Dr. Kirk Freeman, Principal; and Nancy Fisher, Literacy Instructional Facilitator. 

On December 17, 2013, ADE made a site visit to Martin Luther King Elementary in the Little 
Rock School District regarding Focus School Monitoring. A meeting was held with the assistant 
principal and the literacy coach to look at student achievement data. A grade level planning 
meeting was also attended. The presenter was Kathy Mascuilli, ADE Professional Development 
Specialist. The audience consisted of Barbara Griggs, Assistant Principal; and Dee Ann Morgan, 
Literacy Coach. 

On December 19, 2013, ADE made a site visit to Pulaski Heights Middle School in the Little 
Rock School District regarding Focus School Monitoring. Kathy Mascuilli held a brief meeting 
with the principal. The presenter was Kathy Mascuilli, ADE Professional Development 
Specialist. The audience consisted of Dr. Suzanne Ross, Principal. 

IX.  Recruitment of Minority Teachers 

On November 19, 2013, the Office of Educator Licensure sent forms to all the universities and 
colleges to report their Fall 2013 Minority Graduates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



X.  Financial Assistance to Minority Teacher Candidates 

 Ms. Lisa Smith of the Arkansas Department of Higher Education reported Minority Scholarships 
 for Fiscal Year 2011-2012 on April 9, 2013.  These included the State Teacher Education 
 Program (STEP) and the Teacher Opportunity Program (TOP).  The scholarship awards are as 
 follows: 

 2011-12 STEP                                   Male      Male    Female   Female        Total        Total 
             Race                     Count    Award    Count    Award   Count     Award         Count      Award 
 Blank                       91       3,000            6       3,000       15        3,000            112        9,000 
 Native Amer                                                                       4        4,000                4        4,000 
 Asian                                                                                   4       4,000                4        4,000 
 Black                         4        4,000         14        4,000       74       4,000              92      12,000 
 Hispanic                                                  2        4,000       13       4,000              15        8,000 
 Other                         2        4,000                     4,000         1       4,000                3      12,000 
 Unknown                  1        3,000                                                                         1        3,000 
 White                        1        3,000       123                       415                           539        3,000 
                                                                                                                                       770      115 Minority 
 

2011-12 TOP                                   Male      Male    Female   Female         Total        Total 
             Race                     Count    Award    Count    Award   Count     Award        Count        Award 
 Blank                      122                        6                         28                            156    
 Native Amer                                         1                         10                              11 
 Asian                                                                                  4                               4 
 Black                         5                        29                       130                           164  
 Hispanic                                                2                         15                             17 
 Other                         2                          1                           2                               5 
 Unknown                  1                                                       2                               3 
 White                        2                      171                        648                          821 
                                                                                                                                   1181        196 Minority 

 Teacher Opportunity Program (TOP) – the amount awarded will be based on the tuition, 
 mandatory fees, books, and required supplies paid by the applicant for up to six (6) credit hours 
 completed.   

XI.  Minority Recruitment of ADE Staff 

The Minority Recruitment Committee met on October 3, 2013 at the ADE. The committee 
reviewed data related to the number of minority staff employed by the Arkansas Department of 
Education. The committee discussed the need to continue its review of previous ADE Minority 
Recruitment Plans and gather additional data to inform the committee’s work. Specifically, the 
committee will review data related to the statewide population as a whole, the population of 
students served, and the population of licensed teachers.  

XII.  School Construction 

 This goal is completed.  No additional reporting is required. 

XIII.  Assist PCSSD by communicating with local colleges and universities to facilitate lowering the 
 cost of Black History course offerings to its certified staff 

 Goal completed as of June 1995. 

XIV.  Scattered Site Housing 

 This goal is completed.  No additional reporting is required. 



XV.  Standardized Test Selection to Determine Loan Forgiveness 

 Goal completed as of March 2001. 

XVI.  Monitor School Improvement Plans - Follow-up and assist schools that have difficulty 
 realizing their school improvement objectives 

 On August 25, 2011, ADE staff held an ACSIP meeting at NLRSD. The meeting was held in  
 Kristie Ratliff’s office to discuss ACSIP requirements. Diane Gross discussed priorities, 
 interventions, and actions and stressed that actions in the ACSIP plan must be very focused and 
 clear. It was suggested that NLRSD put the budget codes in the action for the Bookkeeper’s 
 reference when paying out. The Peer Review Process for approving building plans was discussed.  

 In addition to the ACSIP, discussions were held about Title III and State ELL expenditures and 
 making sure monies are being spent in a way the ELL students are being served. The need for 
 spending the dollars in the buildings where the students are located was also pointed out.  

XVII.  Data Collection  

 The ADE Office of Public School Academic Accountability has released the 2010 Arkansas 
 School Performance Report (Report Card). The purpose of the Arkansas School Performance 
 Report is to generally improve public school accountability, to provide benchmarks for measuring 
 individual school improvement, and to empower parents and guardians of children enrolled in 
 Arkansas public schools by providing them with the information to judge the quality of their 
 schools. The Department of Education annually produces a school performance report for each 
 individual public school in the state. 

XVIII. Work with the Parties and ODM to Develop Proposed Revisions to ADE’s Monitoring and 
 Reporting Obligations 

On November 13, 2013, the ADE participated in a Desegregation Monitoring and Assistance Plan 
Meeting. Those in attendance were Margie Powell, Willie Morris, Aleta Fletcher, Joy Springer, 
Dr. Laura Bednar, John McCraney, Sherman Whitfield, Terri Rogers and Dr. Janice Warren. The 
following items were discussed during the meeting:  
 
Sherman Whitfield presented Section F. Discipline of Plan 2000. Terri Rogers discussed the 
process of the Diversity Committee providing staff members who are one standard deviation 
above the mean with training which included strategies for working with African-American 
males. 
 
Our next meeting has been scheduled for Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 2:30 p.m. to review 
and discuss the status of compliance in Section H. Facilities of Plan 2000. 
 
 
 
 



 
 

NEWLY EMPLOYED FOR THE PERIOD OF November 16, 2013 – December 20, 2013 
 

Vicki Hill – Nutritionist Consultant, Grade C121, Division of Fiscal and Administrative Services, Child Nutrition, 
effective 12/09/13. 
 
Rita Kraus – Administrative Specialist II, Grade C109, Division of Fiscal and Administrative Services, Child 
Nutrition, effective 12/09/13. 
 

*Stephanie Starks – Administrative Specialist III, Grade C112, Division of Fiscal and Administrative Services, 
Child Nutrition, effective 12/09/13. 
 
 
PROMOTIONS/DEMOTION/LATERALTRANSFERS FOR THE PERIOD OF November 16, 2013 – December 20, 2013 
 
Patricia Conner from a Public School Program Manager, Grade C126, Division of Learning Services, Student 
Assessment,  to ADE Assistant to Director, Grade C129,  Division of Learning Services, effective 11/25/13. 
Promotion 
 
Suzanne Davidson from a Fiscal Division Manager, Grade C127, Division of Fiscal and Administrative Services,  
Child Nutrition, to ADE Assistant to Director, Grade C129,  Division of Fiscal and Administrative Services, Child 
Nutrition, effective 11/25/13. Promotion 
 
Andrea Jobe from an Accounting Coordinator, Grade C121, Division of Fiscal and Administrative Services,  
Fiscal Distress, to Program Fiscal Manager, Grade C122, Division of Fiscal and Administrative Services, Fiscal 
Distress, effective 12/09/13. Promotion 
 
*Melvin Washington from a Computer Support Technician, Grade C115, Division of Fiscal and Administrative 
Services, Arkansas Public School Computer Network (APSCN), to a Software Support Specialist, Grade C116, 
Division of Fiscal and Administrative Services, APSCN, effective 12/09/13. Promotion 
 
 

 
SEPARATIONS FOR THE PERIOD OF November 16, 2013 – December 20, 2013 
 

Kimberly Bajorek – Grants Analyst, Grade C117, Division of Fiscal and Administrative Services, Finance, 
effective 11/19/13.   23 Years, 2 months,  15 days. 02 
 
*Desi Berry – Area Project Manager, Grade C123, Division of Public School Academic Facilities and 
Transportation, effective 12/02/13.   4 Years, 4 months, 26 days. 01 
 
Leslie Dyess – Area Project Manager, Grade C123, Division of Public School Academic Facilities and 
Transportation, effective 12/02/13.   2 Years, 1 month, 19 days. 01 
 

Cheryl Parrish – Public School Program Advisor, Grade C122, Division of Learning Services, School 
Improvement, effective 11/22/13. 0 Years, 8 months, 18 days. 01 
 
*Minority   
 
AASIS Codes:   
01 - Voluntary 
02 – Involuntary 
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION  

       
Percentages Academics Plus  

Pine Forest 
Elementary   

Academics Plus  
Maumelle 

Middle  
Academics Plus Maumelle High    

Grade Levels K-5 K-5 6-8 6-8 9-12 9-12 

Asian 2.77 4.44 0.72 1.58 0.67 1.52 

African American 12.47 34.10 15.83 40.50 22.67 45.20 

Hispanic 4.71 4.97 7.19 4.75 4.67 4.37 

Native 
American/ 
Alaskan Native 

0.28 0.35 0.72 0.11 0.00 0.57 

White 79.78 54.53 75.54 51.13 72.00 46.53 

2 or more races 0.00 1.60 0.00 1.92 0.00 1.80 

       Source: Statewide Information System Reports 2013, Enrollment by Race and Grade Level 
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LITERACY PERFORMANCE 
Percentages Proficient and Advanced 

Percentages Academics Plus  
Pine Forest 
Elementary   

Academics Plus  Maumelle Middle  Maumelle High    

Grade Levels K-6                  K-5                  7-12                 6-8                 9-12                 

All Students 86.83 85.27 81.03 76.38 62.26 

TAGG 79.52 72.8 66.67 64.08 40.51 

African American 71.05 79.27 38.10 67.81 48.24 

Hispanic 81.82 70.00   78.38   

White 90.60 89.62 91.01 82.73 75.68 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

78.95 76.32 69.70 66.95 46.97 

English Language 
Learners 

      66.67   

Students with 
Disabilities 

69.23 37.50   19.35 4.55 

Source: Archive Reports Center-School Performance Data Reports 2013-ESEA Reports 
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MATHEMATICS PERFORMANCE 
Percentages Proficient and Advanced 

Percentages Academics Plus  
Pine Forest 
Elementary  

Academics Plus  Maumelle Middle  Maumelle High    

Grade Levels  K-6                  K-5                  7-12                 6-8 9-12                 

All Students 87.25 78.29 62.72 72.37 62.93 

TAGG 80.72 59.2 50.00 56.29 51.20 

African American 70.27 64.63 36.36 54.68 46.97 

Hispanic 63.64 40.00   81.40 58.82 

White 92.62 86.89 68.00 78.79 80.90 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

80.26 61.40 50.00 55.35 53.76 

English Language 
Learners 

      69.23   

Students with 
Disabilities 

76.92 25.00 20.00 19.35 29.41 

Source: Archive Reports Center-School Performance Data Reports 2013-ESEA Reports 
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ACADEMICS PLUS CHARTER SCHOOL 
YEAR 2 REVIEW – SEPTEMBER 2013 

 
 
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 

 
 AS REPORTED IN SEPTEMBER 2012 SEPTEMBER 2013 

Grades Served K-12 K-12 

Enrollment Cap 650 650 

Current Enrollment 650 650 

Caucasian 74.30% 77.00% 

African American 18.46% 15.38% Total 
20.00% High School 

Hispanic 4.92% 5.00% 

Asian 1.84% 2.15% 

Native American 0.15% 0.15% 

Pacific Islander 0.30% 0.5% 

Other 0.00% 0.00% 

Free/Reduced Lunch 33%** 28% 

 
**Correction from 40.9% that was incorrectly included by ADE staff in September 2012 report 
 
PROGRESS TOWARD MEETING PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES APPROVED IN  
RENEWAL APPLICATION 
 
Mathematics Objective 
Achieve measurable growth for students as demonstrated by state testing and NWEA MAP 
testing 
 
Explanation of Progress 
 
Please see Sub Objective information below. 
 
     a. Sub Objective - APCS has partially met this goal. 
     Annually, Academics Plus will increase academic achievement in mathematics as indicated 
     on the benchmark and end of course exams and demonstrate proficiency at the state 
     Annual Measurable Objective (AMO). 
 
     Explanation of Progress 
 
     Attachment 2 shows the elementary school is classified as ACHIEVING in math and the high 
     school is classified as NEEDS IMPROVEMENT in math. After reviewing the high school 
     math scores, issues were identified and actions have been taken to improve future math 
     scores. 
 
     Elementary: The elementary school is classified as Achieving and has met this goal. 
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
 

2013 ESEA REPORT DATA 
  

 
Percentages Proficient and Advanced 

Percentages 
Arkansas Virtual 

Academy  
State  

 

Arkansas Virtual Academy                                 
K-8 

Grade Level K-8 K-8 

 
  

LITERACY MATH 

Asian 1.12 1.51 

 

All Students 72.17 63.50 

Black/African 
American 

9.15 20.78 

 

TAGG 64.10 57.75 

Hispanic 5.92 11.12 

 

Black/African 
American 

    

Native American/ 
Alaskan Native 

1.35 0.65 

 

Hispanic     

Native Hawaiian/ 
Pacific Islander 

0.52 0.60 

 

White 72.16 64.10 

White 79.24 63.37 

 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

67.12 60.47 

2 or more races 2.70 1.98 

 

English Language 
Learners 

    

    

Students with 
Disabilities 

15.38 23.08 

Demographic Source: Statewide Information System Reports 2013, Enrollment by Race and Grade Level 
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LITERACY PERFORMANCE 
Percentages Proficient and Advanced 

2012 REPORT CARDS 

Percentages 
GRADE 

3          
ARVA 

GRADE 
3          

STATE  

GRADE 
4          

ARVA 

GRADE 
4          

STATE  

GRADE 
5          

ARVA 

GRADE 
5          

STATE  

GRADE 
6          

ARVA 

GRADE 
6          

STATE  

GRADE 
7          

ARVA 

GRADE 
7          

STATE  

GRADE 
8          

ARVA 

GRADE 
8          

STATE  

Combined 
Population 

69.10 81.50 73.70 85.10 80.40 85.50 68.20 75.10 79.50 80.30 92.90 80.30 

TAGG 68.60 75.80 62.20 79.70 73.50 79.90 63.30 66.40 72.00 72.80 80.00 72.30 

African 
American 

  69.50   75.20   75.00   56.60   66.60   66.50 

Hispanic   79.00   83.10   84.00   70.20   78.60   77.90 

White 68.00 85.70 80.40 88.70 81.60 89.10 67.60 81.80 88.20 85.00 90.00 85.10 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

67.70 76.30 71.90 80.50 73.30 80.90 72.00 67.20 75.00 73.60   73.40 

Students with 
Disabilities 

  45.00 9.10 42.90   42.60   28.20   33.60   31.80 

Limited English 
Proficient 

0.00 76.70 0.00 79.50 0.00 79.70 0.00 61.10 0.00 71.80 0.00 69.60 
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MATHEMATICS PERFORMANCE 
Percentages Proficient and Advanced 

2012 REPORT CARDS 

Percentages 
GRADE 

3          
ARVA 

GRADE 
3          

STATE  

GRADE 
4          

ARVA 

GRADE 
4          

STATE  

GRADE 
5          

ARVA 

GRADE 
5          

STATE  

GRADE 
6          

ARVA 

GRADE 
6          

STATE  

GRADE 
7          

ARVA 

GRADE 
7          

STATE  

GRADE 
8          

ARVA 

GRADE 
8          

STATE  

Combined 
Population 

83.60 87.00 71.90 82.00 66.10 76.20 56.80 75.50 74.40 77.30 71.40 68.60 

TAGG 82.90 82.60 59.50 76.00 58.80 68.70 46.70 67.40 72.00 69.40 30.00 58.30 

African 
American 

  73.90   66.90   57.50   54.70   57.80   43.00 

Hispanic   86.40   80.60   73.70   73.60   77.90   66.20 

White 82.00 91.30 78.30 87.20 67.40 82.50 54.10 82.40 79.40 83.40 85.00 77.30 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

80.70 82.70 65.60 76.40 60.00 69.30 52.00 68.00 70.80 70.00   59.10 

Students with 
Disabilities 

  61.70 27.30 48.00   38.30   34.10   37.00   28.30 

Limited English 
Proficient 

0.00 84.40 0.00 77.30 0.00 68.10 0.00 67.40 0.00 72.80 0.00 57.40 
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ARKANSAS VIRTUAL ACADEMY 
YEAR 2 REVIEW – SEPTEMBER 2013 

 
 
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 

 
 AS REPORTED IN SEPTEMBER 2012 SEPTEMBER 2013 

Grades Served K-8 K-8 

Enrollment Cap 500 3,000 

Current Enrollment 500 1292 

Caucasian 85% 83.6% 

African American 7% 9.4% 

Hispanic 6% 3% 

Asian 1% 1% 

Native American >1% >1% 

Pacific Islander 0% >1% 

Other / Not Reported 0% >1% 

Free/Reduced Lunch 58% 66% 

 
 
 
PROGRESS TOWARD MEETING PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES APPROVED IN  
RENEWAL APPLICATION 
 
Goal 1: 
Increase academic achievement in mathematics as indicated on the benchmark and end of 
course exams and demonstrate proficiency at the state level of Annual Measurable Objective 
(AMO). 
 
Explanation of Progress 
 
We did not achieve goal one successfully during the 2012-2013 school year.  The percentage of 
all students scoring proficient or advanced across the district was 67.70.  Within the elementary 
grades, K-5, the percentage of all students scoring proficient/advanced increased to 71.35 from 
70.42 in 2011-2012.  Students included in the TAGG within the elementary grades improved to 
65.42 proficient/advanced from 62.77 the prior year.  Within the middle school grades, the 
percentage of all students scoring proficient/advanced was 63.19.  Students included in the 
TAGG within the middle school were 58.33 proficient/advanced.  On the Algebra I EOC exam, 
73 percent of students were proficient or advanced. 
 
Goal 2: 
Increase academic achievement in literacy as indicated on the benchmark exam and 
demonstrate proficiency at the state level of AMO. 
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Explanation of Progress 
 
The district, elementary grades, and middle school grades were all designated as achieving 
based on 2012-2013 accountability reports.  Within the elementary grades, the percentage of all 
students scoring proficient/advanced increased slightly to 73.56 from 73.11 in 2011-2012, while 
the TAGG within the elementary grades decreased slightly to 66.35 from 66.91 in 2011-2012.  
Within the middle school grades, the percentage of students scoring proficient/advanced was 
71.67.  Students included in TAGG in the middle school were 62.96 proficient/advanced.   
 
Goal 3: 
On average, students in the program for at least two years will meet or exceed the state and 
national average as measured by the Complete Battery Percentile Rank (PR) on the state-
mandated norm-referenced assessment in literacy and mathematics. 
 
Explanation of Progress 
 
The reading percentile rank outcomes successfully meet this goal.  While the grades 
represented do not include the same students across all grades reported, ARVA students 
appear to make incrementally greater improvement in reading with each passing year.  When 
viewing language comparisons, this goal was not met in full.  In grades 3 and 4, ARVA students 
neither exceed the state nor the national average.  At 5th grade, ARVA students began to 
perform nearly equal to, or slightly ahead of the average state outcome.  Grades 7 and 8 
demonstrate a more favorable outcome for ARVA students in this comparison.  This goal was 
not met in mathematics.  Both the state and ARVA students exceed the 50th percentile at each 
grade level.  In grades 3, 4, 5, and 7, the state average exceeds the average performance of 
ARVA students by 1-3 percent.  In grade 6, outcomes appear equal, and ARVA students 
demonstrated substantial improvement in grade 8.  
 
 
 ARVA Math 

Average 
NPR  

State Math 
NPR of 
Mean SS 

ARVA 
Reading 
Average 
NPR 

State 
Reading 
NPR of 
Mean SS 

ARVA 
Language 
Average 
NPR 

State 
Language 
NPR of 
Mean SS 

 
3rd   

N = 43 
 

 
53 

 
55 

 
57 

 
51 

 
43 

 
46 

 
4th 

N = 42 
 

 
59 

 
61 

 
62 

 
53 

 
47 

 
55 

 
5th 

N = 44 
 

 
52 

 
55 

 
57 

 
47 

 
51 

 
50 

 
6th 

N = 41 
 

 
55 

 
55 

 
63 

 
46 

 
49 

 
49 

 
7th 

N = 34 
 

 
53 

 
54 

 
69 

 
50 

 
53 

 
47 
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8th 

N = 28 
 

 
62 

 
54 

 
68 

 
53 

 
59 

 
48 

 
Percentile rank comparisons were not calculated on an equal-interval scale 
 
10/1/2011 was used to begin the two year period 
 
Goal 4: 
Students will complete 90% of the curriculum lessons in literacy and mathematics. 
 
Explanation of Progress 
 
Arkansas Virtual Academy has successfully met this goal.  Each year, we review percentages of 
curriculum completion with teachers as part of the annual review process.  The average 
completion of mathematics curriculum was 95%, and average completion of literacy curriculum 
was 96% upon the conclusion of the 2012-2013 school year. 
 
 
Goal 5: 
Students will demonstrate mastery at 80% or above in every completed lesson and unit 
objective as measured by assessments within the Online School (OLS). 
 
Explanation of Progress 
 
Arkansas Virtual Academy has successfully met this goal.  Mastery of lessons with a score of 
80% or greater on assessments is a requirement to be advanced to the next lesson.  Additional 
lessons and activities are provided after a student has demonstrated mastery at 80% or greater. 
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

            

Percentages 

Benton 
County 

School of 
the Arts    

Eastside 
Elementary  

Bonnie 
Grimes 

Elementary 
School  

Jones 
Elementary 

School  

Old Wire 
Elementary 

School 
Benton 
County 

School of 
the Arts     

Elmwood 
Middle 
School 

Kirksey 
Middle 
School  

Benton 
County 

School of 
the Arts      

Rogers 
Heritage 

High 
School   

Rogers 
High 

School         

Grade Levels K-5 K-5 K-5 K-5 K-5 6-8 6-8 6-8 9-12 9-12 9-12 

Asian 1.34 0.00 0.66 1.20 2.47 1.63 1.02 3.53 1.28 1.58 1.86 

African American 1.07 1.09 0.66 2.00 2.09 2.17 1.28 1.35 3.42 1.29 1.63 

Hispanic 15.01 58.65 61.37 74.95 61.03 12.50 41.05 44.61 8.97 41.56 41.63 

Native American/      
Alaskan Native 

0.80 0.91 0.22 0.40 0.95 1.63 0.13 0.73 1.71 1.63 0.70 

Native 
Hawaiian/Pacific 

Islander 
0.80 0.36 1.77 0.60 1.52 1.63 0.38 1.14 0.00 0.79 0.65 

White 74.26 37.70 33.77 18.84 30.04 73.91 55.12 48.03 82.91 51.21 52.17 

2 or more races 6.70 1.28 1.55 2.00 1.90 6.52 1.02 0.62 1.71 1.93 1.35 

Source: Statewide Information System Reports 2013, Enrollment by Race and Grade Level 
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LITERACY PERFORMANCE 
Percentages Proficient and Advanced 

Percentages 

Benton 
County 

School of 
the Arts    

Eastside 
Elementary  

Bonnie 
Grimes 

Elementary 
School  

Jones 
Elementary 

School  

Old Wire 
Elementary 

School 

Elmwood 
Middle 
School 

Kirksey 
Middle 
School  

Benton 
County 

School of 
the Arts      

Rogers 
Heritage 

High 
School   

Rogers 
High 

School         

Grade Levels K-8 K-5 K-5 K-5 K-5 6-8 6-8 9-12 9-12 9-12 

All Students 
88.34 93.92 90.48 89.37 93.88 87.65 89.65 91.30 69.69 77.42 

TAGG 
76.47 92.66 88.80 89.23 93.91 82.17 84.47 80.00 56.70 65.62 

African 
American 

          63.64         

Hispanic 
85.00 93.87 89.13 89.94 94.30 82.16 87.36   52.24 61.19 

White 
88.52 93.33 93.68 85.71 92.31 92.54 91.77 90.00 81.44 89.57 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

80.70 92.61 88.61 88.77 93.58 82.97 85.56   57.76 67.14 

English 
Language 
Learners 

88.89 93.29 86.88 90.18 93.29 77.27 85.59   38.10 47.83 

Students with 
Disabilities 

34.62 75.61 61.36 72.22 83.33 53.06 47.62   26.32 40.82 

Source: Archive Reports Center-School Performance Data Reports 2013-ESEA Reports 
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MATHEMATICS PERFORMANCE 
Percentages Proficient and Advanced 

Percentages 

Benton 
County 

School of 
the Arts    

Eastside 
Elementary  

Bonnie 
Grimes 

Elementary 
School  

Jones 
Elementary 

School  

Old Wire 
Elementary 

School 

Elmwood 
Middle 
School 

Kirksey 
Middle 
School  

Benton 
County 

School of 
the Arts      

Rogers 
Heritage 

High 
School   

Rogers 
High 

School         

Grade 
Levels 

K-8 K-5 K-5 K-5 K-5 6-8 6-8 9-12 9-12 9-12 

All Students 
83.43 93.54 87.76 87.44 89.39 80.92 81.64 82.65 78.59 81.19 

TAGG 
74.13 92.66 86.40 86.67 89.13 72.91 72.67 85.37 73.18 73.88 

African 
American 

          72.73 70.00   90.00 83.33 

Hispanic 
82.22 94.48 85.33 85.80 87.97 74.64 74.16   69.08 71.73 

White 
83.75 92.22 93.68 96.43 90.77 85.81 87.50 80.95 87.31 89.81 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

80.00 92.12 86.92 86.63 88.53 73.31 73.94 93.75 72.69 75.39 

English 
Language 
Learners 

85.71 93.96 83.12 85.89 87.25 69.43 71.77   58.08 63.05 

Students with 
Disabilities 

34.62 80.49 56.82 75.00 86.67 47.96 39.29 60.00 77.92 76.47 

Source: Archive Reports Center-School Performance Data Reports 2013-ESEA Reports 
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BENTON COUNTY SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
YEAR 2 REVIEW – SEPTEMBER 2013 

 
 
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 

 
 AS REPORTED IN SEPTEMBER 2012 SEPTEMBER 2013 

Grades Served K-12  K-12 

Enrollment Cap 825 825 

Current Enrollment 786 780 

Caucasian 80.2% 79.1% 

African American 3.8% 3.1% 

Hispanic 10.4% 11.5% 

Asian 2.5% 3.6% 

Native American 2.3% 1.8% 

Pacific Islander >1.0% >1.0% 

Other >1.0% >1.0% 

Free/Reduced 
Lunch 32.5% 27.95% 

 
 
 
PROGRESS TOWARD MEETING PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES APPROVED IN  
RENEWAL APPLICATION 
 
K-8 students will achieve annual measurement objectives as defined by the state. 
 
Explanation of Progress: 
 
2011-2012 Achieving Literacy/Achieving Math/Achieving School 
2012-2013 Needs Improvement Literacy/Achieving Math/Needs Improvement School 
 
2011-2012 In twelve (12) tested areas (3-8 Literacy and Math),  we outperformed the State  

average in nine (9) areas.  We did not outperform the State in 5th Math, 6th 
Literacy, and 7th Literacy 

                        We scored 100% Proficient in 8th grade Algebra I. 
2012-2013 In twelve (12) tested areas (3-8 Literacy and Math) we outperformed the State 

average in all twelve (12) areas. 
We scored 100% Proficient in 8th grade Algebra I. 

 
2011-2012 ESEA AMO Performance – Literacy:  Exceeded Combined (Grades 3-8) 88.70% 

to expected 86.83%.  Did not exceed TAGG (Grades 3-8) 76.3% to expected 
77.87%. 
ESEA AMO Growth – Literacy:  Exceeded Combined (Grades 3-8) 91.35% to  
expected 86.75%.  Exceeded TAGG (Grades 3-8) 82.30% to expected 77.08%. 

2011-2012 ESEA AMO Performance – Math:  Exceeded Combined (Grades 3-8) 84.99%  
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to expected 75.63%.  Exceeded TAGG (Grades 3-8) 75.71% to expected 
68.18%. 

                        ESEA AMO Growth – Math:  Exceeded Combined (Grades 3-8) 76.47%   
                        to expected 68.98%.  Exceeded TAGG (Grades 3-8) 68.14% to expected  
                        60.14%. 
2012-2013 ESEA AMO Performance – Literacy:  Exceeded Combined (Grades 3-8) 88.34% 
                        to expected 88.03%.  Did not exceed TAGG (Grades 3-8) 76.30% to expected 
                        79.88%. 
                        ESEA AMO Growth – Literacy:  Did not exceed Combined (Grades 3-8) 87.31% 
                        to expected 87.96%.  Did not exceed TAGG (Grades 3-8) 77.57% to expected 
                        79.17%. 
                        ESEA AMO Performance – Math:  Exceeded Combined (Grades 3-8) 83.43% to 
                        expected 77.84%.  Exceeded TAGG (Grades 3-8) 73.94% to expected 71.08%. 
                        ESEA AMO Growth – Math:  Did not exceed Combined (Grades 3-8) 70.52% to 
                        expected 71.80%.  Did not exceed TAGG (Grades 3-8) 59.81% to expected 
                        63.77%. 
 
We implemented Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) formative assessments during the 
2012-2013 school year to determine the ongoing progress of students in grades 2-8 in Literacy 
and Math.  During the current 2013-2014 school year we are using MAP results, Benchmark 
results, and teacher recommendations to “double block” middle school students (grades 5-8) in 
Literacy and Math.  Students who are double blocked are students who scored Below 
Basic/Basic on the 2012-2013 Benchmark assessment and/or demonstrate below grade level 
functioning on the MAP assessments.  We are also providing after school tutoring for students 
who are considered at risk of not scoring Proficient/Advanced as a result of the above 
mentioned assessments.  Students in grades K-1 will begin MAP assessment in 2013-2014 in 
order to determine the areas they are in need of academic assistance.  These identified 
students will receive additional instructional tutoring/remediation.  All students in grades K-8 
who qualify for Title I Target Assistance services, as well as our identified ELL students in need 
of academic assistance, will receive services in our Title I/ELL Learning Lab.  We provide all 
students in grades K-8 academic assistance through an online tutorial program called Study 
Island.  In addition, teachers in grades 3-4 are receiving training in Cognitive Guided Instruction 
(CGI) and all 5-8 math teachers are receiving training in Extending Mathematics training.  All 
core curriculum teachers in grades 5-8 received Pre-AP training over the summer 2013 in order 
to enhance the rigor of their courses for the 2013-2014 school year.  Per teacher request, we 
transferred a classroom teacher to serve as our Special Education (grades K-8) teacher for the 
2013-2014 school year.  We had two different Special Education teachers in the 2012-2013 
school year who struggled to meet the needs of our Special Education students.  We are 
confident the teacher we have in place this year will provide the much needed specialized 
instructional services.  We are members of the Benton County Special Education Consortium 
that provides us SEA and consulting teacher assistance in the area of Special Education 
academic programming. 
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Students in Algebra I and geometry will score at or above state proficiency levels in annual 
mathematics assessments as established by the Arkansas State Department of Education. 
 
Explanation of Progress: 
 
2011-2012 Achieving Literacy/Needs Improvement Math/Needs Improvement Graduation  

Rate/Needs Improvement School 
2012-2013 Achieving Literacy/Needs Improvement Math/Needs Improvement Graduation 

Rate/Needs Improvement School 
 
2011-2012 Algebra I:  We outperformed the State average (92% to 79%). 

Geometry:  We outperformed the State average (89% to 75%). 
2012-2013 Algebra I:   We did not outperform the State average (74% to 77%). 
                        Geometry:  We outperformed the State average (90% to 72%). 
 
2011-2012 ESEA AMO Performance – Math:  Did not exceed Combined (Algebra 

I/Geometry) 90.63% to expected 92.44%.  Exceeded TAGG (Algebra 
I/Geometry) 88.78% to expected 88.54%. 

2012-2013 ESEA AMO Performance – Math:  Did not exceed Combined (Algebra I/ 
Geometry) 81.63% to expected 93.13%.  Did not exceed TAGG (Algebra I/ 
Geometry) 82.93% to expected 89.58%. 

 
During the 2012-2013 school year the high school Algebra I teacher died unexpectedly in 
February.  This was a shock to our students, staff, and school community.  We were able to hire 
a certified math teacher to complete the school year.  However, we believe the dramatic change 
in teachers and the emotional loss of the teacher had an adverse impact on our 9th grade 
Algebra I students.  For the 2013-2014 school year we are double blocking students in Algebra I 
and Geometry who are demonstrating deficit areas.  We began implementing the Measures of 
Academic Progress (MAP) assessments in the 2012-2013 school year so that we can identify 
those students who are experiencing academic difficulty in math concepts.  In addition, 
incoming ninth grade students’ Benchmark results from their eighth grade school year are 
examined to identify strengths and weaknesses.  Before and after school tutoring will be 
available to students who need extra tutoring and assistance.  The online Study Island tutoring 
program will be used to assist students with instructional tutoring.  Our ESEA math scores are 
so high, and our AMO trajectory expectations are so high, that making yearly increases will be a 
challenge, especially when there is such an emotional impact as the sudden death of a teacher. 
 
 
Students will score at or above state proficiency levels in annual literacy assessments as 
established by the Arkansas State Department of Education. 
 
Explanation of Progress: 
 
2011-2012 Literacy:  We outperformed the State average (82% to 68%). 
2011-2013 Literacy:  We outperformed the State average (91% to 70%). 
 
2011-2012 ESEA AMO Performance – Literacy:  Exceeded Combined 86.05% to 

expected 75.22%.  Exceeded TAGG 73.33% to expected 54.17%. 
2012-2013 ESEA AMO Performance – Literacy:  Exceeded Combined 91.30% to 

expected 77.48%.  Exceeded TAGG 80.00% to expected 58.33%. 
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Students will score at or above state proficiency levels in biology assessments as established 
by the Arkansas State Department of Education. 
 
Explanation of Progress: 
 
2011-2012 Biology:  We outperformed the State average 80% to 68%. 
2012-2013 Biology:  We outperformed the State average 81% to 70%.  We had the second 
                                       highest Biology scores in the state. 
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 1             get technical assistance.  And also I'd like to
  

 2             remind you that if anyone votes to deny an
  

 3             application we'll need to do a roll-call vote and you
  

 4             all will need to state your reasons for denial.
  

 5   A-1:  HEARING OF OPEN-ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
  

 6   APPLICATION: QUEST MIDDLE SCHOOL OF WEST LITTLE ROCK, LITTLE
  

 7   ROCK, ARKANSAS
  

 8                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Ms. Clay.  Ms.
  

 9             Perry, we will ask you to come bring forth Action
  

10             Item A-1.
  

11                  MS. PERRY:  Thank you, Commissioner.  Action
  

12             Item A-1 is a request from Quest Middle School of
  

13             West Little Rock to open an open-enrollment charter.
  

14             This school is sponsored by Responsive Education
  

15             Solutions.  They are requesting grades 6-12, 6-8 in
  

16             the first year, adding a grade per year, with a
  

17             maximum student enrollment cap of 490, again
  

18             beginning with only 220 in year one.  And the address
  

19             for the proposed school is 1815 Rahling Road in
  

20             Little Rock.  To begin the presentation today, on
  

21             behalf of Responsive Education Solutions is Dr. Edwin
  

22             Strickland and also there is someone here from Little
  

23             Rock, Dr. Glasgow, who will want to speak after the
  

24             initial presentation.
  

25                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Ms. Perry.  May I

3
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 1             ask those that will be speaking on behalf of Action
  

 2             Item 1, Quest Middle School's request for
  

 3             application, please stand to be sworn in.  Okay.
  

 4             Please raise your right hand.  Do you swear to tell
  

 5             the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth?
  

 6                (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
  

 7                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Hold on.  Have I got
  

 8             everybody?
  

 9                  MS. PERRY:  There are people on the outside
  

10             also.
  

11                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  There are people who
  

12             will be speaking on the Quest Middle School outside?
  

13             Okay.  If you're outside, raise your hand.  Do you
  

14             swear to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing
  

15             but the truth?
  

16                (ALL WITNESSED ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
  

17                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  I will also
  

18             remind each side that there is 20 minutes.  So if the
  

19             charter applicant has theirs prepared -- understand
  

20             that at 20 minutes we will stop.  If there are a
  

21             couple of things I have some authority to grant
  

22             another couple of minutes.  Those that are opposed,
  

23             be sure that you're working together because if the
  

24             first individual up takes all 20 minutes then there
  

25             won't be opportunities for others.  I'll try to make

4
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 1             sure everybody gets an opportunity but if there are
  

 2             opposition -- there are multiple people with
  

 3             opposition to this, please work out your arrangements
  

 4             for the use of the 20 minutes.  Okay.  So we will
  

 5             begin.  Please state your name for the record.
  

 6                  DR. STRICKLAND:  Yes.  Dr. Edwin Strickland.
  

 7             Good morning, Members of the Review Panel.  Again, my
  

 8             name is Dr. Edwin Strickland and I serve as the
  

 9             Arkansas statewide director for Responsive Education
  

10             Solutions.  In that role I have the opportunity to
  

11             have local oversight responsibilities for the three
  

12             charters that we currently have in Arkansas, schools
  

13             in Bentonville, Little Rock and Pine Bluff.  And it
  

14             is an absolute honor for us to have the opportunity
  

15             to serve the parents, the children and the families
  

16             of those communities.  I can't tell you how excited
  

17             we are to be here this morning with the opportunity
  

18             to continue that tradition of service at our school
  

19             in West Little Rock.
  

20                  I want to just take a moment to introduce a few
  

21             people who are with us today, who will be speaking
  

22             during our presentation.  First, I will begin with
  

23             Dr. Allen Wimberley.  Dr. Allen Wimberley is our
  

24             Chief Learning Officer with Responsive Education
  

25             Solutions.  And then we have Mr. Charles Cook, and

5
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 1             Mr. Cook is our Chief Executive Officer with
  

 2             ResponsivEd.  I also have with us today Mr. Gary
  

 3             Newton, and Mr. Gary Newton is one of our parent
  

 4             initiators.  He and several others are responsible
  

 5             for ResponsivEd having the opportunity -- to have an
  

 6             opportunity to come and to have a high-quality school
  

 7             in this area.  And so with that being said this
  

 8             morning I want to yield my time and ask Mr. Newton to
  

 9             come to the podium and to share with you this
  

10             morning.
  

11                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Dr. Strickland.
  

12                  MR. NEWTON:  Thank you, Dr. Strickland.
  

13                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Mr. Newton, you're
  

14             recognized.
  

15                  MR. NEWTON:  Good morning, Chairman Kimbrell,
  

16             Members of the Charter School Authorizing Panel.  I'm
  

17             honored to be here this morning as a parent of two
  

18             students who are in their eighth year of public
  

19             education, seven years in three Little Rock School
  

20             District schools and now four months at eSTEM Public
  

21             Charter Middle School.  On behalf of the 306 parents
  

22             and citizens who signed petitions, the 222 who joined
  

23             our action group, the 18 civic business and parent
  

24             leaders who submitted letters of support, and those
  

25             who are with us today, I stand before you seeking

6
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 1             approval of the parent-initiated Responsive Education
  

 2             Solutions open-enrollment public charter application
  

 3             of Quest Middle School of West Little Rock.  Unlike
  

 4             perhaps any charter application in our state's
  

 5             history, ours was necessitated by a decades long void
  

 6             of public secondary education in our community.
  

 7             Simply put, our parents seek to provide public
  

 8             education where none exists.  In November of 2012,
  

 9             seven traditional school district parents met to
  

10             discuss initial steps in creating a charter middle
  

11             and high school in West Little Rock.  The group
  

12             adjourned highly motivated to mobilize parents in
  

13             support of the effort and attract a world-class
  

14             charter management organization.  The following
  

15             month, 78 parents convened at a church to hear from
  

16             the parent initiators of the newly approved
  

17             Responsive Education Solutions Northwest Arkansas
  

18             Classical Academy in Bentonville.  By June of 2013,
  

19             our group had grown to over 220 parents, when we too
  

20             chose Responsive Education Solutions to create Quest
  

21             Middle School.  In ResponsivEd, we have found that
  

22             proven world-class partner to provide immediate,
  

23             accessible and excellent public secondary education
  

24             for our children.  While every family's experience is
  

25             different, allow me to share ours so you may better
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 1             understand why we and our fellow parents have acted.
  

 2                  In 2005, we moved to Little Rock from Los
  

 3             Angeles for a better life for our children and our
  

 4             family.  When lack of capacity at our zoned
  

 5             elementary school denied our twins access to pre-K in
  

 6             our community, we were blessed to find space and
  

 7             excellence at Fair Park Early Childhood Center in
  

 8             Midtown.  There, we also found the economic and
  

 9             cultural diversity our family so values.  Fair Park
  

10             truly reflected our city.  When it came time for
  

11             kindergarten we were guaranteed space at our zoned
  

12             school, though capacity had been supplemented for
  

13             years with temporary buildings.  For third grade ours
  

14             were among the first students at Roberts Elementary
  

15             School.  On the day it opened Roberts' 900 students
  

16             made it the largest elementary school in the Little
  

17             Rock School District.  Based on last year's benchmark
  

18             exams, it is also the fifth highest performing
  

19             elementary school in the state of Arkansas.  This
  

20             school year, because demand exceeded desks, pre-K was
  

21             canceled at Roberts.  Just as capacity had denied our
  

22             children access to their zoned school for pre-K, now
  

23             all Roberts' parents would have to send their four-
  

24             year olds out of their attendance zone for their
  

25             first public school experience.  This year, when it
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 1             came time for middle school our only public choices
  

 2             were to bus our children east of University to our
  

 3             zoned middle school or to Mann Arts and Science
  

 4             Magnet east of I-30 on Roosevelt.  Based on last
  

 5             year's benchmark exams, out of 871 schools reporting
  

 6             in Arkansas, our zoned middle school ranked 849th in
  

 7             math and 845th in literacy, the lowest 3% of schools
  

 8             in Arkansas.  Mann, which is a stipulation magnet,
  

 9             ranked 624th and 591st, respectively, among the
  

10             lowest third in Arkansas.  In other words, we were
  

11             expecting to leave Arkansas' fifth best elementary
  

12             school and bus across town in order to attend one of
  

13             the lowest performing schools in the state.
  

14             Meanwhile, we were also denied entry into the public
  

15             middle school closest to our home, Joe T. Robinson,
  

16             in the Pulaski County Special School District,
  

17             because both Pulaski County and Little Rock exempted
  

18             their districts for the Public School Choice Act of
  

19             2013.  So when we were finally successful in our
  

20             third charter school lottery, we acted as we did in
  

21             moving from Los Angeles and chose to do what was best
  

22             for our children and family and enrolled our students
  

23             downtown, without transportation, at eSTEM Public
  

24             Charter Middle School.  Now, as with Fair Park seven
  

25             years earlier, at eSTEM we found both excellence and
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 1             the valued cultural and economic diversity truly
  

 2             reflective of our city.  For three years, like waves
  

 3             of parents before us, we begged our school board to
  

 4             provide excellent, accessible public secondary
  

 5             education for our students, but it didn't.  Only when
  

 6             we stopped begging and started acting upon the option
  

 7             afforded us by the General Assembly and the Governor,
  

 8             resulting in the application before you today, did
  

 9             the board move to acquire property for a middle
  

10             school in West Little Rock.  If land purchased to
  

11             construction follows Roberts' timeline, a middle
  

12             school will be ready in West Little Rock in time for
  

13             our children's senior year.  That said, the board has
  

14             indicated that any new construction is contingent
  

15             upon the results of a yet to begin facilities study
  

16             and a millage increase, which has no election date
  

17             set nor a guarantee of success.  Just as our
  

18             perceived competition prompted our board to act, it
  

19             is our intention that the quality of Quest Middle
  

20             School will accelerate construction of new
  

21             traditional middle and high schools in the community.
  

22             Just last week Dr. Guess stood right here before the
  

23             State Board of Education to recommend that Robinson
  

24             Middle School and High School be refurbished as all
  

25             middle school and a new high school be built,
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 1             contingent, of course, upon a millage increase.  If
  

 2             approved by voters, Little Rock's and Pulaski
  

 3             County's three new traditional schools would be just
  

 4             3.3 miles apart.  After generations of inaction we
  

 5             don't think it a coincidence that Dr. Guess's
  

 6             proposal, Little Rock's land purchase, and our
  

 7             hearing today all came within the past three weeks.
  

 8             Over a recent two-year period our district lost 588
  

 9             students; 504 of those left between the 5th and the
  

10             6th grades.  Over a four-year period the middle
  

11             school increased 460%.  As a result, the vast
  

12             majority of last year's Roberts Elementary 5th
  

13             graders are no longer in traditional public
  

14             education.  Friendships which have been forged over
  

15             the years have been scattered among private schools,
  

16             home schools, charter schools and school districts
  

17             outside of Pulaski County, not because of choice but
  

18             because of movement, all because the board chose not
  

19             to act upon public readily accessible census and
  

20             demographic data.  Three of the five parents who are
  

21             most involved in the historic selection of Dr. Dexter
  

22             Suggs as the new Little Rock School District
  

23             superintendent are leaders of our charter effort.
  

24             One of those parents has led us and other former
  

25             Roberts' parents in joining and supporting our zoned
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 1             middle school PTA, even though none of us have
  

 2             children there.  Already, that partnership has more
  

 3             than tripled PTA membership and fundraising over last
  

 4             year.  As evidenced by our actions, our parent
  

 5             initiators of Quest Middle School believe public
  

 6             education is not either/or; it's all.  We are keenly
  

 7             aware that the success or failure of our entire
  

 8             community is contingent upon the success or failure
  

 9             of our school district.  That is why we have and we
  

10             will continue to strongly support our district's new
  

11             leadership in putting children first.  As our new
  

12             superintendent has said, "Parents should have the
  

13             right to send their child to any school they deem
  

14             best for their child."  As we continue to support his
  

15             and our district's work to become a viable choice, we
  

16             respectfully ask that you approve our complimentary
  

17             efforts to become an immediate choice.  We thank you
  

18             for your time, consideration and service.  My fellow
  

19             parents and I look forward to answering any of your
  

20             questions and/or addressing any of your concerns.  It
  

21             is now my privilege to introduce a person who will
  

22             share more about our proposed academic program, Dr.
  

23             Allen Wimberley, the Chief Learning Officer of
  

24             Responsive Education Solutions.
  

25                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Newton.
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 1                  MR. NEWTON:  Thank you, sir.
  

 2                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Mr. Wimberley.  You're at
  

 3             about 11 minutes.
  

 4                  DR. WIMBERLEY:  Okay.  Good morning.  I am Allen
  

 5             Wimberley, Chief Learning Officer for Responsive
  

 6             Education Solutions.  One of the most enjoyable
  

 7             things that I do is just to speak with other
  

 8             educators.  I like doing that.  I like being around
  

 9             those kinds of people who have given themselves to
  

10             educating children.  Quest Middle School in West
  

11             Little Rock is a place that we're excited about.
  

12             Responsive Education Solutions calls itself
  

13             "responsive" because that's what we're doing.  We're
  

14             here today because we're responsive.  One of the
  

15             things that I think is important for us is that when
  

16             we listen to community members, we listen to parents,
  

17             and we listen to students and we do focus groups and
  

18             all these different ways that we try to get
  

19             information about what the needs are in a community.
  

20             I don't -- in my role as leadership of our division,
  

21             26 people in our central administrative division work
  

22             under my leadership with our schools.  And my role, I
  

23             think, is not to dictate to a community or anyone,
  

24             "Well, this is our program and all the students who
  

25             come through the door are going to fit in that
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 1             program."  I think my role is not to believe that
  

 2             this is the best way or that's the best way or this
  

 3             is the only way that a child is going to learn,
  

 4             because all of us as educators kind of build our tool
  

 5             kits as we go along.  We just kind of put those
  

 6             together and this is what happened and this is what
  

 7             worked.  I think my role is to be an architect
  

 8             because there are so many ways that children learn.
  

 9             And so Quest Little Rock is an opportunity for us to
  

10             come in and with the proven practice and methods that
  

11             we've used we're going to set it up to diagnose,
  

12             using the data from the diagnostics, to choose the
  

13             delivery systems.  You will see a structure for that
  

14             school that we think is best.  It will be set up and
  

15             it will look like middle schools should look
  

16             structurally, but what happens in the classroom is
  

17             going to be much different.  We're definitely about
  

18             trying to take disengagement out of the equation in
  

19             education.  So many times we find that its not just
  

20             things like drop-ins; it's mostly disengagement, and
  

21             there's two types of disengaged student: those who
  

22             have realized that they just have to learn the
  

23             teacher or learn the classroom or learn the system
  

24             and navigate it and they disengage from the
  

25             excitement and the passion for learning, but they
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 1             belong to families that are not going to allow them
  

 2             to stop attending school, and those who have
  

 3             disengaged and their families really allow them to go
  

 4             ahead and leave.  They're all over our campuses.  And
  

 5             so we're about engagement.  That is going to at Quest
  

 6             look like a blend.  It's very easy for people to
  

 7             always talk about education reform and how we're
  

 8             going to be innovative.  You know, the truth is is
  

 9             that it's hard to define and describe that.
  

10             Everybody likes to call themselves innovative.  What
  

11             we do though is we take those proven practices with
  

12             emergent technology and with engaged teachers who
  

13             really want to do what they wanted to do when they
  

14             decided to become a teacher.  We put them back in
  

15             those classrooms.  In a classroom you will find a
  

16             blend of technology and teachers, where the teachers
  

17             are able to focus on the students who really need
  

18             that teacher.  But those students who -- in a lot of
  

19             ways they don't really need me.  They're going to be
  

20             allowed to be in a curriculum program that allows
  

21             them to go not at their own pace but under their own
  

22             direction.  They'll be able to actually accelerate
  

23             within the structural classroom.  So it's not a
  

24             technology program; it's not a strict regimented
  

25             teacher-directed instruction program; it's a program
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 1             -- it's not really even -- well, you know, you can't
  

 2             even call it a program because it may look different
  

 3             for different children, may look different on
  

 4             different campuses.  But it certainly is a list of
  

 5             things that we're going to bring in.  Two of the
  

 6             subjects during the day will be delivered primarily
  

 7             through technology, the content will.  Because what
  

 8             happens a lot of times is those delivery systems are
  

 9             given a backseat and say, "Well, those are
  

10             supplemental to a teacher preparing the lesson plan
  

11             and delivering it every day."  We flip that.  We
  

12             allow them to get their content learning through that
  

13             system but then the teacher focuses on putting
  

14             together labs and putting together the creative part
  

15             of supporting and reinforcing what they are learning
  

16             through those systems.  Now we do that in two subject
  

17             areas.  Yeah, the subject areas look -- they're going
  

18             to look -- they're going to have the look of
  

19             traditional.  But as we diagnose and as we look at
  

20             the data, to use it for those delivery systems, we're
  

21             going to respond to that student.  What I try to
  

22             drive home with our people is this: in current
  

23             systems it's very easy for teachers to show up -- and
  

24             I love teachers; I married on, I am one, a lot of my
  

25             family members are teachers -- but it's very easy to
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 1             be a teacher and to show up and do our jobs and go
  

 2             home and ask ourselves, "Did I do my job?  Did I
  

 3             teach everything I was supposed to teach today?"  The
  

 4             honest truth is, as I tell our people, that's the
  

 5             wrong question.  The question is at the end of the
  

 6             day for those people who have given themselves to the
  

 7             children -- the question we should be asking at the
  

 8             end of the day is, "Did every child that I'm
  

 9             responsible for learn everything they were supposed
  

10             to learn today?"  And if we consistently drive that
  

11             home every single day it helps us stay out of a lot
  

12             of the things that distract from that.  We build a
  

13             system that's about learning rather than focusing on
  

14             teaching.  We focus on middle school kids at Quest
  

15             because a lot of people say, "Well, they're in
  

16             elementary school, they're moving to high school,"
  

17             and they kind of see it as a parenthesis time.  We
  

18             focus on it being a time of passage, an exciting
  

19             journey.  At Quest Middle School in Little Rock we're
  

20             going to come in, we're going to bring in the
  

21             curriculum systems; we're going to bring in the
  

22             learning systems; we're going to respond to every
  

23             child that's there.  You heard the numbers for the
  

24             campus size.  Those things are going to be done that
  

25             way so that we can focus on every single individual
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 1             child.  I appreciate you allowing me just to speak
  

 2             for just a couple of minutes this morning.  I want to
  

 3             introduce our Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Charles
  

 4             Cook.
  

 5                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Mr. Cook, we're at about
  

 6             three minutes.
  

 7                  MR. COOK:  Thank you, Commissioner.  Thank you,
  

 8             Committee Members.  I appreciate you having us here
  

 9             today.  Just want to tell you -- my name is Charles
  

10             Cook and I'm CEO of Responsive Education Solutions.
  

11             I just wanted to talk for a second about, you know,
  

12             who we really are as an organization.  We've been in
  

13             business 15 years; we're a nonprofit organization,
  

14             501(c)(3).  We started those 15 years ago with
  

15             collaboration.  We were formed with experienced
  

16             superintendents.  Linus Wright from Dallas ISD was on
  

17             our board, that initial board.  Forrest Watson from
  

18             Bedford's in the mid-cities, between Dallas and Fort
  

19             Worth, another gentleman.  And so our, you know,
  

20             relationships really just started as how do we go in
  

21             and help districts; how do we go in and serve
  

22             students that are needed in those -- that have the
  

23             most needs in those districts.  Well, we are proud to
  

24             continue that heritage and today some of the recent
  

25             relationships we're excited about is our partnership
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 1             with Austin ISD, in Austin, Texas.  We have two
  

 2             schools on-site, campuses within campuses, and that
  

 3             relationship is going very well.  And then we have a
  

 4             relationship with Lone Star College in the Houston
  

 5             area, the second largest community college in the
  

 6             state of Texas.  And that relationship is for a hi-
  

 7             tech high and high school high format on two of their
  

 8             campuses.  And so we're excited.  We're excited that
  

 9             this parent group from West Little Rock approached us
  

10             and we love their passion.  They have a need, a real
  

11             need, and we're ready to help.  We're ready to make a
  

12             difference in their lives and in their kids' lives.
  

13             So we appreciate you having us here; we appreciate
  

14             you considering our application; and we ask that you
  

15             approve and allow us to serve these kids.  Thank you,
  

16             guys.
  

17                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you, sir.  Dr.
  

18             Strickland, anyone else or -- you have about a minute
  

19             left.
  

20                  DR. STRICKLAND:  No.
  

21                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Then we'll move to
  

22             the -- any organization -- is it just Little Rock?
  

23             Is anyone besides Little Rock here to speak in
  

24             opposition of this middle school?  If not, Dr.
  

25             Glasgow, we'll recognize you for 20 minutes.
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 1                  DR. GLASGOW:  Chairman Kimbrell and Members of
  

 2             the Panel, good morning.  I want to start off by
  

 3             saying that I appreciate Gary Newton; I appreciate
  

 4             the efforts that he has undertaken.  We're happy with
  

 5             the parents in West Little Rock that want a school
  

 6             there to serve the students.  We agree that we need a
  

 7             school in West Little Rock.  Our school board, a
  

 8             little over a year ago, one of their five goals was
  

 9             to build a middle school in West Little Rock.  That
  

10             then was reaffirmed by our school board as a goal for
  

11             this year.  We've already purchased land.  I
  

12             understand that it takes a little while to get that
  

13             done and we will be seeking a millage and we need the
  

14             support of the parents in West Little Rock to get
  

15             that done.  When that happens, we're going to build a
  

16             state-of-the-art middle school in West Little Rock on
  

17             the land that we've already purchased.  It's going to
  

18             be something else.  It's going to be similar to
  

19             Roberts Elementary in that it's going to have all the
  

20             bells and whistles and will serve the students in
  

21             that part of town, which needs service.  Meanwhile,
  

22             what we've done pending that is Dr. Suggs has a plan
  

23             where Forrest Heights Middle School, which is a -- if
  

24             you've been there recently, a new facility.  It's
  

25             been redone.  It's going to be a K-8 STEM school and
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 1             it will be available for students in West Little Rock
  

 2             to attend in the meantime.  I'd also like to say that
  

 3             -- I'd also like to say that, contrary to Mr.
  

 4             Newton's statement, Mann Middle School, which he
  

 5             listed -- I don't doubt where it was on the list, but
  

 6             the Office of Education Policy recognized Mann and
  

 7             Mabelvale Middle Schools as two of the schools in the
  

 8             state in the top 10 among schools that have achieved
  

 9             over the last year or two.  So that is certainly a
  

10             good option.  I feel that the primary reason that
  

11             you, the Charter Panel, should not approve the Quest
  

12             Middle School in West Little Rock is because you have
  

13             three ResponsivEd charter schools in the state
  

14             already that are new.  You have the one in
  

15             Bentonville; you have one in Little Rock, Premier
  

16             High School; and you also have one in Pine Bluff.
  

17             They haven't been in operation long enough for you to
  

18             get any results from them.  I have some and our board
  

19             has some serious doubts about the -- as Mr. Newton
  

20             labeled it -- the proven world-class partner that
  

21             they have, which is ResponsivEd.  Texas has the same
  

22             public school report card system that Arkansas has.
  

23             In other words, you can go on their website and you
  

24             can look at all their schools and you can see how
  

25             they're achieving.  I decided to go on and look, so I
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 1             looked through their list and I found schools that
  

 2             were labeled Premier High Schools.  I found schools
  

 3             that were labeled Quest.  And I looked to see how
  

 4             they were achieving in relationship to the
  

 5             traditional public schools in the state of Texas.  I
  

 6             picked out 13.  There were others I didn't pick.  It
  

 7             was kind of a random selection process that included
  

 8             some big schools, Fort Worth, San Antonio, Abilene,
  

 9             and so-forth.  Out of the 13, of course, they had
  

10             schools from -- they had scores for math and they had
  

11             scores for literacy.  So 13 times math and literacy
  

12             is 26 different scores to look at.  Out of those 26
  

13             scores, in 19 instances out of 26 the state average
  

14             was higher than the charter school in those
  

15             locations.  Recently, in fact, on January 30th of
  

16             this year, an organization called the Center for
  

17             Research on Educational Outcomes, CREDO -- C-r-e-d-o
  

18             -- if you haven't looked at their report, you should.
  

19             It's located at Stanford University.  I'd ask all the
  

20             parents from West Little Rock to look it up.  CREDO,
  

21             C-r-e-d-o -- not Stanford; not EDU -- and you will
  

22             find the report that's on large charter networks that
  

23             they studied to see how -- what their achievement
  

24             was.  Amy Churchill, who was writing about the report
  

25             that CREDO published in January, said, and I quote,
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 1             "First, CREDO found significant variation in the
  

 2             quality of charter school management networks" -- or
  

 3             CMO's, such as -- a CMO would be like KIPP and
  

 4             ResponsivEd.  "Authorizers must be persnickety in the
  

 5             educational organizations with whom they contract.
  

 6             There are sour lemons as well as delicious apples in
  

 7             the CMO barrel."  CREDO's analysis discovered that,
  

 8             "The finest CMO networks, e.g., KIPP and Uncommon
  

 9             Schools, have large positive effects on students'
  

10             learning growth while the lowest performing networks,
  

11             e.g., Quiet Hat and Responsive Education Solutions,
  

12             have far less favorable effects on student learning."
  

13             The summary -- and I read the CREDO report -- the
  

14             summary part of it on ResponsivEd taken directly from
  

15             the report reads, and I quote, "The subpopulation
  

16             analyses showed that ResponsivEd has had some success
  

17             in helping ELL and especially special education
  

18             students.  But ResponsivEd students in other
  

19             subpopulations generally had significantly lower
  

20             growth, or weaker growth, rather, than their
  

21             traditional public school counterparts."  So we feel
  

22             that this caused our board to take pause with the
  

23             organization that would be operating the school and
  

24             you have three charters already that are ResponsivEd
  

25             managed and we have no results at this point.  So I
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 1             think our school board would like to see, pending our
  

 2             school district's effort to build a state-of-the-art
  

 3             middle school in West Little Rock, and considering
  

 4             the data -- in fairness, I'll say that ResponsivEd --
  

 5             I'm sure when they get their five minutes they're
  

 6             going to say they disagree with the findings of the
  

 7             CREDO report.  Stanford University has some
  

 8             intellectual clout.  They took the reply that
  

 9             ResponsivEd gave back to them and they stuck by their
  

10             guns on their initial report.  I'm sure you'll hear
  

11             some more about that momentarily.
  

12                  We are worried about any waiver to the length of
  

13             the school day, and I appreciate the panel yesterday
  

14             on a ResponsivEd charter saying that at least for the
  

15             middle school you didn't want a change in the length
  

16             of the school day.  We had at least one report from a
  

17             parent at the Premier High School that's located on
  

18             the Arkansas Baptist campus that said the kids were
  

19             getting out of school at about noon and they were
  

20             sitting, waiting for parents to come pick them up.
  

21             I'm worried that because of the individual growth or
  

22             the individual plan that students have when they're
  

23             on the computer -- as a representative said
  

24             yesterday, they move sort of at their own pace --
  

25             that that waiver request to change the length of the
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 1             school day causes some concern that kids may progress
  

 2             through the system quickly and then be done.  And, of
  

 3             course, we certainly wouldn't like to see that
  

 4             happen.
  

 5                  We feel that much of the instruction -- the
  

 6             self-directed computer-based instruction, similar to
  

 7             what used to be called PLATO system where you go on
  

 8             your -- you take an initial assessment and it
  

 9             determines what your needs are and you go through
  

10             mostly a computer-based software system.  And as the
  

11             gentleman from ResponsivEd said, at least two of the
  

12             curriculum areas will be delivered at least largely
  

13             through the use of technology.
  

14                  So, in summary, we agree that there's a need for
  

15             a school in West Little Rock, a middle school.  We've
  

16             already undertaken an effort to purchase the land and
  

17             hope to have that done if we can pass a millage,
  

18             which with the support of the many parents in the
  

19             West Little Rock area will be successful.  And can
  

20             not only build a new middle school in West Little
  

21             Rock, near Roberts, by the way, but can also build a
  

22             new high school in Southwest Little Rock.  So we
  

23             understand you have a difficult decision but if we
  

24             had the choice, we'd like to see them wait at least a
  

25             year.  And I know Mr. Newton, as he said, is trying
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 1             to put pressure on us to get with it.  We understand
  

 2             that pressure and don't doubt the validity of it.
  

 3             They should put pressure on us.  So if we can't get
  

 4             the millage passed and get ready to build schools say
  

 5             a year from now, maybe you'd say, "Come back, Little
  

 6             Rock didn't follow through on what they planned to
  

 7             do."  So that's what we'd ask you to consider.  Thank
  

 8             you very much.
  

 9                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Dr. Glasgow.
  

10             Anyone else speaking in regards to opposition?
  

11             Seeing none, then, Dr. Strickland, you'll have an
  

12             additional five minutes -- or whoever you would like
  

13             to -- Mr. Newton, I assume.
  

14                  MR. NEWTON:  Yes.  Thank you.  I'll speak just
  

15             briefly.  Mr. Glasgow, if you noticed his argument
  

16             was the same that we have been getting for the past
  

17             three years and for generations before us.  The
  

18             opposition for district is all about what they're
  

19             going to do, what they will do, what they plan to do,
  

20             not what they are doing or have done.  He intimated
  

21             that our data on the performance of Little Rock
  

22             School District middle schools didn't coincide with
  

23             his assertion about being some of the top schools.  I
  

24             would ask you to turn to your own data.  That's what
  

25             we use.  All of those rankings are available on your
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 1             website.  That's where we pulled them.  We simply
  

 2             sorted the sheet and looked at where those schools
  

 3             ranked.  The only question raised by the Little Rock
  

 4             School Board when this came before them -- and,
  

 5             again, we had a chance to make our case but only in a
  

 6             three-minute segment with citizen comments.  We
  

 7             offered to answer any questions the board may have.
  

 8             The only question that was presented at the Little
  

 9             Rock School Board was when our own zone
  

10             representative, Greg Adams, said, "Mr. Glasgow, is
  

11             ResponsivEd a for-profit or nonprofit?"  And Mr.
  

12             Glasgow said, "I don't know.  I assume they're for-
  

13             profit."  And then, the board voted.  It's
  

14             disingenuous to come in and speak only in anecdotes.
  

15             You have to look at the data.  You have to look at
  

16             generations of inaction.  LRSD focuses on the
  

17             performance of ResponsivEd but turns a blind eye to
  

18             its own performance.  Arkansas is one of the leaders
  

19             in data.  I urge you to look at your own data about
  

20             this situation and make that determination based on
  

21             that.
  

22                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Mr. Cook.  A little over
  

23             three minutes left.
  

24                  MR. COOK:  All right.  Thank you.  I wanted to
  

25             address a couple of things real quick on -- from
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 1             comments from Little Rock District.  The first one is
  

 2             on the issue of taking a random, you know, look at
  

 3             schools.  Mr. Glasgow actually mentioned the schools
  

 4             he looked at.  He looked at -- he mentioned Fort
  

 5             Worth, San Antonio, and I think he mentioned one
  

 6             other.  Those schools are all Premier High Schools
  

 7             and I think he would have known that if he was
  

 8             looking at the system they're in.  We do have Quest
  

 9             Middle Schools in Texas.  They're all exemplary.
  

10             They're doing a first-class job.  All of our standard
  

11             accountability schools, which are college prep
  

12             schools, are meeting the standards of the state.  And
  

13             the Premier High Schools, which are dropout recovery,
  

14             like we have here in Little Rock, are doing well
  

15             also.  But when you compare to the state average,
  

16             obviously, dropout recovery schools are not going to
  

17             have the same kind of comparison you would have with
  

18             the general population in the state.  Just to kind of
  

19             give you a little insight into the students
  

20             themselves as they walk into a Premier High School,
  

21             using data from our school here in Little Rock, 9th
  

22             grade students came in taking the MAP test the first
  

23             couple of weeks of school.  Their language
  

24             performance was a 5.5 grade level.  Their math
  

25             performance was a 5.5 grade level.  And their reading
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 1             was 6.5.  The 11th graders, it's 7.5 in language, 6.5
  

 2             in math, and 9.0 in reading.  So these kids are
  

 3             served in the district and we have challenges when
  

 4             they come to our school, but we're up for the
  

 5             challenge, which is why we perform very highly when
  

 6             you compare us to dropout recovery schools in that
  

 7             genre of schools.  But, again, like I said, when you
  

 8             compare and you start looking at over 60% of the
  

 9             students we serve are not in dropout recovery,
  

10             they're in college prep schools, and we hit the mark
  

11             and we're exemplary in those schools.  The CREDO
  

12             report, which is out there on the website, you also
  

13             see our response and you do see a response from
  

14             CREDO.  CREDO did not really respond to our
  

15             statements.  And if you go through there and look at
  

16             that you'll notice that they didn't respond to the
  

17             question we raised regarding the report.  The biggest
  

18             thing, really it summed up with this, when they ran
  

19             the analysis several years ago, even though the
  

20             report is just now coming out, 80% of the students
  

21             were in our at-risk schools at that time.  So the
  

22             last several years we've had a lot of parent groups
  

23             come to us, a lot of districts working with us,
  

24             community colleges, and we've started more college
  

25             prep campuses.  But when the report -- when they ran
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 1             the data 80% were in at-risk schools.  So CREDO
  

 2             report -- and they'll admit this as well -- did not
  

 3             take into account age at all.  So they look at a 9th
  

 4             grader in a traditional high school and they compare
  

 5             -- call it a virtual twin -- they compare our dropout
  

 6             recovery 9th grader who's 18 years old instead of 14
  

 7             and they say, "Okay, here's a match."  Well, it's not
  

 8             a match.  When you look at the CREDO report itself
  

 9             and you consider 80% of our kids are in dropout
  

10             recovery we beat every other dropout recovery in the
  

11             report.  So we're actually happy about that.  As far
  

12             as the school day, that issue, we have three schools
  

13             in Arkansas -- Bentonville and Pine Bluff -- which
  

14             serve younger populations up through middle school.
  

15             They have a traditional school day.  And the Little
  

16             Rock Premier, the high school, we're serving the
  

17             needs of those students and where they're coming in
  

18             at.  These kids are disengaged, as you can see with
  

19             these results of the service they had at the district
  

20             for several years.  They were failed and it would
  

21             have been potentially the district, but also
  

22             sometimes kids fail themselves, you know.  But
  

23             they're coming back, they're ready to re-engage, and
  

24             so we're excited to have them.  But you've got to
  

25             have programs in place to serve their needs.  You've
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 1             got parents, you've got people with jobs, and so we
  

 2             work to make sure we're serving the needs of those
  

 3             students.  The final thing is this Quest Middle
  

 4             School is not a self-paced program.  We do have many
  

 5             different innovative programs that we're proud of and
  

 6             this Quest Middle School, this college prep program,
  

 7             will, as Allen, Dr. Wimberley, was saying, will take
  

 8             three different components and the majority of it is
  

 9             going to be self-directed instruction, like you would
  

10             traditionally see, with teachers who are engaged and
  

11             making sure the kids stay engaged.  And then, as
  

12             well, we're bringing in technology to where the
  

13             students are not lock-stepped into everybody's in 6th
  

14             grade, we're going to teach everything the same.  So
  

15             using technology the students can advance or if kids
  

16             are behind they can get the help they need.  And then
  

17             the last part is just team work and we build that
  

18             into our system where students are working together
  

19             and learning how to collaborate.  So we appreciate
  

20             you guys.  Thank you for your time.
  

21                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  And that
  

22             concludes our testimonies and presentations and we'll
  

23             move to the question and answer session by the Panel.
  

24             So eeny-meeny, I don't know, let's see.  Okay.
  

25             Doctor -- or Ms. Coffman, you'll get to start with
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 1             the first question and please identify who you'd like
  

 2             to ask the question of.  Well, I'll tell you what.
  

 3             While you're looking where you want to start, Mr.
  

 4             Cook, I'd like to ask a question.  I know you just
  

 5             kind of talked a little bit about Premier High
  

 6             School, the dropout recovery school that you have
  

 7             here in Little Rock.  Now this Quest Middle School is
  

 8             not actually located in the Little Rock School
  

 9             District or within the Pulaski County School
  

10             District.  Is that correct?
  

11                  MR. COOK:  The location we submitted in the
  

12             application is in Pulaski County.
  

13                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Right.  The original
  

14             application though was in Little Rock?
  

15                  MR. COOK:  Right.  We have another form we can
  

16             turn in that's for another location that's in Little
  

17             Rock, and then we have another alternative location
  

18             we're investigating.
  

19                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.
  

20                  MR. COOK:  But, again, it will be in Little
  

21             Rock.
  

22                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Some of the others may get
  

23             into that later.  But my question wasn't about
  

24             necessarily the location as it is about -- we're
  

25             calling this a middle school but yet, you want to
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 1             grow it grade-by-grade to serve 6-12.  So how does
  

 2             that transition occur and what is the programmatic
  

 3             transition that would --
  

 4                  MR. COOK:  So where we have Premier High Schools
  

 5             that advance and go into the additions in the high
  

 6             school grades, which we do -- they go high school
  

 7             high; it's a name thing.
  

 8                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  To Quest though?
  

 9                  MR. COOK:  The Quest would have high school
  

10             students as they go into 9th through 12th grade.  But
  

11             it's the same format, same program.
  

12                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  It's the same program
  

13             as Quest?
  

14                  MR. COOK:  The same as Quest Middle School.
  

15             Right.
  

16                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So will you end up
  

17             with a school within a school, two schools?  How will
  

18             that --
  

19                  MR. COOK:  The schools are located on the same
  

20             site, same location.
  

21                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So as you do this
  

22             you'll be looking at this site having both middle
  

23             school students and high school students, same
  

24             program approach or different program approach?
  

25             That's where I'm confused.
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 1                  MR. COOK:  Very similar program.  As they get
  

 2             older, as they get into high school then they have
  

 3             more self-efficacy we're looking for with these
  

 4             students where they're actually learning more as an
  

 5             individual going into college.  So as they're in
  

 6             middle school you're going to have a lot more time on
  

 7             task.  About 70% of the time is going to be engaged
  

 8             with teachers.  But as you get into high school it's
  

 9             going to become more project-based.  So, still
  

10             teachers are engaged and involved but they're doing
  

11             more in a project-based environment like you would
  

12             see in a STEM academy.
  

13                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  But it's not the dropout
  

14             recovery --
  

15                  MR. COOK:  Absolutely.
  

16                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  -- approach that you --
  

17                  MR. COOK:  Absolutely not.  Thank you.
  

18                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Do you have any just high
  

19             schools that are just 8-12, 9-12 that are -- you call
  

20             them college preparatory schools?
  

21                  MR. COOK:  We do.  Yes, sir.  We --
  

22                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  And so this -- that's the
  

23             approach that this one --
  

24                  MR. COOK:  Right.
  

25                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.
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 1                  MR. COOK:  The school we have at Lone Star
  

 2             College, the two campuses, those are college prep
  

 3             high schools.
  

 4                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you.
  

 5                  MR. COOK:  And then we have several in the
  

 6             Metroplex.
  

 7                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you.
  

 8                  DR. WITONSKI:  Can I ask a follow-up?
  

 9                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Yes.  Dr. Witonski has a
  

10             follow-up to that.
  

11                  DR. WITONSKI:  And so for the group that you'll
  

12             be serving, the 6-12, your plans are to start with
  

13             6th and 7th?
  

14                  MR. COOK:  I think we have 6th, 7th and 8th.
  

15             Dr. Strickland, is that right?  6th, 7th and 8th.
  

16                  DR. WITONSKI:  And what are the demographics
  

17             that you anticipate serving?
  

18                  MR. COOK:  Demographics grade-level or --
  

19                  DR. WITONSKI:  Demographics in terms of students
  

20             that you think will be coming?
  

21                  MR. COOK:  What's exciting about open-enrollment
  

22             is anyone can come.
  

23                  DR. WITONSKI:  Sure.
  

24                  MR. COOK:  So population -- Gary, do you want to
  

25             address that?  Gary, do you want to address what you
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 1             think the demographics would be for that location?
  

 2                  MR. NEWTON:  Yes.  In fact, it goes back to Dr.
  

 3             Kimbrell's question about location.  The location,
  

 4             even though it's physically in the Pulaski County
  

 5             School District, if you know how Little Rock is
  

 6             configured, Roberts is on the western edge.  This
  

 7             location is actually east of Roberts.  So if you get
  

 8             the correlation between the feeder schools in both
  

 9             the Pulaski County and the Little Rock School
  

10             Districts, this district, save for the elementary
  

11             school on the Robinson campus, is as close or closer,
  

12             this middle school, to all the feeder elementaries of
  

13             both the County and Little Rock.  It is optimally
  

14             located, even though it is technically in the Pulaski
  

15             County District, just a few feet to the district.  As
  

16             Mr. Cook said, with an open-enrollment you don't know
  

17             your demographic.  We obviously know where it's
  

18             located --
  

19                  DR. WITONSKI:  Sure.
  

20                  MR. NEWTON:  -- and obviously that's a draw for
  

21             community neighborhood schools.  But my own family is
  

22             an example: we're in eSTEM but we live way out
  

23             because we won the lottery.
  

24                  DR. WITONSKI:  And I asked that question, Mr.
  

25             Cook, to go back to Dr. Glasgow's comment concerning
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 1             the CREDO report.  When you look on that report they
  

 2             have a Table 1 summary on page 17 that talks about
  

 3             what that influence is in terms of the student groups
  

 4             that you serve, in terms of demographics and what
  

 5             those outcomes can be for those students.  And
  

 6             there's a mixed bag on both of those.  So in your
  

 7             experience, have you had a chance to look at that
  

 8             table summary --
  

 9                  MR. COOK:  I have.
  

10                  DR. WITONSKI:  -- in terms of --
  

11                  MR. COOK:  Yes, ma'am.
  

12                  DR. WITONSKI:  And do you find that to be
  

13             correct?
  

14                  MR. COOK:  It's -- again, it's 80% of the
  

15             students are dropout recovery when they ran this data
  

16             from several years ago.  So using that data is not a
  

17             comparison really of our college prep schools.  So it
  

18             is not accurate with our college prep schools; it's
  

19             not accurate with our Premier High Schools because,
  

20             again, the age -- you know -- they're looking at 14
  

21             year olds instead of 18 year olds.
  

22                  DR. WITONSKI:  Right.  Right.  And it's broken
  

23             down more for if it -- if the child is African
  

24             American, if the child is Caucasian, what the
  

25             benefits are.
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 1                  MR. COOK:  Correct.
  

 2                  DR. WITONSKI:  If that's seen as positive or
  

 3             negative in --
  

 4                  MR. COOK:  So, again, these kids come in when
  

 5             they're 18 years old in the Premier High School,
  

 6             where 80% of the kids were coming from at the time.
  

 7             They're 18 years old; they are behind, like here in
  

 8             Little Rock at the Premier High School.  And so she's
  

 9             -- when they're running the report, when Mackey is
  

10             running that data and her staff, they're just looking
  

11             at 14-year olds.  And 14-year olds, even though they
  

12             may have failed the assessment, which is what they're
  

13             comparing the kids to, the virtual twin, they're not
  

14             looking at any other factors.  The kids come in --
  

15             and, again, we've done the research and we've looked
  

16             at other dropout recovery schools and we're doing a
  

17             lot better than any of them.  So we're excited about
  

18             that.  And I'm sorry I spent a lot on the Premier but
  

19             that's what the report is about.
  

20                  DR. WITONSKI:  Thank you.
  

21                  MR. COOK:  Thank you.
  

22                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Ms. Coffman.
  

23                  MS. COFFMAN:  As I look at the list of waivers
  

24             that are being requested, in consideration of
  

25             yesterday, will you be still seeking all of the
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 1             waivers listed in this application?
  

 2                  MR. COOK:  No, ma'am.  I would like to withdraw
  

 3             -- I've got a list here.  I'd like to withdraw those
  

 4             waivers.  Would you like me to read through that
  

 5             list?
  

 6                  MR. BOARDMAN:  That was one of my --
  

 7                  MS. COFFMAN:  Yes, please.
  

 8                  MR. COOK:  So 6-11-129 is about data being
  

 9             accessible on the website, that will definitely be on
  

10             the website, all the data; 6-16-1204, which is
  

11             implementation of pre-AP courses being offered, that
  

12             requirement; 6-21-304, purchases; 6-17-2802, teacher
  

13             excellence and support system.  And then Standards
  

14             for Accreditation 9.0, curriculum; 9.03.4, 38 units.
  

15                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  This seems to be the
  

16             similar ones that we discussed yesterday in some of
  

17             the other requests, so --
  

18                  MR. COOK:  I think that should be all the ones
  

19             from yesterday.
  

20                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Ms. Perry, did we get a
  

21             written list or were you able to get those as
  

22             announced by Mr. Cook?
  

23                  MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir, I was.  I had a chart that
  

24             I created, color-coded, with all the ones that were
  

25             denied yesterday.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Mr. Boardman.
  

 2                  MR. BOARDMAN:  A couple of things, I guess.  One
  

 3             that I just didn't notice and I guess I'm a little
  

 4             concerned because some of the testimony had to do
  

 5             with the school day.  It seems like there was a
  

 6             request -- that one wasn't withdrawn that -- I know
  

 7             the school day in the list that you gave us, an
  

 8             example, complied without a waiver.  But then you're
  

 9             asking for the possibility of reduction of the school
  

10             day and I think we --
  

11                  MR. COOK:  We're actually not --
  

12                  MR. BOARDMAN:  -- middle schools, especially.
  

13                  MR. COOK:  We're absolutely not asking to reduce
  

14             the day and --
  

15                  MR. BOARDMAN:  Okay.
  

16                  MR. COOK:  -- if we need to remove that, we
  

17             will.  The day will be traditional, a traditional
  

18             school day.  It will not be reduced at all.
  

19                  MR. BOARDMAN:  Okay.  I didn't hear that one but
  

20             I may have missed it on the ones that were just
  

21             listed.  But I may have missed that.  Another thin
  

22             and then I'll pass on -- I've got a couple but I
  

23             think we'll go around.  For some reason the location
  

24             information you told me, when you look at need I
  

25             think in the review that was given here it was
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 1             definitely agreed that there was a need based on the
  

 2             data.  But now I'm not certain where -- you're
  

 3             talking about moving to a different location.
  

 4             Wouldn't that have to be determined before we can
  

 5             approve, know the location?
  

 6                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Ms. Perry, would you like to
  

 7             address that as far as the ability of the Panel to
  

 8             authorize a charter without having a final --
  

 9                  MS. PERRY:  I'd like to defer that to legal
  

10             counsel.
  

11                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  That will be fine too.
  

12                  MS. CLAY:  I know in the past the Authorizer has
  

13             given us some of conditional approval, conditioned on
  

14             the applicant bringing back an executed facilities
  

15             lease agreement for a location within the Little Rock
  

16             School District.  So that is something that you would
  

17             have the discretion to do, if you so choose.
  

18                  MR. BOARDMAN:  If I can ask another one, I think
  

19             in all the ones I remember anyway it wasn't changing
  

20             from one district to another as far as location; it
  

21             was just an address and a facility and a building
  

22             that they did.  But I may be wrong on that but --
  

23                  MS. CLAY:  Right.  I don't think we've had a
  

24             situation come up exactly like this one, you know,
  

25             that -- but I don't think that it's fatal to the
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 1             application, you know, if there's -- the application
  

 2             does indicate that it will be located in Little Rock
  

 3             School District and that is some of the --
  

 4                  MR. BOARDMAN:  It's in Pulaski County.
  

 5                  MS. CLAY:  Right.  But the application itself --
  

 6             for instance, an educational need indicates the need
  

 7             in the Little Rock School District and that's a lot
  

 8             of what the parents and applicant have brought forth
  

 9             today.  But you can take into consideration that it
  

10             is actually in the Pulaski County School District in
  

11             making your decision and either require them to find
  

12             a location in Pulaski County or even come back with
  

13             some technical assistance and re-work that part of
  

14             their application.
  

15                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Well, to follow-up with
  

16             that, Mr. Cook, where is it -- I'll address the
  

17             question to you.  You may need someone else to answer
  

18             it.  But where is it that you want to locate the
  

19             school?  Have you found a site that you want?  I
  

20             mean, all schools were -- all schools that are
  

21             involved were notified of the place.
  

22                  MR. COOK:  And the County was, as well, Pulaski
  

23             County.
  

24                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Right.
  

25                  MR. COOK:  So the location that's in the
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 1             application --
  

 2                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Right.
  

 3                  MR. COOK:  -- is 1815 Rahling Road.
  

 4                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.
  

 5                  MR. COOK:  Another location that we can -- we
  

 6             will look at going to if we're -- if you guys tell us
  

 7             to stay in Little Rock proper, there's one on Kanis
  

 8             Road and there's another one on Bowman Road and
  

 9             they're all in that general vicinity, that area of
  

10             Little Rock or Pulaski County.
  

11                  DR. WITONSKI:  So the lease that is included in
  

12             our packet, is that correct?
  

13                  MR. COOK:  That's the one for Rahling Road.
  

14             That's the one we like the most.  But we found out
  

15             that's in Pulaski County, not in Little Rock.
  

16                  DR. WITONSKI:  Would that be an issue for moving
  

17             forward with that lease or is there some question --
  

18             I know you mentioned several sites as options.  Would
  

19             that be --
  

20                  MR. COOK:  If your preference is for us to stay
  

21             in Little Rock proper, we would, you know, look at
  

22             this Kanis Road.
  

23                  DR. WITONSKI:  We just are curious where it
  

24             would be located.
  

25                  MR. NEWTON:  It is the ideal -- excuse me --
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 1             location because of proximity.
  

 2                  DR. WITONSKI:  The one that's on the lease --
  

 3                  MR. NEWTON:  Exactly.  It is existing space that
  

 4             has never been occupied and it's brand-new.  It's
  

 5             proximate to -- it's closer to those Little Rock
  

 6             School District elementary feeder schools than the
  

 7             current zoned middle school.  It's also closer to the
  

 8             Pulaski County schools.  But as you know, the Little
  

 9             Rock boundaries --
  

10                  DR. WITONSKI:  Yes.
  

11                  MR. NEWTON:  -- it's land-locked.  Roberts is on
  

12             the exact western edge.  You can live in the
  

13             neighborhood in Roberts and not attend Roberts.
  

14                  DR. WITONSKI:  Right.
  

15                  MR. NEWTON:  The Little Rock School District
  

16             itself has looked for property for a middle school
  

17             and considered property that is outside the district.
  

18             It's problematic when it comes to traditional
  

19             districts but the beauty about open-enrollment is its
  

20             open-enrollment.
  

21                  DR. WITONSKI:  Sure.
  

22                  MR. NEWTON:  We're not confined by attendance or
  

23             district zones or boundaries.
  

24                  DR. WITONSKI:  Sure.  And I think that's why we
  

25             don't have a concern about that.  We were just trying
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 1             to make sure what we're looking at, that your plans
  

 2             are to actually follow through with versus the other
  

 3             sites that were mentioned.
  

 4                  MR. NEWTON:  Exactly.
  

 5                  DR. WITONSKI:  Okay.  Thank you.
  

 6                  MR. NEWTON:  Thank you.
  

 7                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Dr. Witonski, do you have
  

 8             additional questions?
  

 9                  DR. WITONSKI:  No.
  

10                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Mr. Hernandez?
  

11                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  This is for any of the parents
  

12             or -- what I was wondering is with this being a
  

13             middle school and being college prep, what are the
  

14             plans as far as extra-curricular for these middle
  

15             school students in sports and moving on to the future
  

16             when this becomes a high school?  I know in that area
  

17             there's a lot of private schools with a lot of
  

18             athletic participation and those kinds of things.
  

19             How do you see about meeting those kinds of needs?
  

20                  MR. COOK:  So currently we have basketball
  

21             teams, we have volleyball teams.  We do not, sorry to
  

22             say, have football; there aren't any football teams
  

23             yet.  But we're being responsive to the needs of the
  

24             individual school and the individual parents; you
  

25             know, what would they like to see in the school.  But
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 1             at this point there is extracurricular around the
  

 2             things I just listed and a couple of other areas, but
  

 3             not your, you know, big football type programs.
  

 4                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Is there like band, music,
  

 5             choir, those kinds of things?
  

 6                  MR. COOK:  There's music, choir, yes.
  

 7                  MR. NEWTON:  Can I speak to that?
  

 8                  MR. COOK:  Sure.
  

 9                  MR. NEWTON:  We also made it very clear when we
  

10             recruited ResponsivEd that our parents are interested
  

11             in the holistic education of our children,
  

12             understanding that extracurricular is of vital
  

13             importance.  To give you an example, at Roberts there
  

14             was no athletic program in the elementary school.  So
  

15             our parents initiated a basketball program, 3rd
  

16             through 5th, and ran it and those parents are still
  

17             engaged today.  These parents that are here in this
  

18             room want to throw their energies into providing
  

19             those very things and look at untraditional
  

20             partnerships and do that, as far as facilities and
  

21             fields and all of those things.  My own life was
  

22             enhanced by extracurricular activities.  We want a
  

23             positive public education experience for our kids
  

24             that is not limited.
  

25                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  As far as the facilities that
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 1             we're talking about here, is there -- for instance,
  

 2             if there's going to be a middle school basketball
  

 3             team or anything like that, is there facilities --
  

 4             those facilities able to accommodate that or do you
  

 5             have go outside?
  

 6                  MR. NEWTON:  We would need to go outside for
  

 7             that.  It's proximate to many churches in the area.
  

 8             It's adjacent to Fellowship there, who has fields
  

 9             that they use for Life Champs football and other
  

10             things.  So like I said, we understand that partners
  

11             in education is important and it's something that we
  

12             will actively pursue as parents to provide our kids
  

13             all of those offerings that they would have in a
  

14             traditional environment.
  

15                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Dr. Walters.
  

16                  DR. WALTERS:  Mr. Cook, Dr. Glasgow stated in
  

17             his comments that the curriculum would mostly be
  

18             delivered through some type of online system.  Is
  

19             that accurate as far as the -- is that your current
  

20             plan or do you intend for most of your courses as you
  

21             increase this through high school -- and I did not
  

22             see a waiver for the minimum 38.  Do you plan for
  

23             this to be face-to-face or do you intend to use
  

24             online learning?
  

25                  MR. COOK:  We'll let Allen come up.  It will not
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 1             be online; it will be teacher directed the majority
  

 2             of the time but then we will use technology on-site,
  

 3             on a server.  It won't be internet-based for the most
  

 4             part.  There will be some products, like any school
  

 5             district, that are internet-based but it's not going
  

 6             to be what you traditionally look at as an online
  

 7             program for even that small component.  It will be
  

 8             hosted on the server.  Allen, do you want to add to
  

 9             that?
  

10                  DR. WIMBERLEY:  Sure.  If you use the last
  

11             century definitions of technology and teachers, you
  

12             would say, "Oh, well, technology is always supposed
  

13             to supplement the direct instruction given by
  

14             teachers."  But what's the role of teachers in the
  

15             21st Century with technology being what it is?  We
  

16             don't ever -- we have no schools that just say,
  

17             "Okay, technology is going to do the job that a
  

18             teacher should be doing."  Teachers should be making
  

19             sure that students learn.  So the five elements of
  

20             direct instruction that's traditionally defined that
  

21             teachers should be involved in, all of those are
  

22             involved -- but all of those deal with teachers
  

23             actually being engaged and making sure students are
  

24             learning.  So the simple answer is no, there is no --
  

25             there's no scenario where, okay, technology replaces
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 1             the teacher.  What we're going to do is really try to
  

 2             educate teachers on what their role is in the
  

 3             classroom today.  Technology is basically there to
  

 4             make sure that we get over to students -- that we
  

 5             deliver to students what's needed.  In one of the
  

 6             schools that we did a pilot project in last year we
  

 7             found that when we took the brightest math students
  

 8             in this classroom, the 10 brightest, and we put them
  

 9             -- that didn't need that teacher, over in the
  

10             technology and had their content delivered that way,
  

11             by the end of the year, because they did not have to
  

12             keep pace with the other learners in the classroom,
  

13             now the teacher is focusing on all of her energy and
  

14             her ability to motivate students -- she's now able to
  

15             focus on these students, but these students will have
  

16             to stay behind.  They learned, literally learned six
  

17             months additional content in that grade level than
  

18             they would have had they had to stay with the class.
  

19             And yet, they still knocked the top off of any tests
  

20             and any assessments.  In fact, I had someone who
  

21             mistakenly said, "So they learned six months more
  

22             than they were supposed to?"  And we came back and
  

23             go, "Well, it's sad that it's that way."  So what we
  

24             try to do, we try to do what we call an intelligent
  

25             blend of emergent technology in everything that's out
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 1             there with engaged teachers.  So there is no time
  

 2             limit; "Okay, this is going to replace something."
  

 3             Nothing replaces anything.  It's all done to try to
  

 4             prescribe that child what that child needs.
  

 5                  DR. WALTERS:  Okay.  I appreciate that.  I just
  

 6             wanted to make sure that it was blended because it
  

 7             would seem if it was not --
  

 8                  DR. WIMBERLEY:  Yeah.
  

 9                  DR. WALTERS:  -- then the students would be
  

10             better served in the virtual academy, if it was --
  

11                  DR. WIMBERLEY:  No.  You're right.  You're
  

12             right.  We blend.  Right.
  

13                  DR. WALTERS:  And, Mr. Cook, I have a follow-up
  

14             from what Mr. Boardman said.  I understand you said
  

15             that the day is not going to be shortened, but that
  

16             was not one of the waivers that you officially said
  

17             you want to withdraw.  So would you be willing to
  

18             state that?  Because what we have in front of us is
  

19             that waiver is requested.
  

20                  MR. COOK:  I'm going to, if you don't mind, ask
  

21             our legal counsel.  Is there any other piece to that
  

22             waiver that's needed, other than the school day?
  

23                  MR. BOWMAN:  Well, I'll look through the list
  

24             here.  But to the extent that it is, we can withdraw.
  

25             Is that okay?
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 1                  DR. WALTERS:  What you've submitted, that is a
  

 2             waiver.  And so -- because we are talking about a 6th
  

 3             through 8th grade campus and I would just feel better
  

 4             if you would officially withdraw.  Thank you.
  

 5                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy.
  

 6                  MR. HOY:  Good morning.  If you don't mind, I
  

 7             would like to ask the first question of our legal
  

 8             counsel.  Ms. Clay, I believe a number of the legal
  

 9             concerns that I would've had with the standards were
  

10             already addressed early on in this particular
  

11             hearing.  However, I would like to know if Legal has
  

12             any other concerns that were still remaining in the
  

13             particular request that we might be made aware of?
  

14                  MS. CLAY:  The outstanding concerns we have --
  

15             and I'll try to remove those that were removed from
  

16             the list earlier.  The waiver of 6-10-106, Uniform
  

17             Dates for Beginning and End of School Year -- that
  

18             waiver I don't believe would actually be needed if
  

19             the applicant follows the Little Rock School
  

20             District's schedule.  They may want to address their
  

21             school year and whether or not they're going to in
  

22             fact follow the Little Rock School District.
  

23                  6-13-622, Budget Publication, there's an issue
  

24             there because Arkansas Constitution Article 14,
  

25             Section 3 requires that each district make its budget
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 1             public.  So you as the Panel could waiver that
  

 2             requirement of the statute to public the budget in
  

 3             the newspaper, but the applicant would still be
  

 4             required to make the budget public because that's a
  

 5             constitutional requirement.  We do have the issue of
  

 6             school day hours, which I believe they're looking at,
  

 7             and whether that is needed.  It appears that their
  

 8             day is going to be longer and so they wouldn't need
  

 9             the school day hour waiver.
  

10                  6-18-211 deals with Mandatory Attendance for
  

11             Students in Grades 9-12.  This application will
  

12             eventually expand to a 12th grade, so if a waiver is
  

13             granted -- well, two things.  First, it appears that
  

14             they are going to not need the waiver, that they're
  

15             going to have a long enough school day.  If a waiver
  

16             was granted for the mandatory attendance for 9th
  

17             through 12th grade, they would also need a waiver of
  

18             the AEE rules governing mandatory attendance for 9th
  

19             through 12th grade.
  

20                  Two more things.  Standards for Accreditation,
  

21             14.03, Clock Hours for Units of Credit, you as a
  

22             panel are not allowed to weigh graduation
  

23             requirements.  In the past, the Authorizer has
  

24             granted a waiver of the 120 clock hours when the
  

25             applicant has satisfied that they're going to meet
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 1             the full curricular alignment, similar to what the
  

 2             process is for concurrent credit.  So that's also a
  

 3             concern that you all need to be aware of.  And, last,
  

 4             similar to the -- I guess it was an amendment request
  

 5             yesterday, based on the waivers that they have
  

 6             requested we believe they also need a waiver of
  

 7             Sections 4 through 8 of the Rules Governing Personnel
  

 8             Policy, Salary Schedules and Documents Posted to the
  

 9             District Website.  And one other issue, which you all
  

10             addressed yesterday, you may want to handle it
  

11             similarly.  They have asked for a request of the
  

12             requirement for grading scale and you may want to
  

13             talk to them about how that grading scale is going to
  

14             work.  But I assume it's probably similar to what
  

15             they talked to you about yesterday.  Does that answer
  

16             your question or lead to many more?
  

17                  MR. HOY:  Yes, and yes.  But I'll hold off on
  

18             that 'cause I think that they may be discussed in a
  

19             response to that.  And so my next question is for
  

20             someone from Quest that could maybe answer a
  

21             financial question for me.
  

22                  MR. TAYLOR:  I can probably do that.
  

23                  MR. COOK:  And before he does, can I withdraw
  

24             the -- you know the number we're drawing on the
  

25             waivers, the 6-16 --
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 1                  MR. HOY:  Ms. Clay, are you ready?  'Cause he's
  

 2             getting ready to withdraw some.
  

 3                  MS. CLAY:  Okay.  I'm ready.
  

 4                  MR. COOK:  So the school day hours, that waiver
  

 5             6-16-102 we're withdrawing.
  

 6                  MR. HOY:  On the money question, I'm trying to
  

 7             get a better feel for this whole idea of funding this
  

 8             particular school.  And what I'm looking at is when I
  

 9             look at your balance sheet it seems like you're going
  

10             to maybe provide a 3% balance at the end of the year
  

11             in the first-year budget.  Are you comfortable with
  

12             that percentage?
  

13                  MR. TAYLOR:  Typically, what we look to do is we
  

14             look to establish 5% over the running of the school
  

15             on an annual basis and what we would consider to be
  

16             essential in case there are unforeseen issues that
  

17             come up.  The 3% at this point, that's because we are
  

18             in the first year and that if we did run into -- we
  

19             get into some true unforeseen issue the ResponsivEd
  

20             organization would insure that we have funding to
  

21             cover anything that went beyond that.  But we are
  

22             comfortable with the 3% at this point.  Our budgets
  

23             are built based off of formula, which means that as
  

24             the actual students come and we identify the
  

25             particular makeup of those students, what the actual
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 1             needs are, our formula is adjusted to the actual
  

 2             needs of the students, the students who are showing
  

 3             up, along with the funding that we're receiving.  So
  

 4             we function dynamically in obviously working with our
  

 5             board to make adjustments to insure that we are
  

 6             covering the needs of the actual students we have as
  

 7             well as staying within our financial means.
  

 8                  MR. HOY:  Then as a follow-up, can I ask about
  

 9             two potential unseens?  One, I think Dr. Witonski
  

10             might have brought up when she was asking about
  

11             demographics.  Do you anticipate that you will have
  

12             at least 70% of your students that qualify for Free
  

13             and Reduced Lunch?
  

14                  MR. TAYLOR:  That is an excellent question.  We
  

15             had originally worked with the budget and identified
  

16             it with a particular middle school that was in the
  

17             mid-70's and economically disadvantaged.  We
  

18             recognize that given where we are located we could
  

19             very well be more around 50%, in that range, which we
  

20             do understand reduces the overall revenue and reduces
  

21             the revenue rate.  So we do understand that.  I did
  

22             actually provide -- I had my staff put together a
  

23             different budget with that in mind.  I have it here
  

24             today if you'd like to see that.  But we do
  

25             understand that.  So we insure -- again, based on our
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 1             student population that comes in we adjust our budget
  

 2             based on the actual students who are showing up, as
  

 3             well as the revenue we're receiving.
  

 4                  MR. HOY:  Okay.  I would like to see that.  But
  

 5             before I do, I would like to ask one additional
  

 6             question along this line.  And I'll need to verify
  

 7             the answer with Dr. Kimbrell because I'm not totally
  

 8             sure but I think I'm correct on this.  In your budget
  

 9             you've also got budgeted $44 for professional
  

10             development revenue per student.  Dr. Kimbrell, if
  

11             I'm not correct, was that not reduced just recently
  

12             to like $32.40 per student?
  

13                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  It's actually $27.73, I
  

14             believe -- $26.67.
  

15                  MR. HOY:  And I say that because I think all of
  

16             the applicants today also have that $44 in there, so
  

17             that's an adjustment that probably all will need to
  

18             make.
  

19                  MR. COOK:  Thank you.
  

20                  MR. TAYLOR:  You will see the $44 still.  That
  

21             has not been changed in this particular budget and we
  

22             would make that adjustment based on the actual
  

23             revenue.
  

24                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy, any follow-up
  

25             questions as you review that?
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 1                  MR. HOY:  I'll review it.
  

 2                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  You'll review that.  Very
  

 3             good.  Back to you, Ms. Coffman.
  

 4                  MS. COFFMAN:  As I look through the application
  

 5             and I've listened very carefully today, I'm trying to
  

 6             get a feel -- and maybe you can help me with this --
  

 7             I'm trying to understand what's going to be unique or
  

 8             innovative about this charter school?  And I
  

 9             appreciate what you've said about schools and feeder
  

10             patterns; I appreciate that.  But I really -- I need
  

11             to feel comfortable that there's going to be some
  

12             amazing learning opportunities for all students that
  

13             come to this school.  So would you kind of describe
  

14             that to me a little better?
  

15                  MR. COOK:  That's what's exciting about our
  

16             programs is being responsive, listening to parents
  

17             and giving parents real control of -- as they see how
  

18             the student is doing with the program.  It is
  

19             individualized; it is built around the kids.  We're
  

20             having conversations with parents and finding out
  

21             "how is it going at home, how's it going outside the
  

22             school."  But the most important part of this is the
  

23             individualized focus.  It's a small school, so the
  

24             principal knows every kid by name, which is huge.
  

25             The teachers know each kid.  And as we diagnose kids
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 1             as they come in we diagnose, we find out where their
  

 2             needs are.  It's not just lumping them together,
  

 3             throwing them in a classroom and saying, "Now we're
  

 4             going to teach everybody together."  Teachers get
  

 5             frustrated by that, as you guys know, with "how do I
  

 6             serve, best case scenario, 10% of the kids?  I can't
  

 7             meet their needs."  Well, we know typically it's, you
  

 8             know, more like 30%, 35% and we just feel like we're
  

 9             not being able to appropriately serve their needs.
  

10             So individually focusing, as they come in diagnose,
  

11             find out what their learning styles are, how do they
  

12             learn best, diagnosing their math and their
  

13             language/arts, their reading, finding out as they
  

14             start that school year off and doing testing
  

15             throughout the year, finding out what do we need to
  

16             be changing.  We're data-driven.  And then the
  

17             delivery system -- a delivery system Dr. Wimberley
  

18             has talked about where it's just different; it's not
  

19             a traditional environment where we only have a
  

20             certain amount of time in the day and we're going to
  

21             teach the group and hopefully everybody gets it.
  

22             Again, teachers hate that.  So this environment by
  

23             using some technology, by using some -- we don't do a
  

24             whole lot of project-based but we do some group
  

25             learning with some projects built in there.  As they
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 1             go into high school that ramps up more.  There's more
  

 2             opportunities to learn from technology, learn from
  

 3             team members, learn from the teacher.
  

 4                  MS. COFFMAN:  So as a follow-up to that, would
  

 5             you kind of expound on how you will support teachers
  

 6             that may not be certified teachers so that they're
  

 7             reactive to the needs of students?
  

 8                  MR. NEWTON:  With your permission, may I add to
  

 9             what he'd said before?
  

10                  MS. COFFMAN:  Sure.
  

11                  MR. NEWTON:  The most innovative thing about
  

12             this school is that it will exist.  There is a --
  

13                       [Audience hand-clapping]
  

14                  MR. NEWTON:  Innovative is one of those
  

15             comparative words and, unfortunately, in this debate
  

16             charters get labeled as the laboratories or
  

17             innovative.  The reality is, a provision of public
  

18             education where none exists our challenge in this
  

19             market is that four of the seven middle schools are
  

20             among the lowest 44 schools in the state in math;
  

21             four of the seven middle schools are among the lowest
  

22             31 schools in the state in literacy.  No middle
  

23             school, even the one that's considered the best, is
  

24             among the top 50% in the state.  It doesn't get
  

25             better when you go to high school.  Three of the five
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 1             Little Rock high schools remain Priority schools.  So
  

 2             the simple fact of being an ends-over-means school is
  

 3             our goal.  We have nothing; we have nowhere to turn
  

 4             with public education, so that is -- that's the
  

 5             innovation that we're bringing to you today in this
  

 6             application.
  

 7                  MR. COOK:  I'll have Dr. Wimberley follow-up
  

 8             here on professional development.  One of the
  

 9             exciting things of a charter is that you do have the
  

10             opportunity to ask for some of these waivers we're
  

11             asking for.  It gives us flexibility in some of these
  

12             areas to take models from across the country and be
  

13             able to implement some of these things.  And having
  

14             15 -- almost 16,000 kids that we're serving, 1500
  

15             staff, almost 200 that are a part of different
  

16             aspects of serving those staff -- you know, Allen is
  

17             going to talk a little about what we have done in
  

18             Pine Bluff and how that will look as we see needs
  

19             with noncertified teachers, if we hire any
  

20             noncertified teachers.  If you approve this, we have
  

21             that flexibility but it doesn't mean we're not hiring
  

22             all certified teachers.  We'll see.  But as we bring
  

23             people in, even certified, it's a different approach
  

24             so we've got to do professional development obviously
  

25             around that and make sure we're serving them.  Allen,
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 1             do you want to address what we're doing in Pine
  

 2             Bluff?
  

 3                  DR. WIMBERLEY:  Sure.  So many times if you go
  

 4             by past definitions of -- when you start talking
  

 5             about technology and things like this, people always
  

 6             move towards, "Oh, we're going to get a situation
  

 7             that's going to replace educators and somehow we're
  

 8             minimizing the role of the educator and the
  

 9             teachers."  The honest truth is that adult that's in
  

10             that classroom is the single greatest element for
  

11             that child learning.  But we have got to teach
  

12             teachers how to engage every single child in that
  

13             classroom, and so that's what we put ourselves to.
  

14             In Pine Bluff what happened was we had teachers who
  

15             were dealing with a population -- we got the MAP
  

16             results and we realized, "Man, this is something
  

17             we're going to have to really put our hands to the
  

18             wheel on this."  It is going to be a battle.  We're
  

19             ready for that, but how are we going to make that
  

20             happen?  Well, what we found is is that -- we found
  

21             that we had a slate of teachers who were so
  

22             passionate about what they wanted to do but they
  

23             needed help.  And so a lot of our years and years and
  

24             years of experienced people, geographically they were
  

25             a little dislocated.  So I immediately ordered -- I
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 1             said, you know, "Let's -- I'm going to personally
  

 2             ride herd on making sure that we get the video-
  

 3             conferencing units set in Pine Bluff immediately," so
  

 4             that we have two staff meetings per week, besides the
  

 5             ones they're having on the campus for professional
  

 6             development.  Besides those meetings that they're
  

 7             having we ourselves -- I'm devoting my entire staff
  

 8             of 26 people to devoting two meetings a week with
  

 9             those middle school teachers.  The first meeting of
  

10             the week is to sit there and collaborate, vide-
  

11             conferencing, and my people came back and said, "But
  

12             do you know that we could -- it would be a little bit
  

13             better for us financially to just use this software
  

14             here for the computers?"  And I said, "Yeah, but are
  

15             they going to see the room?  Are they going to see
  

16             the teachers?  Are they going to see the whiteboards?
  

17             Are they going to see the manipulatives?  Are they
  

18             going to see the things as if they're in the room?
  

19             They will not.  So we're going to get this."  So we
  

20             put them in there; we personally delivered them up
  

21             there, our team did last week; they're ready to
  

22             launch.  And our people were involved in training all
  

23             day yesterday back in Dallas and then also in Pine
  

24             Bluff because what will happen is in that first
  

25             meeting they're going to collaborate with these
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 1             teachers to say, "What's going on right now?  What's
  

 2             happening?  And what do you feel like are the
  

 3             greatest needs there?"  The second meeting of the
  

 4             week is basically to respond to all the things those
  

 5             educators said, "Here's what's happening, here."  In
  

 6             other words, our people are going to devote their
  

 7             time to that to be responsive in professional
  

 8             development.  Also, I have had -- and I've devoted
  

 9             one of my lieutenants to basically spend every single
  

10             week up there to make sure that everything is going
  

11             on that we need to go on.  We are giving the help
  

12             that they need.  We're not here to ever try to prove
  

13             a point.  When someone says, "This is the only way
  

14             the child is going to learn" or "This is the best way
  

15             the child is going to learn," always look who's
  

16             saying it; it's an adult.  We're here to make sure
  

17             that we understand that these learners are unique,
  

18             they're different.  And as we've looked at the data
  

19             we've realized we've got an uphill battle.  We're
  

20             ready for that battle but it's going to be investing
  

21             our self in the research department that we've
  

22             created that connects what we do to actual -- it's
  

23             really nice to talk about innovation, but
  

24             implementation is absolutely the only thing that
  

25             matters.  Our theme in our academic division of this
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 1             year is "Make Things Happen."  Don't talk about what
  

 2             we're going to do; go do it.  Don't get a nod of the
  

 3             head and a yes; go see it.  Put your hands on it.
  

 4             That's how we make things happen right now in Pine
  

 5             Bluff, and that's how we're going to make it happen
  

 6             at Quest Little Rock.  Thank you.
  

 7                  MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you.
  

 8                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Mr. Boardman.
  

 9                  MR. BOARDMAN:  Okay.  I have two or three and
  

10             some of them involve finance and some of them I may
  

11             ask later.  They usually don't ask me to talk much
  

12             about finance here, but I'm going to ask a couple.
  

13             One is, you know, as I look you're going to start out
  

14             with 6th through 8th grade and then the next year
  

15             you're going to add 9th grade.  And just looking at
  

16             the budget you're going to have to add six or seven
  

17             courses for 60 kids.  Financially, I just didn't see
  

18             -- we'll see how it goes the first year when you're
  

19             doing 6-8, and you have expenses that I'm sure you
  

20             can explain to somebody else.  But I just think
  

21             that's strange that you're going to have to add all
  

22             those courses that a 9th grader would need with the
  

23             kind of budget.
  

24                  The other thing that I looked at -- and I guess
  

25             that's a double-edged sword, I guess, because I know
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 1             you need to get approval now for all these grades
  

 2             because I know you're going to add the 12th grade the
  

 3             fifth year of the thing and we won't have much
  

 4             information about how well it's doing, but I
  

 5             understand needing the approval to do all that.  The
  

 6             other one though, as I looked through the budget,
  

 7             just looked at some things, you have zero down for
  

 8             Media Services.  I need more information about that.
  

 9             And also, I think yesterday we dealt quite a bit with
  

10             Health Services; you've got some contractual services
  

11             but you'd asked for a waiver for some of that.  And I
  

12             know that yesterday when some people asked for that
  

13             we asked for kind of an expenditure report or
  

14             something when we didn't have nurses and that kind of
  

15             stuff on staff.  So the last thing, and then I'll be
  

16             through with mine, is that I want to make sure that
  

17             we know towards the end when we vote exactly the
  

18             waivers that we're voting on.  I got a little
  

19             confused.  I think I know them, but maybe somebody
  

20             from Legal or Mary or somebody can tell us exactly at
  

21             the very end of this which waivers we're approving.
  

22             That's all.  But anyway, those are mine; last
  

23             comment.
  

24                  MR. COOK:  So the high school piece, we're
  

25             planning on opening 9th grade next year.  It may be a
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 1             situation where we want to open 9th and 10th -- and
  

 2             we'll come back to you and give you an update on that
  

 3             if we do have both -- as we look at the data and look
  

 4             at the need in the community.  Media Services, we
  

 5             integrate more than traditionally is done.  We
  

 6             integrate a lot of that into the classroom itself.
  

 7             So instead of having a library set-up with someone
  

 8             running the library on the Media Service side, a lot
  

 9             of that is going on through the professional
  

10             development Dr. Wimberley was just talking about with
  

11             the teachers themselves on how you integrate the
  

12             Media Service piece into the actual classroom.  And
  

13             then the health piece, it's really just asking for
  

14             flexibility as we see what the needs are.  And as you
  

15             know, it costs a lot of money and it's a small
  

16             school.  So it's just the flexibility of being able
  

17             to find out what the needs of those students are and
  

18             then be able to contract people -- contract with
  

19             people potentially based on that need or have someone
  

20             full-time on staff.  Do you want to add something to
  

21             that, James?
  

22                  MR. TAYLOR:  No.
  

23                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Mr. Hernandez.
  

24                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Back on the adding the high
  

25             school, I know y'all pulled the waiver for the 38
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 1             credits.  If y'all do add 9th grade, will they need
  

 2             to come back and ask for the waiver to stair-step
  

 3             that back up?  'Cause otherwise, I assume if they
  

 4             don't ask for some kind of waiver like that that as
  

 5             soon as they start 9th grade they're going to have to
  

 6             teach or have all 38 courses.  Is that correct, Ms.
  

 7             Clay?
  

 8                  MS. CLAY:  That is correct.  If they do not have
  

 9             any sort of waiver, then they would be required to
  

10             abide by the 38 requirement.
  

11                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  So do they really need to pull
  

12             that one or do they need to modify it?
  

13                  MS. CLAY:  That would be up to the applicant in
  

14             how they wanted to proceed with that waiver request.
  

15             And they certainly could --
  

16                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Do they -- do you understand
  

17             what I'm asking?  Otherwise, if you pull that then
  

18             you're going to have to --
  

19                  MR. COOK:  Have all 38.  Right.
  

20                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  -- all 38 classes, even though
  

21             you have 8th grade.
  

22                  MR. COOK:  We prefer to have it but if you want
  

23             us to wait and come back, we can do that.
  

24                  DR. WITONSKI:  Mr. Cook, maybe having the waiver
  

25             in place but having it with a stipulation that
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 1             servicing students -- that 9th through 12th would be
  

 2             the inclusive pieces there where you would be having
  

 3             assurances for 6th through 8th students.  And we
  

 4             can't tell you what to ask for waivers for; you need
  

 5             to make that determination on your own.
  

 6                  MR. COOK:  Right.
  

 7                  DR. WITONSKI:  But I think that Mr. Hernandez is
  

 8             forecasting in the future in terms of budgetary
  

 9             allowances and the concern of would you be able to do
  

10             that with the first group of 9th graders?
  

11                  MR. COOK:  We would not.  We would not be able
  

12             to offer all 38 courses that first year.
  

13                  DR. WITONSKI:  So then you might want to think
  

14             or consider that.
  

15                  MR. COOK:  Yes.  Thank you.
  

16                  DR. WITONSKI:  Did he have some more questions?
  

17                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  No.  He's done.
  

18                  DR. WITONSKI:  So on the -- I'm not sure what
  

19             page it is for you guys; for us I believe it's page
  

20             54 in our packet -- I'm sorry, 53.  For Health
  

21             Services you have listed that you will offer a Health
  

22             Services program that will serve -- this is the
  

23             respondent's piece.  So initially you had the
  

24             application, we had the questions, and then you
  

25             followed up with the response.  So the response
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 1             that's listed is that Quest will offer a Health
  

 2             Services program that will serve students and provide
  

 3             immediate attention involving minor sicknesses or
  

 4             injuries and aid in creation of campus health and
  

 5             safety regulations.  So in terms of that program I
  

 6             know that Mr. Boardman has talked about the
  

 7             stipulations we've been asking for in terms of
  

 8             expenditures to be due September of 2014, to show us
  

 9             a reflection of where those services have been met.
  

10             What would that program look like?  Can you describe
  

11             that for us?
  

12                  MR. COOK:  You know the greatest thing we can do
  

13             -- I'm not saying this is going to happen.  The
  

14             greatest thing we can do is hire a teacher who is a
  

15             nurse, you know, who has -- an LPN or an RN.  That's
  

16             a goal.  I mean, that's something we were looking at
  

17             doing.  And, you know, you've got people that had two
  

18             careers that have an interest.  The head of our HR
  

19             department for our entire organization is a
  

20             Registered Nurse.  So people are out there, they have
  

21             an interest in changing professions.  So again it's a
  

22             smaller school so there's not 700 kids on the campus,
  

23             or more.  It's 200 kids.  So we've got to be creative
  

24             to be able to serve the needs of the community and
  

25             make sure it works.  The other thing we're looking at
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 1             -- and we're looking at the legalities of this, but
  

 2             using the video-conferencing system.  And we're using
  

 3             a product called Zoom, which is one of the latest,
  

 4             greatest video-conferencing softwares that's out
  

 5             there, latest technology.  And there are some systems
  

 6             out there, healthcare providers that are starting to
  

 7             use video-conferencing to have nurses, you know,
  

 8             remotely.  So that's something else we're looking at
  

 9             as we again open smaller schools that meet the needs
  

10             of the community, how do we continue meeting all the
  

11             needs of the students.  And so that's one piece that
  

12             we're looking at, as well is being able to still meet
  

13             the needs and give a teacher comfort on having a
  

14             Registered Nurse tell them what to do and how to help
  

15             students when it comes to administering anything the
  

16             student needs.
  

17                  DR. WITONSKI:  And I completely appreciate that
  

18             and understand definitely the scope and sequence of a
  

19             small school -- and having lived and worked in a
  

20             small school it will amaze you as many energies as
  

21             209 students can bring to you --
  

22                  MR. COOK:  Right.
  

23                  DR. WITONSKI:  -- within the scope and sequence
  

24             of a day.  So when I'm looking at the budget that is
  

25             proposed in year one and year two, year one is
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 1             stating, you know, $12,540 and year two going up to
  

 2             $15,675.  My question or concern is finding that
  

 3             teacher/LPN person that can serve in that role, is
  

 4             that going to be enough to be able to sustain those
  

 5             209 students in year one?  And that's just a
  

 6             question.
  

 7                  MR. COOK:  Good point.  The other exciting thing
  

 8             is having multiple schools that -- and having another
  

 9             school in Little Rock is going to be helpful to be
  

10             able to split the difference.  So those are all the
  

11             different things we're looking at.  But in the end
  

12             we're going to meet the needs of the child.  So if
  

13             the need of the child is to have someone -- have a
  

14             part-timer, basically, who is working the two schools
  

15             to where now you're serving 400 kids between the two
  

16             locations, that's what we'll do.
  

17                  DR. WITONSKI:  Thank you.
  

18                  MR. COOK:  Thank you.
  

19                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hernandez.
  

20                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Okay.  This is a question just
  

21             about some of your other districts that y'all
  

22             operate.  I assume that -- and this may be with our
  

23             Premier High School here with these being recovery
  

24             students.  I know the focus probably isn't college
  

25             prep.  Is there some kind of career piece that's with
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 1             a school like Premier as far as vocational, trying to
  

 2             help these students enter the workforce when they
  

 3             graduate?  And as a follow-up to that, before
  

 4             thinking about this, Quest becoming a high school,
  

 5             will it all just be focused on college prep or will
  

 6             there be some kind of, you know, career-minded vo-
  

 7             tech type programs available for these students
  

 8             moving forward and what kind of programs would those
  

 9             be?
  

10                  MR. COOK:   Most definitely.  With the dropout
  

11             recovery we have to label -- and I hate that we have
  

12             to label it as dropout recovery.  Does that mean
  

13             they're not going to college?  Absolutely not.  We're
  

14             on the campus of Arkansas Baptist and they're getting
  

15             a vision for college.  Will every kid go to college?
  

16             Absolutely not -- but some will.  And so we create a
  

17             vision around the seven habits; we're using Stephen
  

18             Covey's product where we're talking about "begin with
  

19             the end in mind, where do you want to end up in
  

20             life."  And so we're doing that with dropout recovery
  

21             students; we're also doing that with middle school
  

22             students who -- you know what -- they have more time
  

23             to get caught up if they're behind.  And if they're
  

24             already coming in ahead then, you know, sharing a
  

25             vision and getting them excited about where they can
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 1             go in life.  But you've got to offer both and that's
  

 2             what we believe, is being responsive to the needs of
  

 3             that student and parents.  You know, is it college or
  

 4             is it career, or is it both?  Our preference is it's
  

 5             both.  You learn a trade and we do that through
  

 6             partnerships.  We're still working on partnerships in
  

 7             Little Rock because, again, you're opening a school
  

 8             with these kids coming in at these levels -- okay? --
  

 9             on reading and math.  That's going to be the focus
  

10             day-one.  So this first year it's focusing on the
  

11             academics and building the relationships -- Dr.
  

12             Strickland building with each community we're in and
  

13             finding out what's the need of Little Rock and making
  

14             sure we get the student those trades so when they
  

15             walk out they can get a job and then go to college.
  

16             That's what excites us is get them a trade to where
  

17             they're not sacking groceries trying to go to
  

18             college, but they're actually make $20, $25 an hour
  

19             going to college.
  

20                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Dr. Walters.  Oh, follow-up?
  

21                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Yes.  This may be for Ms. Perry.
  

22             I just started thinking while Mr. Cook was talking --
  

23             I know in one of my former districts we had a vo-tech
  

24             center where several districts got to work together.
  

25             Do you know if any of the vo-tech centers around
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 1             here, are they open to charter school students?
  

 2                  MS. PERRY:  I do not know the answer to that
  

 3             question.
  

 4                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Dr. Glasgow, do you know if
  

 5             Metro has any partnership with any of the charters
  

 6             that have high school students?
  

 7                  DR. GLASGOW:  I know we work with other school
  

 8             districts, like Bryant and Benton.  I don't know
  

 9             about charter schools.
  

10                  MR. COOK:  We will look at a relationship with
  

11             community colleges, junior colleges.  As I've
  

12             mentioned a couple of times, we have relationships --
  

13             Lone Star is a college prep school, a high school
  

14             high.  And then Dallas Community School is partnering
  

15             with a Premier High School that's on their campus and
  

16             they actually have -- in that building they have some
  

17             of the trades around electrical, plumbing, those kind
  

18             of things.
  

19                  MR. SCOTT SMITH:  Just for the Panel's
  

20             attention, SIATech and some other charters are
  

21             working with Metro and some other organizations.  And
  

22             you'll see some applications coming to you for this
  

23             organization that's working with other districts and
  

24             community colleges in various ways on vo-tech and
  

25             career programs.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Dr. Walters.
  

 2                  DR. WALTERS:  I have a couple of questions about
  

 3             budget.  Kind of going back to what Dr. Witonski was
  

 4             talking about with the Health Services, if you look
  

 5             at your Guidance Services I see that you're not --
  

 6             you have a waiver for counselors.  But the Purchase
  

 7             Services in your budget for Guidance Services is
  

 8             $1,000 for both years.  And I guess my concern is
  

 9             that $1,000 for a school year with that many students
  

10             doesn't seem like it's going to be sufficient.  Can
  

11             you explain to me your thinking on budgeting that
  

12             amount?
  

13                  MR. COOK:  It's going to be -- it's going to
  

14             fall under Purchase Services, around software, things
  

15             that we buy for the campus.  So we're doing some
  

16             training with teachers on part of that guidance piece
  

17             and then having the product software that they can
  

18             use around guidance.
  

19                  DR. WALTERS:  Okay.  I'm talking about
  

20             counseling services for students that need it.
  

21                  MR. COOK:  About guidance counseling itself?
  

22                  DR. WALTERS:  Or -- I'm talking about mental
  

23             health.  In Purchase Service you may use an outside
  

24             company --
  

25                  MR. COOK:  Right.
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 1                  DR. WALTERS:  We've seen some other charter
  

 2             applications that have had that in their application
  

 3             and have asked for the waiver for a counselor being
  

 4             on campus.  But they have -- they're contracting with
  

 5             an outside vendor to come in and provide those mental
  

 6             health services to students that need it, and I don't
  

 7             see that anywhere.
  

 8                  MR. COOK:  And so the 65, almost 66 schools that
  

 9             we have across the state of Texas, the three we have
  

10             here in Arkansas, the one we're opening in Indiana,
  

11             we face these same challenges every day of, you know,
  

12             you build out a budget, things happen.  So we made
  

13             sure there's enough money in the budget to where we
  

14             can, you know, again, serve the needs of the students
  

15             as we see it.  So I apologize if it's not in the
  

16             budget in a format that you can see.  This thousand
  

17             is related to that guidance counseling piece, around
  

18             software.  You want to add anything else, James?
  

19                  MR. TAYLOR:  Just -- I just wanted to follow-up
  

20             with something Mr. Cook was just saying, which is
  

21             that we do monitor those very closely over the course
  

22             of the year.  If we do need to shift into a specific
  

23             need, we do that.  That's part of what I believe
  

24             makes us more unique in the industry is that as we do
  

25             -- as we insure that we do have enough money and that
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 1             as we go forward we're monitoring very closely and
  

 2             make adjustments based on what our actual needs are.
  

 3             And so we don't try to identify right at the
  

 4             beginning "this is going to be the dollar amount," so
  

 5             much as we try to insure we have enough dollars and
  

 6             to make sure that as we go through we make those
  

 7             adjustments actively over the course of the year as
  

 8             need to.
  

 9                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy.
  

10                  DR. WALTERS:  Oh, I have another question.
  

11                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Oh, I'm sorry.
  

12                  DR. WALTERS:  I have one more question, sir.  We
  

13             have several sheets of paper and so this may be --
  

14             maybe I just missed it.  But I thought I read in your
  

15             waivers that you asked for a waiver for ALE.
  

16             However, when I look at your budget you have $47,000
  

17             budgeted in salaries and benefits for alternative
  

18             education programs and then $88,000 for the second
  

19             year.  So could you explain that?
  

20                  MR. TAYLOR:  Yeah.  What I want to -- you're
  

21             looking at -- if you're looking at the waiver, the
  

22             dollars there, what we're looking to do is we are
  

23             looking at this from our budgeting perspective, from
  

24             the perspective of when we have economically
  

25             disadvantaged kids, we have individuals coming in,
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 1             typically they are all slower and also they're a
  

 2             little bit -- they don't necessarily have the full
  

 3             support that some of the other kids do at home.  And
  

 4             so what we do is we specifically identify some of
  

 5             those -- some dollars that will help in those
  

 6             particular instances.  So we're talking about the ALE
  

 7             -- sorry, I'm trying to make sure to get in the
  

 8             acronym because I'm looking at it here -- sorry --
  

 9             the alternative learning environment.  We won't have
  

10             an alternative learning environment program
  

11             specifically; what we'll do is identify to insure
  

12             that we are meeting the very specific needs of those
  

13             kids who have specific learning needs.
  

14                  DR. WALTERS:  Okay.  Did you -- I didn't see any
  

15             revenue in your budget for ALE categorical funds.
  

16             You didn't have any?
  

17                  MR. TAYLOR:  Right.  That's correct.  There's no
  

18             revenue in there.
  

19                  DR. WALTERS:  Okay.  Great.  Thank you.
  

20                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy.
  

21                  MR. HOY:  Unfortunately, I have maybe a couple
  

22             more financial questions and then one question
  

23             completely unrelated to finance.  In reviewing the
  

24             budget that was just handed to us, it appears now
  

25             that we're down to an ending balance at the end of
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 1             the first year of $22,742.11, which is now at 1.3% of
  

 2             the budget.  And I know at first it was 3 and you
  

 3             were comfortable with 5, so I was wondering -- two
  

 4             questions on that: can you tell me something that
  

 5             makes me comfortable about the 1.3%?  And the follow-
  

 6             up question: being a charter organization with a
  

 7             history I know you probably have a track record.  So
  

 8             have you ever had to close a school for financial
  

 9             considerations?
  

10                  MR. COOK:  We have not.  No, sir.  We -- as a
  

11             nonprofit that's our whole focus is kids and so as an
  

12             organization we have done very well financially just
  

13             the way we run our programs.  And so as we open a new
  

14             school we're going to have additional costs
  

15             obviously.  Things that aren't included in here that
  

16             are not supposed to be included are federal grants,
  

17             things like that that should be out there but you
  

18             never know.  So it's not -- that's why it's not in
  

19             the budget.  But as an organization, a strong
  

20             organization financially -- and our audits are all
  

21             out on our website -- you can see that we have the
  

22             means to be able to meet any of those kind of needs
  

23             that come up.  Obviously, we can't lose money every
  

24             year, you know, but starting off there's going to be
  

25             things that may come up where we need to make sure
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 1             we're infusing some capital into it from our
  

 2             501(c)(3) organization.
  

 3                  MR. HOY:  The unrelated question, it may be for
  

 4             a parent.  When -- Dr. Glasgow, when you were talking
  

 5             about the school that you might retrofit and make it
  

 6             a K-8 school out in the area, I heard what seemed to
  

 7             be a collective gasp from the parents that seem to be
  

 8             sitting there.  And I was wondering if one wanted to
  

 9             address that particular issue?  And I see one that
  

10             would like --
  

11                  MR. NEWTON:  One of our parent leaders.
  

12                  UNKNOWN LADY:  I'd be glad to.
  

13                  MR. NEWTON:  One of our parent leaders --
  

14                  MR. HOY:  I know they were all sworn in, so --
  

15                  MR. NEWTON:  They were.
  

16                  MR. HOY:  If you don't mind, I'd like to hear
  

17             from their perspective.
  

18                  MS. KELLYANN THORNTON:  Mr. Glasgow paints a
  

19             very different picture than what is the reality for
  

20             West Little Rock and for that STEM conversion school.
  

21             The superintendent, his own words to me were that
  

22             that school really would not serve West Little Rock
  

23             kids.  As a K-8 school, what parent is going to take
  

24             their child out of Roberts with no -- you know -- and
  

25             go halfway across town?  When those Roberts kids
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 1             graduate from 5th grade, that STEM school will be
  

 2             filled up.  Even adding a classroom only adds about
  

 3             30 spots.  There's hundreds of kids graduating 5th
  

 4             grade in West Little Rock with nowhere to go.  That
  

 5             school is not a guarantee.  They're still in the
  

 6             talking and planning stages.  They haven't even
  

 7             presented it to their school board to vote on.  I've
  

 8             been to those planning meetings; I've sat through and
  

 9             I've listened to what they're doing.  That's not
  

10             going to have an effect on West Little Rock.  All
  

11             they do is talk about things; they never actually do
  

12             anything.  There's nowhere for our kids to go to
  

13             school.  I'm a volunteer parent at Forest Heights
  

14             Middle School.  I do not have a child there.  I've
  

15             donated over 200 hours this school year alone.  They
  

16             don't have the room for our kids at that school.
  

17             They want my child to be put on a bus and be driven
  

18             45 minutes one way to a magnet school, if I get in.
  

19             When Mr. Newton said, "The most innovative thing
  

20             about this school is that it even exists" -- what
  

21             Little Rock School District is selling me is fairy
  

22             dust and promises.
  

23                  MR. HOY:  Okay.  Then if you don't mind I would
  

24             like to have Dr. Glasgow respond to that, especially
  

25             in the light of the past statement, Mr. Glasgow, of
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 1             the school building itself.
  

 2                  DR. GLASGOW:  Forest Heights, it's true that our
  

 3             board has approved the administration planning for
  

 4             the school.  The final design of the school has not
  

 5             been presented to the board yet for final approval.
  

 6             The planning is for the school to open next year.  It
  

 7             would be K-8.  It's not an attendance zone school, so
  

 8             parents from all over could apply to go there if they
  

 9             meet the eligibility criteria.  There will be
  

10             criteria for school -- for students to enroll.  I'll
  

11             just relate a personal experience.  I have lived in
  

12             West Little Rock much of my life.  My child rode the
  

13             bus from West Little Rock all the way to Carver
  

14             Magnet School when it was in the old Carver across
  

15             town.  It was an exceptional experience.  Most
  

16             parents, to my knowledge, don't mind a bus ride if
  

17             they're getting a quality education when they get
  

18             there.
  

19                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Mr. Glasgow, one -- before
  

20             you leave I have a couple of questions about the
  

21             planning.  You also talked about the possibility of
  

22             maybe building an additional school out there,
  

23             passing a millage, et cetera.  Do you have a
  

24             timeframe?  Has there been any conversation about a
  

25             timeframe in those plans?
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 1                  DR. GLASGOW:  Dr. Suggs -- of course, this is
  

 2             all contingent upon the board approving this, but I
  

 3             think the board is in line with this.  Dealing with
  

 4             this is one of their goals for the year.  It will
  

 5             probably go for a millage the next time, which would
  

 6             be early next school year.  And if the millage is
  

 7             passed then we would immediately begin construction
  

 8             of the school.
  

 9                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Thank you.  We'll go
  

10             back to --
  

11                  MR. NEWTON:  Chairman Kimbrell, I just wanted to
  

12             say we applaud the efforts of the district to become
  

13             innovative and to do that.  But I think my colleague
  

14             Kellyann was trying to stress that it actually
  

15             exacerbates the issue because the next closest middle
  

16             school is Pulaski Heights, which is always at
  

17             capacity.  And so if you're actually narrowing the
  

18             seats at Forest Heights to this anticipated STEM
  

19             school, then where do those kids go?
  

20                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  That's an unknown.  I think
  

21             we understood that.
  

22                  MS. THORNTON:  Can I say one more thing?
  

23                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  No.  We're going to move on
  

24             with questions.  We have three more applications.
  

25             Ms. Coffman.
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 1                  MS. COFFMAN:  This may be a question for Legal.
  

 2             Would you walk me through the lottery process?
  

 3             Because I see that we have very many impassioned
  

 4             parents here but the limited number of seats.  So
  

 5             what is that process going to be and how will it
  

 6             affect a family that has a number of children that
  

 7             would cycle through that process?
  

 8                  MS. PERRY:  If it's all right, Ms. Coffman, I'm
  

 9             going to address it rather than legal counsel.
  

10                  MS. COFFMAN:  Okay.
  

11                  MS. PERRY:  There is not only -- there is not
  

12             just one way to do a lottery and have it meet the
  

13             federal and state definition which is required to be
  

14             a charter school.  But what typically happens is that
  

15             there are waivers for a sibling.  In other words, if
  

16             a child is drawn -- their number is drawn to be
  

17             placed in the 5th grade, then when you see that you
  

18             also know -- and have not yet drawn for 3rd grade --
  

19             that that child's sibling in the 3rd grade can
  

20             automatically be placed without having that name
  

21             actually be drawn.  Now some may not do it that way.
  

22             Charters do not have to take advantage of those
  

23             preferences that they may take advantage of in that
  

24             capacity.  I have been told by many that they were
  

25             able to get one student in and not another.  There
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 1             may not be capacity some years at the particular
  

 2             grade level that a sibling is waiting on or there may
  

 3             be multiple siblings from students waiting there.
  

 4             Did that --
  

 5                  MS. COFFMAN:  Let me be a little more narrow in
  

 6             my scope of that question.  Because we're starting
  

 7             with 6-8 grades, so we'll only have three grades, if
  

 8             a child from a family gets in one of those grades but
  

 9             then you have a child that's in 4th or 5th grade do
  

10             they have an automatic advantage when they become a
  

11             6th grader?
  

12                  MS. PERRY:  They can if the charter is set up
  

13             that way.
  

14                  MR. COOK:  That's how we're -- we'll set it up
  

15             for the sibling the next year.
  

16                  MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you.
  

17                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Mr. Boardman, do you have
  

18             any questions?
  

19                  MR. BOARDMAN:  I'm fine.
  

20                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Dr. Witonski.
  

21                  DR. WITONSKI:  I'd like to make a motion to
  

22             approve.
  

23                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Second.
  

24                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Any additional questions?
  

25                  MR. HOY:  I do have one.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy, go ahead.
  

 2                  MR. HOY:  Well, it may be more than just one
  

 3             because I want to make certain, as Mr. Boardman
  

 4             stated earlier, that we're straight on all the
  

 5             waivers that we're talking about.  But my question is
  

 6             specific to the goal and that's item number 6 in the
  

 7             narrative response.  The goals for this particular
  

 8             school are to be specific goals in terms of the
  

 9             targets that were in here.  In the goals what I see
  

10             for Quest, in reading, is that Quest will achieve
  

11             measurable growth for students.  That is not tied
  

12             specifically to the growth metric set by the State of
  

13             Arkansas, and I was wondering if for the record we're
  

14             talking about the growth stated by Arkansas?
  

15                  MR. COOK:  Yes, sir.
  

16                  MR. HOY:  And the same for mathematics, for the
  

17             record?
  

18                  MR. COOK:  Yes, sir.
  

19                  MR. HOY:  Okay.  Thank you.
  

20                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Let me ask Ms. Clay
  

21             to come, or Ms. Perry, either, and answer the
  

22             question that Mr. Boardman brought up and I think
  

23             it's been reiterated by Mr. Hoy.  Do we have straight
  

24             what waivers are now in the application, which ones
  

25             are, which ones need to be modified, et cetera?
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 1                  MS. CLAY:  Possibly.  What I can do for you --
  

 2             and I'll ask both Ms. Perry and Mr. Bowman to kind of
  

 3             double-check me as I go through here.  I have a list
  

 4             of waivers divided by basically subject matter that I
  

 5             can go through and tell you what waivers have been
  

 6             requested and tell you if there are any outstanding
  

 7             issues that have either been brought up today in the
  

 8             hearing or that were brought up before with our legal
  

 9             comments, if that is the pleasure of the Panel.
  

10             Okay.  I'll start -- they've asked for waivers of
  

11             school board requirements generally.  Those statutes
  

12             are 6-13-619, governing Meetings; 6-13-620, Powers
  

13             and Duties of School Boards; 6-13-634, School
  

14             District Board of Directors Size; Chapter 14, School
  

15             Elections; the ADE Rules Governing School Board Zone
  

16             and Re-Zoning; and ADE Rules Governing School
  

17             Election Reimbursement.  And we do not have any
  

18             outstanding issues with those waivers.
  

19                  They have asked for a waiver of 6-13-622, Budget
  

20             Publication.  As I mentioned to you earlier, there is
  

21             a constitutional requirement (Arkansas Constitution
  

22             Article 14, Section 3) that requires a school to make
  

23             its budget public.  So while you can waive the
  

24             publication in the newspaper section, the school
  

25             would still be required to make its budget public in
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 1             some manner to comply with the Constitution.
  

 2                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  It's required under our
  

 3             website requirements, is it not?
  

 4                  MS. CLAY:  Yes.
  

 5                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  So they pulled that waiver
  

 6             so --
  

 7                  MS. CLAY:  Yes.
  

 8                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you.
  

 9                  MS. CLAY:  So let me make sure we're on the same
  

10             page, and this may be a question for Mr. Bowman.
  

11             Whether the applicant still wants a waiver of the
  

12             newspaper publication requirement of that statute or
  

13             if they want to withdraw that waiver?
  

14                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  6-13-622.
  

15                  MR. BOWMAN:  Yes.  We'd like to -- we will
  

16             publish it on the website, of course, and we'll get a
  

17             waiver for the newspaper publication.
  

18                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you.
  

19                  MS. CLAY:  Okay.  The next section is Licensure
  

20             and there's quite a few on this one: 6-13-109, School
  

21             Superintendent; 6-15-1004, Qualified Teachers in
  

22             Every Public School Classroom; 6-17-301, Employment
  

23             of Certified Personnel; 6-17-302, Public School
  

24             Principal Qualifications and Responsibilities; 6-17-
  

25             309, Certification Waiver; 6-17-401, Teacher License
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 1             Requirement; 6-17-427, Superintendent License,
  

 2             Superintendent Mentoring Program Required; Chapter
  

 3             17, Subchapter 4, Certification Generally; 6-17-902,
  

 4             Definitions; 6-17-919, Warrants Void Without Valid
  

 5             Certificate and Contract; the ADE Rules Governing
  

 6             Educator Licensure; ADE Rules Governing the
  

 7             Superintendent Mentoring Program; Standards for
  

 8             Accreditation 15.01, 15.02, 15.03, which all have to
  

 9             do with licensure; the ADE Rules Governing Parental
  

10             Notification of Assignment -- actually, that one
  

11             would just be in the licensure rules; they're all
  

12             combined now.  That is all on the licensure waivers
  

13             and we do not have any outstanding issues from the
  

14             legal staff for those.
  

15                  Next up is Personnel -- this is Personnel
  

16             Policies and some other personnel issues that I've
  

17             grouped all into one.  We have 6-17 --
  

18                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  You want to just -- these
  

19             are the typical ones under --
  

20                  MS. CLAY:  Yes.  On --
  

21                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  And --
  

22                  MS. CLAY:  One outstanding issue on the
  

23             personnel policies, we do believe they need a waiver
  

24             of the ADE Rules Governing Personnel Policies, Salary
  

25             Schedules and Documents Posted to the District
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 1             Website, but just Sections 4 through 8 of those.
  

 2                  MR. HOY:  But they are not requested?
  

 3                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  No.
  

 4                  MS. CLAY:  They have not requested that.
  

 5                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  We had the same issue
  

 6             yesterday?
  

 7                  MS. CLAY:  Yes, sir.
  

 8                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.
  

 9                  MS. CLAY:  They have requested a waiver of 6-15-
  

10             902(a) regarding Grading Scale, which typically the
  

11             Panel has granted when the grading scale is more
  

12             rigorous.  And I believe that's how you chose to
  

13             handle it yesterday.  If they do get that waiver,
  

14             they need a waiver of the ADE Rules Governing Uniform
  

15             Grading Scale as well and that's not been requested
  

16             on this one.
  

17                  They've requested a waiver of ALE and the
  

18             typical statutes and rules that go along with that
  

19             waiver.  We do not have any outstanding issues.
  

20                  They withdrew their waiver of School Day Hours,
  

21             from what I understand, and also they withdrew the
  

22             waiver of the pre-AP course offering.  They've asked
  

23             for a waiver of Mandatory Attendance for grades 9-12,
  

24             6-18-211.  We talked about this briefly earlier.  It
  

25             appears their schedule is going to be longer and this
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 1             waiver would not be necessary, but they may want to
  

 2             address how they're going to handle scheduling when
  

 3             they get to those 9-12 grades.  If this waiver is
  

 4             granted, they also need a waiver of the Rules
  

 5             Governing Mandatory Attendance for Students in grades
  

 6             9-12.  They've requested a waiver of Gifted and
  

 7             Talented and those statutes and rules relating to
  

 8             Gifted and Talented.  We don't have any outstanding
  

 9             issues with those waiver requests.  They withdrew the
  

10             waiver of Standards for Accreditation 9.0,
  

11             Curriculum.  With regards to Standards of
  

12             Accreditation 9.03.4, regarding the 38 units, the
  

13             applicant may want to address how they will handle
  

14             that going forward, whether they want to request a
  

15             phase-in.  Typically, the language that goes in with
  

16             that waiver request is that the charter will offer
  

17             all 38 units by the time the first 12th grade class
  

18             -- they have the first 12th grade class.
  

19                  They have requested a waiver of class size and
  

20             teaching load, which is Standards for Accreditation
  

21             10.02.  This waiver is not uncommon.  Usually, the
  

22             Authorizer likes to hear exactly what the class sizes
  

23             will be before they grant that waiver.  They've asked
  

24             for a waiver of the 120 clock hours, Standards for
  

25             Accreditation 14.03.  As I mentioned to you earlier,
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 1             the Panel lacks the authority to grant the waiver of
  

 2             graduation requirements but you do have some latitude
  

 3             in being able to grant the waiver as long as they
  

 4             satisfy the curriculum frameworks requirements.
  

 5                  They've asked for a waiver of Standards for
  

 6             Accreditation 19.04 relating to Summer School and
  

 7             Adult Education Programs.  They've asked for a waiver
  

 8             of Student Services, and this includes 6-18(10),
  

 9             Public Schools Student Services Act, the Library
  

10             Media Technology Act, and the relating rules in
  

11             Standards for Accreditation that goes along with this
  

12             set of waivers.  They requested a waiver of 6-10-106,
  

13             School Year Dates.  This is the uniform dates for
  

14             beginning and end of school year.  We still need them
  

15             to address whether that waiver is necessary.  If they
  

16             follow the schedule of the Little Rock School
  

17             District, then that waiver would not be necessary
  

18             because the Little Rock School District is already
  

19             complying with that statute.  They've withdrawn the
  

20             waiver of data to be posted on the website.  They've
  

21             asked for waivers of Displaying the United States and
  

22             Arkansas Flag; that's 6-16-105 and 106.  They do say
  

23             that they will seek alternative methods for
  

24             prominently displaying those flags.  They've
  

25             withdrawn the waiver of Tests and they have asked for
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 1             a waiver of Chapter 19 as it relates to
  

 2             Transportation.  They've asked for a waiver of 6-21-
  

 3             117 as it relates to Leased Academic Facilities.
  

 4             They've withdrawn the waiver relating to Manner of
  

 5             Making Purchases and they had asked for a waiver of
  

 6             Standards for Accreditation 21.0, Auxiliary Services.
  

 7                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Ms. Clay.  Let me
  

 8             ask then, Mr. Bowman, do you want to answer questions
  

 9             as to any additional changes or discussion about the
  

10             waiver requests?
  

11                  MR. BOWMAN:  So to the extent that I can,
  

12             absolutely.  To try to put this a little bit into
  

13             context, I realize this is a new panel but the
  

14             waivers that you have in the current application
  

15             involve a few categories.  They're ones that we have
  

16             sought and already have approval for in our prior
  

17             Quest application for our current functioning school,
  

18             ones that were approved yesterday with the
  

19             stipulations from this panel.  And the only thing
  

20             that's different from that is trying to figure out
  

21             the 38 units, to make sure that we get that included
  

22             in here with the proper phase-in to where the Panel
  

23             is comfortable with it but then we can still have our
  

24             9th grade start next year and still fit within the
  

25             budget.  So I think we need to address that.  The
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 1             only other thing I'd like to put forth for the
  

 2             Panel's consideration as was brought up yesterday by
  

 3             I think the first two presentations is this idea that
  

 4             the board members have to be present physically.  So
  

 5             we'd like to seek a waiver on the record of 6-13-619
  

 6             -- 6-13-619, which requires -- to the extent that it
  

 7             requires board members to be physically present.
  

 8             Other than that, any questions that you might have
  

 9             we'd welcome, sir.
  

10                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy.
  

11                  MR. HOY:  Ms. Clay, correct me if I'm wrong but
  

12             I think what Ms. Clay was also saying is that there's
  

13             some additional waivers of certain rules that you
  

14             will need to request or else the waivers of the
  

15             specific law will still not be applicable --
  

16                  MR. BOWMAN:  Thank you, sir.
  

17                  MR. HOY:  -- because of the rule.
  

18                  MR. BOWMAN:  Yes, sir.  So what Counsel has
  

19             mentioned, those rules that are required to
  

20             completely effectuate our statutory request we'd like
  

21             to also include those into the waivers, the ones that
  

22             she mentioned on the record.  Yes, sir.
  

23                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Do you want to go
  

24             ahead and address the 38 units now or do you want to
  

25             bring an amendment to this panel at a later date?
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 1                  MR. BOWMAN:  If it's all right, sir, we'd like
  

 2             to do that now.  If you can explain how we need that
  

 3             to be phased in -- just starting next year we just
  

 4             need that phased in.
  

 5                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Okay.
  

 6                  MR. BOARDMAN:  I think what was mentioned in the
  

 7             past is that you would agree to have the 38 units
  

 8             when you have a 12th grade class.
  

 9                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  The senior class, first
  

10             senior class.
  

11                  MR. BOWMAN:  Once we have the senior class, once
  

12             we're serving all 9-12 --
  

13                  MR. BOARDMAN:  You will have the 38 units?
  

14                  MR. BOWMAN:  Yes, sir.  All right.
  

15                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  I asked the question, I
  

16             mean, and I know that Ms. Clay brought this up about
  

17             the school year calendar, you asked for a waiver;
  

18             although you're going to next year match the Little
  

19             Rock calendar, do you still seek that waiver for
  

20             flexibility or for the purpose of maybe changing your
  

21             calendar in the future?
  

22                  MR. BOWMAN:  Right.  Typically what we do is we
  

23             do try to match up with the local school district.
  

24             Sometimes if you have siblings that are in the
  

25             traditional school district and also in charter
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 1             school, they have friends there, it makes things very
  

 2             nice.  So we typically do match up but just like you
  

 3             said, in case we get into it and the reality is that
  

 4             we want flexibility to do something different we go
  

 5             ahead and ask for that up-front.
  

 6                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Other questions?
  

 7             Ms. Coffman.
  

 8                  MS. COFFMAN:  Yes.  We mentioned yesterday about
  

 9             the grading scale with the stipulation that it be
  

10             more rigorous than the state scale.  And is that
  

11             acceptable to you, as well?
  

12                  MR. COOK:  Yes.
  

13                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Can you give us a quick idea
  

14             what that would be?
  

15                  MR. BOWMAN:  I apologize.  That was what we
  

16             covered yesterday.  So what it is, in essence, is
  

17             it's when you have -- in the code currently, except
  

18             there's no "D" grade.  I think it's 69% and below --
  

19             it's 59% and below that's an "F" grade, so it's A, B,
  

20             C, then F.  So that's our current grading scale but
  

21             the waiver is only requested to the extent that what
  

22             we are providing is more rigorous.
  

23                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  Other questions?
  

24                  DR. WALTERS:  A friendly amendment to Dr.
  

25             Witonski's motion, if she's amenable?
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 1                  DR. WITONSKI:  Uh-huh.
  

 2                  DR. WALTERS:  As we did yesterday, since they
  

 3             are not employing a school counselor or a school
  

 4             nurse, same requirement that an expenditure report be
  

 5             provided by September 1, 2014 for the fiscal year --
  

 6             well, no, this would be next year, so it would be
  

 7             '15.  It would actually be '15.
  

 8                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  That's just an expenditure
  

 9             report of Student Services and Health Services
  

10             showing that the services were provided.  Okay.  So I
  

11             have a motion and a second motion by Dr. Witonski and
  

12             a second by Mr. Hernandez.  Any further discussion or
  

13             questions?  Are you -- yes, she said she was.  Y'all
  

14             can fight it out later.  All those in favor say aye.
  

15                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  

16                  CHAIRMAN KIMBRELL:  All those opposed like sign?
  

17             Unanimous vote.  Your application has been approved.
  

18             Thank you.
  

19                  No breaks today, sorry.  We will be taking a 10-
  

20             minute break.  If you'll look at the clock back there
  

21             -- well, we'll take a 12-minute break and at 10-till
  

22             we'll be back.
  

23                    (OFF THE RECORD - 10:38 A.M.)
  

24                  (BACK ON THE RECORD - 10:52 A.M.)
  

25   A-2:  HEARING OF OPEN-ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
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Quest Middle School of West Little Rock  
 
 
Grade Level(s):     6-12   (6-8 in Year 1 adding a grade per year)     
  
Student Enrollment Cap:    490   (220 in Year 1) 
 
Name of the Sponsoring Entity:   Responsive Education Solutions (ResponsiveEd) 
 
IRS Status     501(c)(3) Non-Profit Status 
   
Address:     1815 Rahling Road 
      Little Rock, AR 72223  
 
Mission Statement 
The mission of Quest is to provide hope for students through an innovative, encouraging, character-
based, individualized learning environment, where they are academically successful and develop 
into lifelong learners. 
 
Information on the School District in Which the Charter Would Be Located 
Pulaski County Special School District 
 56.74% free and reduced-price lunch (2012-2013) 
 Needs Improvement District (ESEA 2012) - Mathematics 
 
Issues that Remain Unresolved as Determined by the Charter Internal Review Committee  
 The address of the proposed charter being in the Pulaski County Special School District when 

the application is predicated on the school being in the Little Rock School District 
 Budgeting concerns 

o Lack of a revised budget for review as revenue was reduced and expenses 
increased in response to concerns identified by the Charter Internal Review 
Committee - 

 Statement that the budget will be revised to reflect expenses for English 
language learners 

 Statement that budget will be revised to remove federal revenue 
o Only a statement without official documentation to demonstrate a commitment  by 

the sponsoring entity to provide Quest with up to $300,000.00 in 2014-2015 and up 
to $100,000.00 in 2015-2016 should Quest fail to receive this revenue from other 
sources 

 Lack of details about the student transportation plan 
 The ability to meet the needs of gifted and talented students 
 The brief mention of using a “classical based education” in the geographic service area section 

of the application and brief response to ADE comment without discussion of the classical 
curriculum 

 The statement that “a student must reside in Quest’s approved geographic region”  
 
Documentation Provided in Support of the Charter  
 
Letters of Support Included in Application 
Representative Tim Griffin  United States House of Representatives  
Ed Choate    Delta 
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Petitions Included in Application 
60 signatures  
 
Other Letters of Support (available for review) 
Representative Allen Kerr   State of Arkansas House of Representatives 
Representative Warwick Sabin  State of Arkansas House of Representatives 
Director Lance Hines   City of Little Rock 
John Bacon    eStem Public Charter School 
Amy Bell    Studio Bella Photo and Design 
Mark Fortune    The Gadberry Group 
Ashley and David Coldiron  Parents 
Vicky Crook    Business owner 
Brad Cruse    Individual 
Kellyann Goodman-Thornton  Parent 
Nancy Greenwood   Individual 
Randy Hatchell   Business owner 
Kay Koonce    Individual 
Andrew and Leah Lanford  Individuals 
James Nelson    Individual 
Virginia Nelson   Parent  
Alanna and Gary Newton  Parents 
Richard Thornton   Parent 
 
Other Petitions (available for review) 
246 signatures 
 
Requested Waivers 
 
Note from legal staff: 
 

The Charter Authorizing Panel should examine each waiver requested by the applicant.  
Particular attention should be paid to the following waiver requests which traditionally have 
either not been granted or have warranted additional discussion by the authorizer: 
 
 Ark. Code Ann. § 6-10-106 Uniform Dates for Beginning and End of School Year 

o The Applicant proposes to follow the calendar of the Little Rock School District.  
Therefore, this waiver is not necessary. 

 Ark. Code Ann § 6-13-622 Budget Publication 
o Ark. Const. Art. 14 § 3 requires each district to make its budget public.  The Panel 

can waive the requirement of Ark. Code Ann. § 6-13-622 to publish the budget in the 
newspaper, but the Applicant would still be required to make its budget public. 

 Ark. Code Ann. § 6-15-902(a) Grading Scale 
o The past practice has been to grant this waiver only as to non-core (i.e. elective 

courses), when the request is made in a new charter school application.  The waiver 
has been granted as to core courses only after a charter school has established itself 
and demonstrated a substantial need for the waiver.  In addition, waiver may be 
granted only to the extent that the proposed grading scale is more rigorous than the 
scale provided by statute. 

o The Applicant indicated it will implement a more rigorous grading scale, but the 
grading scale was not provided. 
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 Ark. Code Ann. § 6-16-102 School Day Hours 
o The Applicant has indicated its program may necessitate a “school day” shorter or 

longer than six hours.  However, the proposed daily schedule (Application, 
Attachment 5) shows 410 minutes of instructional time each day.  This waiver is not 
necessary for an instructional day longer than six hours. 

 Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-2802 Teacher Excellence and Support System 
o If this waiver is granted, a waiver of the ADE Rules Governing the Teacher 

Excellence and Support System is necessary. 
 Ark. Code Ann. § 6-18-211 Mandatory Attendance for Students in Grades Nine 

through Twelve 
o The Applicant has indicated its program may necessitate a “school day” shorter or 

longer than six hours.  However, the proposed daily schedule (Application, 
Attachment 5) shows 410 minutes of instructional time each day.  This waiver is not 
necessary for an instructional day longer than six hours. 

o If this waiver is granted, a waiver of ADE Rules Governing Mandatory Attendance 
Requirements for Students in Grades Nine Through Twelve is also necessary. 

 Ark. Code Ann. § 6-21-304 Purchases 
o A waiver of this section is typically not requested. 

 Standards for Accreditation Section 9.0 Curriculum 
o A waiver of this entire section is typically not requested. 

 Standards for Accreditation 9.03.4 38 Units of Credit 
o Traditionally, this waiver has only been granted as charters phase in grades (i.e., the 

charter will offer all 38 units by the time it has its first 12th grade class) or when the 
charter will still meet the content requirements of all 38 courses through embedded 
courses. 

 Standards for Accreditation 14.03 Clock Hours for Unit of Credit 
o The Panel lacks the authority to grant a waiver of graduation requirements.  

However, in the past the authorizer has granted a waiver of the 120 clock hour 
requirement upon satisfaction that the charter will adhere to full curriculum alignment 
with Arkansas Frameworks. 

 ADE Rules Governing Personnel Policies, Salary Schedules, and Documents Posted 
to District Websites 

o Based on requested statutory waivers, it appears a waiver of these rules is also 
necessary. 

 
From Ark. Code Ann. 
6-10-106  School year dates 
6-11-129  Data to be accessible on website 
6-13-109  School superintendent 
6-13-619  Monthly meetings 
6-13-620  Powers and duties 
6-13-622  Budget publication 
6-13-634  School district board of directors—Size 
6-14-101 et seq. Applicability of general election laws 
6-15-902(a) Grading scale—Exemptions—Special education (to implement a more  
6-15-1004 Qualified teachers in every public school classroom(pertaining to alternative 

learning programs) 
6-15-2302  General business manager—Responsibilities—Minimum qualifications 
6-16-102  School day hours 
6-16-105  United States flag 
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6-16-106  Arkansas state flag 
6-16-1204 Implementation (requirement that pre-Advanced Placement courses  

be offered) 
6-17-111  Duty-free lunch periods 
6-17-114  Daily planning period 
6-17-117  Noninstructional duties 
6-17-201  Requirements—Written personnel policies—Teacher salary schedule 
6-17-201et seq. Personnel Policies  
6-17-211  Use of personal leave when administrator or school employee is absent  

from campus 
6-17-301  Employment of certified personnel 
6-17-302  Principals—Responsibilities 
6-17-309  Certification to teach grade or subject matter—Exceptions—Waivers 
6-17-401 et seq. Certification Generally 
6-17-401  Teacher licensure requirement 
6-17-427  Superintendent license—Superintendent mentoring program required 
6-17-902  Definition (definition of a teacher as licensed) 
6-17-908  Teachers’ salary fund—Authorized disbursements 
6-17-908(a)(4)(B) Pertaining to insurance and fringe benefits for teachers 
6-17-919 Warrants void without valid certification and contract (the ability to pay a 

teacher’s salary only upon filing of a teacher’s certificate with the county 
clerk’s office, if the requirement of a teacher’s certificate is waived for such 
teacher) 

6-17-1201 et seq. Teachers’ Minimum Sick Leave Law 
6-17-1301 et seq. School Employees’ Minimum Sick Leave Law 
6-17-1501 et seq. Teacher Fair Dismissal Act 
6-17-1701 et seq. Public School Employee Fair Hearing Act 
6-17-2201 et seq. Classified School Employee Minimum Salary Act 
6-17-2301 et seq. Classified School Employee Personnel Policy Law 
6-17-2401 et seq. Teacher Compensation Program of 2003 
6-18-211 Students in grades none through twelve—Mandatory Attendance 
6-18-503(a)(1)(C)(i) Pertaining to alternative learning environments 
6-18-1001 et seq. Public School Student Services Act 
Chapter 19 Transportation 
6-20-2208(c)(6) Monitoring of expenditures (gifted and talented) 
6-21-117 Leased academic facilities (requiring leased facilities to confirm to the school 

facility standards) 
6-21-303 Rules (the requirement to reimburse teachers for personal expenditures for 

classroom supplies) 
6-21-304 Purchases (would use a state-approved vendor or obtain a minimum of three 

quotes for purchases between $1,000 and $50,000 and obtain bids when the 
estimated purchase price is equal to or exceeds $50,000, rather than 
following the requirement of obtaining bids in each instance when the 
estimated purchase price shall equal or exceed $10,000) 

6-25-101 et seq. Public School Library and Media Technology Act 
6-42-101 et seq. General Provisions (gifted and talented) 
6-48-101 et seq. Alternative Learning Environments 
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From Arkansas Department of Education (ADE) Rules Governing Standards for Accreditation of 
Arkansas Public Schools and Districts 
9 Curriculum 
9.03.4   Grades 9-12 (courses to be taught, requiring the 38 units of credit) 
10.02   Class Size and Teaching Load 
14.03   Unit of credit and clock hours for a unit of credit 
15.01   School District Superintendent 
15.02   Principals 
15.03   Licensure and Renewal 
18    Gifted and Talented Education 
19.03   Pertaining to alternative learning environments 
19.04   Requirement to provide summer school and adult education programs 
21   Auxiliary Services 
 
From Other Rules 

 ADE Rules Governing Waivers for Substitute Teachers 
 ADE Rules Governing Parental Notification of an Assignment of a Non-Licensed Teacher to 

Teach a Class for More than Thirty (30) Consecutive Days and for Granting Waivers 
 ADE Rules Governing the Superintendent Mentoring Program 
 ADE Rules Governing Minimum Qualifications for General Business Managers 
 ADE Rules Governing Educator Licensure 
 Section 4 of the ADE Rules Governing the Distribution of Student Special Needs Funding 

and the Determination of Allowable Expenditures of those Funds (Pertaining to alternative 
learning environments) 

 ADE Rules Governing Public School Student Services 
 ADE Rules for Gifted and Talented Program Approval Standards 
 ADE Rules Governing School Board Zones and Rezoning 
 ADE Rules Governing School Election Expense Reimbursement 
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QUEST MIDDLE SCHOOL OF WEST LITTLE ROCK 

Sponsoring Entity: Responsive Education Solutions (ResponsiveEd) 

IRS Status: Recognized non-profit entity 

Grade Levels: 6-12 
 
Student Enrollment Cap: 490 

 
Address of Proposed Charter: 1815 Rahling Road, Little Rock, AR 72223 

 
PRE-APPLICATION MATERIALS 
The Arkansas Department of Education requires that all applicants submit a Letter of Intent, 
outlining a general description of the proposed charter school. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will guarantee that: 

• A Letter of Intent was filed with Arkansas Department of Education on time and included 
all the necessary information. 

Meets the Standard 
 
PART B EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Arkansas Department of Education requires all applicants to include an executive 
summary. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 

• A mission statement (with content to be evaluated for Prompt #3 of Part C); and 
• The key programmatic features of the proposed charter school. 

Meets the Standard 
 
C-1 PUBLIC HEARING RESULTS 
All proposed school design teams must conduct a public hearing before applying for an 
open-enrollment charter school, to assess support for the school’s establishment. 
Applicants are asked both to document the logistics of the hearing and to include a 
narrative of the hearing results. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 

• A thorough description of the results of the public hearing; 
• Evidence of public support exhibited at the hearing; 
• Documentation of required notices published to garner public attention to the hearing; and 

o Published on a weekly basis for at least three consecutive weeks prior to the date of 
the hearing in a newspaper having general circulation in the school district in which 
the school will likely be located 

o The notice of the public hearing was not published in the classified or legal notice 
section of the newspaper. 

o The last publication date of the notice was no less than seven days prior to the public 
meeting. 

 
• Documentation of required notices of the public hearing to superintendents of districts 

from which the proposed school is likely to draw students and to superintendents of 
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districts that are contiguous to the district in which the charter school would be 
located 

o Within seven calendar days following the first publication. 
Meets the Standard 

 
C-2 GOVERNING STRUCTURE 
The Governing Structure section should explain how the school will be governed. It should 
present a clear picture of the school’s governance processes and composition, what 
responsibilities various groups and people will have and the relationships among the groups. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 

• Documentation of proper legal structure of the governing board and sponsoring entity; 
• A comprehensive description of the planned relationship between the governing board of 

the school and governing board of the sponsoring entity; 
• A clear description of the governing board’s roles and responsibilities; 
• Adequate policies and procedures for board operation, including board 

composition, member term length, and member selection; 
• A clear, sensible delineation of roles and responsibilities in relation to governance 

and school management; and 
• A reasonable plan for involving parents, staff, students and community in the 

decision- making of the school. 
Partially Meets the Standard - Meets the Standard (Based on Response) 
Concerns and Additional Questions: 

• Provide the job description for the state director, budgeted at 0.25 FTE. 
 

Response: The “State Director” referenced on the Personnel Salary Schedule is the 
“Regional Director” referenced in the 2013 Application: Open-Enrollment Public Charter 
School (“Charter Application”). The job description and professional qualifications for the 
Regional Director are found on Pages 8 and 25 of the Charter Application respectively. 

 
C-3 MISSION STATEMENT 
The Mission Statement should be meaningful and indicate what the school intends to do, for 
whom, and to what degree. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 

• A mission statement that is clear and succinct. 
Meets the Standard 

 
C-4 EDUCATIONAL NEED 
The Educational Need section should explain the need for a charter school in the proposed 
location and the innovative educational option offered by the charter school. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 

• A description of the educational need for the charter school substantiated with valid 
and reliable data, and 

• A description of the innovations that would distinguish the charter from other school 
Meets the Standard 
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• Goals on improving student achievement; and 
• Valid and reliable assessment tools for measuring each of the defined goals. 

Partially Meets the Standard - Meets the Standard (Based on Response) 
Concerns and Additional Questions: 

 
•    Define the specific subpopulations  whose  performance  will  be  analyzed  to  

determine if there is a narrowing of the achievement gap on state assessments. 
 

Response: The subpopulations whose performance will be analyzed include: (1) Economically 
Disadvantaged, (2) English Language Learner, and (3) Special Education. 

 
• Define “narrowing of the performance gaps” and quantify how much the gap will be 

narrowed to demonstrate measurable growth for students. 
 

Response: The performance gaps identified in Quest’s first year of operation will be narrowed by 
25% by the end of Quest’s fourth year of operation. 

 
• Explain the manner in which “80% of state assessments over a three year time 

period” will be calculated. 
 

Response:  This  goal  is  to  be  revised  to  read  “In  Reading/Mathematics, performance 
gaps identified in Quest’s first year of operation will be narrowed by 25% by the end of Quest’s 
fourth year of operation as demonstrated by student performance on mandated state 
assessments.” 

 
•   Define the “three year time period.” 

 
Response: The “three year time period” is the time between Quest’s first and fourth years of 
operation. 

 

 

• Confirm  the  understanding,  that  during  the  first  year  of  operation,  the  charter’s 
annual measurable objectives (AMOs) will be based on the state AMOs, and that in 
following years, the charter’s AMOs will be based upon the academic performance of the 
students who attend the charter. 

 
Response: Quest understands that, during the first year of operation, the charter’s annual 
measurable objectives (AMOs) will be based on the state AMOs, and that in following years, the 
charter’s AMOs will be based upon the academic performance of the students who attend the 
charter. 

 
 
C7: CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND ALIGNMENT 
The Curriculum Development and Alignment section should define the process by which the 
design team developed (or chose) the curricular program of the school and illustrate alignment 
with Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and Common Core State Standards. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard of a curricular development and alignment program will 
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present: 
• Evidence that the curriculum aligns with, or a sound plan and timeline for aligning the 

curriculum with, the Arkansas Department of Education’s content standards, 
benchmarks 
and performance standards. 

• Evidence that the applicant is prepared to implement the requirements and timeframe of 
the Common Core State Standards. 

Does Not Meet the Standard - Meets the Standard (Based on Response) 
Concerns and Additional Questions: 

 
• Describe  the process that will be used to develop and align the curriculum with the 

Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and the curriculum requirements of the Common Core 
State Standards as adopted by the State Board of Education. 

 
Response: Quest’s response to C.7. contains a typo.      Having already been approved by the 
Arkansas State Board of Education to operate three open- enrollment charter schools—including 
Quest  Middle  School  of  Pine  Bluff—  ResponsiveEd’s   team   of   30+   writers,   editors, 
proofreaders,   and   graphic   artists  have  already  aligned  the  curriculum  with  the  Arkansas 
Curriculum Frameworks in content areas including English Language Arts and Mathematics and 
the curriculum requirements of the Common Core State Standards in English Language Arts and 
Mathematics as adopted by the State Board of Education. 

 
• State  the  content  areas  in  which  there  is  curriculum  alignment  with  the  Arkansas 

Curriculum Frameworks and/or the Common Core State Standards as it is stated that 
there  is  alignment  “in content    areas    excluding    English    Language    Arts    and 
Mathematics   and   the   curriculum requirements of the Common Core State Standards 
in   English  Language   Arts   and   Mathematics  as  adopted  by  the  State  Board  of 
Education.” (Emphasis added.) 

 
Response: Quest’s response to C.7. contains a typo.  ResponsiveEd’s team of 30+ writers, editors, 
proofreaders, and graphic artists have already aligned the curriculum with the Arkansas 
Curriculum Frameworks in content areas including English Language Arts and Mathematics and 
the curriculum requirements of the Common Core State Standards in English Language Arts and 
Mathematics as adopted by the State Board of Education. 

 

 
 
 

C-8: ST UDENT SERVICES 
The Student Services section should describe how the school will address specific services for 
its student body. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will describe the ways in which the following services will be 
provided to students even in those areas for which a waiver is requested: 
•   A guidance program that will serve all students; 
•   A health services program that will serve all students; 
• A plan for a media center for use by all students; 
• Sound plans for educating special education students that reflect the full range of programs 

and services required to provide such students with a high quality education; 
•   A transportation plan that will serve all eligible students; 
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• An alternative education plan for eligible students, including those determined to be at-risk 
and to offer access to one or more approved Alternative Learning Environments; 

• A plan to serve students who are English language learners; and 
• Plans for offering access to one or more approved Alternative Learning Environments; and 
• Plans for a gifted and talented program for eligible students. 

Partially Meets the Standard 
Concerns and Additional Questions: Health 

 
• Explain  how the charter will  comply with health and safety services 

outlined in 16.03 of the Arkansas Department of Education Rules 
Governing Standards for Accreditation. 

 
Response: Quest is seeking exemption from Rule 16 in order to obtain greater flexibility in the 
provision of its support services.    Even so, health and safety services will be provided to the 
students attending Quest.  Health screening services have been budgeted and will be performed by 
a qualified independent contractor.  In addition, as part of the general administration provided by 
the sponsoring entity, a Director of Health and Safety will have the following duties and 
responsibilities: 

• Develop policies, procedures, and work standards for school health 
program. 
• Monitor compliance of school health program with federal, state and 

local laws, regulations and policies. 
• Collaborate  with  other  child-support  agencies  in  designing  and 

providing a school health program. 
• Negotiate professional and medical services essential to the school 

health program. 
• Provide professional development on health-related topics for school 

staff. 
• Screen and conduct health appraisals for students and staff. 
  Provide follow-up evaluations on students as required 

 
• Explain the ways in which daily responsibilities for student health issues will be handled 

and by whom. 
 

Response: Daily responsibilities for student health issues will be handled by school staff who 
have been trained by the Director of Health and Safety or (if professional medical expertise is 
required) qualified independent contractors. 

 
Special Education Services 

 
•   Confirm the understanding that RTI cannot replace referrals for special education services. 

 
Response: Quest understands that RTI cannot replace referrals for special education services. 

 
•   Confirm that all state and federal special education laws and rules will be followed. 
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Response: Quest confirms that all state and federal special education laws and rules will be 
followed 

 
Transportation Services 

 

 

•   Provide the student transportation plan. 
 
Response:    Quest    has    budgeted    $99,000.00    each    year    to    develop    and implement a 
transportation program designed to ensure that all eligible Little Rock students who wish to attend 
Quest may do so.    While the transportation program has  not  yet  been  fully  developed, it  is 
anticipated  that   the   program  will  include  a  combination  of  both  school  and  public  bus 
transportation. 

 
English Language Learner Services 

 
• Revise  the  budget  as  it  states  that  funds  for  the  English  Language  Learner 

Program are dependent on federal funds, but the services must be provided even without 
federal funds. 

 
Response: The budget will be revised to reflect the requested revision. 

 
Gifted and Talented Services 

 
• Describe the program assessment that could result in the determination of the need for 

a gifted and talented program. 
 
Response: Not applicable.   Quest is seeking exemption from all laws, rules, and standards that 
would  require  Quest  to  provide  a  gifted  and  talented  program.     Instead,  Quest  will  offer 
interested students an opportunity to take part in dual-enrollment, pre-AP, and AP classes. 

 
• Confirm the understanding that offering dual-enrollment, pre AP, and AP classes 

does not constitute a gifted and talented program. 
 

Response: Quest confirms its understanding that offering dual-enrollment, pre 
AP, and AP classes does not constitute a gifted and talented program. 

 
•   Confirm that AP classes will be offered in accordance with state law. 

 
Response: Quest confirms that AP classes will be offered in accordance with state law. 

 
•   Explain how gifted and talented students will be identified. 

 
Response: Not applicable. Quest is seeking exemption from all laws, rules, and standards that 
would  require  Quest  to  provide  a  gifted  and  talented  program.     Instead,  Quest  will  offer 
interested students an opportunity to take part in dual-enrollment, pre-AP, and AP classes. 

• Explain  which  teachers will  serve  gifted  and  talented  students and  describe specific 
training that the teachers will receive in meeting the needs of gifted and talented students. 
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Response: Not applicable.   Quest is seeking exemption from all laws, rules, and standards that 
would  require  Quest  to  provide  a  gifted  and  talented  program.     Instead,  Quest  will  offer 
interested students an opportunity to take part in dual-enrollment, pre-AP, and AP classes. 

 
• Explain how the social and emotional needs of gifted and talented students will 

be met. 
 
Response: Not applicable.   Quest is seeking exemption from all laws, rules, and standards that 
would  require  Quest  to  provide  a  gifted  and  talented  program.     Instead,  Quest  will  offer 
interested students an opportunity to take part in dual-enrollment, pre-AP, and AP classes. 

 
C-9: GEOGRAPHICAL SERVICE AREA 
The Geographical Service Area section must outline the impact of a new school opening within 
the current public education system. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 
•   The specific geographical area that would be served by the charter school; and 
• Information on the school districts likely to be affected by charter school, including data on 

the expected number of students to transfer to the charter school. 
Partially Meets the Standard 

 

Concerns and Additional Questions:  
 • Explain how the following sentence relates to the geographical area to be served 
 by the charter, “Quest's use of a classical based curriculum will ensure students a  

solid foundation of content learning.”  
 

Response: The referenced sentence does not relate directly to a description of the geographic area 
to be served by Quest so much as it describes one characteristic of Quest’s overall education 
program. 

 
 

• Discuss the classical based curriculum that will be used at Quest as this was not 
mentioned in the educational program. 

 
Response: The reference to a “classical based curriculum” describes one characteristic of Quest’s 
overall educational program.    Quest’s curriculum is “classical” in that it provides students with 
the tools of learning necessary to be well-rounded human beings who know who they are and 
understand the world around them.    These tools help students acquire the knowledge, skills, and 
dispositions  necessary  to  live  virtuous  and  happy  lives.     The  classical  nature  of Quest’s 
curriculum accomplishes this by teaching students at the points of their physiological strengths 
and by respecting a proper hierarchy of knowledge.   It places its historical, literary, and artistic 
focus on what are referred to as “The Classics” and offers purposeful study of mathematics and 
the sciences. 

 

 
C-10: ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTS 
The Annual Progress Reports section should define how the academic progress of individual 
students and the school as a whole will be measured, analyzed, and reported. 

 
 

Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 
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• A timeline for data compilation and completion of an annual report to parents, the 
community and the Charter Authorizing Panel that outlines the school’s progress; and 

• A plan for dissemination of the annual report to appropriate stakeholders. 
Meets the Standard 

 

 
C-11: ENROLLMENT CR IT ERIA AND PROCEDURES 
The Enrollment Criteria and Procedures section should describe how the school will attract and 
enroll its student body, including any criteria for admission and enrollment. Applicants must also 
provide assurances for a random, anonymous lottery selection process. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 
• A student recruitment plan that will provide equal opportunity for all parents and students to 

learn about and apply to the school; 
• An enrollment and admissions process that is open, fair, and in accordance with applicable 

law; and 
• A process for, and a guarantee of, a random, anonymous lottery process should there be 

more student applications than can be accommodated under the terms of the charter. 
Partially Meets the Standard - Meets the Standard (Based on Response) 
Concerns and Additional Questions: 

•   Explain the lawful criteria pertaining to admission and enrollment identified in the charter. 
 

Response: The reference to “lawful criteria” refers to: (1) Quest’s enrollment cap, (2) “qualifying 
residency,” and (3) qualifying “disciplinary history.” 

 
 

• Clarify  the  terms  “qualifying  residency”  and  “disciplinary  history”  as  they  relate to 
admission and enrollment in the charter school. 

 
Response:  “[Q]ualifying  residency”  refers  to  Quest’s  approved  geographic  region.     To  be 
“eligible for admission,” a student must reside in Quest’s approved geographic region.   Likewise, 
to be “eligible for admission,” a student may not have any disqualifying “disciplinary history.” 
As described in  the Charter Application, Quest  “shall exclude a  student from admission who 
has been expelled from another public school district in accordance with Title 6 of the Arkansas 
Education Code.” 

 
 
 

C-12: STAFFING PLAN 
The Staffing Plan section should describe the job duties of the school director and other key 
personnel. This section should also describe the professional qualifications which will be 
required of employees. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 
• A job description for the school director and other key personnel, including but not limited to 

an operations director, board members, teachers, etc.; 
• An outline of the professional qualifications required for administrators, teachers, 
• counselors, etc.; 
• A staffing plan that clearly outlines both the types and numbers of positions to be filled at the 

school and salary scales for such positions, and 
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• The staffing plan presented in this section matches the staff members noted in the budget. 
Partially Meets the Standard - Meets the Standard (Based on Response) 
Concerns and Additional Questions: 

•   Provide the educational qualifications for the following positions: 
•   Superintendent; 
•   Regional director; 
•   State director, and 
•   Campus director. 

 
Response: The Superintendent, Regional Director (which is the State Director), and Campus 
Director must each have a bachelor’s degree from a four-year college or university. 

 
 

C-13: BUSINESS AND BUDGETING PLAN 
The Business and Budgeting Plan section should describe how the charter school will organize 
its business office and manage its fiscal responsibilities. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 
• An appropriate plan for managing procurement activities; 
• A description of the personnel who will perform business duties, including the requisite 

qualifications of any proposed personnel; 
• A realistic timeline and process by which the governance structure will review and adopt an 

annual budget; 
•  A balanced two-year budget estimate that accurately reflects the revenue currently available 

to the school and expenditures for program implementation and does not rely on one-time 
grants or other funds that are not presently guaranteed, and 

• A budget that includes costs for all personnel, programs, and expenses described in other 
sections of the application. 

Partially Meets the Standard 
Concerns and Additional Questions: 

 
• Confirm that the charter will comply with state and federal procurement laws and rules 

unless waivers of state laws and rules are approved by the charter authorizer. 
 

Response: Quest confirms that the charter will comply with state and federal procurement laws 
and rules unless waivers of state laws and rules are approved by the charter authorizer. 

 
• Confirm  that  the  charter  will  comply  with  federal  procurement  laws  and  rules 

even if waivers of state laws and rules are approved as federal regulations cannot be 
waived. 

 
Response: Quest  confirms  that  the  charter  will  comply with  federal  procurement laws  and 
ruleseven if waivers of state laws and rules are approved as federal regulations cannot be waived. 
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•   Confirm that there will be sound business reasons for purchases of all amounts. 
 
Response: Quest confirms that there will be sound business reasons for purchases of all 
amounts. 

• Remove the name of the CFO and refer to the position so that the charter document 
will not need revision if there is any change to the person who holds the position. 

 
Response: The name of the CFO will be removed from the charter document as requested. 

 
• Provide documentation that demonstrates the other sources of funding is guaranteed 

or revise the budget excluding $300,000 in 2014-2015 and $100,000 in 2015- 
2016 as revenue. 

 
Response: ResponsiveEd, as the sponsoring entity applying for the charter, guarantees that it 
will provide Quest with up to $300,000.00 in 2014-2015 and up to $100,000.00 in 2015-2016 
should Quest fail to receive this revenue from other sources. 

 

 
C-14: FINANCIAL AND PROGRAMMATIC AUDIT PLAN 
The Financial and Programmatic Audit Plan section should provide the procedure and 
timeline by which an annual audit will be conducted. This section should also include an 
outline for the information that will need to be reported to ADE and the community. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 
• A sound plan for annually auditing school’s financial and programmatic operations. 

If the application names an accountant other than the Division of Legislative Audit to 
perform the first-year audit, the named accountant meets the requirements of 
Arkansas 
Department of Education Rules Governing Publicly Funded Educational Institution 
Audit Requirements and is not listed on any ineligibility list maintained by ADE or the 
Division of Legislative Audit. 

Meets the Standard 
 

C-15: ARKANSAS PUBLIC SCHOOL COM PUTER N ETWORK ASSURANCES The 
Arkansas Public School Computer Network (APSCN) Assurances section should provide 
documentation of the applicant’s understanding of and participation in the required state 
finance and educational data reporting system. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 
• Assurance that the charter school will participate in APSCN and will comply with all state 

statutory requirements regarding the APSCN finance and educational data reporting 
system. 

Meets the Standard 
 

C-16: FACILITIES 
The Facilities section should identify and describe the facilities to be used by the school, 
any changes to be made to the facilities, and the owners of the facilities. 
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Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 
• An identified facility appropriate to meet the needs of the school over the term of its 
charter; 
•  A realistic plan for remodeling or adapting a facility, if necessary, to ensure that it is 

appropriate and adequate for the school’s program, the school’s targeted population, and 
the public; 

• Evidence that the school understands the costs of securing and improving a facility and 
has access to the necessary resources to fund the facility plan; and 

• A sound plan for continued operation, maintenance, and repair of the facility. 
For schools that will be using district-owned facilities, a response that meets the standard will 
present: 
•  Documentation that the school district and charter school officials are in agreement over 

the use of the facility and its equipment. 
 

For schools that will NOT be using district-owned facilities, a response that meets the 
standard will present: 
• Documentation that the property owner and school are in agreement over the use of 

the facility and its equipment; 
• A statement of the facilities’ compliance with applicable codes; and 
• A detailed outline of any relationships between the property owner and: 

o Members of the local board of the public school district where the charter school 
will be located; 

o The employees of the public school district where the charter school will be 
located; 
o The sponsor of the charter school; and 
o Employees, directors and/or administrators of the charter school. 

Meets the Standard 
 

 
C-17: CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
The Conflicts of Interest section should identify any potential conflicts of interest among 
the individuals involved with the proposed charter school and explain how conflicts will 
be addressed. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present full disclosure of any potential 
conflicts of interest and explain how conflicts, if any, will be addressed. 
Partially Meets the Standard - Meets the Standard (Based on Response) 
Legal Questions: 
• Explain the procedures that will be followed if a conflict of interest is identified. The 
procedures must ensure that all actions are in the best interest of the school and the students 
at the school. 

 
Response: If a conflict of interest is identified, the individual with the conflict must disclose the 
conflict to his or her supervisor and abstain from any decision- making  process  involving the   
conflict. By  requiring  such  disclosure  and removing the person with the conflict 
from the decision-making process, the procedures ensure that all actions are in the best interest 
of the school and the students at the school. 
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C18: FOOD SERVICES 
This section should describe how the school will address food services for its student body. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 
• A food service plan that will serve all eligible students. 
• A management plan that reflects a clear understanding of federal law and requirements if 

the charter school plans to participate in the National School Lunch program. 
Partially Meets the Standard 

 

Concerns and Additional Questions:  
• Confirm that federal procurement guidelines will be followed when the charter selects a 
food service vendor.  

 

Response: Quest confirms that federal procurement guidelines will be followed when the 
charter selects a food service vendor. 

 
•   Remove the reference to Quest of Pine Bluff. 

 
Response: The reference to “Quest of Pine Bluff” will be revised to read “Quest.” 

 

 
• Remove the food services funding from the budget as federal funds were not to 

be included as revenue. 
 

Response: The budget will be revised to reflect the requested revision. 
 
C19: PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT 
The Parental Involvement section should describe how parents or guardians of enrolled 
students, the school employees, and other members of the community will make a 
positive impact on the school and its educational program. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 
• A plan for involving parents and guardians in the school’s education programs; and 
• A proposal that involves the parents of students, employees and the broader community 

in carrying out the terms of the charter. 
Partially Meets the Standard - Meets the Standard (Based on Response) 
Concerns and Additional Questions: 

 
• Explain   how   members   of   the   community,   other   than   parents,   guardians,   and 

school employees will be involved to make a positive impact on the school and its 
educational program. 

 
Response: Members of  the  community will  have the  opportunity to  be  involved in and 
make a positive impact on the school and its educational program through participation in the 
Community Advisory Council (see Charter Application, Page 8). In addition, Quest will 
strive to keep members of the community involved in the happenings of Quest through 
the   use   of   on-site  informational  campus meetings; annual gatherings allowing questions 
and community feedback; informational   newsletters;   and   web-based   communication  of 
school  news. Finally, Quest will pursue partnerships with community leaders who support the 
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school’s mission and goals. 
 
C-20: WAIVERS 
The W aivers section should discuss all waivers requested from local or state law. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 
• Each law, rule, and standard by title, number, and description for which a waiver is 

requested; 
• A rationale for each waiver request; and 
• An explanation of the way that each waiver would assist in implementing the 

educational program of the charter and/or fulfilling the charter’s mission. 
Does Not Meet the Standard 
Legal Questions: 

 
Generally: 

 
Ark. Code Ann. §6-23-302(c)(4) requires theapplication to list the specific provisions of Title VI 
and the specific rules and regulations promulgated by the state board from which the open- 
enrollment charter seeks to be exempted. Phrases such as “but not limited to,” “all other 
provisions of the Education Code required to give effect to this waiver,” “all rules required to 
give effect to this waiver,” and “all standards required to give effect to this waiver” should not be 
included. Each statute, rule, and standard should be specifically listed. Brief, but specific 
rationale other than “to meet the goals of the school,” for each waiver should be included. 
Without specific and inclusive waivers requested and explained, a thorough analysis of the 
applicant’s waivers cannot be completed. However, some issues to consider are addressed 
below. 

 
Requested Waivers: 
•  Ark. Code Ann. § 6-10-106 School Year Dates 

 
This  waiver  is  not  necessary  to  accommodate  the  applicant’s  planned adherence to the 
Little Rock School District’s schedule. The applicant should explain why this waiver is 
necessary. 

 

 
 

•   Ark. Code Ann. § 6-15-902(a) Grading Scale 
 
Based on the application, it is not apparent why this waiver is necessary. Please explain. 

 
Typically, this waiver has only been granted as to non-core courses when the request is 
made in a new charter school application. The waiver has been granted as to core 
courses 
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only after a charter school has established itself and demonstrated a substantial need for the 
waiver. In addition, the waiver may be granted only to the extent that the proposed grading 
scale is more rigorous than the scale provided by statute. 

 
• Ark.  Code  Ann.  §  6-18-211  Mandatory  Attendance  for  Students  in 
Grades 9-12 

 
Based on the application, it is not apparent why this waiver is necessary.  
Please explain. 

 
•   Standards for Accreditation 9.03.4 38 units 

 
Please  explain  the  need  for  this  waiver.  Typically,  a  waiver  of  this Standard has only 
been granted for charters as they phase in grades. 

 
•   Standards for Accreditation 10.02 Class Size and Teaching Load 

 
Based on the application, it is not apparent why this waiver is necessary. Please explain. 

 

 

Typically, this waiver has only been granted if the applicant proposes specific alternative 
maximum teacher-student ratios. 

 
 

•   Standards for Accreditation 14.03 Unit of Credit and Clock Hours Per Unit 
 
Based on the application, it is not apparent why this waiver is necessary. Please explain. 

 

 

Response: In response the foregoing general guidance and specific concerns, Quest revises 
its request for waivers as follows: 

 

 

GENERAL INAPPLICABILITY 
 

Title 6 of the Arkansas Code Annotated: 
 

• 6-13-619 (Meetings): Quest seeks exemption from this provision to the extent that it 
requires monthly meetings and prohibits removal of a member of the board by a majority 
vote of the remaining board members for any reason. Quest seeks to hold meetings as 
often as necessary to address the needs of the school, whether weekly, monthly, 
quarterly, etc. Quest seeks to provide the board with the flexibility to determine its 
membership. 

 
• 6-13-620 (Powers and Duties of School Boards): Quest seeks exemption from this 

provision  to the extent that it requires employment contracts, requires the 
incorporation of employment policies in all employment contracts, and conflicts with the 
delegation of powers and duties between the ResponsiveEd Board and Quest Board 
described in the Charter Application. 
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• 6-13-622  (Budget   Publication):  Quest   seeks   exemption  from  this provision to the 
extent that it requires the publication of the school budget    and    refers    to    board 
elections. Quest  requests  that  it  be permitted to provide its budget to the public as 
needed in response to public information requests. 

 
• 6-13-634   (School   District   Board   of   Directors-Size):  Quest   seeks exemption from 

this provision to the extent that it is generally not applicable in the open-enrollment 
charter school context. 

 

 

• Chapter  14  (School  Elections):  Quest  seeks  exemption  from  this provision to the 
extent that it is generally not applicable in the open- enrollment charter school context. 

 

 

State Board of Education Rules: 
 
• ADE  Rules  Governing  School  Board  Zones  and  Rezoning:  Quest seeks exemption 

from  this  provision  to  the  extent  that  it  is  generally not  applicable in  the  open- 
enrollment charter school context. 

 

 

• ADE Rules Governing School Election Reimbursement: Quest seeks exemption from 
this provision to the extent that it is generally not applicable in the open-enrollment 
charter school context. 

 
SUPERINTENDENT,  PRINCIPAL,  AND  TEACHER  CERTIFICATION AND 
LICENSURE 

 
Title 6 of the Arkansas Code Annotated: 

 
Quest seeks exemption from the following provisions to the extent that they require 
superintendents, principals, and teachers to be certified and/or licensed.    Quest seeks the 
flexibility to identify and hire those individuals best  suited  to  facilitate  the  school's  unique 
educational program.  Quest will hire “highly qualified” teachers (as defined by the No Child 
Left Behind Act of 2001). 

• 6-13-109 (School Superintendent) 
• 6-15-1004 (Qualified Teachers in Every Public School Classroom) 
• 6-17-301 (Employment of Certified Personnel) 
• 6-17-302(Public School Principals – Qualifications and Responsibilities) 
• 6-17-309 (Certification - Waiver) 
• 6-17-401 (Teacher's License Requirement) 
• 6-17-427(Superintendent License-Superintendent Mentoring Program Required) 
• Chapter 17, Subchapter 4 (Certification Generally) 
• 6-17-902 (Definitions) 
• 6-17-919 (Warrants Void Without Valid Certificate and Contract) 
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State Board of Education Rules: 
 
Quest seeks exemption from the following provisions to the extent that they require 
superintendents, principals, and teachers to be certified and/or licensed.    Quest seeks the 
flexibility to identify and hire those individuals best  suited  to  facilitate  the  school's  unique 
educational program.  Quest will hire “highly qualified” teachers (as defined by the No Child 
Left Behind Act of 2001). 

• ADE Rules Governing Educator Licensure 
• ADE Rules Governing Superintendent Mentoring Program 

 

 

Standards for Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools and School Districts: 
 
Quest seeks exemption from the following provisions to the extent that they require 
superintendents, principals, and teachers to be certified and/or licensed.    Quest seeks the 
flexibility to identify and hire those individuals best  suited  to  facilitate  the  school's  unique 
educational program.  Quest will hire “highly qualified” teachers (as defined by the No Child 
Left Behind Act of 2001). 

• 15.01 (School District Superintendent) 
• 15.02 (Principals) 
• 15.03 (Licensure and Renewal) 

 
EMPLOYEE CONTRACTS 

 
Title 6 of the Arkansas Code Annotated: 

 
Quest seeks exemption from the following provisions to the extent that they require employees 
to be under contract. Quest seeks the flexibility to hire all employees on an “at-will” basis, 
maintaining the flexibility to dismiss employees when it becomes apparent that they are not 
performing up to the high   standards   required   for   successful   implementation   of   the 
school’s unique  educational  program.     Employees  will  have  the  ability  to  appeal their 
dismissal in accordance with a grievance policy adopted by the ResponsiveEd Board. 

• 6-17-117 (Non-instructional Duties) 
• 6-17-201 (Certified Personnel Policies and Committees) 
• 6-17-301 (Employment of Certified Personnel) 
• 6-17-302(Public School Principals- Qualifications and Responsibilities) 
• 6-17-919 (Warrants Void Without Valid Certificate and Contract) 
• 6-17, Subchapter 15 (Teacher Fair Dismissal Act) 
• 6-17, Subchapter 17 (Public School Employee Fair Hearing Act) 
• 6-17-2301 et seq. (Classified School Employee Personnel Policy Law) 

 
EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION, LEAVE, AND BREAKS 

Title 6 of the Arkansas Code Annotated: 

Quest seeks exemption from this provision to the extent that it requires specific employee 
benefits relating to compensation, leave, and breaks. Quest seeks the flexibility to develop its 
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own employee compensation and leave package to attract those employees it deems likely to 
contribute meaningfully to the successful implementation of the schools’ unique educational 
program. 

• 6-17-111 (Duty-Free Lunch Period) 
• 6-17-201 (Personnel Policies Requirements) 
• 6-17-211 (Use of Personal Leave When Administrator of School Employee is Absent 

from Campus) 
• 6-17-908 (Teachers' Salary Fund-Authorized Disbursements) 
• 6-17-1001 (Minimum Base Salary) 
• 6-17, Subchapter 12 (Teachers’ Minimum Sick Leave Law) 
• 6-17, Subchapter 13 (School Employees’ Minimum Sick Leave Law) 
• 6-17,  Subchapter  22  (Classified  School  Employee  Minimum Salary Act) 
• 6-17, Subchapter 24 (Teacher Compensation Program of 2003) 

 
ACADEMICS 

 

 

Title 6 of the Arkansas Code Annotated: 
 

 

• 6-15-902(a)   (Grading   Scale):   Quest   seeks   exemption   from   this provision so 
that it may implement a more rigorous grading scale. 

 
• 6-15-1005(b)(5)   (Alternative   Learning   Environments):   Quest   seeks exemption 

from this provision to the extent that it requires Quest to offer an alternative learning 
environment.     Quest  itself,  as   a   school  of  choice,  is  an  alternative  learning 
environment. 

 
• 6-16-102   (School   Day   Hours):   Quest   seeks   exemption   from   this provision to 

the extent that it defines the length of a “school day.” Quest     requests              the 
flexibility     to     implement     its     mastery-based educational program, which may 
necessitate a “school day” of more or fewer than six hours. 

 
• 6-16-1204   (Implementation):   Quest   seeks   exemption   from   this provision to the 

extent that it requires Quest to offer pre-AP courses. Quest  requests  the  flexibility  to 
offer pre-AP courses as  student interest and need dictates. 

 
• 6-17-114 (Daily Planning Period): Quest seeks exemption from this provision to the 

extent that it requires Quest to provide teachers with time for conferences, instructional 
planning, and preparation.   Instead, such time is to be spent before or after school 
without and addition to the    teacher’s    base    pay.         Time    for    instructional 
planning and preparation should be greatly reduced given Quest’s academic support 
and curriculum resources. 

 
• 6-18-211 (Mandatory Attendance for Students in Grades Nine through Twelve): Quest 

seeks exemption from this provision to the extent that it requires students in grades 
nine  through  twelve  (9-12)  to  enroll  in  no  less  than  three  hundred  fifty  (350) 
minutes  of  planned  instructional time each day as a requirement for  graduation. 
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Quest  requests the  flexibility to  implement its  mastery-based educational program, 
which may necessitate more or fewer than 350 minutes of planned instructional time 
each day. 

 
• 6-18-503(a)(1)(C)(i)       (Alternative       Learning       Environments):       Quest  seeks 

exemption from this provision to the extent that it requires Quest to offer an alternative 
learning environment.   Quest itself, as a school of choice, is an alternative learning 
environment. 

 
• 6-20-2208(c)(6) (Gifted  and  Talented):  Quest  seeks  exemption  from this provision 

to  the  extent  that  it  requires  Quest  to  provide  a  gifted  and  talented  program. 
Instead, Quest will offer interested students an opportunity to take part in dual- 
enrollment, pre-AP, and AP classes. 

 

 

• 6-21-303  (Rules):  Quest  seeks  exemption  from  this  provision  to  the extent that it 
requires Quest to reimburse teachers for personal expenditures on classroom supplies. 
All educational materials necessary for the effective implementation of Quests 
educational program will be provided to the teacher as established in the school budget. 

 
• 6-42, Subchapter 1 (Gifted and Talented): Quest seeks exemption from this provision 

to  the  extent  that  it  requires  Quest  to  provide  a  gifted  and  talented  program. 
Instead, Quest will offer interested students an opportunity to take part in dual- 
enrollment, pre-AP, and AP classes. 

 
• 6-48,  Subchapter  1  (Alternative  Learning  Environments):  Quest  seeks  exemption 

from this provision to the extent that it requires Quest to offer an alternative learning 
environment.     Quest  itself,  as   a   school  of  choice,  is  an  alternative  learning 
environment. 

 
State Board of Education Rules: 

 
• ADE  Rules  for  Gifted  and  Talented  Program  Approval  Standards: Quest seeks 

exemption from this provision to the extent that it requires Quest to provide a gifted 
and talented program.   Instead, Quest will offer interested students an opportunity to 
take part in dual-enrollment, pre-AP, and AP classes. 

 
• ADE  Rules  Governing  Waivers  for  Substitute  Teachers:  Quest  seeks exemption 

from this provision to the  extent that it  requires Quest to ensure that no class of 
students receives instructions from a substitute teacher(s)  for  more  than  thirty  (30) 
consecutive  school  days  in  the same  class  during  the  year.    Quest  requests  the 
flexibility  to  identify and  utilize  those  substitute  teachers  who  it  believes  will 
effectively implement its unique educational program. 

 

 

• ADE  Rules  Governing Parental  Notification of  an  Assignment of  a Non-Licensed 
Teacher to  Teach  a  Class  for  More Than  Thirty (30) Consecutive  Days  and  for 
Granting Waivers: Quest seeks exemption from this provision to  the  extent that it 
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requires  Quest  to  obtain  a waiver from the Arkansas Department of Education for 
teachers who will be teaching outside of the  grade level or subject  area they are 
licensed to teach for more than thirty (30) consecutive school days in the same class 
during  a  school  year.    Quest  requests  the  flexibility  to identify and utilize those 
teachers who it believes will effectively implement its unique educational program. 

 
• Section 4  of  the  ADE  Rules Governing the  Distribution of  Student Special Needs 

Funding     and     the     Determination    of     Allowable Expenditures of those Funds 
(Alternative Learning Environments): Quest seeks exemption from this provision to the 
extent that it requires Quest  to  offer  an  alternative  learning  environment.    Quest 
itself, as a school of choice, is an alternative learning environment. 

 
Standards for  Accreditation  of  Arkansas  Public  Schools  and  School Districts: 

 
• 9.0  (Curriculum): Quest  seeks  exemption  from  this  provision  to  the extent that it 

conflicts with the educational program described in the Charter Application. 
 

• 9.03.4 (38 Units of Credit): Quest seeks exemption from this provision to the extent 
that it requires all 38 units to be taught annually.  Instead, Quest requests the flexibility 
to offer those courses necessary to enable a student to obtain the requisite 22 units 
required for graduation. 

 
• 10.02 (Class Size and Teaching Load): Quest seeks exemption from this provision 

to the extent that it requires a certain teacher/student ratio.  Instead,    Quest    requests 
the flexibility        to         establish teacher/student ratios that best implements its 
individualized educational program. 

 
• 14.03  (Unit  of  Credit  and  Clock  Hours  for  a  Unit  of  Credit):  Quest  seeks 

exemption  from  this  provision  to  the  extent  that  it  sets  a minimum of 120 clock 
hours for each unit of credit.   Quest is a mastery-based system.    As such, a unit of 
credit may be earned in fewer than 120 clock hours. 

 

 

• 15.01  (School  District Superintendent): Quest  seeks  exemption from this provision 
to the extent that it requires the employment of a full- time   superintendent   when 
enrollment  exceeds  300.        The superintendent for Quest oversees the operations of 
several charters. 

 

 

• 18 (Gifted and Talented Education): Quest seeks exemption from this provision to the 
extent that it requires Quest to provide a gifted and talented program.   Instead, Quest 
will offer interested students an opportunity to take part in dual-enrollment, pre-AP, 
and AP classes. 

 
• 19.03    (Alternate    Learning    Environments):    Quest    seeks    exemption from this 

provision  to  the  extent  that  it  requires  Quest  to  offer  an  alternative  learning 
environment.     Quest  itself,  as  a  school  of  choice,  is  an  alternative  learning 
environment. 
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• 19.04  (Summer  School  and  Adult  Education  Programs):  Quest  seeks exemption 
from this provision to the extent that it requires Quest to provide    opportunities      for 
summer school   and   adult   education programs.  Instead, Quest requests that it be 
permitted to focus on the educational program described in the Charter Application. 

 
SUPPORT SERVICES 

 
Title 6 of the Arkansas Code Annotated: 

 
Quest seeks exemption from the following provisions to the extent that it requires specific 
support  services  (e.g.,  guidance and  counseling, media services,    health    and    safety 
services,  etc.).     Quest  seeks  flexibility  to provide  those  support  services  which  it 
determines  are  integral  to  its unique educational program.    This is especially critical 
given Quest’s limited budgetary resources. 
•   6-18, Subchapter 10 (Public School Student Services Act) 
•   Chapter 25 (Public School Library Media and Technology Act) 

 
State Board of Education Rules: 

 
• ADE  Rules  Governing  Public  School  Student  Services:  Quest  seeks exemption 

from  this  provision  to  the  extent  that  it  requires  specific  support  services  (e.g., 
guidance and counseling, media services, health and safety services, etc.).   Quest seeks 
flexibility to provide those support services which it determines are integral to its 
unique  educational  program.     This  is  especially  critical  given  Quest’s  limited 
budgetary resources. 

 
 

Standards  for  Accreditation  of  Arkansas  Public  Schools  and  School Districts: 
 

• 16 (Support Services): Quest seeks exemption from this provision to the extent that 
it requires specific support services (e.g., guidance and counseling, media services, 
health and safety services, etc.).     Quest seeks flexibility to provide those support 
services which it determines are  integral  to  its  unique  educational  program.    This 
is especially critical given Quest’s limited budgetary resources. 

 
MISCELLANEOUS 

 
Title 6 of the Arkansas Code Annotated: 

 
• 6-10-106  (Uniform  Dates  for  Beginning  and  End  of  School  Year): Quest seeks 

exemption from this provision to the extent that it is required to permit Quest to follow 
the school calendar for the Little Rock School District. 

 
• 6-11-129  (Data  to  be  Accessible  on  Website):  Quest  seeks  exemption from  this 

provision to the extent that it requires the listed information to be identified on its 
website. Instead, Quest seeks to make such information available to the public as 
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requested in response to public information requests. 
 

• 6-15-2302 (General Business Manager): Quest seeks exemption from this  portion  of 
the  Education  Code  to  the  extent  that  it  requires  a general business manager for a 
public school district to meet the minimum qualifications established by rule of the 
Department of Education. Quest seeks the flexibility to hire a general business manager 
that is able to  address the unique needs of the school's business model. 

 
• 6-16-105  (United  States  Flag):  Quest  seeks  exemption  from  this portion of the 

Education Code to the extent that it requires the erection of a flagstaff on the school 
grounds. Quest may be leasing its facilities. As such, it may not be permitted to erect a 
flagstaff on the leased property.         Otherwise,     Quest      will      seek     alternative 
methods   for prominently displaying the United States flag. 

 
• 6-16-106 (Arkansas Flag): Quest seeks exemption from this portion of the Education 

Code to the extent that it requires the erection of a flagstaff on the school grounds. 
Quest may be leasing its facilities. As such,  it  may  not  be  permitted  to  erect  a 
flagstaff on  the  leased property.      Otherwise,     Quest      will      seek     alternative 
methods   for prominently displaying the Arkansas flag. 

 
 

• 6-17-201  et  seq.  (Committee  for  Each  School  District):  Quest  seeks exemption 
from this provision to the extent that mandates the content, distribution, revision, and 
effective date of Quest personnel policies. Instead, Quest seeks the flexibility regarding 
the content, distribution, revision, effective date of its personnel policies. 

 
• 6-17-908(a)(4)(B)   (Teachers'   Salary   Fund):   Quest   seeks   exemption from this 

portion of the Education Code to the extent that it requires insurance or other fringe 
benefits to be approved by a majority of the teachers in the school district. Instead, the 
provisions of insurance or other  fringe  benefits  will  be  considered  and  provided 
pursuant to action by the ResponsiveEd Board. 

 
• 6-17, Subchapter 23 (Personnel Policy Law for Classified Employees): Quest seeks 

exemption from this portion of the Education Code. Instead, the ResponsiveEd Board 
will adopt personnel policies, including, but are not limited to, the following terms and 
conditions of employment: salary schedule, fringe benefits, and other compensation 
issues;  annual  school  calendar,  including  work   days   and   holidays;  evaluation 
procedures; leave; grievance procedures; termination or suspension; reduction in force; 
and assignments. 

 
• 6-17-2802   (Teacher   Excellence   and   Support   System):   Quest   seeks exemption 

from this provision to the extent that it requires the form of teacher evaluation.   Quest 
seeks the flexibility to evaluate its staff to ensure successful implementation of the 
school’s unique educational program. 

 
• Chapter  19  (Transportation):  Quest  seeks  exemption  from  this  portion  of  the 

Education Code to the extent that it conflicts with the transportation services described 
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herein. 
 

• 6-21-117 (Leased Academic Facilities): Quest seeks exemption from this portion of the 
Education Code to the extent that it requires that facilities leased by Quest to conform  to 
the school   facility   standards   defined   in   the   Arkansas   School   Facility Manual. 
Considering initial enrollment size, it will be difficult to financially follow through with 
this requirement. The applicant ensures that any and all facilities that it leases for academic 
purposes shall meet the requirements of all state and local health and safety codes, the 
Americans with Disabilities Act, and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. 

 
• 6-21-304 (Manner of Making Purchases): Quest seeks exemption from this portion of the 

Education  Code  to  the  extent  that  it  requires  bidding in  each  instance  in  which  the 
estimated purchase price shall  equal or exceed  $10,000.  For  purchases  between 
$1,000   and   $50,000,   Quest  will  use  either  a  state  approved  vendor  or  obtain  a 
minimum  of  three  quotes.  Quest  will  obtain  bids  in  each  instance  in  which  the 
estimated purchase price shall equal or exceed $50,000. 

 
State Board of Education Rules: 

 
• ADE   Rules   Governing   Minimum   Qualifications   for   General   Business  Managers: 

Quest  seeks  exemption  from  this  provision  to  the  extent that it requires a general 
business  manager  for  a  public  school   district  to  meet  the  minimum  qualifications. 
Quest seeks the flexibility to hire a general business manager that is able to address the 
unique needs of the school's business model. 

 
Standards  for  Accreditation  of  Arkansas  Public  Schools  and  School Districts: 

 
• 21.0 (Auxiliary Services): Quest seeks exemption from this provision to the extent that 

it requires   that   transportation   and   food   services   be   provided   in   a   manner 
inconsistent with the Charter Application. 

 

 
C-21: DESEGREGATION ASSURANCES 
The Desegregation Assurances section should describe the applicant’s understanding of 
applicable statutory and regulatory obligations to create and maintain a unitary system of 
desegregated public schools. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 
•   Assurance that the charter school will comply with all applicable federal and state statutory 
• and regulatory requirements regarding the creation and maintenance of desegregated public 

schools; and 
• An outline of the potential impact of the proposed charter school on those desegregation 

efforts already in place in affected public school districts. 
Meets the Standard 
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C-22: SUSTAINABILITY OF THE PROGRAM 
The Sustainability section should describe the applicants’ plan to ensure continued success of 
the charter school over time. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
A response that meets the standard will present: 
• The names, experience, and qualifications of the individuals responsible for the application; 

and 
• The plan to ensure the sustainability of the charter in the future. 

Partially Meets the Standard - Meets the Standard (Based on Response) 
Concerns and Additional Questions: 

 
• Explain the actions to be taken by the founders “to ensure a seamless transition 

when it comes time to turn the reigns of leadership over to their successors.” 
 
Response:   Established    in 1998,    the    sponsoring   entity    is    an    established organization 
whose 1,200+ employees currently operate more than 65 charter schools throughout Arkansas and 
Texas.   As such, the infrastructure and policies are in place to ensure the success of the charter 
school when others are placed in leadership positions. 

 
REQUIRED ATTACHMENTS 

 
Concerns and Additional Questions: 

 
• Revise the Facilities Utilization Agreement to show that the terms are contingent 

upon approval of the charter to open by August 2014. 
 

Response: The Facilities Utilization Agreement has been revised and attached as requested. 
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OPEN-ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL 
FACILITIES UTILIZATION AGREEMENT 

 

Lessor(Owner):   Two Rahling Centre, LLC 

Lessee(Tenant):  Responsive Education Solutions 

Any information regarding affiliation, family ties, or other relationships  between the 
Lessor (Owner) and Lessee (Tenant) must be disclosed with the facilities lease 
agreement. 

 
Describe the present use of the facility: 

 

The building is presently vacant and was constructed about three years ago. 
 
 

 
Address of Premises:  1815 Rahling Road, Little Rock, AR 72223 

 

 
 

Square Footage: 22,563 
 
Terms of Lease: Ten (10) year lease period 

 
Rental Amount: $41,365.50/mo.;$496,386.00/yr 

 
Contingency: The terms of this agreement are contingent upon 

 

Responsive  Education Solutions 
Sponsoring Entity 

receiving  a charter to operate an open-enrollment public charter school approved by 
the authorizer  by August of 20.1.!_ 

 
Statutory Language  Concerning  No Indebtedness: 
No indebtedness of any kind incurred or created by the open-enrollment public charter 
school shall constitute an indebtedness of the State of Arkansas or its political 
subdivisions, and no indebtedness  of the open-enrollment public charter school shall 
involve or be secured by the faith, credit, or taxing power of the state or its political 
subdivisions. An open-enrollment public charter school shall not incur any debt, 
including any lease, without the prior review and approval of the Commissioner of 
Education. 

 
Lessee:? Responsive  Education Solutions 

By:  --J-L  :-Dh..,._... Date   to--{'-7---',}__,_? 
 

 
 

Lessor 
 

By: 

Centre, LLC 
 
- 

 

 
Date   1_0_-7_-_13_   
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ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
2013 APPLICATION  

OPEN-ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL 

A. GENERAL INFORMATION  

Name of Proposed Charter School:  

Grade Level(s) for the School: Student Enrollment Cap:   

Name of Sponsoring Entity:  

The applicant is an “eligible entity” under the following category (check one): 

Non-profit entities without the required Internal Revenue Service documentation are not 
eligible to be awarded charters; therefore, any applications submitted without the proper 
documentation will not be reviewed. 

Name of Contact Person:                                                                                                 

Address: _______________________________________ City:                                                        

ZIP:                        Daytime Phone Number: (       )                     FAX: (       )                      

Email:   

Charter Site 
Address: _____________________________ City: _______________________________ 

ZIP: ___________ Date of Proposed Opening:  _________________________ 72223

Chief Operating Officer 
of Proposed Charter (if known):   Title:   

Address:                                                              City:  

ZIP:                        Daytime Phone Number: (       )                      

Quest Middle School of West Little Rock ("Quest")

6-12 490

Responsive Education Solutions ("ResponsiveEd")

Chris Baumann

1301 Waters Ridge Drive Lewisville

75057 972 316-3663 866 396-8657

cbaumann@responsiveed.com

1815 Rahling Road Little Rock

August 2014

Charles Cook CEO/Superintendent

1301 Waters Ridge Drive Lewisville

75057 972 316-3663

an organization that is nonsectarian in its programs and operations, and is, 

a governmental entity; or

a private nonsectarian institution of higher education; 

a public institution of higher education; 

or will be, exempt from taxation under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal 
Revenue Code. (A copy of the entity's letter from the IRS reflecting tax exempt 
status or a copy of the entity's application for 501(c)(3) status must be 
included with the application. Articles of incorporation or a letter 
acknowledging non-profit status from the Secretary of State will not suffice.) 
To be eligible, an entity must hold or have applied for 501(c)(3) status at the 
time this charter application is filed. The entity must receive formal tax exempt 
status under §501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 prior to the first 
day of its operation with students.  
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The proposed charter will be located in the           School District. 

Provide a comprehensive list of all individuals, including but not limited to entity board 
members and charter school board members, involved in the organization and design of 
the proposed school as well as the proposed application process. Please note that Ark. 
Code Ann. §6-24-105 prohibits charter school board members from contracting with or 
being employed by the charter school except in certain limited circumstances. 

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

List the current K-12 student enrollment of the district where the proposed public charter 
school would be located. 

 (Total District Enrollment) 

List the school districts from which the charter school expects to draw students.  

Little Rock

Charles Cook CEO/Superintendent TX

Dr. Alan Wimberley Chief Learning Officer TX

Robert Davison Chief Operating Officer TX

James Taylor Chief Financial Officer TX

Patrick Tanner Chief Technology Officer TX

Grif Griffin Chief Comm. Officer NY

Chris Baumann General Counsel TX

Marvin Reynolds Board Member OK

Earl Little Board Member TX

Ben Klingenstein Board Member TX

Dan Maddalena Board Member TX

25,727

Benton SD

Little Rock SD

Pulaski County Special SD

Bryant SD

Lonoke SD

England SD

North Little Rock SD
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B. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Provide the mission statement of the proposed school. 

Briefly describe the key programmatic features that the school will implement in order to 
accomplish the mission. 

The mission of Quest is to provide hope for students through an innovative, encouraging, character-based, 
individualized learning environment, where they are academically successful and develop into lifelong learners.

Quest is a distinct blend of effective teacher-directed instruction and emergent technology.  The curricular scope 
and sequence follows standard content-based learning, the assessments and measurements are congruent with 
high expectation environments, yet the delivery of content is a blend that transitions adolescents from 
dependence to independent learning in a systemic and organized fashion.  The methodology places the student 
in a contained classroom with focused monitoring by an educator while also providing opportunity for 
individualized instruction through aligned curriculum and technology.  This blend initiates a process that can teach 
students to become more responsible and make learning opportunity more accessible.  Quest understands the 
need for the middle-school learner to move from childhood to the teenage years.  Therefore, the delivery system 
uses a dual approach, keeping the learner anchored within a classroom setting that provides stability while 
simultaneously transitioning the learner into a prescribed individualized offering of some subjects centered on 
self-determination and decision-making.  This system blends the best that the teacher can offer with the best that 
technology can offer and places the student at the core of the entire process.   
  
In addition, Quest provides curriculum designed to teach wisdom.  Knowledge is crucial but wisdom is a vital part 
of a middle school student's growth and maturity.  Character education is taught at all levels.  Students are taught 
leadership skills through our “7 Habits of Effective Teens” environment. The campus is dedicated to the idea that 
education, home, and family are closely connected.  Though the atmosphere feels like a private school, there is 
no tuition to attend Quest. 
  
Please see Section C.5. for a detailed explanation of Quest's educational program. 
  
 

Applicant Response:

Applicant Response:
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C. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED CHARTER SCHOOL

The applicant for the proposed charter school, if approved by the authorizer, agrees to 
operate the educational program described below in accordance with the provisions 
described within this document, Arkansas Code Annotated §6-23-101 et seq., the State 
Board of Education Rules Governing Charter Schools, and the attached assurances.  

Provide a narrative description of the various components of the proposed charter 
school by responding to the following prompts: 

1. Describe the results of the public hearing, which was held for the purpose of 
assessing support for the establishment of this public charter school.  Provide 
copies of supporting evidence.   

Attach documentation to demonstrate that each of the following requirements of 
Arkansas Code Annotated §6-23-302 was met: 

A. The notice of the public hearing was published on a weekly basis for at 
least three (3) consecutive weeks prior to the date of the hearing in a 
newspaper having general circulation in the school district in which the 
school will likely be located. 

B. The notice of the public hearing was not published in the classified or 
legal notice section of the newspaper. 

C. The last publication date of the notice was no less than seven days prior 
to the public meeting. 

D. Within seven calendar days following the first publication of the notice 
of the public hearing, emails announcing the public hearing were sent to 
the superintendent of each of the school districts from which the open- 
enrollment public charter school is likely to draw students for the purpose 
of enrollment and the superintendent of any district that is contiguous to 
the district in which the open-enrollment public charter school will be 
located.  

Applicant Response:

A public hearing for Quest was held at Pleasant Valley Church of Christ at 10900 Rodney Parham Road in Little 
Rock, Arkansas, at 6:30 p.m., on Tuesday, August 27, 2013.  Please see "Attachment 2: Public Hearing 
Notices" for documentation demonstrating that the following requirements of Arkansas Code Annotated s. 
6-23-302 were met: (1) the notice of the public hearing was published on a weekly basis for at least three (3) 
consecutive weeks prior to the date of the hearing in a newspaper having general circulation in the school district 
in which the school will likely be located, (2) the notice of the public hearing was not published in the classified or 
legal notice section of the newspaper, (3) the last publication date of the notice was no less than seven days prior 
to the public meeting, and (4) within seven calendar days following the first publication of the notice of the public 
hearing, e-mails announcing the public hearing were sent to the superintendent of each of the school districts 
from which the open-enrollment public charter school is likely to draw students for the purpose of enrollment and 
the superintendent of any district that is contiguous to the district in which the open-enrollment public charter 
school will be located. 
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The public hearing was attended by approximately 80 persons from the local and surrounding communities, 57 of 
whom added their names to our sign-in sheet.  Please see "Attachment 3: Public Hearing Documents" for 
copies of the following public hearing documents: (1) agenda, (2) sign-in sheet, and (3) PowerPoint presentation. 
  
Please see "Attachment 4: Community Support" for evidence of parental and community support.  As required 
by the application guidelines, evidence of parental and community support has been limited to five pages.  In 
addition to the evidence provided, Quest has additional petitions for review upon request, as well as letters of 
support from the following individuals: (1) Mr. Mark Fortune, Director of Sales & Marketing for The Gadberry 
Group; (2) Alanna and Gary Newton, Parents; (3) Mr. Brad Cruse, DMD, Little Rock Dentistry; (4) Ms. Amy Bell, 
CPP, A.F. Ph., Studio Bella Photo and Design; (5) Ms. Laura Cruse; (6) Ms. Vicky Crook, Little Rock Business 
Owner; (7) Mr. Randy Hatchell, Little Rock Business Owner; (8) Ms. Kay Koonce, Resident of West Little Rock; 
(9) Ms. Nancy Greenwood, Resident of West Little Rock; (10) Mr. James Nelson, Uncle of 5th Grader at Roberts 
Elementary; and (11) Ms. Virginia Nelson, Parent.  Finally, the "Quest Middle School of West Little Rock Action 
Group" has 219 registered parents, grandparents, and guardians.
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2. Describe the governing structure of the open-enrollment charter school, including 
board composition, selection process, and responsibilities.  Also describe the role of  
the administrators, faculty, parents, students, and community members in the 
leadership and decision-making of the school. As part of your response, answer 
the following specific questions: 

A. Identify what individual, job position(s), or entity(s) will have final 
decision-making authority for the school in the areas of (1) finance and 
purchasing; (2) student discipline; (3) hiring and firing of staff; and (4) 
hiring and firing of the school director or superintendent. 

B. Specify how the final decision-maker(s) identified in response to (A)(3) 
will be selected or elected, including (1) length of term, (2) method of 
selection or election, and (3) who will have the authority to participate in 
the selection or election process. 

C. Explain how and to what extent the school’s leadership will 
be accountable to parents. 

Applicant Response:

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE 
  
The governing structure of Quest is illustrated as follows: (1) ResponsiveEd Board of Directors ("ResponsiveEd 
Board"), (2) Quest Board of Directors ("Quest Board"), (3) Superintendent, (4) Regional Director, (5) Campus 
Director, and (6) Teachers/Paraprofessionals. 
  
ResponsiveEd Board 
  
The ResponsiveEd Board will serve as the ultimate governing authority of Quest and shall, except as specifically 
described herein, retain final decision-making authority for Quest in all areas of operation, including, but not 
limited to: (1) finance and purchasing, and (2) hiring and termination of the Quest Superintendent.  The 
ResponsiveEd Board shall be composed of not less than five (5) members selected by the majority vote of the 
existing members of the ResponsiveEd Board.  Each member shall hold office for a term of three (3) years 
unless he/she resigns, dies, becomes incapacitated, or is removed by the ResponsiveEd Board.  Each member 
may be reelected an unlimited number of times.  Please see "Attachment 1: Board Documentation" for 
documentation of the proper legal structure of the governing board and sponsoring entity.   
  
Quest Board 
  
The Quest Board shall have final decision-making authority for Quest in the areas of: (1) student discipline, (2) 
employee grievances, (3) parent grievances, and (4) community complaints/concerns. The Quest Board shall be 
composed of not less than three (3) members selected by the majority vote of the members of the 
ResponsiveEd Board.  Each member shall hold office for a term of three (3) years unless he/she resigns, dies, 
becomes incapacitated, or is removed by the ResponsiveEd Board.  Each member may be reelected an 
unlimited number of times.   
  
Superintendent  
  
The Superintendent shall have final decision-making authority for Quest in the area of hiring and termination of 
the Regional Director and Campus Director and will oversee the primary financial and administrative 
management responsibility for Quest, including, but not limited to: (1) personnel and payroll administration; (2) 
professional development/training; (3) curriculum and testing; (4) contract administration; (5) accounting, 
budgeting, cash management, and financial reporting; (6) information management systems; (7) insurance; (8) 
child nutrition services; (9) marketing and recruitment; and (10) public relations activities.  
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Regional Director 
  
The Regional Director will have primary responsibility for the implementation of Quest's academic programs and 
systems, will oversee all professional development activities, will be responsible for the educational welfare of 
the students, and will lead in the development of the educational goals of the community.  The Regional Director 
will promote a shared vision of what the school should be to all stakeholders.  In addition, the Regional Director 
will oversee the development of the culture of the school and will ensure an appropriate balance of time and 
energy is devoted to goals in the areas of intellectual, physical, social, vocational, emotional, ethical, and 
developmental needs.  The Regional Director will regularly monitor implementation of the academic programs 
and systems with frequent on-site visits and on-site meetings with staff.    
  
Campus Director 
  
The Campus Director will have primary responsibility for all aspects of the school's daily operations and 
programs, including the day-to-day management of staff and students.  The teachers and staff of Quest will 
report to the Campus Director.  Similarly, the Campus Director will have the responsibility of hiring and 
termination campus staff, including teachers, campus secretary, and instructional aides.    
  
Teachers/Paraprofessionals 
  
Teachers/Paraprofessionals are the learning facilitators in the school who maintain direct contact with each 
student under their care on a day-by-day, moment-by-moment, basis. The Teachers/Paraprofessionals monitor 
progress, assist students in overcoming learning difficulties, provide motivation, and, in general, create an 
environment of loving care.   
  
SCHOOL DECISION-MAKING 
  
Quest believes that parents, staff, students, and community will be an integral part of the school governance.  
The Superintendent, Regional Director, and Campus Director, with support from the Quest Board, will develop a 
Community Advisory Council (“CAC”) to provide input to the Campus Director regarding the following issues: (1) 
general operation, (2) policy review, (3) long-range strategic plans, and (4) performance standards. 
  
While the CAC will have no official authority in the operation or administration of Quest, it will serve as invaluable 
problem-solving body, assisting the Campus Director in maintaining a high-quality and appropriate learning 
program for the children.  The CAC will seek to have two student volunteers, two volunteer parents/guardians of 
Quest students, two staff members, and two community leaders.  The CAC will meet monthly and will provide 
input to the Campus Director.   
  
In addition to the CAC, every effort will be made to make parents/guardians partners in their children's 
education. Such efforts will include:  (1) encouraging parents/guardians to serve as school volunteers; (2) 
promoting and strengthening parental responsibility and involvement; (3) encouraging parents/guardians to 
serve on school-based committees such as the CAC; and (4) recognizing the importance of the community's 
historic, ethnic, linguistic, and/or cultural resources in generating interest in family involvement. 
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3. Give the mission statement for the proposed charter school.   

4. Describe the educational need for the school.  Include the innovations that will  
distinguish the charter from other schools. 

The mission of Quest is to provide hope for students through an innovative, encouraging, character-based, 
individualized learning environment, where they are academically successful and develop into lifelong learners.

Applicant Response:

Applicant Response:

All students deserve a quality learning environment that allows them to engage in authentic learning tasks,
beyond simply going through the act of attending school, taking notes, and taking tests. Studies have shown that 
this is especially true with young adolescents.  Student motivation to learn is the prime factor that often
determines success and progress. Regardless of a student's strengths or weaknesses, the need for an
environment that creates authentic learning experiences is great. Students who enroll in Quest will have the
opportunity to thrive in an educational environment designed to address their individual educational needs.  

  
NEED 
  
There is a profound lack of quality middle school options in the Little Rock School District (“LRSD”), especially for 
students in West Little Rock, based upon assessment scores focusing on percentage of students at each of the 
middle schools who scored proficient or advanced on the benchmark exams in Literacy and Mathematics.  
Please see Table 1 on "Attachment 9: Need."  
  
There is a significant trend in the reduction of students scoring advanced/proficient in literacy which decreased at 
five of the middle schools last year.  The decrease ranged from a reduction of 2% to 9% over one year's time. In 
Mathematics, the outcomes are even more dramatic with a significant decrease in students scoring advanced/
proficient at EVERY middle school in a range from a low of 2% decrease to a high of 8% decrease.   
  
These decreasing academic achievement outcomes along with other factors are evidence of the need for a 
quality middle school option for students in West Little Rock.   Some of the other factors include: (1) There is no 
middle school located in West Little Rock, which imposes travel requirements upon the students of the area who 
are to be served; (2) During the 2011-12 school year, LRSD was classified by the Arkansas Department of 
Education as a “Needs Improvement” district and is also classified as “Needs Improvement” in Math (The 
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2012-13 school year school improvement reports were not available for inclusion at this time); (3) There are 
significant areas of need identified in the Benchmark data and the comparisons of the data for the state and 
surrounding districts which is addressed under the Academic Achievement section below; (4) Even within LRSD 
where the students are assigned, there are no other options.  Nearby, relatively higher-performing middle 
schools, such as Joe T. Robinson Middle School in the Pulaski County Special School District, are not an option 
for many students residing in West Little Rock due to the exemption restrictions of the Majority-to-Minority inter 
district transfer program between the Little Rock School District and the Pulaski County Special School District; 
and (5) The State Board of Education (SBE) has recognized the crucial need that students in LRSD's middle 
schools have an option (See SBE Minutes, April 9, 2012). 
  
Quest will provide high quality educational opportunities to middle school students in school districts including 
Little Rock, Pulaski County, and North Little Rock.    
  
MIDDLE SCHOOLS 
  
Four public middle schools serve students in the West Little Rock geographic area: Forest Heights Middle School 
(Little Rock School District), Henderson Middle School (Little Rock School District), Joe T. Robinson Middle 
School (Pulaski County Special School District), and LISA Academy-West Public Charter School.  While Forest 
Heights Middle School is not located in West Little Rock, students in West Little Rock are zoned to attend Forest 
Heights Middle School. The four other middle schools in the Little Rock School District (Cloverdale Middle 
School, Dunbar Magnet Middle School, Mabelvale Middle School, Mann Arts and Science Magnet Middle School, 
and Pulaski Heights Middle School) are also included in this report.  As Dunbar Magnet Middle School is a 
magnet that pulls in students from across the district, Dunbar Magnet Middle School is also an option for West 
Little Rock students.  
  
In examining the options for enrollment by students in the West Little Rock area, here is the information about the 
process which details why each school is not a viable option for many families: (1) Joe T. Robinson Middle 
School is not an option for Non-Black students who reside in the Little Rock School District due to the restrictions 
of the Majority-to-Majority inter district transfer program between the Little Rock School District and the Pulaski 
County Special School District; (2) LISA Academy-West Charter School is not an option for students who reside 
in the Little Rock School District due to reaching its enrollment cap resulting in its inability to accept any other 
students; (3) Dunbar Magnet Middle School's attendance zone does not include the western portion of Little 
Rock.  Students from the western portion of Little Rock may apply to the Little Rock School District to attend 
Dunbar through an open enrollment registration process as out of zone students; and (4) Mann Arts and Science 
Magnet Middle School is a “Stipulation Magnet” school.  The Magnet Stipulation requires that stipulation magnet 
schools have a student population which is fifty percent (50%) Black and fifty percent (50%) Non-Black.  
  
DEMOGRAPHICS 
  
Table 2 on "Attachment 9: Need" highlights the demographics of the middle schools, districts, and the state.  
Despite the proximity of the schools, the student bodies of the four main schools that serve West Little Rock are 
dissimilar.  Henderson Middle School (LRSD) and Forest Heights Middle School (LRSD) serve higher 
percentages of free-and-reduced lunch students and minority students (above district and state averages).  Joe 
T. Robinson Middle School (PCSSD) serves a slightly fewer percentage of FRL students and minority students 
than the PCSSD average. 
  
Table 3 below highlights the demographics of Little Rock, Pulaski County, and the state.  The three districts in 
Pulaski County serve a higher percentage of minority students than the minority percentage of the county's 
population.  Specific data for West Little Rock is not accessible, as this area is incorporated in the Little Rock city 
limits and the Pulaski County limits.  
  
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT  
  
Tables 4 and 5 on "Attachment 9: Need" highlight the achievement over time of the middle schools, the 
districts, and the state.  Henderson Middle School (LRSD) and Forest Heights Middle School (LRSD) are two of 
the lower performing middle schools in the Little Rock School District, as both schools performed less well in 
math and literacy over time than the surrounding West Little Rock schools, districts, and state. Joe T. Robinson 
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Middle School (PCSSD) performed slightly above district average for middle schools in PCSSD and slightly 
below the state average.   
  
SIMILAR SCHOOLS 
  
Tables 6-9 on "Attachment 9: Need" compare the three main West Little Rock schools (Forest Heights Middle 
School, Henderson Middle School, and Pulaski County's Joe T. Robinson Middle School) to similar schools. 
Similar schools were chosen based on the percentage of free-and-reduced lunch students (FRL) and percentage 
of minority students.  
  
Tables 6 and 7 on "Attachment 9: Need" show Forest Heights Middle School and Henderson Middle School 
performance compared to similar schools. In math, both schools performed less well than similar schools over 
time. In literacy, Forest Heights Middle School performance grew at a similar pace to other similar schools, while 
Henderson Middle School performed less well and grew slower than similar schools. 
  
Tables 8 and 9 on "Attachment 9: Need" show Joe T. Robinson Middle School performance compared to 
similar schools. In math, Robinson Middle School performed slightly higher than other Pulaski County middle 
schools, but performed less well in math than similar schools in other districts. In literacy, Joe T. Robinson Middle 
School performed less well than similar schools.  
  
INNOVATIONS  
  
Quest is being designed around a highly successful educational model and will provide an individualized 
approach to learning for its students.  This approach will assist in quickly addressing any academic deficits that 
students enrolling might have.  The individualization also allows students who are academically successful, to 
have their educational needs addressed through the Quest “3D Learning System” which includes: (1) Diagnostics 
utilized to identify accurately, the placement and plan for each student's learning path; (2) Delivery of learning, 
and (3) Data which tracks progress on each student's educational journey. Past and present success proves that 
the ResponsiveEd models are effective for all students, regardless of nationality or socioeconomic status. 
  
All learning at Quest will be student-centric, focused primarily on the need of each particular student. The role of 
the school is to increase capacity based on a focus on the student's unique learning style. Learners aware of 
their strengths know how to plan their learning in order to increase their potential. This capacity for learning
provides a foundation for lifelong success.  This innovative, individualized approach is currently one of the basic 
requirements for the U. S. Department of Education's District Race to the Top competition. Quest schools have a 
successful approach that results in a learning environment where students find hope and success.   
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5. Describe the educational program to be offered by the charter school. 

Applicant Response:

OVERVIEW 
  
The Quest educational model is directly aligned to the school's mission to provide hope for students through an
innovative, encouraging, character-based, individualized learning environment, where they are academically 
successful and develop into lifelong learners.   
  
Quest is a distinct blend of effective teacher-directed instruction and emergent technology.  The curricular scope 
and sequence follows standard content-based learning, the assessments and measurements are congruent with 
high expectation environments, yet the delivery of content is a blend that transitions adolescents from 
dependence to independent learning in a systemic and organized fashion.  The methodology places the student 
in a contained classroom with focused monitoring by an educator while also providing opportunity for 
individualized instruction through aligned curriculum and technology.  This blend initiates a process that can 
teach students to become more responsible and make learning opportunity more accessible.  Quest understands 
the need for the middle-school learner to move from childhood to the teenage years.  Therefore, the delivery 
system uses a dual approach, keeping the learner anchored within a classroom setting that provides stability 
while simultaneously transitioning the learner into a prescribed individualized offering of some subjects centered 
on self-determination and decision-making.  This system blends the best that the teacher can offer with the best 
that technology can offer and places the student at the core of the entire process. 

  
INNOVATIVE AND INDIVIDUALIZED 

  
Quest will be “student-centric,” making the learning process of the student the primary centerpiece of the system.
The focus of Quest, from the first day students walk through the door, is differentiation (i.e., individualization). 
Each student comes to Quest unique.  Learning styles, strengths and weaknesses, and personal skill sets are all 
part of each student.  Recognizing these differences, and creating differentiated approaches for each, is the heart 
of the Quest learning system.   
  
The unique quality of Quest is its distinct focus on the learning process rather than the teaching process.   Quest 
accomplishes this through the Quest “3D Learning System”: (1) Diagnostics (i.e., an effective battery of tests
utilized to accurately place and plan a student's academic journey); (2) Delivery (i.e., the process of transferring
or replicating information); and (3) Data (i.e., the process of gathering, assessing and charting the journey 
according to results). 

  
Diagnostics 

  
If education focuses on the “teaching” process, there is no need to measure or evaluate learning.  In order to 
provide effective academic progress, educators must focus on the “learning” process.  Many educators ask 
themselves at the end of the day, “Did I teach everything I should have taught?”  This is the wrong question.  The
appropriate question is, “Did my students learn everything they should have learned?”  The first step in a system 
designed on the learning experience is diagnostics.  No student should enter a potential learning environment
without a research-based diagnostic process.  Without this process, two crucial elements of an effective
experience are lost: (1) proper placement of the student in the environment, and (2) a learning plan based on the
student's specific needs, strengths, and learning styles. 
  
In most situations, diagnostics only appear in the form of reviewing a student's records (e.g. report cards,
transcripts, etc.).  While showing evidence of the academic “location” (e.g., tenth grade, number of credits, etc.), 
a cursory review of records is not an effective diagnostic.  Students are placed without assessing true content 
knowledge.  Learning styles, academic needs, and cognitive strengths are never measured.  This lack of 
attention to the individual child can be indicative of a standardized system of education that ignores 
differentiation.  An effective battery of diagnostic tests must be utilized before the student's placement and plan
are determined.  Consequently, Quest addresses the following diagnostic testing concerns through the use of an
effective battery of diagnostic tests: (1) Grade Equivalency, (2) Credit or Grade Achievement, (3) Literacy Usage
and Content, (4) Math Competency, and (5) Learning Style Inventories. 
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In so doing, the Quest diagnostics process takes a student from enrollment through the implementation of a 
successful learning plan. 

  
Delivery 

  
The process of transferring or replicating information is known as “delivery.”  There are many means by which a 
student may receive information.  Many times, educators depend on one style of delivery.  This practice can
seriously hinder the learning process because of the diverse differentiated learning styles of the students in a 
classroom.  Therefore, it is important to have a blend of delivery choices when addressing the individual learning
for each student. 
  
Just as there are styles of learning, there are also styles (types) of instructing or teaching students.  Quest 
teachers will be trained to be aware of the following differentiated styles of instruction, know how to use each 
one, and use each of the types when developing a student's learning plan, teaching a classroom of students, or 
supervising the learning process: (1) Direct Instruction: a style of instruction that relies primarily on the ability of 
the educator to verbalize content and transfer information; (2) Independent Instruction: a style of instruction
allowing students to learn content independently, with assistance provided by the educator when necessary; and 
(3) Connected Instruction: a style of instruction centered on a project-based environment. 
  
While the distribution will vary slightly according to the needs of the individual student, Quest will implement the
following differentiated styles of instruction: (1) Direct Instruction: 50%, (2) Independent: 25%, and (3) Connected
Instruction: 25%. 
  
Based on this delivery method, the student's work environment will demonstrate the following characteristics: (1) 
students will be exposed to direct instruction for reading and mathematics; (2) learning labs will be utilized for 
independent instruction in social studies and science; (3) students will be involved in state testing preparation; (4) 
student will be involved in project-based “learning-style specific” learning experiences in social studies and 
science based on the content covered in the learning lab; and (5) students' learning styles are diagnosed and 
integrated by educators. 

  
Data 
  
Quest will implement data-driven decision making, three primary features of which are: (1) data will always focus
on results rather than intentions; (2) data will always focus on relevance of information, and (3) data will always
focus on redirection as necessary. 
  
The heart of effective instruction is the monitoring of instruction.  If success is to be a systemic foundation for an
educational institution, the process of gathering and using data must be a required component of the school. 
Data that drives decisions has some distinctive characteristics that set it apart from diagnostics. 

  
Gathering Data 

  
The process of gathering data is a purposeful and intentional system of bringing together results for review.  This 
is done for individual students as well as school. 

  
Benchmarks, based on learned and projected content, will be used to mark student's current knowledge and set 
goals for learning achievement.  Interim assessments, sometimes given before content is delivered, will set a 
baseline of knowledge that students already possess and inform educators of content needs that students have 
in subjects and disciplines.  Knowing what should be taught and learned is important.  Summative assessments
give a summary profile of learned content.  If students have not learned what they should have learned, it is vital
that educator know this.  The focus of a learning organization is learning.  Interim and summative assessments
provide an intentional purpose for data. 

  
Gathered data that drives decisions must be relevant.  In order to focus on learning, educators must know the
body of content necessary for success.  State-mandated testing is a reality.  When gathering data for academic 
decisions, students should be assessed on content that is relative to the requirements of testing realities. 
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Benchmarking, as well as any assessments, will be timely and planned.  Many times, caught up in the consistent
demands of working with children, educators delay benchmarking until it becomes urgent and counterproductive. 
Gathering data will be a system that is built into the school calendar. 

  
Assessment of Data 

  
Gathering data is only the first step in decision making.  Once the data has been gathered, Quest will use the
data to formulate learning plans and school activities.  A careful review (assessment) of a student's performance 
can inform educators as to the steps needed for improvement and success. 

  
Often data is nothing more than an assessment of learning.  This slicing of data is similar to a medical autopsy to 
make determinations as to what happened.  This type of assessment is a picture that is taken after it's too late to 
do something to prevent or affect outcomes. 

  
The most effective assessment is used to make decisions for learning.  This slicing of data is similar to a biopsy. 
The data is reviewed in order to see if there are problems and make decisions that can address those problems.
The process of data gathering and assessment should always be done to affect learning. 

  
Creating Change 
  
All data should create change.  If educators seriously focus on improvement and success, data must be
gathered, used, and valued.  School decisions will always be directly linked back to data and plans should always
be aligned for improvement.  It is true that data can be manipulated and modified to support structures already in
place.  Measuring irrelevant components, slicing the data in methods that give insignificant results, and 
articulating skewed data can lead to false and misleading information.  True assessment of data that measures
current realities provides honest and clear information that creates change that leads to improvement.  The single 
most important characteristic of learning is improvement.  Education demands improvement. 
  
Interventions 
  
If we are truly involved with individual progress, monitoring, and success, there must be interventions embedded 
in the daily life of the school.  School academic operations will include a set strategy of increasingly intensive 
steps to take when a student is not learning or progressing at an effective pace.  This involves scheduled team
meetings, assessments, and strategies. 
  
ENCOURAGING 

  
Many students have experienced cognitive segregation, which becomes the leading factor in students who 
develop learned helplessness.  This damaging perception of life is a process that systemically teaches people to 
see themselves as helpless to improve their condition.  Systems focusing on teaching create cognitive 
segregation.  Students who have been disenfranchised by this segregation find themselves outside of the access
reserved for those students who “get it.”  For that reason, Quest provides students with an encouraging learning
environment.  This environment is created by teachers who are learners who create a climate for effective
instruction. 

  
Learners 

  
At Quest, teaching is brought up to a new level.  Rather than conform to a minimum conventional standard of 
merely transferring content knowledge, Quest teachers are continually learning.  Quest utilizes the dimensions of 
“Professional Learning Communities” to develop the whole-school concept of school culture.  These Professional
Learning Community dimensions include: (1) supportive and shared leadership, (2) shared values and vision, (3) 
collective learning and application of learning, (4) supportive conditions, and (5) shared personal practice. 
  
Teachers collaborate consistently to share ideas, monitor each student, and create strategies designed to ensure
students learn.  Using these dimensions, Quest is focused on the learning process rather than the teaching 
process. 
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Climate 

  
At Quest, the foundation of character development is more than an isolated curricular subject.  Quest utilizes the
“Quality Attention Models” to manage student interactions and bring students to a higher level of behavior. 
These essential skills for educators include: (1) practicing quality choices; (2) knowing each student; (3) 
shepherding students; (4) blending professional and personal interactions; (5) providing honest, valuable, and 
significant feedback; (6) practicing the art of praising students; (7) training and teaching positive habits and 
characteristics; and (8) doing the “extra” to encourage students. 
  
VIABILITY 
  
Since its inception, the Quest model has been consistently rated “Exemplary” by the Texas Education Agency, 
the highest rating possible under the Texas accountability system.  This proven track record of superior academic 
excellence is a strong indicator of future viability in West Little Rock. 
  
SCHOOL DAY AND YEAR 
  
In an effort to be responsive to the community and sensitive to the needs of our parents, Quest will follow the 
school calendar of the Little Rock School District.  Parents often have other school age children attending other 
schools; however, parents will support a school calendar that considers all of their children concerning beginning 
and ending of school days, reporting periods, and vacation days.  Therefore, the school honors the open-
enrollment policy and will follow district calendars, as well as the state requirement of a minimum of 178 student-
teacher interactional days.  Reporting periods are defined with beginning and ending dates and recognize 
traditional holidays such as Labor Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, Spring Break, and Memorial Day.  Schools 
days customarily begin at 7:45 am to 4:30 pm for staff members with a duty free lunch period of 30 minutes.  
Student schedules for the day will include, at a minimum, the required six hours of instructional time.  Please see 
“Attachment 5: 2014-2015 Calendar and Daily Schedule” for a description of the length of the Quest school 
day and school year. 
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6. List the specific measurable goals in reading, reading comprehension, 
mathematics, and mathematic reasoning based on the state mandated 
assessments, and any other assessment tools if used, for improving student 
academic achievement for each year of the public charter school’s initial five-year 
period.  For each goal, include the following: 

• The tool to be used to measure the academic performance; 
• The level of performance that will demonstrate success; and 
• The timeframe for the achievement of the goal. 

Applicant Response:

READING AND READING COMPREHENSION 
  
Quest will achieve measurable growth for students in reading and reading comprehension as demonstrated by 
student performance on benchmarks, end-of-course exams, and mandated state assessments.  In Reading, 
specific subpopulation performance will be analyzed documenting a narrowing of the performance gaps across 
80% of state assessments over a three year time period. 
  
MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATIC REASONING 
  
Quest will achieve measurable growth for students in Mathematics and mathematic reasoning as demonstrated 
by student performance on benchmarks, end-of-course exams, and mandated state assessments.  In 
Mathematics, specific subpopulation performance will be analyzed documenting a narrowing of the performance 
gaps across 80% of state assessments over a three year time period. 
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7. Describe the process that will be used to develop and align the curriculum 
with the Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and the curriculum requirements 
of the Common Core State Standards as adopted by the State Board of 
Education. 

Having already been approved by the Arkansas State Board of Education to operate three open-enrollment 
charter schools--including Quest Middle School of Pine Bluff--ResponsiveEd's team of 30+ writers, editors, 
proofreaders, and graphic artists have already aligned the curriculum with the Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks 
in content areas excluding English Language Arts and Mathematics and the curriculum requirements of the 
Common Core State Standards in English Language Arts and Mathematics as adopted by the State Board of 
Education. 

Applicant Response:
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  8. Describe the manner in which the school will make provisions for the following 
student services, even in those areas for which a waiver is requested: 

A)  Guidance program; 
Applicant Response:

Quest will seek a waiver for the requirement of a guidance program and on-campus certified counselor.  The 
Campus Director and teachers will be equipped to give students advice regarding higher education options, life 
after high school, etc.  Similarly, Quest staff will be informed that they will be responsible to handle issues 
generally given to a campus counselor.  Should the need for a campus counselor be deemed necessary, Quest 
will seek an outside consultant on a contractual basis to handle counseling duties. 
 

 B)  Health services; 
Applicant Response:

Quest will offer a health services program that will serve all students and provide immediate attention involving 
minor sicknesses or injuries, and aid in creation of campus health and safety regulations.  
 

C)  Media center; 
Applicant Response:

Quest will seek a waiver for the requirement of a media center.  Quest will provide on-site and online media to 
support and enhance its educational program. 

D)  Special education; 
Applicant Response:

IDENTIFICATION OF STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL EDUCATION NEEDS 
  
In accordance with 34 CFR 300.301-300.311, the referral of students for a full and individual initial evaluation for 
possible special education services is a component of the Quest overall general education Response to 
Intervention system.  Prior to referral, students experiencing difficulty in the general classroom are considered 
for all support services available to all students, such as tutorial, remedial, compensatory, and other services.  If 
the student continues to experience difficulty in the general classroom after the provision of interventions, school
personnel documents the provision of interventions and refer the student for a full and individual initial
evaluation.     
  
Quest will ensure that a full and individual evaluation is conducted for each student being considered for special 
education and related services.  The evaluation is completed before the initial provision of special education and 
related services and addresses if the student is a “student with a disability” in accordance with federal and state 
requirements and the educational needs of the student. 
  
Based on the requirements of 34 CFR 300.323, Quest shall have an IEP in effect for each identified student with
a disability.  Quest will ensure that the IEP is in effect before special education and related services are provided
to an eligible child and that the IEP is implemented as soon as possible following the IEP committee meeting.   
  
For a student who is new to Quest, a Transfer IEP committee will meet prior to or upon the student's enrollment. 
In this case, the parents must verify that the student was receiving special education services in the previous 
school district or the previous school district must verify in writing or by telephone that the student was receiving 
special education services.  A second IEP committee meeting must be held within 30 school days from the date 
of the first IEP committee meeting to finalize or develop an IEP based on current information. 
  
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS, PRACTICES, AND STRATEGIES  
  
Inclusion, differentiated instruction and interactive technology strategies will be implemented for students 
identified with disabilities.  Differentiated instruction applies an approach to teaching and learning that gives 
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students multiple options for taking in information and making sense of ideas. It is a teaching theory based on
the premise that instructional approaches should vary and be adapted in relation to individual and diverse
students in classrooms (Tomlinson, 2001). The model of differentiated instruction requires teachers to be flexible 
in their approach to teaching and adjust the curriculum and presentation of information to learners rather than 
expecting students to modify themselves for the curriculum. This can be done for the special needs learner with
and without technology. Differentiated instruction lends itself to the inclusion of all students into the general
education classroom, allowing teachers to meet students where they are in terms of academia. Technology is 
also important as it allows us to engage in real-life learning opportunities and offers the opportunity to teach in
multiple learning modalities. 
  
Quest will assure that students with disabilities are educated with non-disabled students to the maximum extent
appropriate to meet the student's individual education program and overall educational needs (34CFR §300.114 
- 300.116).  In providing programs, services, and activities for students with disabilities, Quest shall first consider 
the least restrictive environment of the general education program.  Special classes, separate schooling, or 
other removal of students with disabilities from the general education environment, occurs only when the nature
and severity of the disability is such that education in general classes, with the use of supplementary aids and 
services, cannot be achieved satisfactorily. 
  
Quest will provide a FAPE for students with disabilities in order to meet the need for special education and 
related services (34 CFR 300.115).  This includes a variety of placements and makes provision for 
supplementary services to be provided in conjunction with general education classroom placement. 
  
Students with disabilities will have available to them the variety of educational programs and services available 
to students without disabilities, accessible facilities, and the same instructional regular school day as is provided
all other students.  In addition, Quest will ensure that each child with a disability participates with non-disabled 
students in non-academic and extra-curricular services and activities, including meals, recess periods, and the
services and activities set forth in 34 CFR 300.320. 
 

E)  Transportation; 
Applicant Response:

Quest has budgeted a significant amount of funds each year to implement a transportation program designed to 
ensure that all eligible central Little Rock students who wish to attend Quest may do so.    

F)  Alternative education, including Alternative Learning Environments;  

Applicant Response:

While Quest will seek a waiver for Alternative Learning Environments, Quest will have high expectations for 
behavior and academics.  Quest embodies key practices described in the Exemplary Practices in Alternative 
Education: Indicators of Quality Programming.  A couple of areas stand out as promoting success in serving all 
students.  These areas are Program Evaluation (see Standard 7) and Professional Development to improve 
teaching and learning at an atypical school.  Quest offers innovative, non-typical, approaches to the instruction, 
leading students to become lifetime learners. 
 

G) English Language Learner (ELL) instruction 

Applicant Response:

ELL STUDENT IDENTIFICATION PROCESS 
  
Quest will utilize the following process to identify ELL students: (1) All students enrolling in Quest must submit a 
Home Language Survey as part of the registration packet; (2) If a student declares a language other than 
English on the survey, they become known as OTE (other than English) or potential ELL students; (3) The 
identification process includes an oral proficiency assessment (our district selects the Idea Proficiency Test) and 
a written proficiency assessment (our district selects the norm-referenced Stanford 10 to assess Total Reading
and Total Language); (4) The students must master all three of these assessments to be classified as Non LEP; 
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(5) If, however, the students score anything below F (fluent) such as an A, B, C, D, E on the IPT, the 
students will automatically be classified as ELL or LEP; (6) The identification is not complete, however, until the 
Stanford 10 has been administered and the scores for Total Reading and Total Language are available; (7) 
Once the oral and written assessments are complete, the Language Proficiency Assessment Committee 
(LPAC) convenes to officially classify all of the students who have been assessed; (8) The district 
database template entitled "LEP Roster Report" is used to document all ELL activity beginning with enrollment 
date, assessment date, assessment score(s), parent notification date, LPAC date, and final classification; and 
(9) The LEP Roster Report is maintained on each PHS campus throughout the school year and is submitted to 
the District ESL Coordinator on a monthly-basis. 
  
Following the identification process, the campus ESL teacher is responsible for providing ESL program services 
to all ELL/LEP-identified students using individualized ESL learning strategies on a regular basis. 
  
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS, PRACTICES, AND STRATEGIES 
  
Quest will utilize the following strategies to deliver effective ELL services: (1) Quest student computers will be
imaged with English Discoveries (an ESL computerized program for ELL students); and (2) Cognitive Academic
Language Learning Approach (CALLA) Learning Strategies are employed by Lead Teachers as an approach to 
teaching the cognitive academic language to our ELL students. 
  
These programs/strategies are intended to be enhancements/enrichments for our ELL students to the core
academic state requirements which are provided on a daily basis by our ESL-certified staff. 
  
PROGRESS MONITORING 
  
All tracking of currently enrolled ELL students is done via the LPAC, a group comprised of, at minimum, a parent
of an ELL student at the campus and an ESL staff member.  In addition, the committee may include campus 
administration.  The committee does an End of Year Annual Review to determine whether or not the ELL 
students will be exited from or continue in the ESL program.  The exit criteria is determined by state 
requirements and include, but are not limited to, the students' mastery of state required assessments and a 
subjective evaluation by the Lead Teacher certifying that the ELL student will be successful in an all English 
curriculum. 
  
QUALIFIED ELL STAFFING 
  
In addition to the HQ NCLB requirements, all campus ESL teachers are required to be ESL-certified.  In 
addition, ESL teachers are required to complete the Sheltered Instruction model training via SIOP to be eligible 
to work with our ELL students. 
 

H)  Gifted and Talented Program. 
Applicant Response:

A waiver will be sought for the inclusion of a gifted and talented program at Quest.  Upon program assessment, 
if the need for such a program is determined, then Quest will attempt to align with a local distinguished college 
or university in order to offer students the opportunity to take dual-enrollment classes.  Students will have an 
opportunity for dual credit enrollment in their senior year. Quest will offer pre-advanced placement and 
eventually advanced placement classes in subsequent years. 
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9. Describe the geographical area to be served by the charter.  List all school 
districts within the geographical area likely to be affected by the open-
enrollment public charter school. 

Quest will be located within the city limits of Little Rock, Arkansas, in Pulaski County, and will be located within 
the boundaries of the Little Rock School District.  Quest's use of a classical based curriculum will ensure 
students a solid foundation of content learning.  It is expected that up to 220 students in grades six through eight 
in year one and up to 460 students in grades six through twelve within five (5) years, will come from Little Rock 
School District, North Little Rock School District, Pulaski County Special School District, Benton School District, 
Bryant School District, England School District, and Lonoke School District.  According to the 2012-2013 
enrollment information housed on the Department of Education Data Center's website, the Little Rock School 
District contained 23,594 students; the North Little Rock School District contained 8,610 students; and the 
Pulaski County Special School District contained 17,245 students.  According to the 2012-2013 enrollment 
information housed on the Department of Education Data Center's website, the Benton School District contained 
4,768 students; the Bryant School District contained 8,620 students; the England School District contained 721 
students; and the Lonoke School District contained 1,838 students.  In year one, approximately 140 students are 
anticipated to come from the Little Rock School District, approximately 50 from the North Little Rock School 
District, approximately 20 from the Pulaski County Special School District, and approximately 10 students from 
the other listed school districts combined. 
 

Applicant Response:
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10. Describe the plan for the school officials to provide an annual report to parents, 
the community, and the authorizer that demonstrates the progress made by
the charter school during any previous academic year in meeting its academic
performance objectives.  (See ADE Rules Governing Standards for
Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools and School Districts.) 

Quest will draft and disseminate an Annual Progress Report in compliance with Rule 7.02 of the Arkansas 
Department of Education Rules Governing Standards for Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools and School 
Districts. 
  
With feedback received by parents and the community, Quest will annually develop a comprehensive progress 
report which includes updated data regarding student performance, program objectives, and accreditation 
standards.  A School Improvement Plan will also be created annually in order to project further campus needs, 
as well as a clear plan to correct any known program deficiencies.  All reports will be written based on ADE 
regulations and guidelines.  Further, a yearly curriculum review will occur in order to determine its continued 
alignment with state standards. 
  
Annual reports will be submitted for review to the ADE, as well as posted in the Arkansas Democrat Gazette (or 
any other newspaper with general circulation in the district) before November 15th.  Data will also be made 
readily available to the general community via the Quest campus website.  Printed copies of the reports will be 
available for review at Quest. 
  
Quest will host an annual public gathering in order to provide further information regarding the academic 
program, as well as campus policies and goals, for parents, students, and any further stakeholders.  This 
meeting will also serve as a way for interested parties, to share with the staff of Quest, their questions and 
suggestions regarding the program, campus, and annual report data. Such a meeting will be held in compliance 
with any and all ADE regulations for disseminating annual report information. 
 

Applicant Response:
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11. Describe the enrollment criteria and student admission, recruitment and 
selection processes for the proposed public charter school.   

STUDENT RECRUITMENT PLANS 
  
When Quest is introduced into a new community, ResponsiveEd launches a professional, systematic, research-
based, and dynamic public awareness campaign to provide equal opportunity for all parents and students to 
learn about and apply to the school.  The campaign utilizes a blend of marketing, advertising, public relations, 
and community engagement to generate awareness of, and interest in, the school.  The responsibilities for this 
process are split between ResponsiveEd's central administrative marketing staff and regional and campus 
leadership on the ground in the community. 
  
The public awareness campaign involves the use of a variety of high quality, well-designed, publicity materials.  
These resources include, but are not limited to: brochures, website, newspaper advertisements, press releases, 
radio advertisements, flyers, postcards, and direct mail. 
  
In the months leading up to the first year of operation, ResponsiveEd conducts the public awareness campaign, 
garnering public interest and support of the school utilizing: (1) a combination of the aforementioned publicity 
materials, and (2) hosting multiple public “Open House” meetings.       

  
The intended and historically realized goals of such campaigns have been two-fold: (1) support for the school by 
community leaders, and (2) student enrollment. 
  
ADMISSIONS AND ENROLLMENT PROCESS 
  
Overview: Admission and enrollment of students shall be open to any person who is eligible for admission 
based on lawful criteria identified in the school's charter; e.g., qualifying residency and disciplinary history.  The 
total number of students enrolled in the school shall not exceed the number of students approved in the school's 
charter or subsequent amendments.  Applications for admission shall be due by a reasonable deadline to be set 
each year by the school --i.e., the close of the “open-enrollment period.” 
  
Lottery: If the number of eligible applicants does not exceed the number of vacancies, then all eligible 
applicants who have timely applied during the open-enrollment period will be offered admission.  If there are 
more eligible applicants than available spaces in a class/grade/school, then a lottery will be conducted at a time 
set by the school each year.  A name (or number assigned to a name) will be drawn for each vacancy that 
exists, and each applicant whose name (or number) is drawn will be offered admission.  The remaining names 
will then be drawn and placed on a waiting list in the order in which they were drawn. 
  
If a vacancy arises, the individual on the waiting list with the lowest number assignment will be offered admission 
and then removed from the waiting list.  If an application is received after the open-enrollment period has 
passed, the applicant's name will be added to the waiting list behind the names of the eligible applicants who 
timely applied. 
  
Exceptions: Federal guidelines permit the school to exempt from the lottery process students who are already 
admitted under the charter, siblings of students already admitted under the charter, and children of the charter's 
founders, teachers, and staff. 
  
Disciplinary History: The school shall exclude a student from admission who has been expelled from another 
public school district in accordance with Title 6 of the Arkansas Education Code.   
  
Non-Discrimination: It is the policy of the school to prohibit discrimination in student admission on the basis of 
gender, national origin, race, ethnicity, religion, disability, or athletic eligibility. 
 

Applicant Response:
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Check which of the following enrollment preferences, as permissable in 
Arkansas Code Annotated §6-23-306(14)(C), would be allowed at the charter 
school. 

It is affirmed that a random, anonymous student selection method will be 
utilized in the event that more students apply for admission to the open-
enrollment public charter school than can be accommodated under the terms 
of the charter, except as allowed for in Arkansas Code Annotated  
§6-23-306(14)(C). 

If it is believed that the use of a weighted lottery is required by federal court or 
administrative order, explain and furnish a copy of the order. 

Children of founding members of the charter school 

Siblings of enrolled students 

No enrollment preferences  (No other boxes may be checked in order to select this option.)

No

Yes

Applicant Response:

Not applicable.  It is not believed that the use of a weighted lottery is required by federal court or administrative 
order.
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12. Summarize the job descriptions of the school director and other key personnel. 
Specify the qualifications to be met by professional employees (administrators, 
teachers, counselors, etc.) of the program.  List the types of administrative 
positions, teaching positions, and support positions for the school. 

Applicant Response:

BOARD 
  
See Section C.2. above. 
  
SUPERINTENDENT (0.0 FTE) 
  
See Section C.2. above. 
  
REGIONAL DIRECTOR (0.25 FTE / $80K-$95K) 
  
Job Description  
  
See Section C.2. above. 
  
Professional Qualifications 
  
Master's Degree from an accredited educational institution preferred. Certification in Educational Leadership, 
School Principal, or Professional School preferred.   
  
5+ years of experience in the following areas: (1) supervising a staff of 10 or more, (2) managing budgets, (3) 
vendor management, and (4) leadership of curriculum and instruction preferred. 
  
Specific skill-based competencies required to satisfactorily perform the functions of this job include: using 
pertinent software applications; planning and managing projects; preparing and maintaining accurate records; 
and applying assessment instruments. 
  
Specific knowledge-based competencies required to satisfactorily perform the functions of the job include: 
keyboarding; pertinent codes, policies, regulations and/or laws; and supervisory experience. 
  
Ability is required to schedule a number of activities, meetings, and/or events; routinely gather, collate, and/or 
classify data; and use job-related equipment. Flexibility is required to independently work with others in a wide 
variety of circumstances; analyze data utilizing defined but different processes; and operate equipment using a 
variety of standardized methods. Ability is also required to work with a diversity of individuals and/or groups; work 
with data of varied types and/or purposes; and utilize job-related equipment. Problem solving is required to 
analyze issues and create action plans. Problem solving with data frequently requires independent interpretation 
of guidelines; and problem solving with equipment is moderate. Specific ability-based competencies required to 
satisfactorily perform the functions of the job include: adapting to changing work priorities; communicating with 
diverse groups; establishing effective relationships; maintaining confidentiality; meeting deadlines and schedules; 
setting priorities; working as part of a team; working with detailed information/data; and working with frequent 
interruptions. 
  
CAMPUS DIRECTOR (1.0 FTE / $60K - $70K) 
  
Job Description  
  
See Section C.2. above. 
  
Professional Qualifications 
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Bachelor's degree from a four-year accredited College or University, Master's degree preferred.  Current 
Arkansas Standard Teaching License with four years teaching experience preferred. Accredited College or 
University's graduate degree or program of study that is reflective of the Current Arkansas Leadership Standards 
for School Leaders for Principal preferred. Successful completion of the Administrator Licensure Completion Plan 
(ALCP) for Building Level Administrator preferred. 
  
5+ years of experience in the following areas: (1) supervising a staff of 5 or more, (2) managing budgets, and (3) 
vendor management preferred. 
  
Must have advance knowledge of federal and state education laws. Must be computer literate. Must have strong 
organizational, time management, communication, and interpersonal skills. Must be able to learn teaching 
curriculum software programs and instruct others on the utilization. Must have the ability to understand the 
individual needs of each student and train others on the development of Individual Education Plans (IEPs). Must 
have a clear understanding of goal setting for students and the individualized approach. Must have the ability to 
develop and maintain effective working relationships with students, their parents, teachers, the community, 
peers, administrative staff, superintendent, and corporate staff. Must have the ability to communicate with all 
levels of students, their parents, teachers, the community, peers, administrative staff, superintendent, and 
corporate staff. Must have the ability to interpret policy, procedures, and student data such as diagnostic test 
results, state assessments scoring, transcripts, and grade point average. Three to five years of experience 
teaching at a Middle School level is preferred. Three to five years of experience as an administrator for a Middle 
School is preferred. Three to five years of experience developing and managing budgets for a Middle School is 
preferred. Three to five years of experience managing a Middle School that was Acceptable or Higher is 
preferred. 
   
TEACHERS (12.12 - 15.26 FTE / $40K - $50K) 
  
Job Description  
  
See Section C.2. above. 
  
Professional Qualifications 
  
Must be “No Child Left Behind” (NCLB) Highly-Qualified (HQ) with a minimum of a Bachelor's degree (B.A. or 
B.S.) from a four-year accredited College or University. Must demonstrate content knowledge in the subject 
area(s). 
  
Teaching experience in a Public or Private School is preferred. 
  
Must have basic knowledge of federal and state education laws. Must be computer literate. Must have strong 
organizational, time management, communication, and interpersonal skills. Must be able to learn and implement 
teaching curriculum software programs and instruct students on utilization. Must have the ability to understand 
the individual needs of each student and develop Individual Education Plans (IEPs). Must have a clear 
understanding of goal setting for students and the individualized approach. Must have the ability to communicate 
with all levels of students, their parents, the community, peers, administrative staff, Campus Directors, 
superintendent, and corporate staff. Must have the ability to interpret policy, procedures, and student data such 
as diagnostic test results, state assessments scoring, transcripts, and grade point average. Must have excellent 
verbal and written communication skills. 
  
SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER (1.05 - 1.36 FTE / $40K - $50K) 
  
Special Education teacher ensures that the school's special education (SPED) program provides necessary 
services for students with disabilities. The teacher will work with parents, general education teachers, and 
administrators to develop and implement individualized education plans to meet the needs of students with 
disabilities. The teacher will ensure compliance with all federal, state, and district SPED requirements. 
  
Must have a Current Arkansas Standard Teaching License in Special Education (SPED). Must be “No Child Left 
Behind” (NCLB) Highly Qualified (HQ) with a minimum of a Bachelor's degree from a four-year accredited 
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College or University. Must demonstrate content knowledge in the subject area(s). 
  
Must meet NCLB Highly-Qualified requirements. Teaching experience in a Public or Private School is preferred. 
  
Same as teachers. Advanced knowledge of and compliance with federal and state special education law. 
Working knowledge of and compliance with individualized services for students with disabilities. Working 
knowledge of and compliance with the Admission, Review, and Dismissal (ARD) Committee process. Knowledge 
of the development and implementation of the Individual Education Plan (IEP) process. Knowledge of and 
compliance with the Transition process. Strong computer skills to implement multiple and diverse programs. Must 
be able to learn and implement teaching curriculum software programs and instruct students on utilization. Must 
have the ability to communicate with all levels of students with disabilities, their parents, the community, peers, 
administrative staff, Campus Directors, superintendent, and corporate staff. Must have the ability to interpret 
policy, procedures, and student data such as diagnostic test results, state assessments scoring, transcripts, and 
grade point average. 
  
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDE (2.09 - 2.61 FTE / $15K - $18K) 
  
An instructional aide will assist the teacher with monitoring the learning center and facilitating student learning 
progress. 
  
Associate's degree or equivalent from an accredited College or University preferred. Six months to one year 
related experience or training preferred. Teacher's Certificate recommended but not required. 
  
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/CAMPUS SECRETARY (1.0 FTE / $25K - $35K) 
  
The campus administrative assistant will assist the Campus Director with daily operations and procedures, 
supervise all enrollment, APSCN, and attendance issues, and step in administratively when necessary or when 
principal is out. 
  
One-year certificate from college or technical school; or two years of related experience and/or training; or 
equivalent combination of education and experience is required. 
  
Must have 2+ years of experience in working within an office environment. 
  
STAFFING PLAN  
  
Please see "Attachment 6: 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 Salary Schedule and Budget Template" for a staffing 
plan that clearly outlines both the types and numbers of positions to be filled at Quest and the salary scales for 
such positions. 
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13. Explain how the school will conduct its business office. Tell about business office 
personnel and describe the process by which the school governance will adopt
an annual budget. 

ACCOUNTING 
  
Quest shall comply fully with the following: (1) generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP); (2) the 
Financial Accountability System Resource Guide; and (3) the federal standards for financial management 
systems, 34 Code of Federal Regulations §80.20, and/or other applicable federal standards.  Accounting data 
will be maintained through the Arkansas Public School Computer Network (APSCN) as required. 
  
FISCAL YEAR 
  
Quest shall operate on a fiscal year beginning July 1 and ending June 30. 
  
PROCUREMENT 
  
The school will adopt a procurement process which complies with Arkansas state law. The applicant shall 
procure only those items and services which are required to perform the mission and/or fill a bona fide need. 
Procurements shall be made using best value contracting which includes assessing the best value considering 
quality, performance, and price. The applicant shall use an open market procurement process, which requires 
sound business reasons for purchases less than $50,000.  Quest shall adhere to the following objectives: (1) 
procurement of goods and services shall be in an impartial manner, based strictly on the merits of supplier and 
contractor proposals and applicable related considerations such as delivery, quantity, etc.; (2) make all 
purchases in the best interests of the school and in accordance with funding source guidelines; (3) obtain quality 
supplies/services needed for delivery at the time and place required; (4) buy from responsible sources of supply; 
(5) obtain maximum value for all expenditures; (6) deal fairly and impartially with all vendors; (7) maintain 
dependable sources of supply; and (8) be above suspicion of unethical behavior at all times; avoid any conflict of 
interest, related parties or even the appearance of a conflict of interest in Quest supplier relationships. 
  
PERSONNEL 
  
Business duties will be overseen by ResponsiveEd's CFO, Mr. James Taylor.  Mr. Taylor has served as 
ResponsiveEd's CFO for the past three years, overseeing the financial management of the organization and its 
60+ open-enrollment charter schools in Texas and Arkansas.   
  
BUDGETS 
  
The budget shall be developed prior to June 20, approved by the ResponsiveEd Board by June 30, and 
submitted to the Arkansas Department of Education by September 1. The budget shall be used to monitor and 
evaluate the financial status of the school throughout the fiscal year.  Financial statements displaying budget vs. 
actual results shall be prepared by the Superintendent and presented to the ResponsiveEd Board at each board 
meeting.  The budget provides authority to expend funds for the purposes indicated and in accordance with state 
law, board policy, and the school's approved purchasing procedures. The expenditure of funds shall be under 
the direction of the Superintendent who shall ensure that funds are expended in accordance with the adopted 
budget.  The budget shall be amended when a change is made increasing any one of the functional spending 
categories by the greater of $1,000 or 10%. 
  
Please see "Attachment 6: 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 Salary Schedule and Budget Template" for: (1) a 
balanced two-year budget estimate that accurately reflects the revenue currently available to the school and 
expenditures for program implementation and does not rely on one-time grants or other funds that are not 
presently guaranteed, and (2) a budget that includes costs for all personnel, programs, and expenses described 
in other sections of this application.

Applicant Response:
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14. Describe the manner in which an annual audit of the financial and programmatic 
operations of the school will be conducted. If the school wishes to request that 
the authorizer allow a licensed accountant or licensed certified public
accountant, rather than the Legislative Auditor, to perform the first-year audit,
identify the accountant by name, firm, address, and phone number. The named
 accountant must meet the requirements of ADE Rules Governing Publicly
Funded Educational Institution Audit Requirements, including the prohibition
on auditors providing non-audit services (such as accounting or consulting
services) to auditees. A school’s preference as stated in this application
may not be changed without prior approval of the authorizer.

Applicant Response:

The ResponsiveEd Board shall arrange for a qualified certified public accountant licensed by the Arkansas State 
Board of Public Accountancy and registered as a provider of public accounting services to conduct an audit of 
Quest's financial statements in accordance with Government Auditing Standards and the Office of Management 
and Budget Circular A-133 or its successor. 
  
The ResponsiveEd Board shall review the scope and results of the audit. The ResponsiveEd Board also shall 
receive notice of any consequential irregularities and management letter comments that the auditor noted during 
the engagement. Additionally, the ResponsiveEd Board shall develop a corrective action plan to address all 
relevant weaknesses noted by the auditor. The applicant requests to the State Department of Education the 
ability to use a CPA, instead of the Division of Legislative Audit, to perform the first year financial audit. Upon 
approval of the ADE, the applicant intends to use the following CPA to perform the first year financial audit: J. 
Mason Andres, Thomas & Thomas, LLP, 201 East Markham, Suite 500, Little Rock, AR 72201, 903.831.3477. 
  
Thomas & Thomas, LLP / J. Mason Andres meet the requirements of Act 993 of 2011 and are not listed on any 
ineligibility list maintained by ADE or the Division of Legislative Audit. Quest will continue with the following 
practices to ensure programmatic quality: (1) continuous in-house academic program review; (2) immediate 
action as issues related to campus programs arise; (3) annual Campus Improvement Plan to identify areas that 
may be lacking; and (4) alignment with National Accreditation by Southern Accreditation of Colleges and Schools 
(SACS-CASI) and other state accreditation processes. 
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15. It is affirmed that the public charter school will participate in the Arkansas Public 
School Computer Network, as required by state statute and by State Board of 
Education rule, for reporting both education data and financial data, including 
grant funds or private donations received directly by the charter school. 

16. Describe the facilities to be used.  Give the present use of the facility. If the 
facility to be used for the school is a facility of a school district, describe the terms 
established by the local school board of the district stipulating the relationship 
between the proposed public charter school and the district pertaining to the use 
of the facility. Attach a copy of the agreement, signed by the president of the local 
school board, the chair or president of the governing body of the proposed open-
enrollment public charter school, and the chief operating officer of the proposed 
charter. If the facility is not operated by a school district, attach a copy of the 
Facilities Utilization Agreement, signed by the entity owning or operating the 
facility and the chief operating officer of the proposed charter. A proposed lease 
may also be submitted but is not required. Please note that any lease or other 
debt must be approved by the Commissioner of Education. 

Applicant Response:

Yes

No

The facility is approximately 22,563 square feet and is presently vacant.  The facility does not have a current 
usage.  It was constructed in 2008 and has never been occupied. 
  
Please see "Attachment 7: Facilities Utilization Agreement."
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Identify the owner(s) of the proposed facility and describe their relationship, 
if any, with: 

(1) Members of the local board of the public school district where the 
proposed open-enrollment public charter school will be located, 

(2) Employees of the public school district where the proposed 
open-enrollment public charter school will be located, 

(3) The eligible entity sponsoring the open-enrollment public 
charter school, or 

(4) Employees/directors/administrators of the sponsoring entity 
or proposed open-enrollment public charter school. 

Applicant Response:

The proposed facility is owned by Two Rahling Centre, LLC.  Except as described herein, the owner has no 
known relationship with: (1) members of the local board of the public school district where Quest will be located, 
(2) employees of the public school district where Quest will be located, (3) ResponsiveEd, or (4) employees/
directors/administrators of ResponsiveEd.

The facility will comply with all requirements for accessibility in accordance with 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act (IDEA) and all other state and federal laws and local zoning 
ordinances. 

If the facility does not currently meet these requirements, provide a list of items 
that will need to be addressed to bring the facility into compliance. Also include a 
statement of permissible uses for the facility from the local zoning authority, and 
whether there are any alcohol sales within 1,000 feet of the facility. 

Yes

No

Applicant Response:

The facility does not currently meet ADA/IDEA accessibility requirements.  The interior of the facility is currently 
shell space and has never been occupied.  It was originally constructed for office retail but landlord will build to 
specification with construction rolled into the rental amount shown on the Facilities Utilization Agreement.  Once 
the building finish out is begins, Quest will take all measures to meet ADA/IDEA compliance, which will include: 
ADA accessible restrooms, wheel chair ramps, elevators, assigned parking, etc.  The facility is situated on 2.5 
acres and is currently zoned for commercial use.  There are no alcohol sales within 1,000 feet of the facility.
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the application (the contact person, chief operating officer, board members, 
and other individuals), identify any family or financial relationship which may 
exist between that individual and: 

(A) Any other individual specifically identified by name in Section A of the 
application; 

(B) Any individual or entity with whom the sponsoring entity or charter 
school has contracted, or intends to contract, to provide any services 
or products for the proposed charter school; and/or 

(C) The owner(s) of the facilities to be used. 

For the purpose of this standard, an individual has a financial relationship 
with another individual or entity if he or she: 

(1) Receives compensation or benefits directly or indirectly from the 
entity or individual; 

(2) Is an officer, director, partner, employee, or owner of more than 5% 
of the shares of an entity that is a corporation, partnership, sole 
proprietorship, or LLC; and/or 

(3) Has a family member (spouse, sibling, parent or child, or the spouse 
of a sibling, parent, or child) who is an officer, director, partner, 
employee, or owner of more than 5% of the shares of an entity that is 
a corporation, partnership, sole proprietorship, or LLC. 

17. For each and every individual specifically identified by name in Section A of 

Applicant Response:

Not applicable.  None of the individuals specifically identified by name in Section A of the application have any 
family or financial relationship with: (1) and other individual specifically identified by name in Section A of the 
application; (2) any individual or entity with whom ResponsiveEd or Quest has contracted, or intends to contract, 
to provide any services or products for Quest; and/or (3) the owner(s) of the facilities to be used.
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Explain the procedures to be followed if a conflict of interest is identified. The 
procedures must ensure that all actions are in the best interest of the school and 
the students at the school. 

Applicant Response:

There are no known potential conflicts of interest among the individuals involved with the proposed charter 
school.  If a conflict is identified, the individual with the conflict may be requested to abstain from any decision-
making process involving the conflict.
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18. Describe the manner in which the school will make provisions for food services. 
State whether the proposed charter school will apply to participate in the federal 
National School Lunch program or other federal nutrition programs. 

Quest will apply to participate in the Child Nutrition Program (“CNP”), including both The School Breakfast 
Program and the National School Lunch Program).  It is the intention of Quest of Pine Bluff to contract Preferred 
Meal Systems, Inc. (“Preferred Meals”), based out of Berkeley, Illinois, through the RFP process as the vendor 
to provide hot and cold meals to the students of Quest.  A local food vendor may also be considered if the option 
is more cost-effective for Quest.  Preferred Meals is a well-respected national food vendor, supplying nutritious 
and great-tasting meal options to campuses across the United States.  Meal plans will meet both the National 
School Lunch Program (NSLP) standards, as well as those guidelines set by the United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA).  Similarly, Quest will commit to determining that the food program meets all applicable 
Arkansas state regulations and standards.  If deemed necessary, food plans will be subjected to the consultation 
of a local nurse to determine the health benefits and nutritional value. 
  
Low-cost meals will be provided to the students.  The CNP will also ensure the equal treatment of students who 
qualify for free and reduced price meals.  Furthermore, no one will be discriminated against based on race, 
gender, national origin, age, or disability.  Upon receiving appropriate training, the campus administrative 
assistant will be responsible for preparing and serving student meals, while also keeping track of records related 
to CNP.  Quest will adhere to local, state, and federal health and sanitation guidelines and will keep the food 
service area available for inspection by appropriate personnel. 
 

Applicant Response:
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19. Describe how the parents or guardians of the enrolled students and other 
members of the community will be involved with the school to positively impact 
the charter school’s educational programs. 

Parents are encouraged to be active and involved at Quest.  The administration at Quest will strive to keep 
interested parties, including parents and/or guardians, involved in the happenings on-campus through the use of 
on-site informational campus meetings; annual gatherings allowing questions and parental/community feedback; 
district-wide informational newsletter available on-campus for distribution; web-based communication of campus/
district news; and prompt email or phone communication with all levels of campus personnel. 
  
Additionally, parents and/or guardians will regularly be given the opportunity to participate in the school's 
Community Advisory Council (“CAC”) and volunteer their time or resources to help further the vision of Quest.  
Examples would include aiding in setup of on-campus activities or spreading the word about the mission of 
Quest, among other opportunities. Those who have the chance to volunteer will aid in lifting up Quest to its 
greatest level of potential. 
 

Applicant Response:
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20. List the provisions of Title 6 of the Arkansas Code Annotated (Education Code), 
State Board of Education rules, and sections of the Standards for Accreditation of 
Arkansas Public Schools and School Districts from which the public charter 
school seeks to be exempted in order to meet the goals of the school.  Identify 
the specific statute, rule, or standard requested to be waived by title and section 
number if applicable. Provide a brief description of the rationale for each 
waiver requested. 

Applicant Response:

GENERAL INAPPLICABILITY 
   
In order to meet the goals of the school, Quest seeks exemption from all provisions of Title 6 of the Arkansas 
Code Annotated ("Education Code"), State Board of Education rules ("Rules"), and sections of the Standards for 
Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools and School Districts ("Standards") that are generally not applicable in 
the open-enrollment charter school context, including, but not limited to, the following:  
  
Education Code: Chapter 13 (School Districts) (including, but not limited to: 6-13-608 (Length of Directors' 
Terms), 6-13-619 (Monthly Meetings), 6-13-620 (Powers and Duties of School Boards), 6-13-622 (Budget 
Publication), 6-13-623 (Legal Counsel Employment), 6-13-625 (Liability Insurance), and 6-13-634 (School District 
Board of Directors-Size)), Chapter 14 (School Elections), and all other provisions of the Education Code required 
to give effect to this waiver request. 
  
Rules: All Rules Governing School Board Zones and Rezoning, School Election Reimbursement, and all other 
Rules required to give effect to this waiver request. 
  
Standards: All Standards required to give effect to this waiver request. 
  
SUPERINTENDENT, PRINCIPAL, AND TEACHER CERTIFICATION AND LICENSURE 
  
In order to meet the goals of the school, Quest seeks exemption from all provisions of the Education Code, 
Rules, and Standards that require superintendents, principals, and teachers to be certified and/or licensed.  
Quest seeks the flexibility to identify and hire those individuals best suited to facilitate the school's unique 
educational program.  Quest will hire "highly qualified" teachers (as defined by the No Child Left Behind Act of 
2001).  Provisions from which Quest seeks exemption include, but are not limited to, the following:  
  
Education Code: 6-13-109 (School Superintendent); 6-15-1004 (Qualified Teachers in Every Public School 
Classroom); 6-17-301 (Employment of Certified Personnel); 6-17-302 (Public School Principals - Qualifications 
and Responsibilities); 6-17-309 (Certification - Waiver); 6-17-401 (Teacher's License Requirement); 6-17-427 
(Superintendent License-Superintendent Mentoring Program Required); Chapter 17, Subchapter 4 (Certification 
Generally); 6-17-902 (Definitions); 6-17-919 (Warrants Void Without Valid Certificate and Contract); and all other 
provisions of the Education Code required to give effect to this waiver request. 
  
Rules: ADE Rules Governing Educator Licensure, Superintendent Mentoring Program, and all other Rules 
required to give effect to this waiver request. 
  
Standards: 15.01 (School District Superintendent), 15.02 (Principals), 15.03 (Licensure and Renewal), and all 
other Standards required to give effect to this waiver request.  
    
EMPLOYEE CONTRACTS 
  
In order to meet the goals of the school, Quest seeks exemption from all provisions of the Education Code, 
Rules, and Standards that require employees to be under contract.  Quest seeks the flexibility to hire all 
employees on an "at-will" basis, maintaining the flexibility to dismiss employees when it becomes apparent that 
they are not performing up to the high standards required for successful implementation of the school's unique 
educational program.  Employees will have the ability to appeal their dismissal in accordance with a grievance 
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policy adopted by the ResponsiveEd Board.  Provisions from which Quest seeks exemption include, but are not 
limited to, the following:  
  
Education Code: 6-17-117 (Non-instructional Duties); 6-17-201 (Certified Personnel Policies and Committees); 
6-17-301 (Employment of Certified Personnel); 6-17-302 (Public School Principals - Qualifications and 
Responsibilities); 6-17-919 (Warrants Void Without Valid Certificate and Contract); 6-17, Subchapter 15 (Teacher 
Fair Dismissal Act); 6-17, Subchapter 17 (Public School Employee Fair Hearing Act); 6-17-2301 et seq. 
(Classifed School Employee Personnel Policy Law); and all other provisions of the Education Code required to 
give effect to this waiver request. 
  
Rules: All Rules required to give effect to this waiver request. 
  
Standards: All Standards required to give effect to this waiver request. 
    
EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION, LEAVE, AND BREAKS 
  
In order to meet the goals of the school, Quest seeks exemption from all provisions of the Education Code, 
Rules, and Standards that mandate the provision of specific employee benefits relating to compensation, leave, 
and breaks.  Quest seeks the flexibility to develop its own employee compensation and leave package. 
Provisions from which Quest seeks exemption include, but are not limited to, the following:  
  
Education Code: 6-17-111 (Duty-Free Lunch Period); 6-17-201 (Personnel Policies Requirements); 6-17, 
6-17-211 (Use of Personal Leave When Administrator of School Employee is Absent from Campus); 6-17-908 
(Teachers' Salary Fund-Authorized Disbursements); 6-17-1001 (Minimum Base Salary); 6-17, Subchapter 12 
(Teachers' Minimum Sick Leave Law); 6-17, Subchapter 13 (School Employees' Minimum Sick Leave Law); 6-17, 
Subchapter 22 (Classified School Employee Minimum Salary Act); 6-17, Subchapter 24 (Teacher Compensation 
Program of 2003); and all other provisions of the Education Code required to give effect to this waiver request. 
  
Rules: All Rules required to give effect to this waiver request. 
  
Standards: All Standards required to give effect to this waiver request. 
  
ACADEMICS 
  
In order to meet the goals of the school, Quest seeks exemption from all provisions of the Education Code, 
Rules, and Standards that require alternative learning environments, minimum staffing levels, a school library 
media services program, Advanced Placement courses, supplementary educational opportunities, and practices 
which are inconsistent with its unique educational program.  Provisions from which Quest seeks exemption 
include, but are not limited to, the following:  
  
Education Code: 6-15-902(a) (Grading Scale); 6-15-1005(b)(5) (Alternative Learning Environments); 6-16-102 
(School Day Hours); 6-16-1204 (Implementation); 6-17-114 (Daily Planning Period); 6-18-211 (Mandatory 
Attendance for Students in Grades Nine through Twelve); 6-18-503(a)(1)(C)(i) (Alternative Learning 
Environments); 6-20-2208(c)(6) (Gifted and Talented); 6-21-303 (Rules); 6-42, Subchapter 1 (Gifted and 
Talented); 6-48, Subchapter 1 (Alternative Learning Environments); and all other provisions of the Education 
Code required to give effect to this waiver request. 
  
Rules: ADE Rules for Gifted and Talented Program Approval Standards; ADE Rules Governing Waivers for 
Substitute Teachers; ADE Rules Governing Parental Notification of an Assignment of a Non-Licensed Teacher to 
Teach a Class for More Than Thirty (30) Consecutive Days and for Granting Waivers; Section 4 of the ADE 
Rules Governing the Distribution of Student Special Needs Funding and the Determination of Allowable 
Expenditures of those Funds (Alternative Learning Environments); and all Rules required to give effect to this 
waiver request. 
  
Standards: 9.0 (Curriculum); Standard 9.03.4 (38 Units of Credit); 10.02 (Class Size and Teaching Load); 
Standard 14.03 (Unit of Credit and Clock Hours for a Unit of Credit); 15.01 (School District Superintendent); 
Standard 18 (Gifted and Talented Education); Standard 19 (Supplementary Educational Opportunities); 19.03 
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(Alternate Learning Environments); 19.04 (Summer School and Adult Education Programs); and all other 
Standards required to give effect to this waiver request. 
  
SUPPORT SERVICES 
  
In order to meet the goals of the school, Quest seeks exemption from all provisions of the Education Code, 
Rules, and Standards that require specific support services (e.g., guidance and counseling, media services, 
health and safety services, etc.).  Quest seeks flexibility to provide those support services which it determines are 
integral to its unique educational program.  Provisions from which Quest seeks exemption include, but are not 
limited to, the following:  
  
Education Code: 6-18, Subchapter 10 (Public School Student Services Act); Chapter 25 (Public School Library 
Media and Technology Act); and all other provisions of the Education Code required to give effect to this waiver 
request. 
  
Rules: ADE Rules Governing Public School Student Services and all Rules required to give effect to this waiver 
request. 
  
Standards: Standard 16 (Support Services); and all other Standards required to give effect to this waiver 
request. 
  
MISCELLANEOUS 
  
In order to meet the goals of the school, Quest seeks exemption from the following specific miscellaneous 
provisions of the Education Code, Rules, and Standards:  
  
Education Code 
  
6-10-106 (Uniform Dates for Beginning and End of School Year): Quest will follow the school calendar for the 
Little Rock School District.  
  
6-11-129 (Data to be Accessible on Website) 
  
6-15-2302 (General Business Manager): Quest seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the 
extent that it requires a general business manager for a public school district to meet the minimum qualifications 
established by rule of the Department of Education.  Quest seeks the flexibility to hire a general business 
manager that is able to address the unique needs of the school's business model. 
  
6-16-105 (United States Flag): Quest seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that 
it requires the erection of a flagstaff on the school grounds.  Quest may be leasing its facilities.  As such, it may 
not be permitted to erect a flagstaff on the leased property.  Otherwise, Quest will seek alternative methods for 
prominently displaying the United States flag. 
  
6-16-106 (Arkansas Flag): Quest seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that it 
requires the erection of a flagstaff on the school grounds.  Quest may be leasing its facilities.  As such, it may not 
be permitted to erect a flagstaff on the leased property.  Otherwise, Quest will seek alternative methods for 
prominently displaying the Arkansas flag. 
  
6-17-201 et seq. (Committee for Each School District): Quest personnel policies are developed by ResponsiveEd 
and approved by the ResponsiveEd Board. 
  
6-17-204 (Incorporation into Teachers' Contracts): Quest seeks exemption from this portion of the Education 
Code to the extent that it: (1) prohibits revisions to personnel policies from taking immediate effect, (2) prohibits 
notice of such revisions through means other than first class mail, and (3) is inconsistent with other waivers 
requested herein.    
  
6-17-908(a)(4)(B) (Teachers' Salary Fund): Quest seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to 
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the extent that it requires insurance or other fringe benefits to be approved by a majority of the teachers in the 
school district.  Instead, the provisions of insurance or other fringe benefits will be considered and provided 
pursuant to action by the ResponsiveEd Board. 
  
6-17, Subchapter 23 (Personnel Policy Law for Classified Employees): Quest seeks exemption from this portion 
of the Education Code. Instead, the ResponsiveEd Board will adopt personnel policies, including, but are not 
limited to, the following terms and conditions of employment: salary schedule, fringe benefits, and other 
compensation issues; annual school calendar, including work days and holidays; evaluation procedures; leave; 
grievance procedures; termination or suspension; reduction in force; and assignments. 
  
Chapter 19 (Transportation): Quest seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that it 
conflicts with the transportation services described herein.  
  
6-21-117 (Leased Academic Facilities): Quest seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the 
extent that it requires that facilities leased by Quest to conform to the school facility standards defined in the 
Arkansas School Facility Manual.  Considering initial enrollment size, it will be difficult to financially follow through 
with this requirement.  The applicant ensures that any and all facilities that it leases for academic purposes shall 
meet the requirements of all state and local health and safety codes, the Americans with Disabilities Act, and the 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. 
  
6-21-304 (Manner of Making Purchases): Quest seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the 
extent that it requires bidding in each instance in which the estimated purchase price shall equal or exceed 
$10,000.  For purchases between $1,000 and $50,000, Quest will use either a state approved vendor or obtain a 
minimum of three quotes.  Quest will obtain bids in each instance in which the estimated purchase price shall 
equal or exceed $50,000. 
  
Rules  
    
ADE Rules Governing Minimum Qualifications for General Business Managers 
  
ADE Rules Governing Eye and Vision Screening 
  
Standards  
    
21.0 (Auxiliary Services)
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21. Describe the potential impact of the proposed public charter school on the 
efforts of affected public school district(s) to comply with court orders and 
statutory obligations to create and maintain a unitary system of 
desegregated public schools.   

Quest proposes to locate its open-enrollment public charter school within the boundaries of the Little Rock 
School District, and as an open-enrollment public charter school unconfined by district boundaries, expects to 
obtain the majority of its students from within the boundaries of the Little Rock, North Little Rock, and Pulaski 
County Special School Districts.  Quest may also receive some students from the neighboring Benton, Bryant, 
England, and Lonoke School Districts. 
  
In carefully reviewing the potential impact that Quest would have upon the efforts of the Pulaski County school 
districts to comply with court orders and statutory obligations to create and maintain a unitary system of 
desegregated public schools, the applicant finds that two of the three Pulaski County school districts--the Little 
Rock School District ("LRSD") and the North Little Rock School District ("NLRSD")--have both been found by the 
federal District Court to be unitary in all respects of their school operations.  The Pulaski County Special School 
District ("PCSSD") has been determined by the federal District Court to be unitary in all respects concerning 
interdistrict student assignment.   In view of the unitary status of LRSD and NLRSD and the status of PCSSD as 
unitary in the areas of interdistrict student assignment, those school districts have no further obligations to 
comply with court orders in these areas.  Therefore, the granting of an open-enrollment public school charter for 
Quest cannot be said to have a negative impact on the three (3) Pulaski County school districts' ability to comply 
with court orders or statutory obligations to create and maintain a unitary system of desegregated public schools. 
  
The Benton, Bryant, and Lonoke School Districts are not currently, nor have they ever been, under a federal 
District Court desegregation order.  The England School District is currently under a federal District Court 
desegregation order, but after carefully examining the effect of the opening of Quest in Little Rock, the applicant 
is convinced that such action shall not hinder the district in meeting its court-ordered desegregation obligations.  
As an open-enrollment public charter school, Quest must be race-neutral and non-discriminatory in its student 
selection and admission processes, and its operation will not serve to hamper, delay, or in any manner 
negatively affect the desegregation efforts of any public school district or districts within the state. 
  
In 2010, LRSD filed a motion to enforce the 1989 Settlement Agreement in the Pulaski County School
Desegregation case.  That motion contends that the operation of open-enrollment public charter schools within
Pulaski County interferes with the “M-M Stipulation” and the “Magnet Stipulation.”  On January 17, 2013, United
States District Judge D.P. Marshall, Jr. denied LRSD's motion in these words: “The cumulative effect of open-
enrollment charter schools in Pulaski County on the stipulation magnet schools and M-to-M transfers has not, as 
a matter of law, substantially defeated the relevant purposes of the 1989 Settlement Agreement, the magnet 
stipulation, or the M-to-M stipulation.”  Little Rock School District, et al. v. North Little Rock School District et al., 
Lorene Joshua et al., Arkansas Virtual Academy, et al., Case No. 4:82-CV-866-DPM, U.S. District Court-Eastern
Division of Arkansas Western Division, Document 4809, at pages 29-30. 
  
There are no current interdistrict effects of the past desegregation found in 1985 in the Pulaski County School
Desegregation case.  The interdistrict remedies were set in 1985 by the United States Court of Appeals for the
Eighth Circuit, which reversed county-wide consolidation, 778 F.2d 404 (8th Cir. 1985) (en banc), and required a 
judicial remedy that included adjustment of the boundaries between PCSSD and LRSD under which all land
within the then-city-limits of Little Rock was assigned to LRSD and the land in the Granite Mountain area was
assigned to PCSSD.  This was a direct remedy for the interdistrict effects affirmed by the Eighth Circuit, and this 
interdistrict remedy was promptly carried out before the parties' settlement agreement in 1989.  The Eighth 
Circuit made this clear in subsequent opinions.  See 805 F.2d 815 (8th Cir. 1986); 921 F.2d 1371 (8th Cir. 1990).   
  
In conclusion, Quest would show that neither any existing federal District Court desegregation order affecting the 
Pulaski County school districts, nor the 1989 Settlement  Agreement, contain any proscriptions or restrictions 
concerning the granting of a new charter for an open-enrollment public charter school in Pulaski County. 
 

Applicant Response:
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22.  Identify the two or three key individuals responsible for this application.  
Discuss the experience and qualifications of each.  Explain what the 
founders are doing or will do to ensure the success of the charter school 
when others are in leadership roles. 

Applicant Response:

Charles Cook and Chris Baumann are two key individuals responsible for this application.   
  
Charles Cook brings over 15 years of experience in private and public education.  His experience includes 
educational leadership, management, finance, and marketing.  He developed the nation's largest privately funded 
adult educational program in Los Angeles, California.  This experience has served him well as he has been 
instrumental in crafting one of the largest and most respected charter school districts in Texas.  As the Chief 
Executive Officer of ResponsiveEd, Charles gives oversight to over 60 charter schools throughout Texas and 
Arkansas.  Charles has made it his goal to bring quality education to students from various sides of the socio-
economic spectrum.  ResponsiveEd campuses are diverse in nature, aiding students who are at-risk of dropping 
out of school to students who are looking for a greater challenge before beginning their college careers.  Each 
school focuses on a personalized approach which fosters the students to become life-long learners.  He gives 
leadership and vision to his staff of 1,200+ employees and serves with them in the day-to-day operation of 
ResponsiveEd.  One of Charles' greatest strengths is the ability to bring leaders together for a common goal.  He 
is using these strengths today to bring awareness that the charter school movement is a growing force in 
education in the United States.  Among his many accomplishments, Charles spearheaded the monumental 
opening of The Foundation School for Autism in San Antonio, the first tuition-free charter school for students with 
autism in the state of Texas. Charles also serves as the Treasurer of the Board for the Texas Charter School 
Association (TCSA), the leading charter school advocacy organization in Texas.  He earned his Bachelor of Arts 
Degree in Religion from Luther Rice University in Atlanta, Georgia. 
  
Chris Baumann serves as General Counsel for ResponsiveEd.  In his role as General Counsel, Chris is 
responsible for managing legal services for ResponsiveEd, providing legal representation in matters involving the 
corporation, and spearheading ResponsiveEd's national expansion efforts.  Chris is a member of the National 
School Boards Association Council of School Attorneys.  An experienced presenter, Chris has delivered over 200 
workshops and keynote speeches to educators and students in 32 states throughout the U.S. as well as cities 
throughout Mexico, England, and South Africa. In addition, he has over 20 years of experience in public and 
private education, over 10 years of which have been spent working with charter schools. 
  
The founders will work to ensure a seamless transition when it comes time to turn the reigns of leadership over to 
their successors.  
  
Please see "Attachment 8: Statement of Assurances."  
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CAPITOL AND SCOTT   P.O. BOX 2221  LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 72203-2221  (501) 378-3400 

 
 
         August 29, 2013 
 
Responsive Education Solutions 
P.O. Box 292730 
Lewisville, TX  75029 
 
Account #1707272 
 
Billing Contact: Virginia Perry 
 
Invoice for advertising placed in the Main News Arkansas Section (B)* of the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette 
in Little Rock, AR.  
 
Friday, August 9, 2013   $837.37 
 
Monday, August 12, 2012  $556.27 (included a 33% pick up discount from 8/9) 
 
Monday, August 19, 2012  $837.37 
 
Total     $2225.01 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for your business. 
 
 
 
 
 
Sandra Ward 
Retail Advertising Sales Consultant  
501-378-3571 (o) 
501-749-7530 (c) 
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 Town Hall Meeting
 Tuesday, August 27, 2013, 6:30 pm

 Pleasant Valley Church of Christ (Auditorium)
 10900 Rodney Parham Road, Little Rock

 Excellent Secondary Public Education  f or All
   TUITION FREE 

 Grades 6-8

 Quest Middle School of West Little Rock is 
 designed to produce highly motivated and 
 capable learners who intend to excel in high 
 school and college. We combine modern 
 educational technologies and advanced 
 learning methods with a high level of per -
 sonal attention and individual instruction to 
 create an environment of learning that 
 stimulates intellectual curiosity and rewards 
 achievement.

 Responsive Education Solutions (ResponsiveEd.com) plans 
 to submit an application to the Arkansas Department of 
 Education to operate an open-enrollment public charter 
 school to be known at Quest Middle School of West Little 
 Rock. A public hearing and information session is being 
 held to allow those in the community to learn more about 
 the proposed school. Responsive Education Solutions and 
 the proposed public school are in no way affiliated with 
 Pleasant Valley Church of Christ, but are grateful for the 
 church's generosity in hosting the community meeting.

 Middle School
 of  West Little Rock
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2014-2015 Calendar 
 
In an effort to be responsive to the community and sensitive to the needs of our parents, Quest will follow 
the school calendar of the Little Rock School District.  Parents often have other school age children 
attending other schools; however, parents will support a school calendar that considers all of their 
children concerning beginning and ending of school days, reporting periods, and vacation days.  
Therefore, the school honors the open-enrollment policy and will follow district calendars, as well as the 
state requirement of a minimum of 178 student-teacher interactional days.  Reporting periods are defined 
with beginning and ending dates and recognize traditional holidays such as Labor Day, Thanksgiving, 
Christmas, Spring Break, and Memorial Day. 
 
2014-2015 Daily Schedule 
 
Period Time Instructional Minutes 
Journal Writing or Grammar Warm-Ups / 
Announcements 

8:00 a.m. – 8:10 a.m. 10 

Period 1 8:15 a.m. – 9:05 a.m. 50 
Period 2 9:10 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 50 
Period 3 10:05 a.m. – 10:55 a.m. 50 
Lunch A 10:55 a.m. – 11:25 a.m.  
Period 4 (B Lunch Students) 11:00 a.m. – 11:50 a.m. 50 
Period 4 (A Lunch Students) 11:30 a.m. – 12:20 p.m. 50 
Lunch B 11:50 a.m. – 12:20 p.m.  
Period 5 12:25 p.m. – 1:15 p.m. 50 
Period 6 1:20 p.m. – 2:10 p.m. 50 
Period 7 2:15 p.m. – 3:05 p.m. 50 
  410 
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Administrative Positions: Salary 2014-2015 Salary 2015-20162014-2015
No. FTEs

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Total Administration:

Regular Classroom Instruction:

Teacher Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Aides 

Aide Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Total Regular Classroom Instruction:

Special Education:

Total Special Education:

Gifted and Talented Program:

Total Gifted and Talented Program:

List Positions

Teachers 

Public Charter School Application
Personnel Salary Schedule

State Director 0.25  $90,000.00  $90,000.00 
Campus Director/Principal 1  $65,000.00  $65,000.00 
Campus Secretary 1  $30,000.00  $30,000.00 

31%  $36,671.75  $36,671.75 

 $154,171.75  $154,171.75 

 $41,234.00  $41,234.00 

31%  $155,973.87  $196,382.95 

 $23,850.00  $23,850.00 

31%  $15,557.09  $19,427.76 

 $721,133.55  $907,290.04 

 $43,234.00  $43,234.00 

 $45,395.70  $58,798.24 

 $14,168.00  $18,350.93 

 $59,563.70  $77,149.17 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

12.12

2.09

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0.25

1

1

15.26

2.61

2014-2015
No. FTEs

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

 $117,500.00  $117,500.00 Subtotal:

1.05

0.84

2014-2015
No. FTEs

2014-2015
No. FTEs

1.36

1.1

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

 $691,479.34  $549,602.58 Subtotal:

Teacher Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Aides 

Aide Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Teachers 

31%

31%

Subtotal:

 $0.00  $0.00 

Teacher Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Aides 

Aide Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Teachers 

Subtotal:

Line#
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Total English Language Learner Program:

Guidance Services:

Total Guidance Services:

Health Services:

Total Health Services:

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

List Positions

List Positions

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

English Language Learner Program:

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

WAIVER

WAIVER

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

Alternative Education Program/ 
 Alternative Learning Environments:

Total Alternative Education Program/ 
Alternative Learning Environments:

2014-2015
No. FTEs

Teacher Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Aides 

Aide Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Teachers 

Subtotal:

2014-2015
No. FTEs

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

Salary 2015-2016Salary 2014-2015

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

Subtotal:

Subtotal:

Subtotal:

2014-2015
No. FTEs

2014-2015
No. FTEs

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

2015-2016 
No. FTEs
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Fiscal Services:

Total Fiscal Services:

Maintenance and Operation:

Total Maintenance and Operation:

Pupil Transportation:

Total Pupil Transportation:

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Media Services:

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Total Media Services:

List Positions

WAIVER

Subtotal:

Subtotal:

Subtotal:

Subtotal:

2014-2015
No. FTEs

2014-2015
No. FTEs

2014-2015
No. FTEs

2014-2015
No. FTEs

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89
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Data Processing:

Total Data Processing:

Substitute Personnel:
Number of Certified Substitutes _______

Number of Classified Substitutes  _______

Classified Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Certified Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Total Substitute Personnel:

TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR SALARIES:

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

1

31%

 $41,234.00  $41,234.00 

 $3,667.70  $4,568.54 

 $15,419.39  $19,206.61 

 $950,288.39  $1,157,817.57 

Food Services:

Total Food Services:

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

List Positions

Subtotal:

Subtotal:

 $11,751.69  $14,638.07 Subtotal:

2014-2015
No. FTEs

2014-2015
No. FTEs

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0.285

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0.355

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112
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2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

State Public Charter School Aid:
     2014-2015

No. of Students x State Foundation Funding

No. of Students x Professional Development

No. of Students x eligible rate* NSL Funding

     2015-2016

No. of Students x State Foundation Funding

No. of Students x Professional Development

No. of Students x eligible rate* NSL Funding

Total State Charter School Aid:

Other Sources of Revenues:

Private Donations or Gifts                                              

Federal Grants (List the amount)

Special Grants (List the amount)

Other (Specifically Describe)                                     

Total Other Sources of Revenues:

TOTAL REVENUES:

2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

Administration:

V - AD 1

V - AD 2

V - AD 3

V - AD 4

V - AD 5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Administration:

Other (List Below)

Public Charter School Application
Estimated Budget Template 

REVENUES

EXPENDITURES

Salaries and Benefits

( MUST UPLOAD DOCUMENTATION VERIFYING ALL AMOUNTS 
LISTED AS OTHER SOURCES OF REVENUE) 

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

220  $6,521.00  $1,434,620.00 
220  $44.00  $9,680.00 
173  $1,033.00  $178,709.00 

275  $6,521.00 

275  $44.00 

216  $1,033.00 

Through other grants, or ResponsiveEd

Legal Fees- AR Public School Resource Center

Administration Fee- ResponsiveEd

Travel

Staff Development

Marketing

Miscellaneous

 $1,793,275.00 
 $12,100.00 

 $223,128.00 

 $1,644,954.00  $2,055,908.00 

 $300,000.00 

 $300,000.00 

 $100,000.00 

 $100,000.00 

 $1,944,954.00  $2,155,908.00 

 $154,171.75  $154,171.75 

 $5,000.00 
 $0.00 

 $9,360.00 
 $6,210.00 

 $5,000.00 
 $0.00 

 $11,450.00 
 $6,210.00 

 $750.00 
 $2,340.00 
 $2,000.00 
 $2,250.00 

 $750.00 
 $2,863.00 
 $2,000.00 
 $2,250.00 

 $182,081.75  $184,694.75 

No. of Students x Other: Explain Below209  $105.00  $21,945.00 

No. of Students x Other: Explain Below261  $105.00  $27,405.00 

Child Nutrition Program

Child Nutrition Program

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Line#
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Regular Classroom Instruction: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - CI 1

V - CI 2

V - CI 3

V - CI 4

V - CI 5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Regular Classroom Instruction:

Special Education:

V - SE1

V - SE 2

V - SE 3

V - SE 4

V - SE 5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Special Education:

Gifted and Talented Program:

V - GT1

V - GT2

V - GT3

V - GT4

V - GT5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Gifted and Talented Program:

Other (List Below)

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Salaries and Benefits

AR Public School Resource Center, Other

Textbooks

Reading Materials

Testing Materials

Student Travel

End of Year and Student Incentives

WAIVER

 $721,133.55  $907,290.04 

 $2,000.00 

 $14,744.00 

 $2,000.00 

 $18,467.00 

 $26,125.00 
 $627.00 

 $1,045.00 
 $1,000.00 
 $3,344.00 

 $32,656.00 
 $784.00 

 $1,306.00 
 $1,000.00 
 $4,181.00 

 $770,018.55  $967,684.04 

 $59,563.70  $77,149.17 

 $627.00  $784.00 

 $60,190.70  $77,933.17 

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73
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2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - ALE1

V - ALE2

V - ALE3

V - ALE4

V - ALE5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

English Language Learner Program:

V - ELL1

V - ELL2

V - ELL3

V - ELL4

V - ELL5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total English Language Learner Program:

Guidance Services:

V - GS1

V - GS2

V - GS3

V - GS4

V - GS5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Guidance Services:

Total Alternative Education Program/ 
Alternative Learning Environments:

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Alternative Education Program/ Alternative Learning    

Other (List Below)

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

     Environments:

WAIVER

Supplies/other included with regular ed.

Not budgeted until Federal grant awarded.

Guidance Counseling  $1,000.00  $1,000.00 

 $1,000.00  $1,000.00 

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115
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Health Services: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - HS1

V - HS2

V - HS3

V - HS4

V - HS5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Health Services:

Media Services:

V - MS1

V - MS2

V - MS3

V - MS4

V - MS5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Media Services:

Fiscal Services:

V - FS1

V - FS2

V - FS3

V - FS4

V - FS5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Fiscal Services:

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

Health Screening

WAIVER

B&D Consulting (Chris Bell)

Audit

 $12,540.00  $15,675.00 

 $12,540.00  $15,675.00 

 $6,000.00 
 $6,000.00 

 $6,000.00 
 $6,000.00 

 $12,000.00  $12,000.00 

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

157
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Maintenance and Operation: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - MO1

V - MO2

V - MO3

V - MO4

V - MO5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Maintenance and Operation:

Pupil Transportation:

V - PT1

V - PT2

V - PT3

V - PT4

V - PT5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Pupil Transportation:

Food Services:

V - FD1

V - FD2

V - FD3

V - FD4

V - FD5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Food Services:

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below  
INCLUDE UTILITIES

Salaries and Benefits

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

Other (List Below)

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Janitorial

Repairs & Maintenance

Utilities

Miscellaneous

Bus Service

Child Nutrition Program

 $28,800.00 
 $11,000.00 
 $72,000.00 

 $6,500.00 

 $28,800.00 
 $11,000.00 
 $72,000.00 

 $6,500.00 

 $1,000.00  $1,000.00 

 $119,300.00  $119,300.00 

 $99,000.00  $99,000.00 

 $99,000.00  $99,000.00 

 $21,945.00  $27,431.00 

 $21,945.00  $27,431.00 

158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199
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Data Processing: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - DP1

V - DP2

V - DP3

V - DP4

V - DP5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Data Processing:

Substitute Personnel:

V - SB1

V - SB2

V - SB3

V - SB4

V - SB5

Total Substitute Personnel:

Facilities:
Lease/Purchase Contract for One Full Year

Total Facilities:

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

Content Insurance for One Full Year

Facility Upgrades - List Upgrades Below

Property Insurance for One Full Year

Data Services, Internet

(upgrade to lessor,  included in lease)

Furniture & Equipment

 $4,800.00 

 $44,673.75 

 $4,800.00 

 $12,375.00 

 $49,473.75  $17,175.00 

 $15,419.39  $19,206.61 

 $15,419.39  $19,206.61 

 $496,386.00  $496,386.00 

 $41,800.00 

 $4,000.00 

 $11,000.00 

 $4,000.00 

 $542,186.00  $511,386.00 

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

223

224

225

226

227

228

229

230

231
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Debt Expenditures: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

Total Debts:

Other Expenditures:

TOTAL EXPENDITURES:

Net Revenue over Expenditures:

Note:  If any major area is zero, type explanation where items would be listed.  Example:  No funds budgeted for GT because of waiver.

List Debts Below

List Other Expenditures Below

N/A

Security  $2,000.00 

 $1,887,155.14 

 $2,000.00 

 $2,054,485.57 

 $57,798.86  $101,422.43 

232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

240

241

242

112218
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Table 1 
 

School Advanced/Proficient in Literacy Advanced/Proficient in Math
 2011-12      2012-13    Difference 2011-12       2012-13   Difference    
Cloverdale Conversion 

Charter 
 

45 43 -2 41 
 

33 -8 
Dunbar 73 69 -4 53 48 -5

Forest Heights 49 51 +2 43 38 -5
Henderson 54 45 -9 41 36 -5
Mabelvale 60 52 -8 52 45 -7

Mann Arts and Science 
Magnet 

 
75 75 - 69 

 
67 -2 

Pulaski Heights 83 80 -3 74 70 -4
 
Table 2 
 

 Enrollment % FRL % 
Minority % Black % 

Hispanic % White 
% 

Oth
er 

Cloverdale Middle School 
(LRSD) 

704 90% 97% 77% 20% 3% 0% 

Dunbar Magnet Middle 
School (LRSD) 

735 81% 93% 84% 8% 7% 1% 

Mabelvale Middle School 
(LRSD)  

652 84% 93% 81% 12% 7% 1% 

Pulaski Heights Middle 
School (LRSD) 

780 44% 55% 50% 2% 45% 3% 

Forest Heights Middle School 
(LRSD) 

523 85% 91% 85% 4% 9% 2% 

Henderson Middle School 
(LRSD) 

708 90% 95% 85% 8% 5% 2% 

Little Rock SD 23,594 72% 81% 67% 22% 19% 3% 

Joe T. Robinson Middle 
School (PCSSD) 

438 53% 51% 37% 8% 49% 5% 

Pulaski County Special SD 17,245 57% 55% 43% 6% 45% 5% 

Pulaski Co. 3-District1 - 66% 69% 57% 9% 31% 4% 

Arkansas - 61% 36% 21% 10% 64% 5% 
 
  

                                                 
1 Little Rock School District, North Little Rock School District, and Pulaski County School District 

120226



Table 3 
 

  

Population 
% Below 
Poverty 

Level 
% Minority % Black % 

Hispanic 
% 

White 

% 
Ot
he

r 

Little Rock 196,537 
17.8% 

58.4% 42.3% 6.8% 46.7% 
4.
9

% 

Pulaski County 388,953 
16.7% 

46.3% 35.5% 6.0% 54.6% 
4.
8

% 

Arkansas 2,949,131 
18.4%

26.8% 15.6% 6.8% 73.9% 
4.
4

% 
 
Table 4: Grades 6 - 8 Math Benchmark Results, 2008-09 to 2012-13 
 

  
% 

FRL 
% 

Minority 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 Growt
h2 

Cloverdale Middle 
School (LRSD)3 

90% 97% 35% 41% 41% 41% 33% -2% 

Dunbar Magnet 
Middle School 
(LRSD) 

81% 93% 60% 54% 57% 53% 48% -12% 

Mabelvale Middle 
School (LRSD)  

84% 93% 47% 53% 47% 52% 45% -2% 

Pulaski Heights 
Middle School 
(LRSD) 

44% 55% 71% 79% 74% 74% 70% -1% 

Forest Heights 
Middle School 
(LRSD) 

85% 91% 38% 44% 42% 43% 38% 0% 

Henderson Middle 
School (LRSD) 

90% 95% 37% 34% 37% 41% 36% -1% 

Little Rock SD4 72% 81% 52% 53% 52% 54% 49% -3% 

Joe T. Robinson 
Middle School 
(PCSSD) 

53% 51% 65% 68% 66% 72% 70% +5% 

Pulaski County 
Special SD5 

57% 55% 58% 60% 60% 64% 59% +1% 

LISA Academy-West 35% 74% 89% 84% 84% 83% 77% -12% 

Pulaski Co. 3-District 
Avg. 

66% 69% 55% 56% 56% 58% 54% -1% 

Arkansas 61% 36% 73% 75% 77% 78% 71% -2% 

                                                 
2 Growth measured from 2008-08 to 2012-13  
3 Formerly Cloverdale Aerospace Technology Charter School (District conversion charter school) in 2010-11 and 
2011-12 
4 Grades 6 – 8 average 
5 Grades 6 – 8 average 
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Table 5: Grades 6 - 8 Literacy Benchmark Results, 2008-09 to 2012-13 

 

  
% 

FRL 
% 

Minority 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 Grow
th6 

Cloverdale Middle 
School (LRSD) 

90% 97% 30% 37% 35% 45% 43% +13% 

Dunbar Magnet 
Middle School 
(LRSD) 

81% 93% 56% 67% 66% 72% 69% +13% 

Mabelvale Middle 
School (LRSD)  

84% 93% 44% 50% 50% 60% 52% +8% 

Pulaski Heights 
Middle School 
(LRSD) 

44% 55% 71% 81% 79% 83% 80% +9% 

Forest Heights 
Middle School 
(LRSD) 

85% 91% 41% 47% 47% 49% 51% +10% 

Henderson Middle 
School (LRSD) 

90% 95% 40% 45% 43% 54% 45% +5% 

Little Rock SD7 72% 81% 52% 53% 52% 54% 60% +8% 
Joe T. Robinson 
Middle School 
(PCSSD) 

53% 51% 60% 62% 63% 75% 70% +10% 

Pulaski County 
Special SD8 

57% 55% 56% 62% 60% 71% 65% +9% 

LISA Academy—
West 

35% 74% 93% 89% 88% 90% 84% -9% 

Pulaski Co. 3-District 
Avg. 

66% 69% 55% 56% 56% 58% 62% +7% 

Arkansas 61% 36% 68% 73% 75% 82% 76% +8% 
 
  

                                                 
6 Growth measured from 2008-08 to 2012-13 
7 Grades 6 – 8 average 
8 Grades 6 – 8 average 

122228



Table 6: Similar Schools to Forest Heights Middle School and Henderson Middle School, Grades 6 
- 8 Math Benchmark Results, 2008-09 to 2012-13 
 

School Distri
ct 

Grad
es  

Enrol
l-

ment 

% 
FRL 

% 
Minor

ity 

2008-
09 

2009-
10 

2010-
11  

2011-
12  

2012-
13 

Grow
th 

Belair Middle 
School 

Pine 
Bluff 
SD 

6-7 298 89% 97% 38% 53% 57% 50% 40% +2% 

Lakeside Middle 
School 

Lakes
ide 
SD- 

6-8 228 100% 87% 54% 57% 53% 55% 61% +7% 

Ridgeroad 
Middle School 

North 
Little 
Rock 
SD 

6-8 693 91% 88% 43% 47% 49% 53% 54% +11% 

Robert F. 
Morehead 
Middle School9 

Dollar
way 
SD 

6-8 308 92% 91% 35% 45% 50% 57% 46% +11% 

Southeast 
Middle School 

Pine 
Bluff 
SD 

6-7 389 85% 98% 49% 60% 56% 56% 57% +8% 

 Weig
hted 
Avera
ge 

  91% 92% 43% 51% 52% 54% 52% +9% 

Forest Heights 
Middle School 

Little 
Rock 
SD 

6-8 523 85% 91% 38% 44% 42% 43% 38% 0% 

Henderson 
Middle School 

Little 
Rock 
SD 

6-8 708 90% 95% 37% 34% 37% 41% 36% -1% 

 
 
  

                                                 
9 Previously Dollarway Middle School 
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Table 7: Similar Schools to Forest Heights Middle School and Henderson Middle School, Grades 6 
- 8 Literacy Benchmark Results, 2008-09 to 2012-13 
 

School District Grad
es  

Enrol
l-

ment 

% 
FRL 

% 
Mino

rity 

2008-
09 

2009-
10 

2010-
11  

2011-
12  

2012-
13 

Grow
th 

Belair Middle 
School 

Pine Bluff 
SD 

6-7 298 89% 97% 34% 41% 39% 55% 46% +12% 

Lakeside 
Middle School 

Lakeside 
SD- 

6-8 228 100% 87% 55% 59% 63% 73% 68% +13% 

Ridgeroad 
Middle School 

North 
Little Rock 
SD 

6-8 693 91% 88% 44% 47% 51% 66% 52% +8% 

Robert F. 
Morehead 
Middle School 

Dollarway 
SD 

6-8 308 92% 91% 28% 43% 44% 60% 57% +29% 

Southeast 
Middle School 

Pine Bluff 
SD 

6-7 389 85% 98% 37% 54% 52% 57% 55% +18% 

 Weighted 
Average 

  91% 92% 40% 48% 50% 62% 54% +14% 

Forest Heights 
Middle School 

Little Rock 
SD 

6-8 523 85% 91% 41% 47% 47% 49% 51% +10% 

Henderson 
Middle School 

Little Rock 
SD 

6-8 708 90% 95% 40% 45% 43% 54% 45% +5% 
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Table 8: Similar Schools to Joe T. Robinson Middle School, Grades 6 - 8 Math Benchmark Results, 
2008-09 to 2012-13 
 

School District Grad
es  

Enrol
l-

ment 

% 
FRL 

% 
Mino

rity 

2008-
09 

2009-
10 

2010-
11  

2011-
12  

2012-
13 

Grow
th 

Elmwood 
Middle 
School 

Rogers SD 6-8 881 58% 45% 77% 79% 81% 84% 79% +2% 

Goza Middle 
School 

Arkadelphia 
SD 

6-8 465 57% 43% 74% 77% 79% 81% 79% +5% 

Kirksey 
Middle 
School 

Rogers SD 6-8 859 56% 49% 77% 82% 83% 82% 80% +3% 

Maumelle 
Middle 
School 

Pulaski 
County 
Special SD 

6-8 884 45% 48% 63% 67% 67% 71% 64% +1% 

Sylvan Hills 
Middle 
School 

Pulaski 
County 
Special SD 

6-8 890 55% 55% 52% 55% 60% 75% 62% +10% 

 

Weighted 
Average 

  54% 49% 68% 71% 73% 78% 72% +4% 

Joe T. 
Robinson 
Middle 
School  

Pulaski 
County 
Special SD 

6-8 438 53% 51% 65% 68% 66% 72% 70% +5% 
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Table 9: Similar Schools to Joe T. Robinson Middle School, Grades 6 - 8 Literacy Benchmark 
Results, 2008-09 to 2012-13 
 

School District Grad
es  

Enro
ll-

ment 

% 
FRL 

% 
Mino

rity 

2008
-09 

2009
-10 

2010
-11  

2011
-12  

2012
-13 

Gro
wth 

Elmwood 
Middle 
School 

Rogers SD 6-8 881 58% 45% 81% 84% 83% 88% 88% +7% 

Goza Middle 
School 

Arkadelphia 
SD 

6-8 465 57% 43% 64% 74% 75% 84% 76% +12
% 

Kirksey 
Middle 
School 

Rogers SD 6-8 859 56% 49% 79% 84% 88% 88% 88% +9% 

Maumelle 
Middle 
School 

Pulaski 
County 
Special SD 

6-8 884 45% 48% 59% 67% 65% 78% 76% +17
% 

Sylvan Hills 
Middle 
School 

Pulaski 
County 
Special SD 

6-8 890 55% 55% 56% 65% 66% 84% 69% +13
% 

 

Weighted 
Average 

  54% 49% 68% 75% 75% 84% 80% +12
% 

Joe T. 
Robinson 
Middle 
School  

Pulaski 
County 
Special SD 

6-8 438 53% 51% 60% 62% 63% 75% 70% +10
% 
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Administrative Positions: Salary 2014-2015 Salary 2015-20162014-2015
No. FTEs

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Total Administration:

Regular Classroom Instruction:

Teacher Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Aides 

Aide Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Total Regular Classroom Instruction:

Special Education:

Total Special Education:

Gifted and Talented Program:

Total Gifted and Talented Program:

List Positions

Teachers 

Public Charter School Application
Personnel Salary Schedule

Director/CFO/Principal 1  $67,500.00  $68,500.00 
Administrative Assistant 1  $26,500.00  $27,000.00 
Principal 0  $55,000.00 

30%  $28,200.00  $45,150.00 

 $122,200.00  $195,650.00 

 $34,314.00  $35,021.00 

30%  $92,647.80  $126,075.60 

 $20,500.00  $20,910.00 

25%  $20,500.00  $26,137.50 

 $503,973.80  $677,015.10 

 $34,314.00  $35,021.00 

 $0.00 

 $34,314.00  $35,021.00 

 $10,294.20  $10,506.30 

 $44,608.20  $45,527.30 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

9

4

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

1

1

1

12

5

2014-2015
No. FTEs

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

 $150,500.00  $94,000.00 Subtotal:

1

0

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

0

2014-2015
No. FTEs

1

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

0

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

 $524,802.00  $390,826.00 Subtotal:

Teacher Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Aides 

Aide Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Teachers 

30%

Subtotal:

 $0.00 

Teacher Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Aides 

Aide Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Teachers 

Subtotal:

 $0.00  $0.00 

Line#

2
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Total English Language Learner Program:

Guidance Services:

Total Guidance Services:

Health Services:

Total Health Services:

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

List Positions

List Positions

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

English Language Learner Program:

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

No funds budgeted because of waiver

30%

Part-Time Guidance Counselor

Full-Time Guidance Counselor

30%

To Be Contracted Out

 $0.00 

 $0.00 
 $0.00 

 $0.00 

 $0.00 
 $0.00 

 $34,314.00 

 $5,147.10 

 $35,021.00 

 $10,506.30 

 $22,304.10  $45,527.30 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

Alternative Education Program/ 
 Alternative Learning Environments:

Total Alternative Education Program/ 
Alternative Learning Environments:

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00 

 $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

Teacher Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Aides 

Aide Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Teachers 

Subtotal:

0

0

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

0

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

 $0.00 
 $0.00 

Salary 2015-2016Salary 2014-2015

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

 $0.00  $0.00 Subtotal:

 $17,157.00  $35,021.00 Subtotal:

 $0.00  $0.00 Subtotal:

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0.5

0

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

1

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

3
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Fiscal Services:

Total Fiscal Services:

Maintenance and Operation:

Total Maintenance and Operation:

Pupil Transportation:

Total Pupil Transportation:

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Bookkeeper

30%

To be contracted out

Bus Driver (2 drivers)

25%

 $32,000.00 

 $9,600.00 

 $32,500.00 

 $9,750.00 

 $41,600.00  $42,250.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $14,000.00 

 $3,500.00 

 $14,400.00 

 $5,400.00 

 $17,500.00  $27,000.00 

Media Services:

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Total Media Services:

List Positions

Media Specialist

30%

 $34,314.00 

 $5,147.10 

 $34,750.00 

 $10,425.00 

 $22,304.10  $45,175.00 

 $17,157.00  $34,750.00 Subtotal:

 $32,000.00  $32,500.00 Subtotal:

 $0.00  $0.00 Subtotal:

 $14,000.00  $21,600.00 Subtotal:

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0.5

2014-2015
No. FTEs

1

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

2014-2015
No. FTEs

1

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

1

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

1

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

1.5

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89
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Data Processing:

Total Data Processing:

Substitute Personnel:
Number of Certified Substitutes _______

Number of Classified Substitutes  _______

Classified Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Certified Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Total Substitute Personnel:

TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR SALARIES:

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

To be contracted out

0

0

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00 
 $0.00 

 $0.00 
 $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $774,490.20  $1,078,144.70 

Food Services:

Total Food Services:

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

List Positions

To be contracted out

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 Subtotal:

 $0.00  $0.00 Subtotal:

 $0.00  $0.00 Subtotal:

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

0

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

0

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112
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2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

State Public Charter School Aid:
     2014-2015

No. of Students x State Foundation Funding

No. of Students x Professional Development

No. of Students x eligible rate* NSL Funding

     2015-2016

No. of Students x State Foundation Funding

No. of Students x Professional Development

No. of Students x eligible rate* NSL Funding

Total State Charter School Aid:

Other Sources of Revenues:

Private Donations or Gifts                                              

Federal Grants (List the amount)

Special Grants (List the amount)

Other (Specifically Describe)                                     

Total Other Sources of Revenues:

TOTAL REVENUES:

2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

Administration:

V - AD 1

V - AD 2

V - AD 3

V - AD 4

V - AD 5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Administration:

Other (List Below)

Public Charter School Application
Estimated Budget Template 

REVENUES

EXPENDITURES

Salaries and Benefits

( MUST UPLOAD DOCUMENTATION VERIFYING ALL AMOUNTS 
LISTED AS OTHER SOURCES OF REVENUE) 

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

175  $6,521.00  $1,141,175.00 
175  $44.00  $7,700.00 
105  $517.00  $54,285.00 

225  $6,521.00 

225  $44.00 

135  $517.00 

LOI For Donation From KRMS

Pest Control

Copier Lease

Staff Development

 $1,467,225.00 
 $9,900.00 

 $69,795.00 

 $1,203,160.00  $1,546,920.00 

 $85,000.00  $85,000.00 

 $12,000.00 

 $97,000.00  $85,000.00 

 $1,300,160.00  $1,631,920.00 

 $122,200.00  $195,650.00 

 $1,000.00 
 $6,000.00 
 $2,500.00 

 $3,000.00 

 $1,000.00 
 $6,000.00 
 $3,500.00 

 $3,500.00 

 $134,700.00  $209,650.00 

No. of Students x Other: Explain Below

No. of Students x Other: Explain Below

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Line#

6
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Regular Classroom Instruction: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - CI 1

V - CI 2

V - CI 3

V - CI 4

V - CI 5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Regular Classroom Instruction:

Special Education:

V - SE1

V - SE 2

V - SE 3

V - SE 4

V - SE 5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Special Education:

Gifted and Talented Program:

V - GT1

V - GT2

V - GT3

V - GT4

V - GT5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Gifted and Talented Program:

Other (List Below)

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Salaries and Benefits

Textbooks

Tables and Chairs for students

Desks and chairs for teachers and staff donated

Gifted and Talented Instructor

 $503,973.80  $677,015.10 

 $5,500.00  $6,500.00 

 $65,000.00 
 $5,000.00 

 $0.00 

 $40,000.00 
 $2,000.00 

 $0.00 

 $579,473.80  $725,515.10 

 $44,608.20  $45,527.30 

 $200.00 
 $1,000.00 

 $500.00 
 $1,500.00 

 $45,808.20  $47,527.30 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $7,000.00 

 $500.00 

 $7,000.00 

 $500.00 

 $7,500.00  $7,500.00 

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73
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2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - ALE1

V - ALE2

V - ALE3

V - ALE4

V - ALE5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

English Language Learner Program:

V - ELL1

V - ELL2

V - ELL3

V - ELL4

V - ELL5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total English Language Learner Program:

Guidance Services:

V - GS1

V - GS2

V - GS3

V - GS4

V - GS5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Guidance Services:

Total Alternative Education Program/ 
Alternative Learning Environments:

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Alternative Education Program/ Alternative Learning    

Other (List Below)

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

     Environments:

No funds budgeted because of waiver

Stipend for ELL Duties

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $550.00 

 $550.00 

 $565.00 

 $565.00 

 $22,304.10  $45,527.30 

 $22,304.10  $45,527.30 

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115
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Health Services: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - HS1

V - HS2

V - HS3

V - HS4

V - HS5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Health Services:

Media Services:

V - MS1

V - MS2

V - MS3

V - MS4

V - MS5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Media Services:

Fiscal Services:

V - FS1

V - FS2

V - FS3

V - FS4

V - FS5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Fiscal Services:

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

Part Time Nurse

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $20,000.00 

 $250.00 
 $1,000.00 

 $20,400.00 

 $350.00 
 $500.00 

 $21,250.00  $21,250.00 

 $22,304.10  $45,175.00 

 $22,304.10  $45,175.00 

 $41,600.00  $42,250.00 

 $41,600.00  $42,250.00 

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

157
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Maintenance and Operation: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - MO1

V - MO2

V - MO3

V - MO4

V - MO5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Maintenance and Operation:

Pupil Transportation:

V - PT1

V - PT2

V - PT3

V - PT4

V - PT5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Pupil Transportation:

Food Services:

V - FD1

V - FD2

V - FD3

V - FD4

V - FD5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Food Services:

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below  
INCLUDE UTILITIES

Salaries and Benefits

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

Other (List Below)

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Custodial Contract

Electric

Water

Phone

Dumpster

Bus Maintenance

2 Used Buses

Gasoline for Buses

Used Bus

Cafeteria Workers (2)

Food Contract

Cafeteria Tables Donated by Community

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $6,000.00  $6,200.00 

 $14,000.00 
 $4,000.00 
 $800.00 

 $1,800.00 

 $16,000.00 
 $4,750.00 
 $800.00 

 $1,800.00 

 $26,600.00  $29,550.00 

 $17,500.00  $27,000.00 

 $4,000.00 

 $1,000.00 

 $4,080.00 

 $1,200.00 

 $5,000.00 
 $24,000.00 

 $0.00 

 $0.00 
 $25,000.00 
 $8,000.00 

 $51,500.00  $65,280.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $28,000.00 
 $37,500.00 

 $28,000.00 
 $42,750.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $65,500.00  $70,750.00 

158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199
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Data Processing: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - DP1

V - DP2

V - DP3

V - DP4

V - DP5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Data Processing:

Substitute Personnel:

V - SB1

V - SB2

V - SB3

V - SB4

V - SB5

Total Substitute Personnel:

Facilities:
Lease/Purchase Contract for One Full Year

Total Facilities:

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

Content Insurance for One Full Year

Facility Upgrades - List Upgrades Below

Property Insurance for One Full Year

IT Support

Internet Service

Printers

Computers

Tablets/IPADs

3 Substitutes @$60 per day avg 2 days per wk

2nd yr 4 Substitutes @$60 a day avg 2days wk

Leased Modular Bldgs

City Sewer and Water

Paving

Hauling, Setup, Steps&Ramps for Modular Bldg

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $20,000.00 

 $1,200.00 
 $14,000.00 

 $22,500.00 

 $2,000.00 
 $10,000.00 

 $1,200.00 
 $1,500.00 
 $16,000.00 
 $10,000.00 

 $1,200.00 
 $2,100.00 
 $26,000.00 
 $50,000.00 

 $63,900.00  $113,800.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $12,960.00  $17,280.00 

 $12,960.00  $17,280.00 

 $6,000.00  $6,000.00 

 $36,000.00 
 $25,000.00 
 $10,000.00 
 $36,000.00 

 $4,000.00 
 $2,500.00 

 $43,200.00 
 $5,000.00 
 $1,000.00 
 $6,200.00 

 $4,500.00 
 $3,000.00 

 $119,500.00  $68,900.00 

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

223

224

225

226

227

228

229

230

231
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Debt Expenditures: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

Total Debts:

Other Expenditures:

TOTAL EXPENDITURES:

Net Revenue over Expenditures:

Note:  If any major area is zero, type explanation where items would be listed.  Example:  No funds budgeted for GT because of waiver.

List Debts Below

List Other Expenditures Below

Athletic Stipends For Coaching

Membership Fee For APSRC

Publish Annual Reports in Newspaper

Comprehension/Career Assessments

Curriculum Specialist

 $4,000.00 
 $2,500.00 
 $4,000.00 
 $10,000.00 
 $9,000.00 

 $1,244,950.20 

 $6,000.00 
 $2,500.00 
 $4,000.00 
 $14,000.00 
 $12,000.00 

 $1,549,019.70 

 $55,209.80  $82,900.30 

232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

240

241

242
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Redfield Tri-County Charter School 

Waiver Updates 

14 November 2013 

 

Based on information received from the Arkansas Department of Education (ADE) legal staff in the 
Redfield Tri-County Charter School Summary, RTCCS would like to make the following changes to our 
request for waivers: 

 

• Ark. Code Ann. § 6-15-1005 Safe and Equitable Schools 
 
RTCCS should have only requested a waiver of Ark. Code Ann. § 6-15-1005(b)(5) because it 
pertains to ALE.  Please amend the RTCCS request to only include Ark. Code Ann. § 6-15-
1005(b)(5) instead of Ark. Code Ann. § 6-15-1005 in its entirety. 
 

• Ark. Code Ann. § 6-16-102 School Day Hours; Standards for Accreditation Section 10.01.4 
and 14.0 
 
RTCCS should not have requested a waiver of Ark. Code Ann. § 6-16-102.  The amount of 
instructional time RTCCS is planning during the school day negates the need for this waiver 
request.   Please disregard the RTCCS waiver request for Ark. Code Ann. § 6-16-102 School Day 
Hours; Standards for Accreditation Section 10.01.4 and 14.03. 
 

• Section 6 and 7 of the ADE Rules Governing School District Requirements for Personnel 
Policies, Salary Schedules, Minimum Salaries, and Documents Posted to District Websites 
 
RTCCS should have requested a waiver request for Section 6 and 7 of the ADE Rules Governing 
School District Requirements for Personnel Policies, Salary Schedules, Minimum Salaries, and 
Documents Posted to District Websites.  Please amend the RTCCS waiver requests to include a 
waiver request for Section 6 and 7 of the ADE Rules Governing School District Requirements for 
Personnel Policies, Salary Schedules, Minimum Salaries, and Documents Posted to District 
Websites. 
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Redfield Tri-County Charter School 

Gifted and Talented 

14 November 2013 

 

A non-discriminatory comprehensive identification plan will be used to identify students from all cultural 
and economic backgrounds.  Nominations will be on-going and can come from community members, 
parents, staff and faculty, and self-nomination.  Multi-criteria, both objective and subjective, will be used 
with no single criterion or cut-off score.   ADE approved standardized achievement and mental ability 
tests, creative rating scales, and parent and teacher rating scales may be used as evaluation tools.  An 
identification committee of at least 5 members, made up from faculty and/or community members and 
chaired by a trained gifted educator, will be named to assist with placement.  

All content area and regular classroom teachers in grades 5 and 6 will serve the needs of the gifted 
student through a consultant teacher model.  Working in tandem with these teachers, services will be 
delivered by developing management plans, demonstration lessons and monitoring student progress. 

In grades 7 and 8, a trained teacher or consultant will work with content area teachers to design 
differentiated curriculum to meet the needs of the identified gifted student.  Project based content and 
acceleration in content are just two examples of differentiation. 

Field trips, guest speakers, Quiz Bowl, the Stock Market Game and Chess are examples of activities that 
may be offered to gifted and talented students.  A chess club will be initiated where gifted students can 
teach chess to other students not in the gifted program. 

A Gifted and Talented consultant will conduct on-going teacher training in addition to the training teachers 
receive during faculty in-service on the needs of the gifted.  Teachers will be trained to differentiate the 
curriculum and to maintain records for the program. 

The social and emotional needs of the gifted child will be met through peer interaction on projects, and 
other planned activities as well as through content satisfying to the intellectual needs of the student. 
Additionally, the Gifted and Talented consultant will be available to guide and assist teachers on meeting 
the social and emotional needs of the gifted students. 
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RTCCS Example Bus Routes 

(Actual Routes May Vary) 

 

Bus #1 

Redfield to Woodson    8 miles   3 stops 

Woodson to 530   4 miles   2 stops 

Woodson Lateral to 48   3 miles   1 stop 

48 to Orion Church   5 miles    0 stops 

Orion Church to Redfield   8 miles   5 stops 

Redfield to River   5 miles   0 stops 

River to School     5 miles   3 stops 

 

Total     38 Miles  14 stops 

 

Bus #2 

Redfield to 104    8 miles   3 stops 

104 back to Stage Coach  3 miles   3 stops 

Stage Coach to 46    5 miles   3 stops 

46 to Providence Church  4 miles   3 stops 

Providence Church to Redfield  8 miles   2 stops 

Redfield to Handley   3 miles   2 stops 

Handley to Housing area & School 4 miles   3 stops 

 

Total     35 miles  18 stops 

 

146 miles per day for 178 days of school = 25,988 miles per year  

School bus averages 6 miles per gallon (mpg). 

15



25,988 miles/ 6 mpg = 4,331 gallons of gas * $5 per gallon for an estimated $21,655 for gas used for pupil 
transportation to and from school. 

Ball Games and Field Trips 

Estimated 10 away games with an average of 80 miles round-trip totaling 800 miles / 6 mpg = 133 gallons 
of gas * $5 for an estimated $655 for gas for pupil transportation for away games 

Estimated 8 field trips of an average of 60 miles round-trip totaling 600 miles / 6 mpg  = 100 gallons of 
gas * $5 for an estimated $500 for gas for pupil transportation for field trips. 

 

Total gas cost of $22,810. 
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The following items were donated by Redfield citizens to Redfield Tri-County Charter School. 

QUANTITY ITEM VALUE EACH TOTAL APPROX. VALUE 
13 Administrative Desks 1500.00 19,500.00 
13 Office Chairs (rolling)   200.00   2,600.00 
35 Stationary Cushioned Office Chairs   200.00   7,000.00 
  8 2-drawer file cabinets     40.00       320.00 
  3 3-drawer file cabinets     60.00       180.00 
  4 4-drawer file cabinets (4’ wide)   150.00       600.00 
  1 Set of 9 Lockers (metal)   200.00       200.00 
  16 Round Cafeteria-Style tables   400.00    6400.00 
16 Stationary Chairs     50.00       800.00 
  4 Solid Wood Book Shelves   500.00    2,000.00 
  4 Sets of wall shelves with brackets     50.00       200.00 
  3 Microwave Ovens   200.00       600.00 
13 Small Waste Baskets     20.00       260.00 
  4 Large rolling trash cans     40.00       160.00 
50 Plastic Storage Boxes     10.00       500.00 
100 Plastic Filing Trays     10.00    1,000.00 
20 Heavy Duty Staplers     20.00       400.00 
10 Heavy Duty Hole Punchers     20.00       200.00 
150 3-Ring-Binders       5.00       750.00 
5 Tape dispensers     10.00          50.00 
 Various Office Supplies – Pens, 

Markers, Highlighters, Post-It 
Notes, Labels, Flag Stickers, 
3”x8.5” Wallets, Notebooks, paper 
clips, staples, staple pullers, etc. 

NA       500.00 

2 Printers   450.00      900.00 
35 Computers with Monitors 1500.00   52,500.00 
  TOTAL VALUE $87,820 
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Request for the 
State Board of Education 

to Review the Decision Made by the 
Charter Authorizing Panel

  

Redfield Tri-County Charter School 
Redfield, Arkansas 
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Notification of 

Charter Authorizing 

 Panel Decision 

Redfield Tri-County Charter School 
Redfield, Arkansas 
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2013-2014 Application Cycle 
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Redfield Tri-County Charter School 
Redfield, Arkansas 
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Redfield Tri-County Charter School 
 
 
Grade Level(s):     5-12   (5-8 in Year 1 adding a grade per year)  
   
Student Enrollment Cap:    375   (175 in Year 1) 
 
Name of the Sponsoring Entity:   Redfield Tri-County Charter School  
 
IRS Status     Applied for 501(c)(3) Non-Profit Status 
   
Address:     116 River Road 
      Redfield, AR 72132    
 
Mission Statement 
RTCCS will strive to instill in each student core character values, a sense of community service, 
and a love of learning. Students will be empowered to achieve academic excellence and will be 
cognizant of their potential to change themselves and their community.  
 
Information on the School District in Which the Charter Would Be Located 
White Hall School District 
 41.63% free and reduced-price lunch (2012-2013) 
 Needs Improvement District (ESEA 2012) - Mathematics 
 
 
Issue that Remains Unresolved as Determined by the Charter Internal Review Committee  
 The ability to meet the needs of gifted and talented students 
 
Documentation Provided in Support of the Charter  
 
Documents Included in the Application 
 

Petition with 23 signatures 
 
Letters 
Representative Andy Mayberry Arkansas House of Representatives  

 Mayor Tony Lawhon   City of Redfield 
 Gary L. Case    McDaniel & Company Realtors 

Regina Pickering (Generic Letter) Parent 
 
Other Documents (available for review) 
  

Petitions with 796 signatures 
 
Letters 
Tiffany Tuck Spivey   Redfield Chamber of Commerce 

 Scott Lockhart    Terri Foods, Inc., Redfield 
 

Generic Letters 
 Jean Berry    Parent/Guardian 
 Joseph L. Berry   Parent/Guardian 
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 Connie Clark    Parent/Guardian 
 Herman D. Crabb    Parent/Guardian 
 Judy Crabb    Parent/Guardian 
 Mlynda L. Crabb   Parent/Guardian 

D. Cruz    Parent/Guardian 
 Nila Ferill    Parent/Guardian 
 Jamie Gibson    Parent/Guardian 

C. Haley    Parent/Guardian 
Judy Haley    Parent/Guardian 
Alisa Jackson    Parent/Guardian 
Alton Jackson    Parent/Guardian 
D’Lane Kight    Parent/Guardian 
James Kight    Parent/Guardian 
Arlis McCullah    Parent/Guardian 
Mildred Moyer    Parent/Guardian 
Barbara L. Nichol   Parent/Guardian 
William T. Nichol   Parent/Guardian 
Brenda Oliver    Parent/Guardian 
Christy Packham   Parent/Guardian 
Carolyn Reynolds   Parent/Guardian 
Jennifer Rych    Parent/Guardian 
Leon Smith    Parent/Guardian 
Scott Stewart    Parent/Guardian 
14 with illegible signatures  Parent/Guardian 

 
Requested Waivers 
 
Note from legal staff: 

 
The Charter Authorizing Panel should examine each waiver requested by the applicant.  
Particular attention should be paid to the following waiver requests which traditionally have 
either not been granted or have warranted additional discussion by the authorizer: 

 
 Ark. Code Ann. § 6-15-1005 Safe and Equitable Schools 

o The Applicant requested at waiver of this statute as it pertains to ALE.  A waiver 
specific to ALE should only include Ark. Code Ann. § 6-15-1005(b)(5). 

 Ark. Code Ann. § 6-16-102 School Day Hours; Standards for Accreditation 
Sections 10.01.4 and 14.03 

o The Applicant has indicated its program may necessitate a “school day” shorter 
or longer than six hours.  However, the proposed daily schedule (Application, 
Attachment 5) shows 400 minutes of instructional time each day.  This waiver is 
not necessary for an instructional day longer than six hours. 

o The Panel lacks the authority to grant a waiver of graduation requirements.  
However, in the past the authorizer has granted a waiver of the 120 clock hour 
requirement upon satisfaction that the charter will adhere to full curriculum 
alignment with Arkansas Frameworks. 

 Sections 6 and 7 of the ADE Rules Governing School District Requirements for 
Personnel Policies, Salary Schedules, Minimum Salaries, and Documents Posted 
to District Websites 

o Based on the statutory waivers requested, a waiver of these rules is necessary 
but was not requested. 
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From Ark. Code Ann. 
6-13-109  School superintendent 
6-13-601 et seq. District Boards of Directors Generally 
6-13-1303  Implementation policies 
6-13-1401 et seq. District Formation, Consolidation, and Annexation 
6-14-101 et seq. School Elections 
6-15-1004  Qualified teachers in every public school classroom 
6-16-102  School day hours 
6-16-105  United States flag 
6-16-106  Arkansas state flag 
6-17-111  Duty-free lunch periods 
6-17-114  Daily planning period 
6-17-117  Noninstructional duties 
6-17-201(c)(2)  Pertaining to teacher compensation  
6-17-203  Committees on personnel policies—Members  
6-17-301  Employment of certified personnel 
6-17-302  Principals—Responsibilities 
6-17-309  Certification to teach grade or subject matter—Exceptions—Waivers 
6-17-401  Teacher licensure requirement 
6-17-427  Superintendent license—Superintendent mentoring program required 
6-17-902  Definition (definition of a teacher as licensed) 
6-17-908  Teachers’ salary fund—Authorized disbursements 
6-17-919 Warrants void without valid certification and contract (the ability to pay a 

teacher’s salary only upon filing of a teacher’s certificate with the county 
clerk’s office, if the requirement of a teacher’s certificate is waived for such 
teacher) 

6-17-1301 et seq. School Employees’ Minimum Sick Leave Law 
6-17-1501 et seq. Teacher Fair Dismissal Act 
6-17-1701 et seq. Public School Employee Fair Hearing Act 
6-17-2201 et seq. Classified School Employee Minimum Salary Act 
6-17-2203 Minimum salary 
6-17-2301 et seq. Classified School Employee Personnel Policy Law 
6-17-2401 et seq. Teacher Compensation Program of 2003 
6-17-2403 Minimum teacher compensation schedule 
6-18-1001 et seq. Public School Student Services Act 
Chapter 19 Transportation 
6-20-2208(c)(6) Monitoring of expenditures (gifted and talented) 
6-21-117 Leased academic facilities (requiring leased facilities to confirm to the school 

facility standards) 
6-42-101 et seq. General Provisions (gifted and talented) 
6-48-101 et seq. Alternative Learning Environments 
 
From Arkansas Department of Education (ADE) Rules Governing Standards for Accreditation of 
Arkansas Public Schools and Districts 
10.01.4  Planned instructional time 
14.03   Unit of credit and clock hours for a unit of credit 
15.01   School District Superintendent 
15.02   Principals 
15.03   Licensure and Renewal 
16.01    Guidance and Counseling 
18    Gifted and Talented Education 
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From Other Rules 

 Section 4 of the ADE Rules Governing the Distribution of Student Special Needs Funding 
and the Determination of Allowable Expenditures of those Funds (Pertaining to alternative 
learning environments) 

 ADE Rules Governing Public School Student Services 
 ADE Rules for Gifted and Talented Program Approval Standards 
 Sections 5 and 8 of ADE Rules Governing School District Requirements for Personnel 

Policies, Salary Schedules, Minimum Salaries, and Documents Posted to District Websites 
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REDFIELD TRI-COUNTY CHARTER SCHOOL 
 

Sponsoring Entity: Redfield Tri-County Charter School 
 
IRS Status: Applied for 501(c)(3) non-profit status  
 
Grade Levels: 5-12 (5-8 in Year 1, adding a grade a year)  
 
Student Enrollment Cap: 375 (175 in Year 1)  
 
Address of Proposed Charter: 116 River Road, Redfield, Arkansas 72132  
 
PRE-APPLICATION MATERIALS 
 
The Arkansas Department of Education requires that all applicants submit a Letter of Intent, 
outlining a general description of the proposed charter school.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will guarantee that:  
• A Letter of Intent was filed with Arkansas Department of Education on time and included all 

the necessary information.  
 
Meets the Standard  
 
PART B EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
The Arkansas Department of Education requires all applicants to include an executive summary.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• A mission statement (with content to be evaluated for Prompt #3 of Part C); and  
• The key programmatic features of the proposed charter school.  
 
Meets the Standard  
 
C-1 PUBLIC HEARING RESULTS  
All proposed school design teams must conduct a public hearing before applying for an open- 
enrollment charter school, to assess support for the school’s establishment. Applicants are asked 
both to document the logistics of the hearing and to include a narrative of the hearing results.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• A thorough description of the results of the public hearing;  
• Evidence of public support exhibited at the hearing;  
• Documentation of required notices published to garner public attention to the hearing; and  

o Published on a weekly basis for at least three consecutive weeks prior to the date of the 
hearing in a newspaper having general circulation in the school district in which the school 
will likely be located  
o The notice of the public hearing was not published in the classified or legal notice section 
of the newspaper.  
o The last publication date of the notice was no less than seven days prior to the public 
meeting.  

• Documentation of required notices of the public hearing to superintendents of districts from 
which the proposed school is likely to draw students and to superintendents of districts that 
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are contiguous to the district in which the charter school would be located  
o Within seven calendar days following the first publication.  

 
Partially Meets the Standard  
 
Concerns and Additional Questions:  
• Provide the email showing that district superintendents received the notice of public hearing.  
The next page contains a copy of the email sent to the three superintendents ( Dr. Smith – White 
Hall, lesmith@whitehallsd.org, Dr. Haynes, brendahaynes@sheridanschools.org, and Dr. Guess 
– PCSSD, jguess@pcssd.org, Mary Perry, mary.perry@arkansas.gov, and 
Keisha.mattox@arkansas.gov on Thursday, 20 June 2013 at 9:52 AM. 
 
The second page contains a copy of the document 
(SuperintendentNotificationOfPublicHearingssigned.pdf)  sent to the superintendents, Mary 
Perry, and Keisha Mattox on Thursday, 20 Jun 2013 at 9:52 AM. 
 
The content of the document from the email being sent and the document sent to them cannot be 
formatted to be in red text. 
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C-2 GOVERNING STRUCTURE  
The Governing Structure section should explain how the school will be governed. It should 
present a clear picture of the school’s governance processes and composition, what 
responsibilities various groups and people will have and the relationships among the groups.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• Documentation of proper legal structure of the governing board and sponsoring entity;  
• A comprehensive description of the planned relationship between the governing board of the 

school and governing board of the sponsoring entity;  
• A clear description of the governing board’s roles and responsibilities;  
• Adequate policies and procedures for board operation, including board composition, member 

term length, and member selection;  
• A clear, sensible delineation of roles and responsibilities in relation to governance and school 

management; and  
• A reasonable plan for involving parents, staff, students and community in the decision-making 

of the school.  
Partially Meets the Standard  
 
Concerns and Additional Questions:  
• Explain the discrepancy between the statement that there are no term limits, consecutive or 

otherwise, and the statement about the regular rotation of members off the board.  
The board members do not have term limits, consecutive or otherwise.  The regular rotation of 
members mentioned in our application will be for the original members of the Redfield Tri-County 
Charter School Board.  The original members have made a commitment to remain on the board 
for the first five years of the charter school.  This commitment by the members ensures 
consistent, knowledgeable administration as the school is established.   The rotation described 
in our application was to provide a means of stability while transitioning from the original members 
to new members and prevent the situation of having all new, inexperienced board members at 
one time.  
 
C-3 MISSION STATEMENT  
The Mission Statement should be meaningful and indicate what the school intends to do, for 
whom, and to what degree.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• A mission statement that is clear and succinct. 
Meets the Standard  
 
C-4 EDUCATIONAL NEED  
The Educational Need section should explain the need for a charter school in the proposed 
location and the innovative educational option offered by the charter school.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• A description of the educational need for the charter school substantiated with valid and 

reliable data, and  
• A description of the innovations that would distinguish the charter from other schools.  
Meets the Standard 
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C-5 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM  
The Educational Program section should describe the educational foundation of the school and 
the teaching and learning strategies that will be employed.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• A clear description of the proposed educational program, including but not limited to the 

foundational educational philosophy and curricular and instructional strategies to be 
employed;  

• Specific reasons that the school would be viable; and  
• A description of the length of school day and school year that meets minimum state 

requirements.  
Partially Meets the Standard 
 
Concerns and Additional Questions:  
• Specify the enrollment cap requested for Year 5 when the charter will serve students in 

Grades 5-12. 
By the fifth year of operation, the Redfield Tri-County Charter School will serve a maximum of 375 
students in grades 5 – 8 as follows: 
 2014-2015 Grades 5,6,7,8    175 Students 
 2015-2016 Grades 5,6,7,8,9   225 Students 
 2016-2017 Grades 5,6,7,8,9,10  275 Students 
 2017-2018 Grades 5,6,7,8,9,10,11  325 Students 
 2018-2019 Grades 5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 375 Students 

 
• Provide details about the instructional strategies to be employed at the charter.  
In conjunction with the project-based learning, our teachers would be able to use a variety of 
instructional strategies.  They could use brainstorming to theorize about potential outcomes, 
journal writing to document the process and observations during the performance of projects, or 
cooperative learning assignments to reinforce understanding of concepts. 

 
Our goal is for our staff to use a variety of instructional strategies.  Each student is unique and is 
capable of learning but may achieve understanding easier if more than traditional instructional 
strategies (i.e. lecture and drill and practice).  Our teachers’ professional development training 
will include information on a broad range of instructional strategies.  Students that have access 
to teachers with the knowledge and ability to teach by using a variety of instructional strategies 
are more likely to improve academically. 
 
• Describe the length of the school day and year.  
The RTCCS school day will begin at 7:45 AM.  Teachers will be available to assists students from 
7:45 AM to 8:05 AM during a mentoring/tutoring period.  This time is not mandatory but will be 
available to any student desiring additional assistance.  First period will begin at 8:10 AM.  The 
first seven periods will be 50 minutes each.  The last period of the day (eighth period) will be 30 
minutes.  Lunch period will last 35 minutes.  There will be a potential total of 400 minutes of 
teacher/student instructional time per day if a student participates in the optional time between 
7:45 AM and 8:05 AM.  There will be 380 minutes of teacher/student instructional time for those 
students not participating in the optional instructional time at the beginning of the school day. 
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The school year will consist of four quarters totally together for 178 days of instruction.   
 

• Confirm the understanding that every digital course must be offered from a provider approved 
by the Arkansas Department of Education and must meet or exceed curriculum standards and 
requirements established by the Arkansas State Board of Education in accordance with all 
laws, rules, and procedures promulgated to ensure access to quality digital learning content 
and online blended learning.  

The board members and administrators of the Redfield Tri-County Charter School will comply 
with the requirements for every digital course to be offered from a provider approved by the 
Arkansas Department of Education and to meet or exceed curriculum standards and 
requirements established by the Arkansas State Board of Education in accordance with all laws, 
rules, and procedures promulgated to ensure access to quality digital learning content and online 
blended learning. 
 
C-6: ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT GOALS  
The Academic Achievement Goals section should define the performance expectations for 
students and the school as whole.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• Specific goals in:  
• Reading;  
• Reading Comprehension;  
• Mathematics; and  
• Mathematics Reasoning;  
• Goals that are clear, measurable and data-driven;  
• Goals on improving student achievement; and  
• Valid and reliable assessment tools for measuring each of the defined goals.  
Partially Meets the Standard  
 
Concerns and Additional Questions:  
• Provide the testing instrument and levels of test scores expected for students annually in 

reading, reading comprehension, mathematics, and mathematic reasoning as AYP is no 
longer calculated.  

RTCCS will utilize the Iowa Basic Skills Test (IBST) to measure the reading, reading 
comprehension, mathematics, and mathematic reasoning of our students.  The first year of 
operation, the charter’s annual measurable objectives (AMOs) will be based on the state AMOs.  
In following years, the charter’s AMOs will be based upon the academic performance of the 
students who attend our charter.  Our goal is for our students to meet or exceed the state’s 
average scores and for the gap between students scoring below basic and basic to decrease as 
fast as the state’s gap decreases for those students scoring below basic and basic. 

 
RTCCS is aware of an upcoming change to Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College 
and Careers (PARCC).  Information on the ADE website indicates it may be implemented as 
early as 2014-2015.  RTCCS will utilize whatever standardized test the state mandates to 
measure our students in reading, reading comprehension, mathematics, and mathematic 
reasoning.  Our goal will be for our students will meet or exceed the state’s average scores. 
 
 
As grades are added to our charter, we will be utilizing End of Course exams as mandated by the 
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ADE and administered according to the state testing schedule.  Our students will meet or exceed 
the state’s average scores.   
 
Based on data from APSCN, our graduation rate will meet or exceed the state’s graduation rate.  
Our first graduating class will be in May of 2019. 

 
• Provide specific information that will be used to demonstrate academic improvement when it 

is stated, “Individual student scores will demonstrate increased improvement and students 
scoring below basic and basic will decrease annually while increasing proficient and 
advanced student scores within the school's initial five (5) year period.” This should include 
the evaluation instrument, the expected improvement in proficient and advanced scores, the 
expected decrease in below basic and basic scores, and when the assessment will be 
conducted.  

RTCCS will utilize the Iowa Basic Skills Test (IBST) to measure the reading, reading 
comprehension, mathematics, and mathematic reasoning of our students.  The first year of 
operation, the charter’s annual measurable objectives (AMOs) will be based on the state AMOs.  
In following years, the charter’s AMOs will be based upon the academic performance of the 
students who attend our charter.  Our goal is for our students to meet or exceed the state’s 
average scores and for the gap between students scoring below basic and basic to decrease as 
fast as the state’s gap decreases for those students scoring below basic and basic.  The 
standardized test(s) will be administered according to the state testing schedule. 

 
RTCCS is aware of an upcoming change to Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College 
and Careers (PARCC).  Information on the ADE website indicates it may be implemented as 
early as 2014-2015.  RTCCS will utilize whatever standardized test the state mandates to 
measure our students in reading, reading comprehension, mathematics, and mathematic 
reasoning.  Our goal for our students will be to meet or exceed the state’s average scores. 

 
As grades are added to our charter, we will be utilizing End of Course exams as mandated by the 
ADE.  Our students will meet or exceed the state’s average scores.  The standardized test(s) 
will be administered according to the state testing schedule.  

 
Based on data from APSCN, our graduation rate will meet or exceed the state’s graduation rate.  
Our first graduating class will be in May of 2019. 

 
• Confirm the understanding, that during the first year of operation, the charter’s annual 

measurable objectives (AMOs) will be based on the state AMOs, and that in following years, 
the charter’s AMOs will be based upon the academic performance of the students who attend 
the charter.  

The board members and administrators of the Redfield Tri-County Charter School understand 
that during the first year of operation, the charter’s annual measurable objectives (AMOs) will be 
based on the state AMOs, and that in following years, the charter’s AMOs will be based upon the 
academic performance of the students who attend the charter. 

 
C-7: CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND ALIGNMENT  
The Curriculum Development and Alignment section should define the process by which the 
design team developed (or chose) the curricular program of the school and illustrate alignment 
with Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and Common Core State Standards.  
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Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard of a curricular development and alignment program will 
present:  
• Evidence that the curriculum aligns with, or a sound plan and timeline for aligning the 

curriculum with, the Arkansas Department of Education’s content standards, benchmarks and 
performance standards.  

• Evidence that the applicant is prepared to implement the requirements and timeframe of the 
Common Core State Standards.  

Does Not Meet the Standard  
 
Concerns and Additional Questions:  
• Describe the process that will be used to develop and align the curriculum with the Arkansas 

Curriculum Frameworks and the curriculum requirements of the Common Core State 
Standards as adopted by the State Board of Education. 

Upon receiving authorization for a charter school, the RTCCS Board of Directors will begin the 
process of hiring a Director for the Redfield Tri-County Charter School.  The Director will also be 
serving as the principal during the first year of operation for the Redfield Tri-County Charter 
School.  The Director/Principal will be responsible for the process of aligning the curriculum to be 
utilized by the charter school with the Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and the curriculum 
requirements of the Common Core State Standards as adopted by the State Board of Education.  
RTCCS plans on taking full advantage of any and all assistance available from the Arkansas 
Department of Education in this endeavor.  Monies have been budgeted for submitting an 
application to become a member of the Arkansas Public School Resource Center (APSRC).  
APSRC could also be a valuable source of assistance aligning the charter's curriculum.  RTCCS 
budgeted to be able to hire the services of a Curriculum Specialist to assist in this task as well.  
Aligning the curriculum will be the top priority for the newly hired Director/Principal.  The 
Director/Principal will utilize the ADE, the APRSC, and the services of a curriculum specialist if 
necessary along with research and their experience to successfully complete this task as 
expeditiously as possible. 
 
• Provide the timeline for aligning curriculum with the Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and the 

Common Core State Standards.  
It is difficult to develop a specific timeline for the completion of the alignment of the curriculum to 
the Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and the Common Core State Standards.  We are 
estimating it will take approximately four (4) to six (6) weeks for the Principal to complete the 
alignment but the process will continue after the initial alignment.  RTCCS will require the 
Principal to complete the alignment of the curriculum with the Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks 
and the Common Core State Standards before 01 July 2014.  As teachers are hired, the principal 
will work with them to ensure the development of lesson content is consistent with the Arkansas 
Curriculum Frameworks and the Common Core State Standards. 
 
• Confirm that the principal will take the lead on aligning the curriculum with the Arkansas 

Curriculum Frameworks and the Common Core State Standards as the teacher job 
description on Page 22 indicates that the teacher will “develop framework based curriculum 
based on the Common Core State Standards.”  

The Principal will take the lead on aligning the curriculum with the Arkansas Curriculum 
Frameworks and the Common Core State Standards.  The teacher job description on Page 22 
indicates they will develop framework based on the Common Core State Standards.  The 
teacher job description on Page 22 should have stated the teachers will develop lesson content to 
satisfy the curriculum requirements that have been aligned with the Arkansas Curriculum 
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Frameworks and the Common Core State Standards. 
  
C-8: STUDENT SERVICES  
The Student Services section should describe how the school will address specific services for its 
student body.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will describe the ways in which the following services will be 
provided to students even in those areas for which a waiver is requested:  
• A guidance program that will serve all students;  
• A health services program that will serve all students;  
• A plan for a media center for use by all students;  
• Sound plans for educating special education students that reflect the full range of programs 

and services required to provide such students with a high quality education; 
• A transportation plan that will serve all eligible students; 
• An alternative education plan for eligible students, including those determined to be at-risk 

and to offer access to one or more approved Alternative Learning Environments;  
• A plan to serve students who are English language learners; and 
• Plans for offering access to one or more approved Alternative Learning Environments; and  
• Plans for a gifted and talented program for eligible students. 
Partially Meets the Standard  
 
Concerns and Additional Questions:  
Guidance Services  
• Explain the “traditional aspects of a contemporary guidance program” that will be included in 

the charter’s guidance program.  
The charter will provide guidance to students on course selection, career counseling, and 
personal/social developing counseling.  The teachers will provide guidance program services 
such as advising students on course selection.  This will be done as-needed due to the counselor 
position being a part-time position during the first year of operation.  The part-time counselor will 
be focused on career counseling and providing opportunities for the students to be exposed to 
information on a variety of jobs and career fields. 
 
• Explain the counselor responsibilities that will be assigned to each staff position. Include the 

responsibilities that will be assigned to a part-time counselor in 2014-2015 and a full-time 
counselor in 2015-2016 as these are budgeted positions.  

The teachers will be advising students on course selection.  This will be done as-needed due to 
the counselor position being a part-time position during the first year of operations.  The part-time 
counselor will be focused on career counseling and personal/social development. 
 
Health Services  
• Provide the names of the companies and/or individuals with whom the charter may contract 

for health services.  
Potential names of companies and/or individuals with whom the charter may contract with for 
health services include Rhonda Ply or Jefferson Comprehensive Care Clinic who currently 
operates the clinic in Redfield. 
 
• Specify the health services for which the charter will contract.  
The charter will contract the screening, referral, and follow-up procedures for all students.  The 
contractor will also be responsible for providing and maintaining current health appraisals records 
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for all students according with guidelines developed by the Arkansas Department of Education.  
IAW Act 1565 of 1999, the contractor will also provide students with special care needs, including 
chronically ill, medically fragile, and technology dependent, and students with other health 
impairments will have an Individualized Health Care Plan.  The contractor will also perform 
invasive medical procedures required by students and provided at school because they must be 
performed by trained, licensed personnel who are licensed to perform the task.  The contractor 
will also provide custodial health care services required by students under an Individualized 
Health Care Plan. 
 
• Confirm that the charter will contract for a nurse as the expenses for a part-time nurse are 

budgeted in a health services vendor line. 
The charter will contract for a part-time nurse and has this budgeted in our first and second year of 
operation. 
 
• Explain the ways in which daily responsibilities for student health issues will be handled and 

by whom when the nurse is not on campus.  
Daily responsibilities for student health issues not requiring a licensed person perform them will 
be performed by the administrative assistant.  Daily responsibilities requiring a licensed person 
to perform them will be scheduled while the part-time nurse is on campus. 
 
Media Center Services  
• Explain where the students will access technology to use “in conjunction with projects and 

assignments” as was stated in the educational plan since it is stated that there may be only 
one computer in the media center during the school’s first year of operation. 

The charter will also have a computer lab on campus.  The lab will have a minimum of eight (8) 
computers.  The students will be able to access the lab during the twenty minute tutoring time 
from 7:45 AM to 8:05 AM, during their lunch period, and during study hall in addition to any time 
spent using the computers during their classes.  RTCCS will be pursuing grants that would allow 
additional computers/tablets to be included in the lab, the media center, and the classroom.   
 
Special Education Services  
• Confirm the understanding that the staff will provide special education students with all 

accommodations and services outlined in the IEP.  
RTCCS understands the staff will provide special education students with all accommodations 
and services outlined in their IEP. 
 
Transportation Services  
• Provide details about transportation that will be provided for students. 
Once RTCCS receives authorization for a charter, two used school buses will be purchased.  
The buses will pass inspection and be maintained as mandated by the State of Arkansas. 
 
The drivers will meet all training requirements as specified by the State of Arkansas and hold a 
Commercial Driver's License.  Bus drivers will also pass a physical examination given by a 
licensed physician or an advanced practice nurse at least every two (2) years.  
 
The Director/Principal will map out bus routes for the area in an eight (8) to ten (10) mile radius of 
the charter school.  RTCCS will provide a satellite pick-up for the students.  Sites and times for 
pick up and drop off will be identified and published so parents and students are aware of the 
site(s) closest to them. 
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English Language Learner Services  
• Explain the types of English language instruction, other than immersion, that will be 

considered and explain how the appropriate type of instruction for each students will be 
determined.  

In addition to immersion, the charter will also offer small-group interventions and high-quality 
vocabulary instruction during the day.  Supplemental assignments and utilizing instructional 
activities that would present an opportunity for students with different English language 
proficiencies to work together in pairs in a structured environment may also be used to augment 
the charter's approach to English Language Learner Services.   

 
RTCCS did budget a $550 stipend for the staff member responsible for ensuring the charter 
complies with federal and state ELL regulations, recordkeeping and confidentiality regulations, 
and knowledge of diagnostic testing.  This staff member will be responsible for working with the 
teachers of students with ELL needs to ensure the instructional strategies that best fits the 
students are being used and for administering the annual ELDA testing requirements.  

 
RTCCS will work with the ADE to ensure all of the requirements for ELL are addressed and 
satisfied.  If additional funding needs to be budgeted to cover travel or training expenses for the 
staff member responsible for ELL, RTCCS will work with the ADE to determine an appropriate 
amount to include in the budget. 
 
Gifted and Talented Services  
• Explain how gifted and talented students will be identified.  
Gifted and talented students could be nominated by teachers, staff, parents, community 
members, or by self-nomination.  Students could also be identified for consideration as gifted 
and talented based on academic performance on standardized tests. 

 
• Explain which teachers will serve gifted and talented students and describe specific training 

that the teachers will receive in meeting the needs of gifted and talented students.  
Each of the gifted and talented student's teachers would be available to serve their needs.  It 
would depend on which areas of study the student is gifted.  All of the teachers will be receiving 
gifted and talented training.  The Principal will be responsible for ensuring the teachers receive 
this training as part of their professional development training. 

 
• Explain how the social and emotional needs of gifted and talented students will be met. 
The social and emotional needs of the gifted child will be met through peer interaction on projects 
and other planned activities (e.g. field trips, guest speakers) as well as through content satisfying 
to the intellectual needs of the student.    
 
C-9: GEOGRAPHICAL SERVICE AREA  
The Geographical Service Area section must outline the impact of a new school opening within 
the current public education system.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• The specific geographical area that would be served by the charter school; and 
• Information on the school districts likely to be affected by charter school, including data on the 

expected number of students to transfer to the charter school. 
Partially Meets the Standard  
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Concerns and Additional Questions:  
Confirm that enrollment will be open to any Arkansas student who wants to attend.  
Enrollment in the Redfield Tri-County Charter School will be open to any Arkansas student who 
wants to attend. 
 
C-10: ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTS  
The Annual Progress Reports section should define how the academic progress of individual 
students and the school as a whole will be measured, analyzed, and reported.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• A timeline for data compilation and completion of an annual report to parents, the community 

and the Charter Authorizing Panel that outlines the school’s progress; and  
• A plan for dissemination of the annual report to appropriate stakeholders.  
Meets the Standard  
 
C-11: ENROLLMENT CR IT ERIA AND PROCEDURES  
The Enrollment Criteria and Procedures section should describe how the school will attract and 
enroll its student body, including any criteria for admission and enrollment. Applicants must also 
provide assurances for a random, anonymous lottery selection process.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• A student recruitment plan that will provide equal opportunity for all parents and students to 

learn about and apply to the school;  
• An enrollment and admissions process that is open, fair, and in accordance    

with applicable law; and  
• A process for, and a guarantee of, a random, anonymous lottery process should there be 

more student applications than can be accommodated under the terms of the charter.  
Partially Meets the Standard  
 
Concerns and Additional Questions:  
• Confirm the understanding that transcripts from prior schools cannot be required for students 

to enroll and attend the charter.  
RTCCS administration and board members confirm their understanding that transcripts from prior 
schools cannot be required for students to enroll and attend the charter. 
 
• Clarify whether parents with students on waiting lists will have to apply the following year.  
It is our understanding the waiting lists are only valid for the year the application was submitted.   
Parents with students on waiting lists will have to apply the following year to be eligible for any 
openings.  If there are more applications than openings the following year, another lottery will be 
announced and held.  All applications submitted for the current school year will be in the lottery.  
The number of openings in the grade will determine how many will be accepted to enroll and how 
many will be on the waiting list.  The waiting list will be valid for the school year for which the 
application was submitted. 
 
• Explain what is meant by, “The waiting list is valid until the next time RTCCS is required to 

conduct a random, anonymous student selection.”  
The waiting list will be valid for the school year in which it was created.  Once that school year is 
over, it is no longer valid.  During the next application cycle, if there are more applications than 
there are openings, another lottery will be held and a new waiting list created.  If the number of 
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applications are less than or equal to the number of openings, there will be no need for a lottery 
and no waiting list. 
 
C-12: STAFFING PLAN  
The Staffing Plan section should describe the job duties of the school director and other key  
personnel. This section should also describe the professional qualifications which will be required 
of employees.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• A job description for the school director and other key personnel, including but not limited to an 

operations director, board members, teachers, etc.;  
• An outline of the professional qualifications required for administrators, teachers,  

counselors, etc.;  
• A staffing plan that clearly outlines both the types and numbers of positions to be filled at the 

school and salary scales for such positions, and  
• The staffing plan presented in this section matches the staff members noted in the budget.  
Partially Meets the Standard  
 
Concerns and Additional Questions:  
• Explain when the teachers will be employed if they are to “develop framework based 

curriculum based on the Common Core State Standards.”  
The reference to "develop framework based curriculum based on the Common Core State 
Standards" was erroneous.  Teachers will develop lesson content to satisfy the curriculum 
requirements that have been aligned with the Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and the 
Common Core State Standards by the Principal.  Hiring teachers will be the responsibility of the 
Principal and will begin after the Director/Principal is hired.  The job description has been 
updated to reflect this change and is included below. 
 
TEACHERS 

The responsibilities of the teachers will include but not be limited to the delivery of the 
components of the instructional program, developing lesson content to satisfy the curriculum 
requirements that have been aligned with the Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and the 
Common Core State Standards, design and implement daily planning to facilitate instruction of 
the curriculum using project-based, traditional and other applicable instructional strategies, 
monitor and evaluate student progress, prepare and participate in parent conferences, develop 
lines of communication with parents and participate in meetings as necessary with community 
outside educational entities. 
   
Desired requirements: Must have a Bachelor’s Degree in or education from an accredited college 
or university with a minimum of one year of experience in public education in Arkansas and/or 
meet requirements for a Highly Qualified Teacher. 
  
• Revise the qualifications for the special education teacher to require a special education 

license.  
RTCCS has revised the qualifications for the special education teacher to include a requirement 
for a special education license. 
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SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER 

The responsibilities of the special education teacher will include but not be limited to all aspects of 
the school’s special education services program, work cooperatively with parents, teachers and 
others concerning identification and assessment of students, development and implementation of 
student individual education plans and compliance with all federal and state guidelines 
concerning the program. 

Desired requirements: Must have a special education license and a Bachelor’s Degree in special 
education from an accredited college or university with a minimum of one year of experience in 
public education in Arkansas and/or meet requirements for a Highly Qualified Teacher. 

• Confirm that instructional aides hired with Title I funds or working in a Title I School-wide 
Program will highly qualified as required by the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and 
perform the duties deeded appropriate in the federal statute.  

RTCCS confirms that instructional aides hired with Title I funds or working in a Title I School-wide 
Program will highly qualify as required by the Elementary and Secondary  Education Act and 
perform the duties deeded appropriate in the federal statute. 
 
C-13: BUSINESS AND BUDGETING PLAN  
The Business and Budgeting Plan section should describe how the charter school will organize its 
business office and manage its fiscal responsibilities.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• An appropriate plan for managing procurement activities;  
• A description of the personnel who will perform business duties, including the requisite 

qualifications of any proposed personnel;  
• A realistic timeline and process by which the governance structure will review and adopt an 

annual budget;  
• A balanced two-year budget estimate that accurately reflects the revenue currently available 

to the school and expenditures for program implementation and does not rely on one-time 
grants or other funds that are not presently guaranteed, and  

• A budget that includes costs for all personnel, programs, and expenses described in other 
sections of the application.  

Partially Meets the Standard  
 
Concerns and Additional Questions:  
• Provide the timeline and process by which the governing body will review and adopt an annual 

budget.  
The budget will be developed before 20 June and approved by the RTCCS Board of Directors by 
30 June.  Once approved, the budget will be submitted to the Arkansas Department of Education 
by 01 September. 
 
The Director will present a financial report at each of the monthly RTCCS Board of Directors 
meeting.  The financial report will compare budget to actual expenditures and used as a tool to 
ensure the fiscal stability of the charter. 
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• Provide information on the vendors being considered to provide substitute personnel.  
RTCCS has researched Teachers On Call, SubTeach, and Aesop Substitute Management as 
possible vendors to be used to provide substitute personnel. 
  
SubTeach is a company that strives to provide better trained substitute teachers to improve the 
quality of education in the classroom when the substitute is on campus.  They provide training in 
classroom management, following lesson plans, innovative instructional techniques, and tips on 
becoming a prepared and professional substitute teacher.  The charter will only have to call one 
number to get a substitute and they handle all substitute personnel files and handle all payroll 
issues. 
 
Teachers On Call and Aesop Substitute Management are both similar in functionality to 
SubTeach and should provide the same service. 

 
At this time, RTCCS does not anticipate utilizing any of the vendors to provide substitutes.  We 
will select and employee our own substitutes at this time.  Vendors may be considered at a later 
date as the charter grows. 
 
C-14: FINANCIAL AND PROGRAMMATIC AUDIT PLAN  
The Financial and Programmatic Audit Plan section should provide the procedure and timeline by 
which an annual audit will be conducted. This section should also include an outline for the 
information that will need to be reported to ADE and the community.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• A sound plan for annually auditing school’s financial and programmatic operations.  
 
If the application names an accountant other than the Division of Legislative Audit to perform the 
first-year audit, the named accountant meets the requirements of Arkansas Department of 
Education Rules Governing Publicly Funded Educational Institution Audit Requirements and is 
not listed on any ineligibility list maintained by ADE or the Division of Legislative Audit.  
Meets the Standard  
 
C-15: ARKANSAS PUBLIC SCHOOL COM PU TER N ETWORK ASSURANCES  
The Arkansas Public School Computer Network (APSCN) Assurances section should provide 
documentation of the applicant’s understanding of and participation in the required state finance 
and educational data reporting system.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• Assurance that the charter school will participate in APSCN and will comply with all state 

statutory requirements regarding the APSCN finance and educational data reporting system.  
Meets the Standard  
 
C-16: FACILITIES  
The Facilities section should identify and describe the facilities to be used by the school, any 
changes to be made to the facilities, and the owners of the facilities.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• An identified facility appropriate to meet the needs of the school over the term of its charter;  
• A realistic plan for remodeling or adapting a facility, if necessary, to ensure that it is  
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appropriate and adequate for the school’s program, the school’s targeted population, and the 
public;  

• Evidence that the school understands the costs of securing and improving a facility and has 
access to the necessary resources to fund the facility plan; and  

• A sound plan for continued operation, maintenance, and repair of the facility.  
 
For schools that will be using district-owned facilities, a response that meets the standard will 
present:  
• Documentation that the school district and charter school officials are in agreement over the 

use of the facility and its equipment.  
 
For schools that will NOT be using district-owned facilities, a response that meets the standard 
will present:  
• Documentation that the property owner and school are in agreement over the use of the 

facility and its equipment;  
• A statement of the facilities’ compliance with applicable codes; and  
• A detailed outline of any relationships between the property owner and:  
• Members of the local board of the public school district where the charter school will be 

located;  
• The employees of the public school district where the charter school will be located;  
• The sponsor of the charter school; and  
• Employees, directors and/or administrators of the charter school.  
Meets the Standard  
 
C-17: CONFLICTS OF INTEREST  
The Conflicts of Interest section should identify any potential conflicts of interest among the 
individuals involved with the proposed charter school and explain how conflicts will be addressed.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present full disclosure of any potential conflicts of interest 
and explain how conflicts, if any, will be addressed.  
Meets the Standard  
 
C18: FOOD SERVICES  
This section should describe how the school will address food services for its student body.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• A food service plan that will serve all eligible students.  
• A management plan that reflects a clear understanding of federal law and requirements if the 

charter school plans to participate in the National School Lunch program.  
Meets the Standard  
 
C19: PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT  
The Parental Involvement section should describe how parents or guardians of enrolled students, 
the school employees, and other members of the community will make a positive impact on the 
school and its educational program.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• A plan for involving parents and guardians in the school’s education programs; and  
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• A proposal that involves the parents of students, employees and the broader community in 
carrying out the terms of the charter.  

Meets the Standard  
 
C-20: WAIVERS  
The Waivers section should discuss all waivers requested from local or state law.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• Each law, rule, and standard by title, number, and description for which a waiver is requested;  
• A rationale for each waiver request; and  
• An explanation of the way that each waiver would assist in implementing the educational 

program of the charter and/or fulfilling the charter’s mission.  
Partially Meets the Standard  
 
Concerns and Additional Questions:  
See and respond to comments from Arkansas Department of Education legal staff. 
LEGAL COMMENTS 
 
Waivers Requested:  
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-10-106 Uniform Dates for Beginning and End of School Year  
The applicant should explain why this waiver is necessary if it will follow the calendar of the White 
Hall School District. 
This was an error.  RTCCS discussed following Sheridan School District’s calendar but decided 
to follow White Hall School District’s calendar.  This request should have been removed from our 
application before we submitted it. 
    
Arkansas Code Title VI, Chapter 17, Subchapter 4  
The applicant should specify which statues within Subchapter 4 it seeks waivers from.  
RTCCS is wishing to obtain waivers Teacher and Administrator Licensure requires.  We believe 
this would be in Arkansas Code 6-17-401.  We would also seek a waiver for Superintendent 
Licensure as stated in Arkansas Code 6-17-427. 

 
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-1302  
The applicant should clarify this waiver. The application appears to attempt to add licensed 
teachers to this statute to make the school employees minimum sick leave applicable to licensed 
educators. The Charter Authorizing Panel has authority to waive statutes, but not rewrite statutes. 
This waiver request was an error.  Please disregard. 
 
Waivers Not Requested:  
 
RTCCS would like to include the following requests for waivers that were not included in our 
original application.   
 
RTCCS would like to request a waiver of from Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-16-105 (United States 
Flag) General Provisions and from Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-16-106 (Arkansas State Flag) 
General Provisions.  We will be leasing the location for our charter and may not be able to place 
flags on the grounds.   We will attempt to include this in our lease agreement, but that agreement 
cannot be finalized until charter authorization and approval from the Commissioner of Education 
has approved the lease agreement.  If we are unable to place the flags on the grounds of the 
charter school, we will prominently display the United States Flag and the Arkansas State Flag in 
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an indoor area and will display the flags at school events.  Our students will be taught respect for 
the flags and will pledge allegiance the United States Flag at appropriate times. 
 
School Superintendent  
The applicant requested a waiver Ark. Code Ann. § 6-13-109. In order to effectuate this waiver, 
the applicant should also request a waiver of Section 15.01 of the Standard for Accreditation. 
RTCCS would like to request a waiver of Section 15.01 of the Standard for Accreditation.  This 
request along with our existing request for waiver from Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-13-109 would 
allow us the ability to meet the unique demands of hiring a superintendent of an open enrollment 
charter school. 
 
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-2201 et seq. Classified Employees Minimum Salary Act and Ark. 
Code Ann. § 6-17-2301 et seq. Classified Personnel Policies and Committees  
In order to effectuate this waiver, the applicant should request a waiver of Sections 5 and 8 of 
ADE Rules Governing School District Requirements for Personnel Policies, Salary Schedules, 
Minimum Salaries, and Documents Posted to District Websites.  

 
RTCCS would like to request a waiver of Sections 5 and 8 of the ADE Rules Governing School 
District Requirements for Personnel Policies, Salary Schedules, Minimum Salaries, and 
Documents Posted to District Websites to effectuate the request for waivers to Arkansas Code 
Ann. § 6-17-2201 et seq. Classified Employees Minimum Salary Act and Arkansas Code Ann.  
§ 6-17-2301 et seq. Classified Personnel Policies and Committees. 

 
It does not appear that the applicant requested a waiver of minimum compensation and personnel 
policies for licensed employees. The applicant should confirm its intention to abide by all statutes 
and rules regarding compensation and personnel policies of licensed employees.  
RTCCS would like to request a waiver from Arkansas Code Ann. §§ 6-17-201(c)(2), 6-17-2203, 
and 6-17-2403. RTCCS intends to pay certified and classified staff salaries and hourly rates 
based on their experience which are similar to and competitive with the salaries and rates of 
schools of similar size. 

 
English Language Learners  
The applicant did not budget any expenditures for English Language Learners “because of 
waiver.” No waiver was requested, and it is unclear what provisions of the English Language 
Learner requirements that the applicant would request to waive.  
The entry of “No fund because of waiver” for ELL was an error by RTCCS.  Please disregard.  
RTCCS will comply with the regulations and needs for any student with ELL requirements. 

 
In addition to English immersion, the charter will also offer small-group interventions and 
high-quality vocabulary instruction during the day.  Supplemental assignments and utilizing 
instructional activities that would present an opportunity for students with different English 
language proficiencies to work together in pairs in a structured environment may also be used to 
augment the charter's approach to English Language Learner Services.   

 
RTCCS did budget a $550 stipend for the staff member responsible for ensuring the charter 
complies with federal and state ELL regulations, recordkeeping and confidentiality regulations, 
and knowledge of diagnostic testing.  This staff member will be responsible for working with the 
teachers of students with ELL needs to ensure the instructional strategies that best fits the 
students are being used and for administering the annual ELDA testing requirements.  

 
RTCCS will work with the ADE to ensure all of the requirements for ELL are addressed and 
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satisfied.  If additional funding needs to be budgeted to cover travel or training expenses for the 
staff member responsible for ELL, RTCCS will work with the ADE to determine an appropriate 
amount to include in the budget. 

 
Health Services  
The applicant did not budget any expenditures for Health Services, but no waivers were 
requested. 
RTCCS did budget $20,000 for a part-time nurse to be contracted on line 117 of the Budget under 
V-HS1 along with $250 for supplies and $1000 for equipment in 2014-2015.  We also budgeted 
$20,400 for a part-time nurse to be contracted in 2015-2016 along with $350 for supplies and 
$500 for equipment. 
 
C-21: DESEGREGATION ASSURANCES  
The Desegregation Assurances section should describe the applicant’s understanding of 
applicable statutory and regulatory obligations to create and maintain a unitary system of 
desegregated public schools.  
 
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• Assurance that the charter school will comply with all applicable federal and state statutory  

and regulatory requirements regarding the creation and maintenance of desegregated public 
schools; and  

• An outline of the potential impact of the proposed charter school on those desegregation  
efforts already in place in affected public school districts.  

Partially Meets the Standard  
 
Concerns and Additional Questions:  
See and respond to comments from Arkansas Department of Education legal staff.  
LEGAL COMMENTS 
The applicant should describe the potential impact of the proposed charter school on the efforts of 
the affected public school district(s) to comply with court orders and statutory obligations to create 
and maintain a unitary system of desegregated public schools. The applicant should describe any 
desegregation obligations of the affected public school district(s) and how the applicant 
determined it will not impact any court order or statutory obligations. 
RTCCS will comply with all applicable federal and state statutory and regulatory requirements 
regarding the creation and maintenance of desegregated public schools. 
 
Based on information from other open-enrollment charter applications for open-enrollment charter 
schools affecting the Pulaski County Special School District (PCSSD), the federal District Court 
has determined the PCSSD is unitary in all respects concerning inter-district student assignment.  
PCSSD would therefore have no existing obligations to comply with court orders or statutory 
obligations to create and maintain a unitary system of desegregated public schools. 
 
A motion was filed by the Little Rock School District in 2010 to enforce the 1989 Settlement 
Agreement in the PCSSD Desegregation case.  The motion contended that an open-enrollment 
charter school within Pulaski County would interfere with M-M Stipulation and the Magnet 
Stipulation.  US District Judge D.P. Marshall, Jr. denied the motion and stated “The cumulative 
effect of open enrollment charter schools in Pulaski County on the stipulation magnet schools and 
M-to-M transfers has not, as a matter of law, substantially defeated the relevant purposes of the 
1989 Settlement Agreement, the magnet stipulation, or the M-to-M stipulation.”  Little Rock 
School District, et al. v. North Little Rock School District et al., Lorene Joshua et al., Arkansas 
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Virtual Academy, et al., Case No. 4:82-cv-00866-DPM, US District Court-Eastern Division of 
Arkansas Western Division, Document 4809. 
 
Based on this information, the 1989 Settlement Agreement does not contain any restrictions nor 
does there appear to be any existing federal District Court desegregation order that would prohibit 
the authorization of an open-enrollment charter school in Redfield due to it potentially enrolling 
students from the Pulaski County Special School District. 
 
C-22: SUSTAINABILITY OF THE PROGRAM  
The Sustainability section should describe the applicants’ plan to ensure continued success of the 
charter school over time.  
Evaluation Criteria:  
A response that meets the standard will present:  
• The names, experience, and qualifications of the individuals responsible for the application; 

and  
• The plan to ensure the sustainability of the charter in the future.  
Meets the Standard 
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ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
2013 APPLICATION  

OPEN-ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL 

A. GENERAL INFORMATION  

Name of Proposed Charter School:  

Grade Level(s) for the School: Student Enrollment Cap:   

Name of Sponsoring Entity:  

The applicant is an “eligible entity” under the following category (check one): 

Non-profit entities without the required Internal Revenue Service documentation are not 
eligible to be awarded charters; therefore, any applications submitted without the proper 
documentation will not be reviewed. 

Name of Contact Person:                                                                                                 

Address: _______________________________________ City:                                                        

ZIP:                        Daytime Phone Number: (       )                     FAX: (       )                      

Email:   

Charter Site 
Address: _____________________________ City: _______________________________ 

ZIP: ___________ Date of Proposed Opening:  _________________________ 72132

Chief Operating Officer 
of Proposed Charter (if known):   Title:   

Address:                                                              City:  

ZIP:                        Daytime Phone Number: (       )                      

Redfield Tri-County Charter School

5th - 8th 175

Redfield Tri-County Charter School

Larry O'Briant

712 Schoolwood Cove Redfield

72132 501 766-0082

redfieldtricountycharterschool@gmail.com

116 River Road Redfield

18 August 2014

an organization that is nonsectarian in its programs and operations, and is, ✖

a governmental entity; or

a private nonsectarian institution of higher education; 

a public institution of higher education; 

or will be, exempt from taxation under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal 
Revenue Code. (A copy of the entity's letter from the IRS reflecting tax exempt 
status or a copy of the entity's application for 501(c)(3) status must be 
included with the application. Articles of incorporation or a letter 
acknowledging non-profit status from the Secretary of State will not suffice.) 
To be eligible, an entity must hold or have applied for 501(c)(3) status at the 
time this charter application is filed. The entity must receive formal tax exempt 
status under §501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 prior to the first 
day of its operation with students.  
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The proposed charter will be located in the           School District. 

Provide a comprehensive list of all individuals, including but not limited to entity board 
members and charter school board members, involved in the organization and design of 
the proposed school as well as the proposed application process. Please note that Ark. 
Code Ann. §6-24-105 prohibits charter school board members from contracting with or 
being employed by the charter school except in certain limited circumstances. 

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

Name:__________________ Position:___________________ State of Residence:_____

List the current K-12 student enrollment of the district where the proposed public charter 
school would be located. 

 (Total District Enrollment) 

List the school districts from which the charter school expects to draw students.  

White Hall

Larry O'Briant President AR

James Kight Vice-President AR

Ann Tuck-Rowan Treasurer AR

Amanda Kight Secretary AR

Linda Banks Member AR

Todd Dobbins Member AR

Ronnie Meredith Member AR

2976

White Hall Sheridan Pulaski County Special
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B. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Provide the mission statement of the proposed school. 

Briefly describe the key programmatic features that the school will implement in order to 
accomplish the mission. 

RTCCS will strive to instill in each student core character values, a sense of community service, and a love of 
learning.  Students will be empowered to achieve academic excellence and will be cognizant of their potential to 
change themselves and their community. 

 

Key programmatic features RTCCS will implement in order to accomplish our mission are as follows: 
      *  Focus on college and career readiness for all students. 

*  Implementation of inquiry-based teaching methods (problem-based learning and project-based          
learning) as primary teaching method complimented with classical teaching method. 
*  Initiate communication with entities with the goal of developing partnerships.  These organizations would 
have expertise in areas such as engineering, science, math, and arts.  These partnerships will be utilized to 
bring in individuals from the community and surrounding areas to enrich our curriculum. 
*  Introduce students to the concept of core character values such as civic duty, honesty, respect, and 
kindness. 

      *  Strict discipline policy for behavior that detracts from the learning environment. 
      *  Introduction to computer technology as permitted by budgetary constraints. 

 *  Involvement in community service projects as permitted by budgetary constraints. 
 

Applicant Response:

Applicant Response:
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C. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED CHARTER SCHOOL

The applicant for the proposed charter school, if approved by the authorizer, agrees to 
operate the educational program described below in accordance with the provisions 
described within this document, Arkansas Code Annotated §6-23-101 et seq., the State 
Board of Education Rules Governing Charter Schools, and the attached assurances.  

Provide a narrative description of the various components of the proposed charter 
school by responding to the following prompts: 

1. Describe the results of the public hearing, which was held for the purpose of 
assessing support for the establishment of this public charter school.  Provide 
copies of supporting evidence.   

Attach documentation to demonstrate that each of the following requirements of 
Arkansas Code Annotated §6-23-302 was met: 

A. The notice of the public hearing was published on a weekly basis for at 
least three (3) consecutive weeks prior to the date of the hearing in a 
newspaper having general circulation in the school district in which the 
school will likely be located. 

B. The notice of the public hearing was not published in the classified or 
legal notice section of the newspaper. 

C. The last publication date of the notice was no less than seven days prior 
to the public meeting. 

D. Within seven calendar days following the first publication of the notice 
of the public hearing, emails announcing the public hearing were sent to 
the superintendent of each of the school districts from which the open- 
enrollment public charter school is likely to draw students for the purpose 
of enrollment and the superintendent of any district that is contiguous to 
the district in which the open-enrollment public charter school will be 
located.  

Applicant Response:

RTCCS held three public hearings in July 2013.  The locations for the public hearings were in the Redfield 
American Legion Building, the Lone Pine Missionary Baptist Church in Hensley, and the Orion Missionary Baptist 
Church which has a Redfield address but is in close proximity to the eastern portion of Grant County that RTCCS 
is targeting.   The meetings were published in the Arkansas Section of the Arkansas Democrat/Gazette on the 
three Sundays immediately preceding the meeting held on Monday, July 8.  The last publication of the notice was 
no less than seven days prior to the public meeting held on Monday, 8 July 2013.  The meetings were also 
published in the Sheridan Headlight on three consecutive Wednesdays beginning July 3rd.  Emails with the 
information for the public meetings were sent to the superintendents of each school district (White Hall, Sheridan, 
Pulaski County Special) within seven calendar days following the first publication of the notice of the public 
hearing.  Documentation for the first public hearing dates of publication, location of advertisement, and 
confirmation of payment are included in this application.  RTCCS was only required to have one public meeting 
and all documentation required for the charter application is included for the meeting held on 8 July 2013.  The 
documentation for the other meetings' advertisements in the Sheridan Headlight is not included as part of the 
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application. 
  
All of the meetings were held on Monday nights from 7:00 pm to 8:00 pm.  The meetings took place on July 8, 
July 15, and July 22.  RTCCS Board of Directors developed a tri-fold that was distributed to attendees of the 
meeting and developed a PowerPoint presentation that was presented at the meeting.  After the presentation, the 
floor was opened up so that those in attendance could ask questions of the RTCCS Board of Directors.  Three 
representatives from Sheridan School District attended the last meeting at Orion Missionary Baptist Church.  
They said if Redfield received charter authorization, they would support our efforts in whatever way they could.   
  
Questions were on-topic and brought about meaningful discussion during the meetings.  Attendees were 
supportive of our efforts to get a charter school authorized in Redfield.  Attendees were informed about the 
RTCCS web site and email address in case they thought of questions they wanted answered after the meeting 
ended.  After the meeting was concluded, members of the RTCCS Board of Directors were available to talk with 
individuals one-on-one.  No one present spoke in opposition to the charter school. 
  
Almost eight hundred (800) signatures on petitions, over forty (40) letters from parents, letters from local 
businesses, a letter from the Redfield mayor, Mayor Tony Lawhon, and a letter from State Representative Andy 
Mayberry have been collected in support of Redfield pursuing a charter school.  These documents are available 
for review. 
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2. Describe the governing structure of the open-enrollment charter school, including 
board composition, selection process, and responsibilities.  Also describe the role of  
the administrators, faculty, parents, students, and community members in the 
leadership and decision-making of the school. As part of your response, answer 
the following specific questions: 

A. Identify what individual, job position(s), or entity(s) will have final 
decision-making authority for the school in the areas of (1) finance and 
purchasing; (2) student discipline; (3) hiring and firing of staff; and (4) 
hiring and firing of the school director or superintendent. 

B. Specify how the final decision-maker(s) identified in response to (A)(3) 
will be selected or elected, including (1) length of term, (2) method of 
selection or election, and (3) who will have the authority to participate in 
the selection or election process. 

C. Explain how and to what extent the school’s leadership will 
be accountable to parents. 

Applicant Response:

The original board membership of Redfield Tri-County Charter School (RTCCS) was appointed by our parent 
organization, Keep Redfield Middle School.  The members of the RTCCS Board of Directors then voted on 
officers for the group.  The original members will retain their positions for up to five years to allow for stability 
while the school is established and grows to a school system servicing grades 5th through 12th. 
  

A.  The RTCCS Board of Directors will have final decision-making authority for the RTCCS in areas of 
finance and purchasing, hiring and firing of staff, and hiring and firing of the school director.  It will also 
have final decision-making authority on student discipline issues that have been appealed. 

B.   Once the school is established, the treasurer position will become a regular member and the Chief 
Financial Officer of the charter school will provide financial information to the board when necessary.  
The members (e.g. Member 1 (M1) through Member 7 (M7) will be representative of the following 
groups: 

  
M1  - nominations accepted for Jefferson County representative 
M2  - nominations accepted for a teacher or staff member of the charter school 
M3  - nominations from Parent Teacher Organization of parents who are members  
M4  - nominations accepted for a Redfield community representative  
M5  - nominations accepted for a Pulaski County representative 
M6  - nominations accepted for a Grant County or Saline County representative 
M7  - will be an at large position  
  
  
The current board members and the position they hold are as follows:  
  
M1  - Mr. Larry O'Briant, President, 40+ years of experience in education 
M2  - Mrs. Ann Tuck-Rowan, Treasurer, 15+ years in education 
M3  - Ms. Amanda Kight, Secretary 
M4  - Mr. Todd Dobbins, Member 
M5  - Mr. Ronnie Meredith, Member 
M6  - Mr. James Kight, Vice-President, 45+ years of experience in education 
M7  - Mrs. Linda Banks, Member, 32+ years of experience in education 
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Board members shall be sought who reflect the qualities, qualifications and diversity determined by the 
Board of Directors.  The Board of Directors shall present a slate of potential directors and officers for 
election by the Board of Directors at the Annual Meeting of the Board of Directors. 
  
The Board of Directors shall be self-perpetuating.  Each Director's term shall be for a term of one(1) year 
beginning on the date designated by the Board of Directors upon electing such Director and shall 
continue until such term ends and such director's successor has been elected and qualified, or until the 
director's death, resignation, or removal.  There shall be no limit to the number of terms, consecutive or 
otherwise, during which a person may serve as a director. 
  
Any director may resign at any time by giving written notice to the President or the Secretary.  Such 
resignation shall take effect at the time specified therein, and, unless otherwise specified therein, the 
acceptance of such resignation shall not be necessary to make it effective. 
  
The Board of Directors may remove any director or officer from his/her position by two thirds (2/3) vote 
of the entire Board of Directors at any regular or special meeting, provided that a written statement of 
the reason or reasons shall have been delivered to such Director or Officer at least thirty (30) days 
before any final action is taken by the Board of Directors.  Such statement shall be accompanied by a 
notice of the time when, and the place where, the Board it so take action on the removal.  The officer or 
director shall be given an opportunity to be heard by the Board of Directors at the time and place 
mentioned in the notice. 
  
The Board of Directors may fill vacancies on the Board of Directors that occur for any reason after the 
Annual Meeting of the Board of Directors. 
  
The original Board of Directors will remain in their positions until the charter has grown to a 5th through 
12th grade campus (which should be five years from the opening of the charter).  The members will start 
to be replaced gradually.  
  
An annual meeting of the Board of Directors for the election of directors and officers and such other 
business as may come before the meeting shall be held once a year, at such time and at such place, as 
may be fixed by the Board of Directors. 
  
During the annual board meeting the initial members of the Board of Directors who are ending their fifth 
year of service shall begin the process of rotating off the board.  Members M2, M3, M6, and M7 will 
rotate off the board after their fifth year of service.  The following year, members M1, M4, and M5 will 
rotate off the board. 
  

C.  The RTCCS Board of Directors will have at least one member representing the parents of RTCCS 
students once the school has grown to a 5th through 12th campus.  The parents will also be able to 
address the board during monthly meetings.  The school's leadership will take into consideration all 
suggestions brought to them from parents.  The school will also be responsible for providing all annual 
reports mandated by the state.  These reports will be accessible on the school's website or in hard-copy 
format if a parent requests it.  Teachers will also work with parents while educating their students.  There 
are also two scheduled parent-teach conferences during the school year where the teachers and staff 
will be available to parents.  Parents will have the opportunity to join a campus based parent/teacher 
organization which will afford them the opportunity to interact with teachers and staff.   
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3. Give the mission statement for the proposed charter school.   

4. Describe the educational need for the school.  Include the innovations that will  
distinguish the charter from other schools. 

RTCCS will strive to instill in each student core character values, a sense of community service, and a love of 
learning.  Students will be empowered to achieve academic excellence and will be cognizant of their potential to 
change themselves and their community. 

 

Applicant Response:

Applicant Response:

RTCCS will provide a quality option for those students that prefer a small school setting and/or shorter commutes 
to school.  A small school setting will afford the teachers and staff the opportunity to get to know each student 
and allow for the forging of relationships with the students and the ability to determine each student's strengths, 
weaknesses, and learning style.  It would also be beneficial for students that need to be able to participate in 
extracurricular activities for motivation to stay in school instead of dropping out.  Inquiry-based teaching methods 
might be more successful in educating those students that do not do well in a lecture-based setting.   
  
Middle school students in and around the Redfield area are spending between one and two hours riding the bus 
each day.  The majority (approximately 60%) of these students qualifies for free or reduced meal program.  
These students are at risk to have truancy issues, lower grades and/or test scores, and to experience exclusion 
from extracurricular activities due to the length of their bus ride.  The students are dependent on the school bus 
to get to and from school.  Many of their families do not have the income to transport them to/from school or 
cannot due to the demands of their jobs. The majority of parents work north of Redfield.  The location of our 
school would provide an opportunity to dramatically reduce the length of our students' bus ride and increase the 
chance of their parents being present for and involved in school activities after work.  Parental involvement in 
their child's education is extremely important. 
  
The families with children in and around Redfield are middle to low income families.  They choose to live in rural 
areas and would prefer to send their children to smaller schools if given that option.  There are students which 
are at risk for dropping out of high school if they attend a larger school.  These students need a smaller school to 
allow them to build relationships with teachers and fellow students.  Smaller schools provide a greater 
opportunity to participate in all activities and provide them a feeling of belonging in the student body.   
  
In the past four (4) years, there have been three (3) students from the Redfield area that started as sophomores 
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at the White Hall High School and dropped out of school within the first few weeks.  It is impossible to determine 
the exact reason the students dropped out, but it may have been related to the size of the school and those 
students' inability to thrive in a school environment of over nine hundred (900) students and forge relationships 
with their teachers and peers. 
  
Our school will provide students the opportunity to attend school in a community that strongly supports education. 
Based on information from the last census, Redfield was one of only two cities in Jefferson County to have 
growth.  Jefferson County is struggling with population and economic decline.  Schools play an important part of 
families' decision to move to a community.  Redfield has a long history (over one hundred years) of providing 
education for our children.  Our residents have bonded together to pursue getting a charter.  We have a group of 
people that have voluntarily devoted countless hours in this effort.   Close to eight-hundred (800) signatures were 
collected in support of a charter school in Redfield.  Our community is committed to providing a quality education 
and is determined to get the authorization for a charter school. 

The innovations that will distinguish our charter school from other schools are our focus on college and career 
readiness, inquiry-based teaching, our efforts to form partnerships with local entities to enrich students' 
experiences on projects and in exposure to different career opportunities, community involvement through 
community service projects, and the infusion of technology into the curricula.  Our students will become members 
of our school family and will leave our school with a love for learning.
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5. Describe the educational program to be offered by the charter school. 

Applicant Response:

The educational program of the RTCCS shall consist of grades five (5) through grade eight (8) during year one 
(2014-2015).  RTCCS plans to have twenty-five (25) students in 5th grade and fifty (50) students in each of the 
6th, 7th, and 8th grades the first year of operation.    We will add at least one grade annually until the campus is a 
5th through 12th campus.   

The educational program will focus on college and career readiness for all students.  The educational program 
will be designed to specifically target career preparation.  As students mature, they see themselves in a particular 
career in their future.  The study of career pathways will be incorporated into the curriculum and students 
throughout all grade levels will be exposed to future possible career pathways.  At the beginning of the 
2014-2015 school year, all students in all grades will participate in a career interest inventory.  The career 
inventory will be grade level specific and be “user friendly” for the targeted ages.  The results of these inventories 
will assist teachers with curriculum planning for the school year.  At the end of the 2014-2015 school year, the 
students will be assessed again to allow teachers to prepare for the upcoming year.  The assessments will be 
done at the end of each year for years following the 2014-2015 school year.  New students will be assessed 
when enrolled.  Standardized career inventory assessments such as Explore, Plan and Kuder will be used at the 
appropriate times with the appropriate grade levels. The school will use all resources available throughout the 
community as well as area wide to provide students the accurate knowledge base concerning the requirements 
of specific careers and the knowledge base needed to adequately pursue and be successful in a specific career 
area.  Students will also participate in interview scenarios that will be incorporated into both the Language Arts 
and Career and Technical curricula.  

As students progress through the educational program, they will become more exposed to various career 
interests.  As the charter school grows, more in depth educational opportunities such as concurrent credit 
programs or apprenticeship programs will be added.  As these happen, the students will not only be allowed, but 
encouraged to participate in post-secondary courses (both college and vocational).  These may be taken through 
either distance learning opportunities provided at the charter school or at a post-secondary institution that the 
charter school has contracted with to provide such courses.  The leadership and faculty will work closely with 
Career and Technical Education as well as colleges and vocational schools to establish programs of study that 
address the interests of the students.   

Students may be exposed to various learning and instructional strategies but the foundational base of instruction 
throughout all curricular areas in all grades will focus on Project-Based learning strategies. The educational 
program will incorporate the use of technology into as many aspects of the curriculum as possible in order to 
prepare student for future college and career opportunities.  The use of technology in conjunction with the 
projects and assignments will be implemented as budgetary constraints allow.  Our school will foster an 
atmosphere where education is valued and students will be encouraged to build relationships with their fellow 
students and teachers.  The use of groups during the project-based learning activities will encourage the 
development of these relationships along with providing opportunities to strengthen communication and 
interpersonal skills.  Cross-curricular instruction will allow teacher flexibility with instruction and allow multiple 
presentation opportunities of specific frameworks to ensure student mastery. 
  
The continuation or renewal of the RTCCS open-enrollment public charter is contingent on acceptable student 
performance on assessment instruments adopted by the State Board and on compliance with any accountability 
provision specified by the open-enrollment public charter.  RTCCS will strive to improve student performance on 
assessment instruments adopted by the State Board. 
  
Our intent is for all students to become part of our school community.  It will also be a priority for us to involve 
community members.  Volunteers will be a part of our school community as well.  We will work with local 
community service organizations to involve our students and staff in projects to help individuals, families, and 
organizations in our community.  As a charter school, we will also be working closely with our parents to raise 
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funds as needed, to tackle projects around the school, and to be actively involved in their child's education and 
extracurricular activities. 
  
Our immediate goal will be to improve the students' interest and involvement in their education.  This will help 
reduce truancy and behavior issues for our students if they have a history of these issues.  Our long-term goal is 
to instill the love of learning in each and every student.  We realize that not every student will continue on to 
college.  Their path may lead them to a technical school, a vocational school, or directly into the job market.  
Whatever their path, they will enjoy success if they are life-long learners.  
  
Teachers and staff will utilize professional development networks.  These networks will allow our personnel to 
take-part in free on-line professional development courses in project-based learning.  It will also provide a means 
for our personnel to collaborate with other teachers instructing their students using the inquiry-based methods.  
One example of such a resource is Buck Institute for Education (www.bie.org). 
  
RTCCS will also apply to become members of the Arkansas Public School Resource Center (APSRC).  This 
organization will provide consulting and guidance in areas such as law, finance, technology, teaching and 
learning and will be a valuable asset and resource as we navigate establishing our charter school.   
  
Core character values will be taught.  It is our intent to work with Charter Education Partnership (CEP) and to 
pursue becoming a National School of Character.  CEP works to combine all facets  - educators, students, 
parents, and community  - to create safe, caring, and respectful schools where students flourish academically 
and do the right thing.  Until we can go through the application process for CEP, we will focus on character 
values and select a “Student of the Month” from each grade that exhibits the character value being emphasized.  
Service of others will also be emphasized.  Experience with community service will allow the students to realize 
the joy that comes from helping others and helping their community.  It will allow them to realize the power they 
have as an individual to bring positive change to themselves and others. 
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6. List the specific measurable goals in reading, reading comprehension, 
mathematics, and mathematic reasoning based on the state mandated 
assessments, and any other assessment tools if used, for improving student 
academic achievement for each year of the public charter school’s initial five-year 
period.  For each goal, include the following: 

• The tool to be used to measure the academic performance; 
• The level of performance that will demonstrate success; and 
• The timeframe for the achievement of the goal. 

Applicant Response:

The school will use several different methods of assessment to measure the academic achievement and 
educational progression of the students.  The data derived from the students performance on the various 
assessments will directly impact the development and of curriculum, delivery of instruction, impact revisions of 
student education plans as well as the evaluation of the educational goals of the school. 

The school will use the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) and the Arkansas Comprehensive Testing, Assessment, 
and Accountability Program (ACTAAP) for all applicable grades.  The school will also work with The Learning 
Institute to develop specific assessments to better evaluate student needs and performance.  As the school adds 
grades to which these do not apply, other assessments will be applied.  Career inventory assessments such as 
Explore, Plan and Kuder will also be used.  As grades are added other assessments such as End of Course, 
Qualls and other assessments will be used. 

The Redfield Tri-County Charter School's scores in Reading, Reading Comprehension, Mathematics and 
Mathematic Reasoning will meet or exceed AYP in all content areas annually within the school's initial five (5) 
year period.  

Individual student scores will demonstrate increased improvement and students scoring below basic and basic 
will decrease annually while increasing proficient and advanced student scores within the school's initial five (5) 
year period. 

Students will be required to pass school developed assessments at the end of each semester to determine the 
student's mastery of the Student Learner Expectations (SLE) specific to the course.  Students will be required to 
pass at a rate of 70% in each course taken. 
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7. Describe the process that will be used to develop and align the curriculum 
with the Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and the curriculum requirements 
of the Common Core State Standards as adopted by the State Board of 
Education. 

RTCCS will offer a curriculum consisting of instruction in Language Arts, Math, Science, Social Studies, Fine 
Arts, Physical Education and Health.  Instruction in each of these content areas will be fully aligned with and 
follow the Arkansas Common Core State Standards.  The curriculum will be driven by an emphasis in college 
and career preparation.  It is the desire of the school to educate students as to the opportunities that are 
available to them, the requirements of the specific career path they may choose and give them the 
comprehensive educational foundation to be successful in their career choice.  It is paramount that students 
receive an educational foundation on which to build future career skills.  Utilizing career prep lessons infused 
into the frameworks will give students a greater appreciation and understanding of why they may “need to know” 
specific information contained throughout the curriculum. 
  
The principal will take the lead on aligning the RTCCS curriculum with the Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and 
the curriculum requirements of the Common Core State Standards as adopted by the State Board of Education.  
Time will be spent researching and becoming familiar with the Common Core Standards and developing 
approaches to align the RTCCS curriculum with them.  RTCCS has also allocated money to procure the services 
of a Curriculum Alignment Specialist as a consultant, if necessary.  The Curriculum Alignment Specialist will 
have a substantial working knowledge of the Arkansas education standards and be able to offer multiple 
solutions on how to align the RTCCS to the frameworks and standards.

Applicant Response:
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  8. Describe the manner in which the school will make provisions for the following 
student services, even in those areas for which a waiver is requested: 

A)  Guidance program; 
Applicant Response:

RTCCS is requesting a waiver for the Education Code requiring a guidance program and an on-campus certified 
counselor.  The principal and teachers will be equipped to give students advice.  The staff will be informed that 
their job duties will include the counselor responsibilities.  The school will have a guidance program that 
encompasses many of the traditional aspects of a contemporary guidance program but with a specific 
components (individual career plans, administer alternative career centered assessments, etc.) added that will 
allow for more accurate development of the students educational program.  RTCCS plans on adding a full time 
guidance counselor in the second year of operation. 
 

 B)  Health services; 
Applicant Response:

A waiver will be requested for the requirements of Health Services.  RTCCS will be contracting out the health 
services.  These services will include keeping medical records in accordance with privacy statutes, attending to 
students with minor illnesses, providing aid until emergency responders arrive on site for serious injuries, and 
the responsibility of creating and maintaining the campus health and safety policies. 
 

C)  Media center; 
Applicant Response:

A waiver will be requested for the requirements of a Media Center.  RTCCS will have a media center with a 
minimum of 3000 books.  There will also be at least one computer in the media center for students to use the 
first year of our school's operation.  Computers will be added to the media center as budgetary constraints allow. 
There will be a part-time media specialist available to instruct the students on the use of the computer and the 
development of research skills. 
 

D)  Special education; 
Applicant Response:

RTCCS will not request a waiver from the requirements of a special education program.  The school will provide 
all necessary services for students identified with special needs.  A special education teacher will be responsible 
for all aspects of the school's special education services program, work cooperatively with parents, teachers and 
others concerning identification and assessment of students, development and implementation of student 
individual education plans and compliance with all federal and state guidelines concerning the program.  RTCCS 
will provide an Individual Education Program for each student with a disability.  Our staff will diligently work to 
provide students with disability the accommodations and services they need to be successful in school.  
Parents, teachers, and school administrators will work together as a team to provide an optimum learning 
opportunity for the students with disabilities. 
 

E)  Transportation; 
Applicant Response:

RTCCS bus routes will not be a traditional route.  We plan on providing “satellite pick-up” for students using fully 
certified bus drivers.  Satellite pick-up location will be identified where the students will be picked up and 
dropped off.  The district will either provide maintenance or secure a routine maintenance agreement with a 
qualified mechanic to ensure safe maintenance and operation of the buses.  Over time and as budgetary 
constraints allow, our transportation methodology could transform into a more traditional bus route. 
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F)  Alternative education, including Alternative Learning Environments;  

Applicant Response:

RTCCS has asked for a waiver for the exclusion of Alternate Learning Environments at this time.  We will be 
using a variety of teaching methods and the small school setting will allow teachers and staff to know each 
student.  The RTCCS educational approach will allow the teachers to identify each student's strengths and 
weaknesses and convey information accordingly.  Our approach will provide additional instructional time each 
day to address any educational weaknesses.  We will also have a strict disciplinary policy to control any 
behavior that might distract students. 
 

G) English Language Learner (ELL) instruction 

Applicant Response:

RTCCS will administer the English Language Development Assessment (ELDA) as required by the ADE.  The 
test administer will complete all necessary training before administering the ELDA and meet any other 
requirement specified by the ADE.  The school will utilize the results of the ELDA to determine what type of 
English Language instruction is appropriate for the ELL student.  The majority of the students will be assisted 
through English immersion.   
 

H)  Gifted and Talented Program. 
Applicant Response:

RTCCS has asked for a waiver for the exclusion of a gifted and talented program at this time.  RTCCS intends 
to identify students who will benefit from an accelerated educational program and incorporate learning strategies 
into the student's individual instructional program to enhance the educational process for the students.  RTCCS 
plans on implementing a gifted and talented program at a later time when budgetary constraints allow and as the 
student population qualifying for gifted and talented program grows. 
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9. Describe the geographical area to be served by the charter.  List all school 
districts within the geographical area likely to be affected by the open-
enrollment public charter school. 

RTCCS will service the city of Redfield and its surrounding areas within a 8-10 mile radius.  This will include the 
eastern portion of Grant County and a small area in Saline County which falls under the Sheridan School 
District.  We will also serve areas in Jefferson County which are located in the White Hall School District.  These 
areas include Redfield and Jefferson.  To the north, we will serve the Hensley and Woodson Lateral areas in 
Pulaski County Special School District.  We expect that approximately 100 of the students will be from the White 
Hall School District with the other students coming equally from the Sheridan School District and the Pulaski 
County Special School District. 
 

Applicant Response:
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10. Describe the plan for the school officials to provide an annual report to parents, 
the community, and the authorizer that demonstrates the progress made by
the charter school during any previous academic year in meeting its academic
performance objectives.  (See ADE Rules Governing Standards for
Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools and School Districts.) 

RTCCS will comply with annual progress report requirements as stated in the Arkansas Department of 
Education Rules of Governing Public Charter Schools, Section 6.03.1.4 and in the Standards for Accreditation, 
Standard II, Goals and Administration of Arkansas Public Schools and School Districts, if it applies to charters. 
  
Feedback from parents and the community will be used to annually develop a comprehensive progress report.  
This report will include updated data regarding student performance, program objectives, and accreditation 
standards.  RTCCS will also create a School Improvement Plan annually to project campus needs and to identify 
any deficiencies so they can be corrected.  All reports will be based on Arkansas Department of Education 
regulations and guidelines.   
  
Annual reports will be published in a newspaper with general circulation in the district where the charter school is 
located.  The reports will also be published on the RTCCS web site.  Current guidance mandates these reports 
will be published no later than November 15.  Printed copies of the reports will be available for review at RTCCS. 
  
RTCCS will host an annual public gathering in order to provide information regarding the educational program 
and campus policies and goals.  This public gathering will be publicized using flyers sent home with students 
and posted in the local area and on the RTCCS web site.   This public gathering will allow for parents, students, 
and any interested parties to exchange ideas and suggestions regarding the educational program, the school 
campus, and the content of the annual report. 
  
The school will be in compliance with rules and regulations concerning annual reports to the parents through 
public meetings, board meetings and website requirements.  As performance data becomes available for the 
school, the school will provide that information as required by state code and rules and regulations that apply.  
 

Applicant Response:
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11. Describe the enrollment criteria and student admission, recruitment and 
selection processes for the proposed public charter school.   

All students are welcome at RTCCS.   Students must be able to provide a transcript from the school they are 
moving from to attend RTCCS.  RTCCS will not discriminate in our admissions policy on the basis of gender, 
national origin, race, ethnicity, religion, disability, or academic or athletic eligibility.  RTCCS may exclude a 
student who has been expelled from another public school district in accordance with Title 6 of the Arkansas 
Code. 
  
Students will be recruited from the city of Redfield and other surround communities like Jefferson and Hensley 
as well as students in the eastern portion of Grant County and the portion of Saline County that are part of the 
Sheridan School District that are within a 8-10 mile radius of Redfield.  RTCCS will use methods such as our 
internet presence (www.redfieldtricountycharterschool.org), direct mailings, flyers, and newspaper 
advertisements to inform the public about our school.  
  
If more applications are submitted than RTCCS has openings, an admission lottery will be held.  Each 
application will be assigned a number.  A random, anonymous lottery will take place in order to allow all eligible, 
interested students an equal opportunity to enroll at the campus.  The lottery will take place at the RTCCS 
campus.  It will be governed by the director, as well as being overseen by a community leader, the RTCCS 
principal, and any available campus staff.  The need for a lottery will be posted on the campus website and the 
Arkansas Department of Education Public Charter School Program Coordinator will be notified in advance of the 
lottery.  Siblings of existing students will be given preference and would not have to participate in the admission 
lottery.  The numbers assigned to the existing applications will be put in a container and drawn and recorded in 
the order they were drawn.  The number of students selected would depend on the number of openings and 
whether there were any siblings of existing students in the application pool.  The record of the order the 
applications were drawn would be kept in case those that were selected were unable to attend.  The next 
application on the list would then be notified of their selection.  The waiting list is valid until the next time RTCCS 
is required to conduct a random, anonymous student selection. 

 

Applicant Response:
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Check which of the following enrollment preferences, as permissable in 
Arkansas Code Annotated §6-23-306(14)(C), would be allowed at the charter 
school. 

It is affirmed that a random, anonymous student selection method will be 
utilized in the event that more students apply for admission to the open-
enrollment public charter school than can be accommodated under the terms 
of the charter, except as allowed for in Arkansas Code Annotated  
§6-23-306(14)(C). 

If it is believed that the use of a weighted lottery is required by federal court or 
administrative order, explain and furnish a copy of the order. 

Children of founding members of the charter school 
Siblings of enrolled students ✖

No enrollment preferences  (No other boxes may be checked in order to select this option.)

No

Yes✖

Applicant Response:

It is not believed that a weighted lottery will be required by a federal court or administrative order.
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12. Summarize the job descriptions of the school director and other key personnel. 
Specify the qualifications to be met by professional employees (administrators, 
teachers, counselors, etc.) of the program.  List the types of administrative 
positions, teaching positions, and support positions for the school. 

Applicant Response:

RTCCS will not discriminate on the basis of race, sex, national origin, ethnicity, religion, age, or disability in 
employment decisions, including hiring and retention of administrators, teachers, and other employees whose 
salaries or benefits are derived from any public moneys.  Waivers for licensure will be requested for all positions 
requiring an Arkansas Teaching License.  However, the school will make every effort to employ certified 
personnel in all positions that would typically require a teaching license in a typical public school. 

  

DIRECTOR 

The director will be the chief officer of the school and responsibilities will include but not be limited to 
development and application of board policy, long term planning for fiscal and facility needs, directing and 
informing the school board regarding the operations of the school, direct and oversee all aspects of maintenance 
and operations of the school, preparation and implementation of budgets, recommendation of staff to the board 
for employment and other employment matters (to include development of and issuing of employment contracts), 
the day to day operations of the school, develop community relations and work with the community and outside 
instructional entities to facilitate the educational program and direction of the school. 

Desired requirements: Must have a Master's Degree in an education related area from an accredited college or 
university with preferred emphasis in educational administration with a minimum of five years of experience in 
public education in Arkansas. 

  

PRINCIPAL 

The principal will be the instructional leader of the school.  The responsibilities of  the principal will include but not 
be limited to the development and implementation of all curriculum, course scheduling, assignment of personnel, 
supervision of auxiliary programs (counseling, special education, etc.) associated with the school, educational 
planning for all students, design of professional development for staff, supervision and evaluation of faculty and 
staff of the school, develop and participate in partnerships with the community and parents, management of the 
school facilities, student supervision and discipline and day to day planning and operations of the school. 

Desired requirements: Must have a Master's Degree in an education related area from an accredited college or 
university with preferred emphasis in educational administration with a minimum of three years of experience in 
public education in Arkansas. 

  

FINANCIAL OFFICER/BOOKEEPER 

This position will be responsible for processing activities in bank accounts, teacher benefit and payroll 
information, financial record keeping, purchase orders, application for bids, development of contacts, etc.  

Desired requirements: Must have two years of college, vocational or equivalent training in business or finance 
and/or two years of experience, preferably in an educational setting. 
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TEACHERS 

The responsibilities of the teachers will include but not be limited to the delivery of the components of the 
instructional program, develop framework based curriculum based on the Common Core State Standards, design 
and implement daily planning to facilitate instruction of the curriculum using project-based, traditional and other 
applicable instructional strategies, monitor and evaluate student progress, prepare and participate in parent 
conferences, develop lines of communication with parents and participate in meetings as necessary with 
community outside educational entities.   

Desired requirements: Must have a Bachelor's Degree in or education from an accredited college or university 
with a minimum of one year of experience in public education in Arkansas and/or meet requirements for a Highly 
Qualified Teacher. 

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER 

The responsibilities of the special education teacher will include but not be limited to all aspects of the school's 
special education services program, work cooperatively with parents, teachers and others concerning 
identification and assessment of students, development and implementation of student individual education plans 
and compliance with all federal and state guidelines concerning the program. 

Desired requirements: Must have a Bachelor's Degree in special education from an accredited college or 
university with a minimum of one year of experience in public education in Arkansas and/or meet requirements 
for a Highly Qualified Teacher. 

  

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDE 

Instructional aide assists the teacher with facilitating student learning progress.  Aides will assist teachers in all 
areas of work and assist students with academics.  

Desired requirements:  Must have an Associate's degree or equivalent from an accredited college or university.  
Six months to one year related experience or training is preferred. 

  

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 

The responsibilities of the administrative staff will include but not be limited to support of daily operations of the 
district office and school.  These duties include managing the day to day office operations, clerical duties and 
maintaining student database. 

Desired requirements: Must have two years of college, vocational or equivalent training and/or two years of 
experience managing an office environment, preferably in an educational setting. 

NURSE 

The nurse identifies and treats health disorders among students and provides instruction in the maintenance of 
good health and disease prevention.  The nurse evaluates the physical conditions of students and refers students 
to appropriate resources.  This position will be satisfied by contracting out the service. 

Desired requirements:  Completion of training necessary for licensing as a registered nurse in the State of 
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Arkansas and must be certified by the American Nurses' Association (ANA) or the National Association of School 
Nurses (NASN). 

  

MEDIA SPECIALIST 

The Media Specialist provides students and faculty with resources to supplement curriculum and is responsible 
for supervising and maintaining all media resources, including the use and checking out of these resources, the 
Library Media Center (LMC) and all Library Media Program (LMP) activities. 

Desired Requirements: Must have a Bachelor's degree and state certification as a school Library Media 
Specialist.  A Master's Degree in Educational Technology, Master of Library Science or comparable degree is 
preferred. 
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13. Explain how the school will conduct its business office. Tell about business office 
personnel and describe the process by which the school governance will adopt
an annual budget. 

The district will practice accounting and business procedures that are considered generally accepted and will 
participate in the financial portion of the Arkansas Public School Computer Network (APSCN).  The financial 
records will also be subject to audit annually through the State Division of Legislative Audit. 

The business office will be responsible for the financial operations of the district and will be under the direct 
supervision of the Director.  The district will employ a financial officer/bookkeeper who will be responsible for the 
overall day to day financial operations of the district.  This position will be responsible for processing activities in 
bank accounts, teacher benefit and payroll information, financial record keeping, purchase orders, application for 
bids, development of contacts, etc.  Multiple approvals and signatures will be required on all transactions.  
Monthly reconciliations, periodic checks of procedural guidelines as well as other measures will be in place to 
insure the integrity of the schools financial system.   

A purchase order system will be used for all purchases required for the district.   A minimum of three (3) bids will 
be obtained for all purchases over five hundred dollars.  Purchases less than or equal to five hundred dollars will 
require the signature and approval of the principal and the bookkeeper.  Purchases greater than five hundred 
dollars but less than or equal to five thousand dollars will require the signature of the director and bookkeeper.  
Purchases in excess of five thousand will require board approval and the signature of the director and board 
president.  A list of all purchases made since the last board meeting will be presented to the RTCCS Board of 
Directors at each of the monthly meetings. 

All legal and contractual agreements concerning loans and bonds, facilities (purchase or lease of land, buildings, 
equipment, etc.), investments, etc. will be approved by the board and signed by the director and board president 
no matter the cost.   

 No lease will be entered into unless it is approved by the Commissioner of Education as long as the 
Commissioner of Education's approval is required by the Arkansas Department of Education.  All lease 
agreements shall be evidenced by a lease or sublease agreement and be approved by the Board of Directors 
and signed by the Director after the lease has been approved by the Commissioner of Education.  The lease 
agreement shall identify all the terms and conditions of the lease.   

 

Applicant Response:
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14. Describe the manner in which an annual audit of the financial and programmatic 
operations of the school will be conducted. If the school wishes to request that 
the authorizer allow a licensed accountant or licensed certified public
accountant, rather than the Legislative Auditor, to perform the first-year audit,
identify the accountant by name, firm, address, and phone number. The named
 accountant must meet the requirements of ADE Rules Governing Publicly
Funded Educational Institution Audit Requirements, including the prohibition
on auditors providing non-audit services (such as accounting or consulting
services) to auditees. A school’s preference as stated in this application
may not be changed without prior approval of the authorizer.

Applicant Response:

RTCCS shall prepare an annual certified audit of the financial condition and transactions of our school on or 
before 30 June each year in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United State and 
Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States.  The audit will also 
contain any other data as determined by the State Board for all public schools. 

RTCCS will work with the Division of Legislative Auditor to prepare the required annual financial audit for our 
school.  The RTCCS Board of Directors will review the scope and results of the audit.  Any identified 
consequential irregularities and any identified weaknesses will be reported to the Board of Directors.  The Board 
of Directors will be responsible for developing a corrective action plan to address items noted by the auditor. 

RTCCS will adhere to the practices below to ensure programmatic quality: 

1. Continuous in-house academic program assessment 

2. Ensure appropriate action is taken as issues related to school programs arise 

3. Annual creation of a School Improvement Plan to identify and address areas that may be lacking 

4. Review of curriculum to ensure its alignment with Common Core state standards 
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15. It is affirmed that the public charter school will participate in the Arkansas Public 
School Computer Network, as required by state statute and by State Board of 
Education rule, for reporting both education data and financial data, including 
grant funds or private donations received directly by the charter school. 

16. Describe the facilities to be used.  Give the present use of the facility. If the 
facility to be used for the school is a facility of a school district, describe the terms 
established by the local school board of the district stipulating the relationship 
between the proposed public charter school and the district pertaining to the use 
of the facility. Attach a copy of the agreement, signed by the president of the local 
school board, the chair or president of the governing body of the proposed open-
enrollment public charter school, and the chief operating officer of the proposed 
charter. If the facility is not operated by a school district, attach a copy of the 
Facilities Utilization Agreement, signed by the entity owning or operating the 
facility and the chief operating officer of the proposed charter. A proposed lease 
may also be submitted but is not required. Please note that any lease or other 
debt must be approved by the Commissioner of Education. 

Applicant Response:

Yes✖

No

RTCCS will be leasing land from the Redfield United Methodist Church (RUMC).  Modular buildings will be 
leased to provide necessary space for classrooms, dining facility/PE area, and office space.  RUMC also has a 
home on their property that may be leased in addition to the land.  If an acceptable agreement can be reached, 
the home could be used for administrative office space.  There are no known establishments within a half mile of 
the land that participate in the sale of alcohol.  RTCCS will not allow students into the buildings until the school 
has obtained a certificate of occupancy issued by the local code official approved by the state fire marshal, a 
certificate of occupancy or other approval of the state fire marshal, or a certificate of substantial completion 
issued by a licensed architect.  The occupancy limits of the facility will be determined by the local code official or 
state fire marshal. 

RTCCS has done extensive research on the cost of the modular buildings.  This research is being utilized to 
complete the budget portion of the charter application with accurate cost information.  RTCCS will ensure the 
buildings meet all federal, state, and local codes.  Once the charter has been authorized, RTCCS will follow the 
applicable procedures for obtaining bids from contractors for leasing the modular buildings (along with the 
delivery and set-up fees).  The RTCCS Board of Directors has members with extensive experience in the 
continued operations, maintenance, and repairs of facilities. 

This location is different than the location submitted on the RTCCS letter of intent.  Issues arose pertaining to the 
requirement to have a sewer treatment facility based on the number of students at our original location.  The cost 
to correct the issues was prohibitive based on budgetary constraints.  RTCCS found an alternate location to be 
the home for the charter school.
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Identify the owner(s) of the proposed facility and describe their relationship, 
if any, with: 

(1) Members of the local board of the public school district where the 
proposed open-enrollment public charter school will be located, 

(2) Employees of the public school district where the proposed 
open-enrollment public charter school will be located, 

(3) The eligible entity sponsoring the open-enrollment public 
charter school, or 

(4) Employees/directors/administrators of the sponsoring entity 
or proposed open-enrollment public charter school. 

Applicant Response:

The Redfield United Methodist Church owns the land that will be leased for the portable buildings.  
  
(1)  Currently there is no known relationships between the owners of the land and the members of the local board 
of the public school district where the proposed open-enrollment public charter school will be located. 
(2)  Currently there are at least three members of the Redfield United Methodist Church that are employees of 
the public school district where the proposed open-enrollment public charter school will be located.   
(3)  Currently there is one member of the Redfield United Methodist Church that is a member of the Redfield Tri-
County Charter School Board of Directors. 
(4)  Currently there are no known relationships between the owners of land and the employees/directors/
administrators of the sponsoring entity or proposed open-enrollment public charter school. 
 

The facility will comply with all requirements for accessibility in accordance with 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act (IDEA) and all other state and federal laws and local zoning 
ordinances. 

If the facility does not currently meet these requirements, provide a list of items 
that will need to be addressed to bring the facility into compliance. Also include a 
statement of permissible uses for the facility from the local zoning authority, and 
whether there are any alcohol sales within 1,000 feet of the facility. 

Yes✖

No

Applicant Response:

At this time, RTCCS is only leasing land from the Redfield United Methodist Church.  The leased modular 
buildings that RTCCS plans on using will be compliant with ADA, IDEA, and all other state and federal laws and 
local zoning ordinances.  There are no known establishments within a half mile of the land that participate in the 
sale of alcohol.   
  
The local zoning authority provided RTCCS with the following information pertaining to the RUMC land: 
  
It is my understanding that the above referenced school is to sit modular buildings behind the Methodist Church 
building on River Road. This location is permitted for this use. The subject property is located in Zone R-2. 
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Permitted use in Zone R-2 includes public schools, parks, churches, and educational buildings. It will still be 
necessary for the any new buildings to meet minimum set-back and spacing dimensions. 

If you have any additional questions, please contact me. 

Jim Ferguson, P.E. 

Chairman, Redfield Planning and Zoning Commission 

jim.ferguson@carkw.com 
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the application (the contact person, chief operating officer, board members, 
and other individuals), identify any family or financial relationship which may 
exist between that individual and: 

(A) Any other individual specifically identified by name in Section A of the 
application; 

(B) Any individual or entity with whom the sponsoring entity or charter 
school has contracted, or intends to contract, to provide any services 
or products for the proposed charter school; and/or 

(C) The owner(s) of the facilities to be used. 

For the purpose of this standard, an individual has a financial relationship 
with another individual or entity if he or she: 

(1) Receives compensation or benefits directly or indirectly from the 
entity or individual; 

(2) Is an officer, director, partner, employee, or owner of more than 5% 
of the shares of an entity that is a corporation, partnership, sole 
proprietorship, or LLC; and/or 

(3) Has a family member (spouse, sibling, parent or child, or the spouse 
of a sibling, parent, or child) who is an officer, director, partner, 
employee, or owner of more than 5% of the shares of an entity that is 
a corporation, partnership, sole proprietorship, or LLC. 

17. For each and every individual specifically identified by name in Section A of 

Applicant Response:

James Kight, Vice-President of RTCCS Board of Directors is the father of member, Amanda Kight.  Mr. Kight has 
no other family or financial relationships with any other RTCCS Board of Directors members, any individual or 
entity with whom the sponsoring entity or charter school has contracted, or intends to contract, to provide any 
services or products for the proposed charter school, or the owner(s) of the facilities (land) to be used. 

Amanda Kight, member of the RTCCS Board of Directors is the daughter of Vice-President, James Kight.  Ms. 
Kight is also a member of the Redfield United Methodist Church (RUMC).  RUMC will be leasing land to RTCCS 
for the charter school.  Ms. Kight has no other family or financial relationships with any other RTCCS Board of 
Directors members, any individual or entity with whom the sponsoring entity or charter school has contracted, or 
intends to contract, to provide any services or products for the proposed charter school, or the owner(s) of the 
facilities (land) to be used. 

Mr. Larry O'Briant attends RUMC but is not currently a member of RUMC. 

Larry O'Briant, Ann Tuck-Rowan, Linda Banks, and Ronnie Meredith have no known family or financial 
relationships with any other RTCCS Board of Directors members, any individual or entity with whom the 
sponsoring entity or charter school has contracted, or intends to contract, to provide any services or products for 
the proposed charter school, or the owner(s) of the facilities (land) to be used. 

Todd Dobbins, member of the RTCCS Board of Directors is the husband of Stacy Dobbins, owner of Dobbins 
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Contracting.  Dobbins Contracting may be a bidder on projects that RTCCS contracts out.  Mr. Todd Dobbins is 
also the owner of Dobbins Trucking.  Dobbins Trucking may be a bidder on projects that RTCCS contracts out if 
Arkansas code §6-24-105  allows.  If either of the Dobbins' companies are capable of performing the specified 
work, meet Arkansas code §6-24-105  requirements, and are the lowest bid, they would be awarded the contract.  
Procedures will be put in place to get competitive bids on all projects and to ensure bids are confidential until 
being reviewed by the RTCCS Board of Directors.
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Explain the procedures to be followed if a conflict of interest is identified. The 
procedures must ensure that all actions are in the best interest of the school and 
the students at the school. 

Applicant Response:

In connection with any actual or possible conflict of interest, an interested person must disclose the existence of 
the financial interest and be given the opportunity to disclose all material facts to the directors and members of 
the committees with governing board delegated powers considering the proposed transaction or arrangement. 

After disclosure of the financial interest and all material facts, and after any discussion with the interested person, 
he/she shall leave the governing board or committee meeting while the determination of a conflict of interest is 
discussed and voted upon.  The remaining board or committee members shall decide if a conflict of interest 
exists. 

Procedures To Address The Conflict of Interest 

a.  An interested person may make a presentation at the governing board or committee meeting, but after 
the presentation he/she shall leave the meeting during the discussion of, and the vote on, the 
transaction or arrangement involving the possible conflict of interest. 

b. The chairperson of the governing board or committee shall, if appropriate, appoint a disinterested 
person or committee to investigate alternatives to the proposed transaction or arrangement. 

c. After exercising due diligence, the governing board or committee shall determine whether the 
Organization can obtain with reasonable efforts a more advantageous transaction or arrangement 
from a person or entity that would not give rise to a conflict of interest. 

d. If a more advantageous transaction or arrangement is not reasonably possible under circumstances 
not producing a conflict of interest, the governing board or committee shall determine by a majority 
vote of the disinterested directors whether the transaction or arrangement is in the Organization's 
best interest, for its own benefit, and whether it is fair and reasonable.  In conformity with the above 
determination it shall make its decision as to whether to enter into the transaction or arrangement. 

Violations of the Conflicts of Interest Policy 

a.  If the governing board or committee has reasonable cause to believe a member has failed to disclose 
actual or possible conflicts of interest, it shall inform the member of the basis for such belief and 
afford the member an opportunity to explain the alleged failure to disclose. 

b. If, after hearing the member's response and after making further investigation as warranted by the 
circumstances, the governing board or committee determines the member has failed to disclose an 
actual or possible conflict of interest, it shall take appropriate disciplinary and corrective action. 
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18. Describe the manner in which the school will make provisions for food services. 
State whether the proposed charter school will apply to participate in the federal 
National School Lunch program or other federal nutrition programs. 

RTCCS will be participating in the Child Nutrition Program which includes the School Breakfast Program and the 
National School Lunch Program (NSLP).  RTCCS plans on contracting out the preparation of the school meals.  
Measure will be taken to ensure meals meet the NSLP standards, guidance from the United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA), and any state requirements. RTCCS plans on contracting two part-time cafeteria workers 
to serve the meals, clean up, and work with the RTCCS administrative assistant to maintain all required records 
for food service.     

 

Applicant Response:
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19. Describe how the parents or guardians of the enrolled students and other 
members of the community will be involved with the school to positively impact 
the charter school’s educational programs. 

Parents, guardians, and members of the community will have ample opportunities to be involved in RTCCS.  
Over time, parents, guardians and members of the community will become members of the RTCCS Board of 
Directors and actively participate in the governance of the school.  There will also be a parent/teacher 
organization that parents and guardians can join to be more involved in the education of their children.  RTCCS 
also plans on recruiting volunteers from the community to work with the students on projects and speak to them 
about different careers.  When RTCCS is able to apply to CEP, parents will be involved in the application 
process and in the implementation if RTCCS becomes a member. 

 

Applicant Response:
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20. List the provisions of Title 6 of the Arkansas Code Annotated (Education Code), 
State Board of Education rules, and sections of the Standards for Accreditation of 
Arkansas Public Schools and School Districts from which the public charter 
school seeks to be exempted in order to meet the goals of the school.  Identify 
the specific statute, rule, or standard requested to be waived by title and section 
number if applicable. Provide a brief description of the rationale for each 
waiver requested. 

Applicant Response:

RTCCS seeks exemption from the following portions of Title 6 of the Arkansas Code Annotated (“Education 
Code”) and related State Board of Education Rules and Standards for Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools 
and School Districts: 

A.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 10, Section 6-10-106: Uniform Dates for Beginning and End of School Year: 
RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code.  RTCCS will follow the school 
calendar for White Hall School District for the 2014-2015 school year. 

B.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 13, Section 6-13-109: School Superintendent:  RTCCS seeks exemption from 
this portion of the Education Code due to it limiting our ability to meet the unique demands of hiring a 
superintendent of an open-enrollment charter school.    

C.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 13, Subchapter 6, Section 6-13-601 et seq.: School District Boards of 
Directors Generally:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the extent 
that its provisions relating to board size, qualifications, elections, duties, powers, terms, meeting 
location, and vacancies are: (a) generally not applicable in the open-enrollment charter school 
context, and/or (b) otherwise outlined in RTCCS by-laws. 

D.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 13, Subchapter 13, Section 6-13-1303: Adoption of Policy:  RTCCS seeks 
exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that it requires a vote by “certified 
employees” before the Board of Directors may adopt a policy for implementing site-based decision 
making in the school district, in light of the waiver request that is being made concerning “certified 
employees” under Section “G” on the following page.  Instead, RTCCS will require a vote by 
“classified employees” (as defined in Section 6-13-1302). 

E.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 13, Subchapter 14, Section 6-13-1401 et seq.: Consolidation, Annexation, 
and Formation:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that 
its provisions are generally not applicable in the open-enrollment charter school context. 

F.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 14, Section 6-14-101 et seq.: School Elections: RTCCS seeks exemption 
from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that its provisions are generally not applicable in 
the open-enrollment charter school context. 

G.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 15, Subchapter 10, Section 6-15-1004: Qualified Teachers in Every Public 
School Classroom and Section 15.02 and 15.03 of the Standards for Accreditation and the 
ADE Rules Governing Educator Licensure:  RTCCS seeks exemption from these portions of the 
Education Code to the extent that it requires teachers to be certified.  Instead, in addition to certified 
teachers, RTCCS will hire “highly qualified” teachers (as defined by the No Child Left Behind Act of 
2001). 

H.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 15, Subchapter 10, Section 6-15-1005: Safe, Equitable, and Accountable 
Public Schools:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that 
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it requires alternate learning programs.  RTCCS will be utilizing a variety of teaching methods and 
these methods will allow teachers to get to know each student's strengths and weaknesses and 
teach them accordingly. 

I.    Subtitle 2, Chapter 16, Subchapter 1, Section 6-16-102 and Section 10.01.4 and 14.03 of the 
ADE Rules Governing Standards for Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools and School 
Districts: School Day:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code because 
the school's education program requires flexibility in addressing the unique needs of its student 
population.   

J.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 1, Section 6-17-114: Daily Planning Period, and 6-17-111 
“Duty-free_lunch”:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code.  The waiver 
from the duty-free lunch statute will give RTCCS added flexibility in the utilization of its teacher staff. 

K.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 1, Section 6-17-117: Non-instructional Duties:  RTCCS 
seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that it requires teachers to be 
contracted if they are assigned to more than sixty (60) minutes of non-instructional duties per week.  
Instead, RTCCS requests that the time be increased to two hundred forty (240) minutes.  Such a 
revision recognizes that open-enrollment charter schools are often required to operate on a more 
limited budget than their traditional public school counterparts, requiring teachers to perform both 
instructional and non-instructional duties to achieve efficient and economical operation of the school. 

L.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 2, Section 6-17-203: Committee for Each School District:  
RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code.  RTCCS will not employ enough 
staff to comply. 

M.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 3, Section 6-17-301: Employment of Certified Personnel:  
RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code.  Instead, RTCCS will employ all 
employees on an “at-will” basis.  This means that employment with RTCCS is voluntarily entered 
into, and the employee is free to resign at will, at any time, with or without notice or cause.  Similarly, 
RTCCS may terminate the employment relationship at will, at any time, with or without notice or 
cause, so long as there is no violation of applicable federal or state law. 

N.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 3, Section 6-17-302: Public school Principals  - 
Qualifications and Responsibilities:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education 
Code.  Instead, RTCCS principal will be employed on an “at-will” basis and will not be required to 
hold a valid supervisory or administrative certificate.  In addition to identifying a principal with the 
requisite skills and experience in education and management, RTCCS will ensure that its principal is 
appropriately qualified to lead the school through extensive training in the school's educational 
methodology. 

O.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 3, Section 6-17-309: Certification - Waiver:  RTCCS seeks 
exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that it requires teachers to be 
certified.  As such, RTCCS will have the flexibility to identify and hire those individuals best suited to 
facilitate the school's educational program.  RTCCS ensures that it will hire “highly qualified” teachers 
(as defined by the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001). 

P.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 4: Certification Generally:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this 
portion of the Education Code to the extent that it requires teachers to be certified.  As such, RTCCS 
will have the flexibility to identify and hire those individuals best suited to facilitate the school's 
educational program.  RTCCS ensures that it will hire “highly qualified” teachers (as defined by the 
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No Child Left Behind Act of 2001). 

Q.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 9, Section 6-17-902: Definitions:  RTCCS seeks exemption 
from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that it requires teachers to be certified.  As 
such, RTCCS will have the flexibility to identify and hire those individuals best suited to facilitate the 
school's educational program.  RTCCS ensures that it will hire “highly qualified” teachers (as defined 
by the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001). 

R.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 9, Section 6-17-908: Teachers' Salary Fund:  RTCCS seeks 
exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that it requires insurance or other 
fringe benefits to be approved by a majority of the teachers in the school district.  Instead, the 
provisions of insurance or other fringe benefits will be considered and provided pursuant to action by 
the Board of Directors. 

S.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 9, Section 6-17-919: Warrants Void Without Valid 
Certificate and Contract:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the 
extent that it requires teachers to be certified and contracted.  As such, RTCCS will have the 
flexibility to identify and hire those individuals best suited to facilitate the school's educational 
program.  RTCCS ensures it will hire “highly qualified” teachers (as defined by the No Child Left 
Behind Act of 2001) on an “at-will” basis. 

T.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 12, Section 6-17-1301 et seq.: Teachers' Minimum Sick 
Leave Law:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code.  RTCCS is seeking 
exemption from any law requiring teachers to be certified.  As such, minimum sick leave for RTCCS 
teachers will be addressed in Subtitle2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 13, Section 6-17-1302. 

U.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 13, Section 6-17-1302: Definitions:  RTCCS seeks exemption 
from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that it excludes teachers from its definition of 
“school employee.” 

V.  Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 15, Section 6-17-1501 et seq.: Teacher Fair Dismissal Act:  
RTCCS is seeking a waiver from the applicable sections of the Arkansas Code such that its teachers 
will not require certificates and may be employed on an “at-will” basis.  As such, RTCCS will be free 
to hire teachers skilled in the implementation of the education program while maintaining the 
flexibility to dismiss those teachers when it becomes apparent they are not performing to the high 
standards required for the successful implementation of the program.  Employees will have the right 
to appeal their dismissal in accordance with the grievance policy adopted by the Board of Directors. 

W.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 17, Section 6-17-1701 et seq.: Public School Employee Fair 
Hearing Act:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code.  Instead, RTCCS 
employees will be employed on an “at-will” basis.  Employees will have the right to appeal their 
dismissal in accordance with a grievance policy adopted by the Board of Directors. 

X.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 22, Section 6-17-2201 et seq.: Classified School Employee 
Minimum Salary Act:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code.  Instead, 
RTCCS employees will be employed on an “at-will” basis and will be paid in accordance with the Fair 
Labor Standards Act, and in accordance with the personnel policies detailed in Waiver “X” 
immediately below. 

Y.   Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 23, Section 6-17-2301 et seq.: Personnel Policy Law for 
Classified Employees:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code.  Instead, 
the Board of Directors for RTCCS will adopt personnel policies, including, but are not limited to, the 
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following terms and conditions of employment:  salary schedule, fringe benefits, and other 
compensation issues; annual school calendar, including work days and holidays: evaluation 
procedures; leave; grievance procedures; termination or suspension; reduction in force; and 
assignments. 

Z. Subtitle 2, Chapter 17, Subchapter 24, Section 6-17-2401 et seq.: Teacher Compensation 
Program of 2003:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code.  Instead, 
RTCCS will provide compensation that is competitive with local public school districts.  RTCCS 
reserves the right to determine specific salary schedules, taking into account the teacher's years of 
experience, skill, education, and other qualifications. 

AA.Subtitle 2, Chapter 18, Subchapter 10, Section 6-18-1001 et seq.: Section 16.01 of the ADE 
Rules Governing Standards for Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools and School 
Districts, and ADE Rules Governing Public School Student Services:  Public School Student 
Services Act:   RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that it 
requires a guidance program and on-campus certified counselor.  The principal and teachers will be 
equipped to give students advice regarding higher education options, life after high school, etc.  
Similarly RTCCS staff will be informed thy will be responsible to handle issues generally given to a 
campus counselor.  Staff will be ready should such situations arise. 

BB.Subtitle 2, Chapter 19:  Transportation:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the 
Education Code to the extent that it requires RTCCS to implement a transportation program.   
RTCCS will be implementing a satellite pick-up transportation service. 

CC.Subtitle 2, Chapter 21, Subchapter 1, Section 6-21-117: Leased Academic Facilities:  RTCCS 
seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that it requires facilities leased 
by RTCCS to conform to the school facility standards defined in the Arkansas School Facility 
Manual.  Considering initial enrollment size, it will be difficult to financially follow through with this 
requirement.  The applicant ensures any and all facilities it leases for academic purposes shall meet 
the requirements of all state and local health and safety codes, the Americans with Disabilities Act, 
and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. 

DD.Subtitle 2, Chapter 42, Subchapter 1, Section 6-42-101; Subtitle 2, Chapter 20, Subchapter 21, 
Section 6-20-2208 (c)(6) (“Monitoring of expenditures”); Section 18.0 of the ADE Rules 
Governing Standards for Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools and School Districts; and 
ADE Rules Governing Gifted and Talented Program Approval Standards: Gifted and Talented 
Children:  RTCCS seeks exemption from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that it 
requires the inclusion of a gifted and talented program at RTCCS.  While there will be students who 
would qualify and benefit from such a program, the general student population at RTCCS will be 
attending classes to master the curriculum and attain proficiency or higher on standardized tests.  
RTCCS will monitor the student population and assess their need for such a program.  If the need for 
a gifted and talented program is determined, then RTCCS will attempt to align with a public or private 
school to offer students the opportunity to participate in a gifted and talented program. 

EE.Subtitle 2, Chapter 48, Subchapter 10, Section 6-48-101 et seq.: An Act to Improve the 
Effectiveness of Public School Alternative Learning Environment and Section 4.0 of the ADE 
Rules Governing the Distribution of Student Special Needs Funding:  RTCCS seeks exemption 
from this portion of the Education Code to the extent that it requires the inclusion of an Alternative 
Learning Environment.  RTCCS will be utilizing a variety of teaching methods and settings as well as 
having a strict disciplinary policy to minimize any disruptive behavior that affects a student's ability to 
learn.  We believe the need for alternative learning environments will be handled with our educational 
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approach. RTCCS will monitor student progress and will implement alternative learning environments 
at a later date if needed.
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21. Describe the potential impact of the proposed public charter school on the 
efforts of affected public school district(s) to comply with court orders and 
statutory obligations to create and maintain a unitary system of 
desegregated public schools.   

RTCCS plans to locate its open-enrollment public charter school within the boundaries of the White Hall School 
District.  As an open-enrollment public charter school, we also expect to pull students from the eastern portion of 
Grant county and the area of Saline county that attend Sheridan School District and the Hensley and Woodson 
Lateral areas in the Pulaski County Special School District.  Pulaski County Special School District continues to 
work with the Office of Desegregation Monitoring to implement the policies and procedures to comply with the 
provisions of Plan 2000.  Sheridan School District and White Hall School District are not under any court orders 
or statutory obligations to create and maintain a unitary system of desegregated public school.  RTCCS plans on 
having a small school limiting enrollment to 50 students per grade and therefore does not believe our charter will 
negatively affect the desegregation efforts of any public school district within the state.  The anticipated effect of 
granting a charter to RTCCS on Pulaski County Special School District is minimal. 

 

Applicant Response:
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22.  Identify the two or three key individuals responsible for this application.  
Discuss the experience and qualifications of each.  Explain what the 
founders are doing or will do to ensure the success of the charter school 
when others are in leadership roles. 

Applicant Response:

Mr. Larry O'Briant has over forty (40) years of experience in education.  He has a Bachelor of Science in General 
Science and a Masters in Educational Administration.  He is certified by the State Department of Education as a 
District Administrator, Secondary Principal, General Science Instructor, Physical Science Instructor, and Adult 
Education Instructor.  He has classroom experience as a General Science Instructor, Biology Instructor, Physical 
Education Instructor, and Adult Education Instructor.  He has administration experience as a Middle School 
Principal, High School Principal, Assistant Superintendent/Chief Financial Officer and Superintendent.  He is 
currently the Director/Financial Supervisor for the Adult Education Department under the School of Education 
Division at the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff. 

Mr. James Kight has over forty-five (45) years of experience in education.  He has a Bachelor of Science in 
Education, a Masters in Counseling, and has an Administrator's Certificate.  Mr. Kight has been a principal in a  
junior-high/middle school for over forty (40) years.  He has had classroom experience teaching science, social 
studies, math, and physical education during his career.  He is currently working for the White Hall School District 
and spends half his work day at the White Hall Middle School as an assistant principal and the rest of his work 
day at the White Hall High School as an assistant principal. 

Ms. Linda Johnson Banks has over thirty (30) years of experience in education.  She has a Bachelor of Arts in 
Elementary Education, a Master of Education in Early Childhood Growth and Development, A Master of 
Education in Gifted and Talented Education, and a Principal Certificate in Elementary Education.  Ms. Banks was 
instrumental in establishing a K-12 Gifted and Talented Program for the White Hall School District and worked 
with the Gifted and Talented students in the White Hall School District for over twenty-six (26) years. 

To ensure the success of the charter school, the original Board of Directors will remain in their positions until the 
charter has grown to a 5th through 12th grade campus (which should be five years from the opening of the charter 
if one grade is added each year).  The members of the Board of Directors are committed to establishing a fiscally 
and educationally sound charter school.  The members will start to be replaced gradually once the campus has 
become a 5th through 12th campus.  New community leaders and invested parents will emerge and become a 
part of the Board of Directors and carry on Redfield's and its surrounding communities' vision for the charter 
school.  The founding members of the Board of Directors have strong ties to Redfield and its surrounding 
communities and will be available to serve and support the charter after their time of service has ended on the 
Board of Directors. 
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RTCCS 2014-2015 School Calendar 

Instructional Days 

1st Quarter   August 18 – October 17 (44 Days) 

2nd Quarter   October 20 – December 19 (40 Days) 

3rd Quarter   January 5 – March 13 (47 Days) 

4th Quarter   March 16 – May 29 (47 Days) 

                                                    178 Days of Instruction 

 

Non-Instructional Days/Staff Development (Inservice Year = 01 June 2014 – 31 May 2015) 

August 12-14   Inservice 

October 22   Inservice 

October 31   AEA Day 

January 16   Inservice 

March 20   Inservice 

June 1    Inservice 

    42 Hours (7X6 hours) of Inservice Included in School Calendar 

Holidays/No School 

September 1   Labor Day 

November 26-28  Thanksgiving Break 

December 22 – January 2 Christmas Break 

January 19   Martin Luther King Day 

February 16   President’s Day 

March 23-27   Spring Break 

April 17    Good Friday 

May 25    Memorial Day 

 

Parent/Teacher Conferences 

October 21   Parent/Teacher Conference 3:30pm – 7:30pm (Extended Day) 

March 19   Parent/Teacher Conference 3:30pm – 7:30pm (Extended Day) 
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As required by Act 1469 of 2009, any days missed due to inclement weather will be made up on the 
following days: 

 February 16, 2015 if missed prior to this date 

 April 17, 2015 if missed prior to this date 

 June 2, 2015 

 June 3, 2015 

 June 4, 2015 

If the snow make-up days occur past the first two dates above and more than three days are missed, the 
next make-up date will be June 5, 2015 and June 8, 2015. 
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Class Schedule For Redfield Tri-County Charter School 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Instructional Minutes   = 400 minutes 

Period Time Instructional Minutes 
Teachers Available To Assist 
Students 

7:45am – 8:05am 20 minutes 

1st Period 8:10am – 9:00am 50 minutes 
2nd Period 9:05am – 9:55am 50 minutes 
3rd Period 10:00am – 10:50am 50 minutes 
Lunch A 10:55am – 11:30am   0 minutes 
4th Period (B Lunch Students) 10:55am – 11:45am 50 minutes 
4th Period (A Lunch Students) 11:35am – 12:25pm 50 minutes 
Lunch B 11:50pm – 12:25pm   0 minutes 
5th Period 12:30pm – 1:20pm 50 minutes 
6th Period 1:25pm – 2:15pm 50 minutes 
7th Period 2:20pm – 3:10pm 50 minutes 
8th Period 3:15pm – 3:45pm 30 minutes 
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Administrative Positions: Salary 2014-2015 Salary 2015-20162014-2015
No. FTEs

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Total Administration:

Regular Classroom Instruction:

Teacher Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Aides 

Aide Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Total Regular Classroom Instruction:

Special Education:

Total Special Education:

Gifted and Talented Program:

Total Gifted and Talented Program:

List Positions

Teachers 

Public Charter School Application
Personnel Salary Schedule

Director/CFO/Principal 1  $67,500.00  $69,000.00 
Administrative Assistant 1  $28,500.00  $29,000.00 
Principal 0  $55,000.00 

30%  $28,800.00  $45,900.00 

 $124,800.00  $198,900.00 

 $34,314.00  $35,021.00 

30%  $92,647.80  $115,569.30 

 $20,500.00  $20,910.00 

25%  $20,500.00  $26,137.50 

 $503,973.80  $631,487.80 

 $34,314.00  $35,021.00 

 $0.00 

 $34,314.00  $35,021.00 

 $10,294.20  $10,506.30 

 $44,608.20  $45,527.30 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

9

4

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

1

1

1

11

5

2014-2015
No. FTEs

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

 $153,000.00  $96,000.00 Subtotal:

1

0

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

0

2014-2015
No. FTEs

1

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

0

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

 $489,781.00  $390,826.00 Subtotal:

Teacher Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Aides 

Aide Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Teachers 

30%

Subtotal:

 $0.00 

Teacher Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Aides 

Aide Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Teachers 

Subtotal:

 $0.00  $0.00 

Line#
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Total English Language Learner Program:

Guidance Services:

Total Guidance Services:

Health Services:

Total Health Services:

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

List Positions

List Positions

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

English Language Learner Program:

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

No funds budgeted because of waiver

30%

Part-Time Guidance Counselor

Full-Time Guidance Counselor

30%

To Be Contracted Out

 $0.00 

 $0.00 
 $0.00 

 $0.00 

 $0.00 
 $0.00 

 $34,314.00 

 $5,147.10 

 $35,021.00 

 $10,506.30 

 $22,304.10  $45,527.30 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

Alternative Education Program/ 
 Alternative Learning Environments:

Total Alternative Education Program/ 
Alternative Learning Environments:

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00 

 $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

Teacher Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Aides 

Aide Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Teachers 

Subtotal:

0

0

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

0

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

 $0.00 
 $0.00 

Salary 2015-2016Salary 2014-2015

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

 $0.00  $0.00 Subtotal:

 $17,157.00  $35,021.00 Subtotal:

 $0.00  $0.00 Subtotal:

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0.5

0

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

1

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0
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Fiscal Services:

Total Fiscal Services:

Maintenance and Operation:

Total Maintenance and Operation:

Pupil Transportation:

Total Pupil Transportation:

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Bookkeeper

30%

To be contracted out

Bus Driver (2 drivers)

25%

 $32,500.00 

 $9,750.00 

 $33,000.00 

 $9,900.00 

 $42,250.00  $42,900.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $14,400.00 

 $3,600.00 

 $21,600.00 

 $8,100.00 

 $18,000.00  $40,500.00 

Media Services:

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Total Media Services:

List Positions

Media Specialist

30%

 $34,314.00 

 $5,147.10 

 $34,750.00 

 $10,425.00 

 $22,304.10  $45,175.00 

 $17,157.00  $34,750.00 Subtotal:

 $32,500.00  $33,000.00 Subtotal:

 $0.00  $0.00 Subtotal:

 $14,400.00  $32,400.00 Subtotal:

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0.5

2014-2015
No. FTEs

1

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

2014-2015
No. FTEs

1

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

1

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

1

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

1.5

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89
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Data Processing:

Total Data Processing:

Substitute Personnel:
Number of Certified Substitutes _______

Number of Classified Substitutes  _______

Classified Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Certified Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

Total Substitute Personnel:

TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR SALARIES:

List Positions

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

To be contracted out

0

0

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00 
 $0.00 

 $0.00 
 $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $778,240.20  $1,050,017.40 

Food Services:

Total Food Services:

Fringe Benefits (rate used ______)

List Positions

To be contracted out

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 Subtotal:

 $0.00  $0.00 Subtotal:

 $0.00  $0.00 Subtotal:

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

2014-2015
No. FTEs

0

0

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

2015-2016 
No. FTEs

0

0

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112
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2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

State Public Charter School Aid:
     2014-2015

No. of Students x State Foundation Funding

No. of Students x Professional Development

No. of Students x eligible rate* NSL Funding

     2015-2016

No. of Students x State Foundation Funding

No. of Students x Professional Development

No. of Students x eligible rate* NSL Funding

Total State Charter School Aid:

Other Sources of Revenues:

Private Donations or Gifts                                              

Federal Grants (List the amount)

Special Grants (List the amount)

Other (Specifically Describe)                                     

Total Other Sources of Revenues:

TOTAL REVENUES:

2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

Administration:

V - AD 1

V - AD 2

V - AD 3

V - AD 4

V - AD 5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Administration:

Other (List Below)

Public Charter School Application
Estimated Budget Template 

REVENUES

EXPENDITURES

Salaries and Benefits

( MUST UPLOAD DOCUMENTATION VERIFYING ALL AMOUNTS 
LISTED AS OTHER SOURCES OF REVENUE) 

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

175  $6,521.00  $1,141,175.00 
175  $44.00  $7,700.00 
105  $517.00  $54,285.00 

225  $6,521.00 

225  $44.00 

135  $517.00 

LOI For Donation From KRMS

Pest Control

Copier Lease

 $1,467,225.00 
 $9,900.00 

 $69,795.00 

 $1,203,160.00  $1,546,920.00 

 $12,000.00 

 $12,000.00 

 $1,215,160.00  $1,546,920.00 

 $124,800.00  $198,900.00 

 $1,200.00 
 $6,000.00 

 $3,000.00 

 $1,200.00 
 $6,000.00 

 $3,500.00 

 $135,000.00  $209,600.00 

No. of Students x Other: Explain Below

No. of Students x Other: Explain Below

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Line#
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Regular Classroom Instruction: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - CI 1

V - CI 2

V - CI 3

V - CI 4

V - CI 5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Regular Classroom Instruction:

Special Education:

V - SE1

V - SE 2

V - SE 3

V - SE 4

V - SE 5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Special Education:

Gifted and Talented Program:

V - GT1

V - GT2

V - GT3

V - GT4

V - GT5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Gifted and Talented Program:

Other (List Below)

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Salaries and Benefits

Textbooks

Tables and Chairs for students

Desks and Chairs for teachers & staff

No funds budgeted because of wiaver

 $503,973.80  $631,487.80 

 $5,500.00  $6,500.00 

 $35,000.00 
 $9,000.00 
 $7,500.00 

 $8,000.00 
 $2,000.00 
 $7,500.00 

 $560,973.80  $655,487.80 

 $44,608.20  $45,527.30 

 $200.00 
 $1,000.00 

 $500.00 
 $1,500.00 

 $45,808.20  $47,527.30 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73
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2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - ALE1

V - ALE2

V - ALE3

V - ALE4

V - ALE5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

English Language Learner Program:

V - ELL1

V - ELL2

V - ELL3

V - ELL4

V - ELL5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total English Language Learner Program:

Guidance Services:

V - GS1

V - GS2

V - GS3

V - GS4

V - GS5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Guidance Services:

Total Alternative Education Program/ 
Alternative Learning Environments:

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Alternative Education Program/ Alternative Learning    

Other (List Below)

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

     Environments:

No funds budgeted because of waiver

Stipend for ELL Duties

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $550.00 

 $550.00 

 $565.00 

 $565.00 

 $22,304.10  $45,527.30 

 $22,304.10  $45,527.30 

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115
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Health Services: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - HS1

V - HS2

V - HS3

V - HS4

V - HS5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Health Services:

Media Services:

V - MS1

V - MS2

V - MS3

V - MS4

V - MS5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Media Services:

Fiscal Services:

V - FS1

V - FS2

V - FS3

V - FS4

V - FS5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Fiscal Services:

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

Part Time Nurse

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $20,000.00 

 $250.00 
 $1,000.00 

 $20,400.00 

 $350.00 
 $500.00 

 $21,250.00  $21,250.00 

 $22,304.10  $45,175.00 

 $22,304.10  $45,175.00 

 $42,250.00  $42,900.00 

 $42,250.00  $42,900.00 

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

157
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Maintenance and Operation: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - MO1

V - MO2

V - MO3

V - MO4

V - MO5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Maintenance and Operation:

Pupil Transportation:

V - PT1

V - PT2

V - PT3

V - PT4

V - PT5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Pupil Transportation:

Food Services:

V - FD1

V - FD2

V - FD3

V - FD4

V - FD5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Food Services:

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below  
INCLUDE UTILITIES

Salaries and Benefits

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

Other (List Below)

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Other (List Below)

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Custodial Contract

Electric

Water

Phone

Dumpster

Bus Maintenance

2 Used Buses

Gasoline for Buses

Used Bus

Cafeteria Workers (2)

Food Contract

Cafeteria Tables

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $5,000.00  $5,200.00 

 $14,000.00 
 $4,000.00 
 $800.00 

 $1,800.00 

 $16,000.00 
 $4,750.00 
 $800.00 

 $1,800.00 

 $25,600.00  $28,550.00 

 $18,000.00  $40,500.00 

 $4,000.00 

 $1,000.00 

 $4,080.00 

 $1,200.00 

 $5,000.00 
 $5,000.00 

 $0.00 

 $0.00 
 $6,000.00 

 $15,000.00 

 $33,000.00  $66,780.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $28,000.00 
 $37,500.00 

 $28,000.00 
 $42,750.00 

 $4,000.00  $4,000.00 

 $69,500.00  $74,750.00 

158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199
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Data Processing: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

V - DP1

V - DP2

V - DP3

V - DP4

V - DP5

Supplies and Materials

Equipment

Total Data Processing:

Substitute Personnel:

V - SB1

V - SB2

V - SB3

V - SB4

V - SB5

Total Substitute Personnel:

Facilities:
Lease/Purchase Contract for One Full Year

Total Facilities:

Salaries and Benefits

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Purchased Services - List Vendors  Below

Salaries and Benefits

Other (List Below)

Content Insurance for One Full Year

Facility Upgrades - List Upgrades Below

Property Insurance for One Full Year

IT Support

Internet Service

Printers

Computers

Tablets/IPADs

3 Substitutes @$60 per day avg 2 days per wk

Leased Modular Bldgs

City Sewer and Water

Paving

Hauling, Setup, Steps&Ramps for Modular Bldg

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $20,000.00 

 $1,200.00 
 $14,000.00 

 $24,500.00 

 $2,000.00 
 $10,000.00 

 $1,200.00 
 $1,500.00 

 $18,000.00 
 $0.00 

 $1,200.00 
 $2,100.00 

 $28,000.00 
 $50,000.00 

 $55,900.00  $117,800.00 

 $0.00  $0.00 

 $12,960.00  $13,219.00 

 $12,960.00  $13,219.00 

 $6,000.00  $6,000.00 

 $36,000.00 
 $30,000.00 
 $10,000.00 
 $36,000.00 

 $4,000.00 
 $5,000.00 

 $43,200.00 
 $5,000.00 
 $1,000.00 
 $6,200.00 

 $4,500.00 
 $5,500.00 

 $127,000.00  $71,400.00 

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

223

224

225

226

227

228

229

230

231
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Debt Expenditures: 2014-2015 Amount: 2015-2016 Amount:

Total Debts:

Other Expenditures:

TOTAL EXPENDITURES:

Net Revenue over Expenditures:

Note:  If any major area is zero, type explanation where items would be listed.  Example:  No funds budgeted for GT because of waiver.

List Debts Below

List Other Expenditures Below

Athletic Stipends For Coaching

Membership Fee For APSRC

Publish Annual Reports in Newspaper

Comprehension/Career Assessments

 $4,000.00 
 $2,500.00 
 $4,000.00 

 $10,000.00 

 $1,194,900.20 

 $6,000.00 
 $2,500.00 
 $4,000.00 
 $4,000.00 

 $1,457,031.40 

 $20,259.80  $89,888.60 

232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

240

241

242

157193



RTCCS Salary Schedule 

 Non-Certified Certified  
Years 

Of 
Experience 

Bachelors Masters Bachelors Bachelors 
+15 

Masters Masters 
+15 

Doctorate 

0 26750 27500 29786 30348 31472 32034 32596 
1 27250 28000 30382 30955 32101 32675 33248 
2 27750 28500 30989 31574 32743 33328 33913 
3 28250 29000 31609 32206 33398 33995 34591 
4 28750 29500 32241 32850 34066 34675 35283 
5 29250 30000 32886 33507 34748 35368 35989 
6 29750 30500 33544 34177 35443 36075 36708 
7 30250 31000 34215 34860 36151 36797 37443 
8 30750 31500 34899 35558 36874 37533 38191 
9 31500 32760 35597 36269 37612 38284 38955 
10 32250 33250 36309 36994 38364 39049 39734 
11 33000 34000 37035 37734 39131 39830 40529 
12 33750 34750 37776 38489 39914 40627 41340 
13 34500 35500 38531 39258 40712 41439 42166 
14 35250 36250 39302 40044 41527 42268 43010 
15 36000 37000 40088 40844 42357 43144 43870 
16 36750 37750 40890 41661 43204 43976 44747 
17 37500 38500 41708 42495 44068 44855 45642 
18 38250 39250 42542 43344 44950 45752 46555 
19 39000 40000 43393 44211 45849 46667 47486 
20 39750 40750 44260 45096 46766 47601 48436 

  

158194
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8F87G0HI8!*G""J3K!
To support the decision-making process of education agencies establishing a passing score (cut 

score) for the Praxis™ Agriculture (5701) test, research staff from Educational Testing Service (ETS) 

designed and conducted a multistate standard-setting study.  

9J30H7H9J0H;L!*0J08*!
Panelists from 18 states were recommended by their respective education agencies. The 

education agencies recommended panelists with (a) experience as either agriculture teachers or college 

faculty who prepare agriculture teachers and (b) familiarity with the knowledge and skills required of 

beginning agriculture teachers. 

387M""8;N8N!9J**H;L!*7M38!
ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to help 

education agencies determine an appropriate operational passing score. For the Praxis Agriculture test, 

the recommended passing score 1  is 64 out of a possible 110 raw-score points. The scaled score 

associated with a raw score of 64 is 147 on a 100–200 scale.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Results from the two panels participating in the study were averaged to produce the recommended passing score. 
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To support the decision-making process for education agencies establishing a passing score (cut 

score) for the Praxis™ Agriculture (5701) test, research staff from ETS designed and conducted a 

multistate standard-setting study in October 2013 in Princeton, New Jersey. Education agencies 2 

recommended panelists with (a) experience as either agriculture teachers or college faculty who prepare 

agriculture teachers and (b) familiarity with the knowledge and skills required of beginning agriculture 

teachers. Eighteen states (Table 1) were represented by 28 panelists. (See Appendix A for the names and 

affiliations of the panelists.)  

Table 1 
Participating States and Number of Panelists 

Arkansas (2 panelists) 

Delaware (2 panelists) 

Iowa (1 panelist) 

Kansas (1 panelist) 

Kentucky (2 panelists) 

Louisiana (1 panelist) 

Maryland (1 panelist) 

Nebraska (2 panelists) 

Nevada (1 panelist) 

North Dakota (2 panelists) 

Pennsylvania (2 panelists) 

South Carolina (1 panelist) 

South Dakota (2 panelists) 

Tennessee (2 panelists) 

Utah (2 panelists) 

West Virginia (1 panelist) 

Wisconsin (2 panelists) 

Wyoming (1 panelist) 

The following technical report contains three sections. The first section describes the content and 

format of the test. The second section describes the standard-setting processes and methods. The third 

section presents the results of the standard-setting study. 

ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to 

education agencies. In each state, the department of education, the board of education, or a designated 

educator licensure board is responsible for establishing the operational passing score in accordance with 

applicable regulations. This study provides a recommended passing score, 3  which represents the 

combined judgments of two panels of experienced educators. Each state may want to consider the 

recommended passing score but also other sources of information when setting the final Praxis 

Agriculture passing score (see Geisinger & McCormick, 2010). A state may accept the recommended 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 States and jurisdictions that currently use Praxis were invited to participate in the multistate standard-setting study. 
3 In addition to the recommended passing score averaged across the two panels, the recommened passing scores for each 
panel are presented. 
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passing score, adjust the score upward to reflect more stringent expectations, or adjust the score 

downward to reflect more lenient expectations. There is no correct decision; the appropriateness of any 

adjustment may only be evaluated in terms of its meeting the state’s needs. 

Two sources of information to consider when setting the passing score are the standard error of 

measurement (SEM) and the standard error of judgment (SEJ). The former addresses the reliability of 

the Praxis Agriculture test score and the latter, the reliability of panelists’ passing-score 

recommendation. The SEM allows a state to recognize that any test score on any standardized test—

including a Praxis Agriculture test score—is not perfectly reliable. A test score only approximates what 

a candidate truly knows or truly can do on the test. The SEM, therefore, addresses the question: How 

close of an approximation is the test score to the true score? The SEJ allows a state to gauge the 

likelihood that the recommended passing score from a particular panel would be similar to the passing 

scores recommended by other panels of experts similar in composition and experience. The smaller the 

SEJ, the more likely that another panel would recommend a passing score consistent with the 

recommended passing score. The larger the SEJ, the less likely the recommended passing score would 

be reproduced by another panel.  

In addition to measurement error metrics (e.g., SEM, SEJ), each state should consider the 

likelihood of classification errors. That is, when adjusting a passing score, policymakers should consider 

whether it is more important to minimize a false-positive decision or to minimize a false-negative 

decision. A false-positive decision occurs when a candidate’s test score suggests that he should receive a 

license/certificate, but his actual level of knowledge/skills indicates otherwise (i.e., the candidate does 

not possess the required knowledge/skills). A false-negative decision occurs when a candidate’s test 

score suggests that she should not receive a license/certificate, but she actually does possess the required 

knowledge/skills. The state needs to consider which decision error is more important to minimize. 

! !
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MI83IH8O!MP!0Q8!93JFH*!JL3H7G60G38!08*0!
The Praxis Agriculture Test at a Glance document (ETS, in press) describes the purpose and 

structure of the test. In brief, the test measures whether entry-level agriculture teachers have the 

knowledge/skills believed necessary for competent professional practice.  

The two-hour assessment contains 120 selected response items4 covering seven content areas: 

Agribusiness Systems (approximately 14 items), Animal Systems (approximately 20 items), Food 

Science and Biotechnology Systems (approximately 14 items), Environmental and Natural Resource 

Systems (approximately 16 items), Plant Systems (approximately 20 items), Power, Structural, and 

Technical Systems (approximately 18 items), and Leadership and Career Development (approximately 

18 items).5 The reporting scale for the Praxis Agriculture test ranges from 100 to 200 scaled-score 

points. 

93M78**8*!J;N!"80QMN*!
The design of the standard-setting study included two, independent expert panels. Before the 

study, panelists received an email explaining the purpose of the standard-setting study and requesting 

that they review the content specifications for the test. This review helped familiarize the panelists with 

the general structure and content of the test. 

For each panel, the standard-setting study began with a welcome and introduction by the meeting 

facilitator. The facilitator described the test, provided an overview of standard setting, and presented the 

agenda for the study. Appendix B shows the agenda for the panel meeting. 

38IH8OH;L!0Q8!08*0!
The standard-setting panelists first took the test and then discussed it. This discussion helped 

bring the panelists to a shared understanding of what the test does and does not cover, which serves to 

reduce potential judgment errors later in the standard-setting process.   

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Ten of the 120 multiple-choice items are pretest items and do not contribute to a candidate’s score. 
5 The number of items for each content area may vary slightly from form to form of the test. 
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The test discussion covered the major content areas being addressed by the test. Panelists were 

asked to remark on any content areas that would be particularly challenging for entry-level teachers or 

areas that address content particularly important for entry-level teachers. 

N8PH;H;L!0Q8!0J3L80!7J;NHNJ08!
Following the review of the test, panelists described the target candidate. The target candidate 

description plays a central role in standard setting (Perie, 2008); the goal of the standard-setting process 

is to identify the test score that aligns with this description.  

Panel 1 created a description of the target candidate — the knowledge/skills that differentiate a 

just from a not quite qualified candidate. To create this description, the panel first split into smaller 

groups to consider the target candidate. The full panel then reconvened and, through whole-group 

discussion, created the description of the target candidate to use for the remainder of the study. 

The written description of the target candidate summarized the panel discussion in a bulleted 

format. The description was not intended to describe all the knowledge and skills of the target candidate 

but only highlight those that differentiate a just qualified candidate from a not quite qualified candidate. 

The written description was distributed to panelists to use during later phases of the study (see 

Appendix C for the target candidate description). 

For Panel 2, the panelists began with the description of the target candidate developed by 

Panel 1. Given that the multistate standard-setting study was designed to provide two recommendations 

for the same performance standard, it was important that panels use consistent target candidate 

description to frame their judgments. The panelists reviewed the target candidate description, and any 

ambiguities were discussed and clarified.  

! !
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9J;86H*0*’!=GNL"8;0*!
The standard-setting process for the Praxis Agriculture test was a probability-based Modified 

Angoff method (Brandon, 2004; Hambleton & Pitoniak, 2006). In this study, each panelist judged each 

item on the likelihood (probability or chance) that the target candidate would answer the item correctly. 

Panelists made their judgments using the following rating scale: 0, .05, .10, .20, .30, .40, .50, .60, .70, 

.80, .90, .95, 1. The lower the value, the less likely it is that the target candidate would answer the item 

correctly because the item is difficult for the target candidate. The higher the value, the more likely it is 

that the target candidate would answer the item correctly.  

Panelists were asked to approach the judgment process in two stages. First, they reviewed both 

the description of the target candidate and the item and decided if, overall, the item would be difficult 

for the target candidate, easy for the target candidate or moderately difficult/easy. The facilitator 

encouraged the panelists to consider the following rules of thumb to guide their decision: 

· Difficult items for the target candidate are in the 0 to .30 range.  

· Moderately difficult/easy items for the target candidate are in the .40 to .60 range. 

· Easy items for the target candidate are in the .70 to 1 range. 

Next, panelists decided how to refine their judgment within the range. For example, if a panelist 

thought that an item would be easy for the target candidate, the initial decision located the item in the 

.70 to 1 range. The second decision for the panelist was to decide if the likelihood of answering it 

correctly is .70, .80, .90, .95 or 1.  

After the training, panelists made practice judgments and discussed those judgments and their 

rationale. All panelists completed a post-training survey to confirm that they had received adequate 

training and felt prepared to continue; the standard-setting process continued only if all panelists 

confirmed their readiness.  

Following this first round of judgments (Round 1), item-level feedback was provided to the 

panel. The panelists’ judgments were displayed for each item and summarized across panelists. Items 

were highlighted to show when panelists converged in their judgments (at least two-thirds of the 

panelists located an item in the same difficulty range) or diverged in their judgments. 

The panelists discussed their item-level judgments. These discussions helped panelists maintain a 

shared understanding of the knowledge/skills of the target candidate and helped to clarify aspects of 
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items that might not have been clear to all panelists during the Round 1 judgments. The purpose of the 

discussion was not to encourage panelists to conform to another’s judgment, but to understand the 

different relevant perspectives among the panelists.  

In Round 2, panelists discussed their Round 1 judgments and were encouraged by the facilitator 

(a) to share the rationales for their judgments and (b) to consider their judgments in light of the 

rationales provided by the other panelists.  Panelists recorded their Round 2 judgments only for items 

when they wished to change a Round 1 judgment. Panelists final judgments for the study, therefore, 

consist of their Round 1 judgments and any adjusted judgments made during Round 2. 

Other than the description of the target candidate, results from Panel 1 were not shared with 

Panel 2. The item-level judgments and resulting discussions for Panel 2 were independent of judgments 

and discussions that occurred with Panel 1. 

38*G60*!

8F9830!9J;86*!
Table 2 presents a summary of the panelists’ demographic information. The panel included 28 

educators representing 18 states. (See Appendix A for a listing of panelists.) Eighteen panelists were 

teachers, and ten were college faculty. Nine of the ten faculty members’ job responsibilities included the 

training of agriculture teachers.  

The number of experts by panel and their demographic information are presented in Appendix D 

(Table D1). 
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Table 2 
Panel Member Demographics (Across Panels) 

 
N % 

Current position 
    Teacher 18 64% 

  College faculty 10 36% 

Race 
  White 28 100% 

Gender 
  Female 10 36% 
  Male 18 64% 

Are you currently certified to teach this subject in your state? 
  Yes 24 86% 
  No 4 14% 

Are you currently teaching this subject in your state? 
  Yes 23 82% 
  No 5 18% 

Are you currently supervising or mentoring other teachers of this 
subject? 
  Yes 15 54% 
  No 13 46% 

At what K–12 grade level are you currently teaching this subject? 
  Middle school (6–8 or 7–9) 3 11% 
  High school (9–12 or 10–12) 8 29% 
  Middle and High school 7 25% 
  Not currently teaching at the K–12 level 10 36% 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Panel Member Demographics (Across Panels) 

 
N % 

Including this year, how many years of experience do you have teaching this subject? 
  3 years or less 4 14% 
  4–7 years  10 36% 
  8–11 years 7 25% 
  12–15 years 3 11% 
  16 years or more 4 14% 

Which best describes the location of your K–12 school? 
  Urban 1 4% 
  Suburban 4 14% 
  Rural 13 46% 
  Not currently working at the K–12 level 10 36% 

If you are college faculty, are you currently involved in the training/preparation of 
teacher candidates in this subject? 
  Yes 9 32% 
  No 1 4% 
  Not college faculty 18 64% 

*0J;NJ3N.*800H;L!=GNL"8;0*!
Table 3 summarizes the standard-setting judgments (Round 2) of panelists. The table also 

includes estimates of the measurement error associated with the judgments: the standard deviation of the 

mean and the standard error of judgment (SEJ). The SEJ is one way of estimating the reliability or 

consistency of a panel’s standard-setting judgments.6 It indicates how likely it would be for several other 

panels of educators similar in makeup, experience, and standard-setting training to the current panel to 

recommend the same passing score on the same form of the test. The confidence intervals created by 

adding/subtracting two SEJs to each panel’s recommended passing score overlap, indicating that they 

may be comparable. !! 

Panelist-level results, for Rounds 1 and 2, are presented in Appendix D (Table D2). 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 An SEJ assumes that panelists are randomly selected and that standard-setting judgments are independent. It is seldom the 
case that panelists are randomly sampled, and only the first round of judgments may be considered independent. The SEJ, 
therefore, likely underestimates the uncertainty of passing scores (Tannenbaum & Katz, 2013). 
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Table 3 
Summary of Round 2 Standard-setting Judgments 

 
 

Panel 1 
 

Panel 2 

Average 62.86  63.20 
Lowest 57.50  53.75 
Highest 75.80  74.60 

SD 4.84  6.12 
SEJ 1.25  1.70 

 
Round 1 judgments are made without discussion among the panelists. The most variability in 

judgments, therefore, is typically present in the first round. Round 2 judgments, however, are informed 

by panel discussion; thus, it is common to see a decrease both in the standard deviation and SEJ. This 

decrease — indicating convergence among the panelists’ judgments — was observed for each panel (see 

Table D2 in Appendix D). The Round 2 average score is the panel’s recommended passing score.  

The panels’ passing score recommendations for the Praxis Agriculture test are 62.86 for Panel 1 

and 63.20 for Panel 2 (out of a possible 110 raw-score points). The values were rounded to the next 

highest whole number, to determine the functional recommended passing score — 63 for Panel 1 and 64 

Panel 2. The scaled scores associated with 63 and 64 raw points are 146 and 147, respectively. 

In addition to the recommended passing score for each panel, the average passing score across 

the two panels is provided to help education agencies determine an appropriate passing score. The 

panels’ average passing score recommendation for the Praxis Agriculture test is 63.03 (out of a possible 

110 raw-score points). The value was rounded to 64 (next highest raw score) to determine the functional 

recommended passing score. The scaled score associated with 64 raw points is 147.  

Table 4 presents the estimated conditional standard error of measurement (CSEM) around the 

recommended passing score. A standard error represents the uncertainty associated with a test score. The 

scaled scores associated with one and two CSEMs above and below the recommended passing score are 

provided. The conditional standard error of measurement provided is an estimate. 
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Table 4 
Passing Scores Within 1 and 2 CSEMs of the Recommended Passing Score7  

Recommended passing score (CSEM) Scale score equivalent 

64 (5.20) 147 
  -2 CSEMs 54! 134 
  -1 CSEM 59! 141 
+ 1 CSEM 70! 155 
+ 2 CSEMs 75! 162 

Note. CSEM = conditional standard error of measurement. 

PH;J6!8IJ6GJ0HM;*!
The panelists completed an evaluation at the conclusion of their standard-setting study. The 

evaluation asked the panelists to provide feedback about the quality of the standard-setting 

implementation and the factors that influenced their decisions. The responses to the evaluation provided 

evidence of the validity of the standard-setting process, and, as a result, evidence of the reasonableness 

of the recommended passing score. 

Panelists were also shown the panel’s recommended passing score and asked (a) how 

comfortable they are with the recommended passing score and (b) if they think the score was too high, 

too low, or about right. A summary of the final evaluation results is presented in Appendix D. 

All panelists strongly agreed or agreed that they understood the purpose of the study and that 

that the facilitator’s instructions and explanations were clear. All panelists strongly agreed or agreed 

that they were prepared to make their standard-setting judgments. All panelists strongly agreed or 

agreed that the standard-setting process was easy to follow.  

All  of the panelists indicated they were at least somewhat comfortable with the passing score 

they recommended; 17 of the 28 panelists were very comfortable. Twenty-seven of the 28 panelists 

indicated the recommended passing score was about right with the remaining panelist indicating that the 

passing score was too low. !

! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 The unrounded CSEM value is added to or subtracted from the rounded passing-score recommendation. The resulting 
values are rounded up to the next-highest whole number and the rounded values are converted to scaled scores. 
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*G""J3K!
To support the decision-making process for education agencies establishing a passing score (cut 

score) for the Praxis Agriculture test, research staff from ETS designed and conducted a multistate 

standard-setting study.  

ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to help 

education agencies determine an appropriate operational passing score. For the Praxis Agriculture test, 

the recommended passing score 8  is 64 out of a possible 110 raw-score points. The scaled score 

associated with a raw score of 64 is 147 on a 100–200 scale.  

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 Results from the two panels participating in the study were averaged to produce the recommended passing score. 
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Participating Panelists With Affiliation 

Panelist Affiliation 

Brent Arndt North Valley Career and Tech Center/Park River (ND) 
Harry Boone West Virginia University (WV) 
Mark Breeding W. T. Chipman (DE) 
Larry Butler Grant County High School (KY) 
Jeremy Carkuff Tioga High School (ND) 
Josh Dahlem Stanley High School (LA) 
Don Edgar University of Arkansas (AR) 
James Graham University of WI – River Falls (WI) 
Randall J. Haefele HEM High School – Carbon County SD #2 (WY) 
Emily Hester Westminster High School (MD) 
Kathleen M. Jones Juniata College (PA) 
Shannon G. Lawrence Clemson University (SC) 
Rebecca G. Lawver Utah State University (UT) 
Jon Lechtenberg Southern Jr/Sr High School (NE) 
Amanda Levzow-Seichter Wisconsin Dells High School (WI) 
Tracy Marchini Eastern Lancaster County School District (PA) 
Bart Mattingly Washington County Schools (KY) 
Tonya Mortensen Medicine Valley Public School (NE) 
Brynn Mulvihill Everett Meredith Middle School (DE) 
Tiffany Myers Spanish Fork Junior High School (UT) 
Thomas H. Paulsen Iowa State University (IA) 
Caleb Plyler Blevins High School (AR) 
Karen Roudabush Bridgewater-Emery School District (SD) 
Scott Smalley South Dakota State University (SD) 
Christopher Stripling University of Tennessee (TN) 
Caroline Tucker North Greene High School (TN) 
Shannon Washburn Kansas State University (KS) 
Wesley Wilson Pahranagat Valley High/Middle School (NV) 

 

Caleb Plyler Blevins High S School (AR)R)

Don Edgar University of ArArkansas (AR))
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AGENDA 

Praxis Agriculture (5701) 
Standard-Setting Study  

 
Day 1 

 Welcome and Introduction 

 Overview of Standard Setting and the Praxis Agriculture Test 

 Review the Praxis Agriculture Test 

 Discuss the Praxis Agriculture Test 

 Lunch 

 Define the Knowledge/Skills of a Target Candidate 

 Break 

 Standard-Setting Training 

 Round 1 Standard Setting Judgments  

 Collect Materials; End of Day 1 

Day 2 

 Overview of Day 2 

 Round 1 Feedback and Round 2 Judgments 

 Lunch 

 Feedback on Round 2 Recommended Cut Score 

 Complete Final Evaluation 

 Collect Materials; End of Study 

!
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Description of the Target Candidate9 
A target candidate … 

I. AGRIBUSINESS SYSTEMS 
1. Is familiar with the fundamentals of saving, investment, credit and marketing principles 

needed to accomplish agribusiness objectives 
2. Knows the record keeping practices needed to accomplish agribusiness objectives (asset, 

liabilities, income expense, net worth, balance sheet) 
  

II. ANIMAL SYSTEMS 
3. Knows basic animal systems (reproductive, skeletal, digestive) 
4. Is familiar with basic production (beef, poultry and dairy) and basic management structures 

and principles (nutrition, care, safety) 
 

III. FOOD SCIENCE AND BIOTECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS 
5. Is familiar with the history, major issues, current trends and safe laboratory procedures and 

the application of biotechnology in the food products and processing industry 
 

IV. ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCE SYSTEMS 
6. Is familiar with the land use practices, major natural cycles and their effect on the 

environment and natural resources 
7. Is familiar with use, production, and processing of natural resources and their impact on 

conventional and alternate energy sources 
 

V. PLANT SYSTEMS 
8. Knows the basic principles of general safety issues as related to plant systems and production 
9. Knows the basic principles of identification (woody, leaf shapes, root system), classification 

(monocot, dicot), anatomy (stem, internode) and physiology (photosynthesis) as related to 
plant production and management 

10. Is familiar with the basic horticultural and agronomic production and management practices 
such as:  
a. Propagation, cultivation, harvesting 
b. Characteristics of soils/growing media 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Description of the target candidate focuses on the knowledge/skills that differentiate a just from a not quite qualified 
candidate. 
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Description of the Target Candidate10 (continued) 
A target candidate … 

VI. POWER, STRUCTURAL, AND TECHNICAL SYSTEMS 
11. Is familiar with the basic principles of electricity, power sources, small engines, metal 

fabrication, construction and welding including applied math 
12. Understands the safe operation of commonly found shop equipment 
13. Knows maintenance of equipment and proper laboratory management, including the storage 

of potentially hazardous materials 
14. Is familiar with the application of technology to agriculture industry 

 
VII. LEADERSHIP AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT 

15. Understands the relationship between local program planning, supervised agricultural 
experiences and the national FFA organization 

16. Knows the principles of leadership and effective communication skills, such as: 
a. Individual and team leadership 
b. Research skills to make informed decisions 

17. Knows the foundational skills (work ethics, resume writing, interview) of career 
development across the various pathways of agriculture 

 
  
 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 Description of the target candidate focuses on the knowledge/skills that differentiate a just from a not quite qualified 
candidate. 
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Table D1 
Panel Member Demographics (by Panel) 

 
Panel 1  Panel 2 

 
N %  N % 

Current position 
  

   
  Teacher 11 73%  7 54% 
  College faculty 4 27%  6 46% 

Race    
  White 15 100%  13 100% 

Gender    
  Female 7 47%  3 23% 
  Male 8 53%  10 77% 

Are you currently certified to teach this subject in your state?    
  Yes 13 87%  11 85% 
  No 2 13%  2 15% 

Are you currently teaching this subject in your state?    
  Yes 13 87%  10 77% 
  No 2 13%  3 23% 

Are you currently supervising or mentoring other teachers of this subject?    
  Yes 9 60%  6 46% 
  No 6 40%  7 54% 

At what K–12 grade level are you currently teaching this subject?  
  Middle school (6–8 or 7–9) 1 7%  2 15% 
  High school (9–12 or 10–12) 5 33%  3 23% 
  Middle and High School 5 33%  2 15% 
  Not currently teaching at the K–12 level 4 27%  6 46% 
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Table D1 (continued) 
Panel Member Demographics (by Panel) 

 
Panel 1  Panel 2 

 
N %  N % 

Including this year, how many years of experience do you have teaching this subject? 
  3 years or less 2 13%  2 15% 
  4–7 years  6 40%  4 31% 
  8–11 years 6 40%  1 8% 
  12–15 years 0 0%  3 23% 
  16 years or more 1 7%  3 23% 

Which best describes the location of your K–12 school?    
  Urban 0 0%  1 8% 
  Suburban 3 20%  1 8% 
  Rural 8 53%  5 38% 
  Not currently working at the K–12 level 4 27%  6 46% 

If you are college faculty, are you currently involved in the training/preparation of teacher 
candidates in this subject? 
  Yes 4 27%  5 38% 
  No 0 0%  1 8% 
  Not college faculty 11 73%  7 54% 
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Table D2 
Passing Score Summary by Round of Judgments 

Panel 1  Panel 2 

Panelist Round 1 Round 2  Round 1 Round 2 

1 57.95 57.50  71.05 63.10 
2 60.65 

 
60.95  60.30 

 
62.30 

3 60.40 
 

60.50  63.50 
 

62.40 
4 67.80 

 
65.90  60.90 

 
62.70 

5 64.75 
 

65.65  58.10 
 

60.80 
6 61.95 

 
61.30  76.40 

 
74.60 

7 63.60 
 

64.00  46.75 
 

56.30 
8 63.80 

 
64.00  55.65 

 
58.85 

9 79.50 
 

75.80  72.85 
 

69.90 
10 59.75 

 
62.70  71.65 

 
71.90 

11 58.80 
 

58.60  56.60 
 

58.40 
12 68.75 

 
68.75  51.20 

 
53.75 

13 55.10 
 

57.50  69.35 
 

66.65 
14 59.00 

 
60.70  

   15 57.90 
 

59.00  
   

! !
      

Average 62.65 
 

62.86  62.64 
 

63.20 
Lowest 55.10 

 
57.50  46.75 

 
53.75 

Highest 79.50 
 

75.80  76.40 
 

74.60 
SD 5.99 

 
4.84  9.08 

 
6.12 

SEJ 1.55 

 

1.25  2.52 

 

1.70 
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To support the decision-making process of education agencies establishing a passing score (cut 

score) for the Praxis™ Family and Consumer Sciences (5122) test, research staff from Educational 

Testing Service (ETS) designed and conducted a multistate standard-setting study.  

9I30G7G9I0G;K!*0I08*!
Panelists from 20 states were recommended by their respective education agencies. The 

education agencies recommended panelists with (a) experience as either Family and Consumer Sciences 

teachers or college faculty who prepare Family and Consumer Sciences teachers and (b) familiarity with 

the knowledge and skills required of beginning Family and Consumer Sciences teachers. 

387?""8;L8L!9I**G;K!*7?38!
ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to help 

education agencies determine an appropriate operational passing score. For the Praxis Family and 

Consumer Sciences test, the recommended passing score1 is 67 out of a possible 110 raw-score points. 

The scaled score associated with a raw score of 67 is 153 on a 100–200 scale.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Results from the two panels participating in the study were averaged to produce the recommended passing score. 

153
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To support the decision-making process for education agencies establishing a passing score (cut 

score) for the Praxis™ Family and Consumer Sciences (5122) test, research staff from ETS designed 

and conducted a multistate standard-setting study in September 2013 in Princeton, New Jersey. 

Education agencies 2  recommended panelists with (a) experience as either Family and Consumer 

Sciences teachers or college faculty who prepare Family and Consumer Sciences teachers and 

(b) familiarity with the knowledge and skills required of beginning Family and Consumer Sciences 

teachers. Twenty states (Table 1) were represented by 32 panelists. (See Appendix A for the names and 

affiliations of the panelists.)  

Table 1 
Participating States and Number of Panelists 

Arkansas (2 panelists) 

Connecticut (2 panelists) 

Delaware (1 panelist) 

Idaho (1 panelist) 

Kansas (2 panelists) 

Kentucky (2 panelists) 

Louisiana (2 panelists) 

Maryland (1 panelist) 

Maine (2 panelists) 

North Carolina (2 panelists) 

North Dakota (2 panelists) 

Nebraska (2 panelists) 

Nevada (1 panelist) 

Pennsylvania (1 panelist) 

Rhode Island (2 panelists) 

South Dakota (1 panelist) 

Utah (2 panelists) 

Virginia (2 panelists) 

Wisconsin (1 panelist) 

Wyoming (1 panelist) 

The following technical report contains three sections. The first section describes the content and 

format of the test. The second section describes the standard-setting processes and methods. The third 

section presents the results of the standard-setting study. 

ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to 

education agencies. In each state, the department of education, the board of education, or a designated 

educator licensure board is responsible for establishing the operational passing score in accordance with 

applicable regulations. This study provides a recommended passing score, 3  which represents the 

combined judgments of two panels of experienced educators. Each state may want to consider the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2 States and jurisdictions that currently use Praxis were invited to participate in the multistate standard-setting study. 
3 In addition to the recommended passing score averaged across the two panels, the recommened passing scores for each 
panel are presented. 

Arkansasas (2(2 p panelists))
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recommended passing score but also other sources of information when setting the final Praxis Family 

and Consumer Sciences passing score (see Geisinger & McCormick, 2010). A state may accept the 

recommended passing score, adjust the score upward to reflect more stringent expectations, or adjust the 

score downward to reflect more lenient expectations. There is no correct decision; the appropriateness 

of any adjustment may only be evaluated in terms of its meeting the state’s needs. 

Two sources of information to consider when setting the passing score are the standard error of 

measurement (SEM) and the standard error of judgment (SEJ). The former addresses the reliability of 

the Praxis Family and Consumer Sciences test score and the latter, the reliability of panelists’ passing-

score recommendation. The SEM allows a state to recognize that any test score on any standardized 

test—including a Praxis Family and Consumer Sciences test score—is not perfectly reliable. A test score 

only approximates what a candidate truly knows or truly can do on the test. The SEM, therefore, 

addresses the question: How close of an approximation is the test score to the true score? The SEJ 

allows a state to gauge the likelihood that the recommended passing score from a particular panel would 

be similar to the passing scores recommended by other panels of experts similar in composition and 

experience. The smaller the SEJ, the more likely that another panel would recommend a passing score 

consistent with the recommended passing score. The larger the SEJ, the less likely the recommended 

passing score would be reproduced by another panel.  

In addition to measurement error metrics (e.g., SEM, SEJ), each state should consider the 

likelihood of classification errors. That is, when adjusting a passing score, policymakers should consider 

whether it is more important to minimize a false-positive decision or to minimize a false-negative 

decision. A false-positive decision occurs when a candidate’s test score suggests that he should receive a 

license/certificate, but his actual level of knowledge/skills indicates otherwise (i.e., the candidate does 

not possess the required knowledge/skills). A false-negative decision occurs when a candidate’s test 

score suggests that she should not receive a license/certificate, but she actually does possess the required 

knowledge/skills. The state needs to consider which decision error is more important to minimize. 

! !
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The Praxis Family and Consumer Sciences Test at a Glance document (ETS, in press) describes 

the purpose and structure of the test. In brief, the test measures whether entry-level Family and 

Consumer Sciences teachers have the knowledge/skills believed necessary for competent professional 

practice.  

The two-hour assessment contains 120 selected-response items4 covering six content areas: Food 

and Nutrition (approximately 26 items), Housing and Interior Design (approximately 14 items), 

Textiles, Fashion, and Apparel (approximately 14 items), Human Development and Interpersonal 

Relationships (approximately 24 items), Foundations of Family and Consumer Sciences Education 

(approximately 20 items), and Resource Management (approximately 22 items).5 The reporting scale for 

the Praxis Family and Consumer Sciences test ranges from 100 to 200 scaled-score points. 

93?78**8*!I;L!"80O?L*!
The design of the standard-setting study included two, independent expert panels. Before the 

study, panelists received an email explaining the purpose of the standard-setting study and requesting 

that they review the content specifications for the test. This review helped familiarize the panelists with 

the general structure and content of the test. 

For each panel, the standard-setting study began with a welcome and introduction by the meeting 

facilitator. The facilitator described the test, provided an overview of standard setting, and presented the 

agenda for the study. Appendix B shows the agenda for the panel meeting. 

38HG8MG;K!0O8!08*0!
The standard-setting panelists first reviewed the test and then discussed it. This discussion helped 

bring the panelists to a shared understanding of what the test does and does not cover, which serves to 

reduce potential judgment errors later in the standard-setting process.   

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Ten of the 120 selected-response items are pretest items and do not contribute to a candidate’s score. 
5 The number of items for each content area may vary slightly from form to form of the test. 

The two-hour assessment contains 120 sselected-response items4 covevering six contenent areas: Foodod 

anand Nutrition (approximately 26 items),), Housing and Interioror Desigign (a(approximately 14 itememss),), 

TTextiles, Fashion, and Apparel (approxiximamately 14 items), Humam n DeDevelopment and Interprpersonanal l 

RRelationships (approximately 24 items), FoF undations of Family y and CoC nsumer Sciences Educatioionn F F

(approximately 20 items), and Resource M Mananagement (approximately 22 ititems).5 The reporting scale e fofor r 

the Praxis Familyly and Consumer Sciences test rangeges from 100 to 200 scaled-score popoints.
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The test discussion covered the major content areas being addressed by the test. Panelists were 

asked to remark on any content areas that would be particularly challenging for entry-level teachers or 

areas that address content particularly important for entry-level teachers. 

L8NG;G;K!0O8!0I3K80!7I;LGLI08!
Following the review of the test, panelists described the target candidate. The target candidate 

description plays a central role in standard setting (Perie, 2008); the goal of the standard-setting process 

is to identify the test score that aligns with this description.  

Panel 1 created a description of the target candidate — the knowledge/skills that differentiate a 

just from a not quite qualified candidate. To create this description, the panel first split into smaller 

groups to consider the target candidate. The full panel then reconvened and, through whole-group 

discussion, created the description of the target candidate to use for the remainder of the study. 

The written description of the target candidate summarized the panel discussion in a bulleted 

format. The description was not intended to describe all the knowledge and skills of the target candidate 

but only highlight those that differentiate a just qualified candidate from a not quite qualified candidate. 

The written description was distributed to panelists to use during later phases of the study (see 

Appendix C for the target candidate description). 

For Panel 2, the panelists began with the description of the target candidate developed by 

Panel 1. Given that the multistate standard-setting study was designed to provide two recommendations 

for the same performance standard, it was important that panels use consistent target candidate 

description to frame their judgments. The panelists reviewed the target candidate description, and any 

ambiguities were discussed and clarified.  

! !
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The standard-setting process for the Praxis Family and Consumer Sciences test was a 

probability-based Modified Angoff method (Brandon, 2004; Hambleton & Pitoniak, 2006). In this study, 

each panelist judged each item on the likelihood (probability or chance) that the target candidate would 

answer the item correctly. Panelists made their judgments using the following rating scale: 0, .05, .10, 

.20, .30, .40, .50, .60, .70, .80, .90, .95, 1. The lower the value, the less likely it is that the target 

candidate would answer the item correctly because the item is difficult for the target candidate. The 

higher the value, the more likely it is that the target candidate would answer the item correctly.  

Panelists were asked to approach the judgment process in two stages. First, they reviewed both 

the description of the target candidate and the item and decided if, overall, the item would be difficult 

for the target candidate, easy for the target candidate or moderately difficult/easy. The facilitator 

encouraged the panelists to consider the following rules of thumb to guide their decision: 

· Difficult items for the target candidate are in the 0 to .30 range.  

· Moderately difficult/easy items for the target candidate are in the .40 to .60 range. 

· Easy items for the target candidate are in the .70 to 1 range. 

Next, panelists decided how to refine their judgment within the range. For example, if a panelist 

thought that an item would be easy for the target candidate, the initial decision located the item in the 

.70 to 1 range. The second decision for the panelist was to decide if the likelihood of answering it 

correctly is .70, .80, .90, .95 or 1.  

After the training, panelists made practice judgments and discussed those judgments and their 

rationale. All panelists completed a post-training survey to confirm that they had received adequate 

training and felt prepared to continue; the standard-setting process continued only if all panelists 

confirmed their readiness.  

Following this first round of judgments (Round 1), item-level feedback was provided to the 

panel. The panelists’ judgments were displayed for each item and summarized across panelists. Items 

were highlighted to show when panelists converged in their judgments (at least two-thirds of the 

panelists located an item in the same difficulty range) or diverged in their judgments. 

The panelists discussed their item-level judgments. These discussions helped panelists maintain a 

shared understanding of the knowledge/skills of the target candidate and helped to clarify aspects of 
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items that might not have been clear to all panelists during the Round 1 judgments. The purpose of the 

discussion was not to encourage panelists to conform to another’s judgment, but to understand the 

different relevant perspectives among the panelists.  

In Round 2, panelists discussed their Round 1 judgments and were encouraged by the facilitator 

(a) to share the rationales for their judgments and (b) to consider their judgments in light of the 

rationales provided by the other panelists.  Panelists recorded their Round 2 judgments only for items 

when they wished to change a Round 1 judgment. Panelists final judgments for the study, therefore, 

consist of their Round 1 judgments and any adjusted judgments made during Round 2. 

Other than the description of the target candidate, results from Panel 1 were not shared with 

Panel 2. The item-level judgments and resulting discussions for Panel 2 were independent of judgments 

and discussions that occurred with Panel 1. 

38*F60*!

8E9830!9I;86*!
Table 2 presents a summary of the panelists’ demographic information. The panel included 32 

educators representing 20 states. (See Appendix A for a listing of panelists.) Twenty-two panelists were 

teachers, seven were college faculty, and three were administrators or department heads. All seven 

faculty members’ job responsibilities included the training of Family and Consumer Sciences teachers.  

The number of experts by panel and their demographic information are presented in Appendix D 

(Table D1). 
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Table 2 
Panel Member Demographics (Across Panels) 

 
N % 

Current position 
    Teacher 22 69% 

  Administrator/Department Head 3 9% 
  College Faculty 7 22% 

Race 
  White 29 91% 
  Black 3 9% 

Gender 
  Female 31 97% 
  Male 1 3% 

Are you currently certified to teach this subject in your state? 
  Yes 27 84% 
  No 5 16% 

Are you currently teaching this subject in your state? 
  Yes 30 94% 
  No 2 6% 

Are you currently supervising or mentoring other teachers of this 
subject? 
  Yes 18 56% 
  No 14 44% 

At what K–12 grade level are you currently teaching this subject? 
  Middle School (6–8 or 7–9) 5 16% 
  High School (9–12 or 10–12) 16 50% 
  Middle and High School 2 6% 
  Other 1 3% 
  Not currently teaching at the K–12 level 8 25% 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Panel Member Demographics (Across Panels) 

 
N % 

Including this year, how many years of experience do you have teaching this subject? 
  3 years or less 3 9% 
  4–7 years  6 19% 
  8–11 years 7 22% 
  12–15 years 4 13% 
  16 years or more 12 38% 

Which best describes the location of your school/institution? 
  Urban 9 28% 
  Suburban 13 41% 
  Rural 10 31% 

If you are college faculty, are you currently involved in the training/preparation of 
teacher candidates in this subject? 
  Yes 7 22% 
  No 0 0% 
  Not college faculty 25 78% 

*0I;LI3L.*800G;K!=FLK"8;0*!
Table 3 summarizes the standard-setting judgments (Round 2) of panelists. The table also 

includes estimates of the measurement error associated with the judgments: the standard deviation of the 

mean and the standard error of judgment (SEJ). The SEJ is one way of estimating the reliability or 

consistency of a panel’s standard-setting judgments.6 It indicates how likely it would be for several other 

panels of educators similar in makeup, experience, and standard-setting training to the current panel to 

recommend the same passing score on the same form of the test. The confidence intervals created by 

adding/subtracting two SEJs to each panel’s recommended passing score overlap, indicating that they 

may be comparable. !! 

Panelist-level results, for Rounds 1 and 2, are presented in Appendix D (Table D2). 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 An SEJ assumes that panelists are randomly selected and that standard-setting judgments are independent. It is seldom the 
case that panelists are randomly sampled, and only the first round of judgments may be considered independent. The SEJ, 
therefore, likely underestimates the uncertainty of passing scores (Tannenbaum & Katz, 2013). 
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Table 3 
Summary of Round 2 Standard-setting Judgments 

 
 

Panel 1 
 

Panel 2 

Average 65.87  67.32 
Lowest 51.95  56.00 
Highest 79.15  79.30 

SD 6.58  5.52 
SEJ 1.59  1.42 

 
Round 1 judgments are made without discussion among the panelists. The most variability in 

judgments, therefore, is typically present in the first round. Round 2 judgments, however, are informed 

by panel discussion; thus, it is common to see a decrease both in the standard deviation and SEJ. This 

decrease — indicating convergence among the panelists’ judgments — was observed for each panel (see 

Table D2 in Appendix D). The Round 2 average score is the panel’s recommended passing score.  

The panels’ passing score recommendations for the Praxis Family and Consumer Sciences test 

are 65.87 for Panel 1 and 67.32 for Panel 2 (out of a possible 110 raw-score points). The values were 

rounded to the next highest whole number, to determine the functional recommended passing score — 

66 for Panel 1 and 68 for Panel 2. The scaled scores associated with 66 and 68 raw points are 151 and 

154, respectively. 

In addition to the recommended passing score for each panel, the average passing score across 

the two panels is provided to help education agencies determine an appropriate passing score. The 

panels’ average passing score recommendation for the Praxis Family and Consumer Sciences test is 

66.59 (out of a possible 110 raw-score points). The value was rounded to 67 (next highest raw score) to 

determine the functional recommended passing score. The scaled score associated with 67 raw points is 

153.  

Table 4 presents the estimated conditional standard error of measurement (CSEM) around the 

recommended passing score. A standard error represents the uncertainty associated with a test score. The 

scaled scores associated with one and two CSEMs above and below the recommended passing score are 

provided. The conditional standard error of measurement provided is an estimate. 
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Table 4 
Passing Scores Within 1 and 2 CSEMs of the Recommended Passing Score7  

Recommended passing score (CSEM) Scale score equivalent 

67 (5.14) 153 
  -2 CSEMs 57! 140 
  -1 CSEM 62! 146 
+ 1 CSEM 73! 160 
+ 2 CSEMs 78! 166 

Note. CSEM = conditional standard error of measurement. 

NG;I6!8HI6FI0G?;*!
The panelists completed an evaluation at the conclusion of their standard-setting study. The 

evaluation asked the panelists to provide feedback about the quality of the standard-setting 

implementation and the factors that influenced their decisions. The responses to the evaluation provided 

evidence of the validity of the standard-setting process, and, as a result, evidence of the reasonableness 

of the recommended passing score. 

Panelists were also shown the panel’s recommended passing score and asked (a) how 

comfortable they are with the recommended passing score and (b) if they think the score was too high, 

too low, or about right. A summary of the final evaluation results is presented in Appendix D (Tables D3 

and D4). 

All panelists strongly agreed that they understood the purpose of the study. All panelists strongly 

agreed or agreed that the facilitator’s instructions and explanations were clear. All panelists strongly 

agreed or agreed that they were prepared to make their standard-setting judgments and that the 

standard-setting process was easy to follow.  

Twenty-nine of the 32 panelists indicated they were at least somewhat comfortable with the 

passing score they recommended; 19 of the 32 panelists were very comfortable. Twenty-eight of the 32 

panelists indicated the recommended passing score was about right with the remaining four panelists 

indicated that the passing score was too low. !

! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 The unrounded CSEM value is added to or subtracted from the rounded passing-score recommendation. The resulting 
values are rounded up to the next-highest whole number and the rounded values are converted to scaled scores. 
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To support the decision-making process for education agencies establishing a passing score (cut 

score) for the Praxis Family and Consumer Sciences test, research staff from ETS designed and 

conducted a multistate standard-setting study.  

ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to help 

education agencies determine an appropriate operational passing score. For the Praxis Family and 

Consumer Sciences test, the recommended passing score8 is 67 out of a possible 110 raw-score points. 

The scaled score associated with a raw score of 67 is 153 on a 100–200 scale.  

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 Results from the two panels participating in the study were averaged to produce the recommended passing score. 
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Participating Panelists With Affiliation 

Panelist Affiliation 

Danielle Albanese Washington Middle School/Meriden BOE (CT) 
Karma Bateman Jordan High School (UT) 
Mari Borr North Dakota State University (ND) 
Kristen Burnett Laramie County School District 1 Central High School (WY) 
Kathy Croxall Western Kentucky University (KY) 
Catrina Cheek-Jones Richmond Public Schools (VA) 
Annette Dutton Century High School (ID) 
Carol Erwin Wayne State College (NE) 
Derrick L. Fogg Warren County School (NC) 
Lindsay Frisbie South Middleton School District (PA) 
Kathleen Hudson Coventry High School (RI) 
Beth Ireland Kansas State University- Research & Extension (KS) 
Maria Keels Cumberland County Schools/MacWilliams Middle School (NC) 
Tracy Kern Harrisburg High School (SD) 
Brenda A. Martin University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff (AR) 
Ronda Matthews Appomattox County High School (VA) 
Yvonne Moody Chadron State College (NE) 
Katrina Moore Bossier High School (LA) 
Christine Moore Brigham Young University (UT) 
Kathy Morgan Carroll County Public School (MD) 
Marlene Prichard Barrington Middle School (RI) 
Sarah Raikes Washington County High School (KY) 
Magan Randall Fayetteville Public Schools (AR) 
Anne Scharmberg Brandywine High School (DE) 
Carla Selberg Brunswick High School (ME) 
Stephanie Sevigny Velva High School (ND) 
Lola Shipp Liberty High School, Clark County (NV) 
Lorraine Tanguay Mountain Valley High School (ME) 
Susan Turgeson University of WI-Stevens Point (WI) 
Janice M. Uerz Manchester High School (CT) 
Amy Weems Ouachita Junior High School and University of Louisiana at Monroe (LA) 
Sally Yahnke Kansas State University (KS) 

 

Brenda A.A. MaMartin University of Arkakansas at Pinene Bluff (A(AR)R)

Magagan Randalalll Fayeyetteville Public Schools (AR)R)
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AGENDA 

Praxis Family and Consumer Sciences (5122) 
Standard-Setting Study  

 
Day 1 

 Welcome and Introduction 

 Overview of Standard Setting and the Praxis Family and 
Consumer Sciences Test 

 Review the Praxis Family and Consumer Sciences Test 

 Discuss the Praxis Family and Consumer Sciences Test 

 Define the Knowledge/Skills of a Target Candidate 

 Lunch 

 Define the Knowledge/Skills of a Target Candidate (continued) 

 Break 

 Standard-Setting Training 

 Round 1 Standard Setting Judgments  

 Collect Materials; End of Day 1 

'
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AGENDA 

Praxis Family and Consumer Sciences (5122) 
Standard-Setting Study  

 
Day 2 

 Overview of Day 2 

 Round 1 Feedback and Round 2 Judgments 

 Break 

 Round 1 Feedback and Round 2 Judgments (continued) 

 Lunch 

 Feedback on Round 2 Recommended Passing Score 

 Complete Final Evaluation 

 Collect Materials; End of Study 

!  
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Description of the Target Candidate9 
 

A target candidate … 

I  Food & Nutrition 
A. Culinary Arts & Food Service 

1. Understands basic safety and sanitation procedures 
2. Knows general concepts of food science 
3. Understands food preparation techniques, knowledge, & skills 
4. Knows basic process skills needed in the hospitality industry 

B. Nutrition and Wellness 
1. Understands basic nutrients and dietary guidelines recommended throughout the life cycle 

 
II Housing & Interior Design 

1. Knows the various factors that affect housing choices through the lifespan 
2. Understands the elements and principles of design 

 
III Textiles, Fashion, and Apparel 

1. Knows the basic construction techniques, care, and design of textile products and apparel 
 

IV Human Development and Interpersonal Relationships 
A.  Families and Relationships 

1. Knows functions, strategies and resources for promoting relationships and communication skills for 
various types of families and individuals. 

B. Human Development and Early Childhood Education 
1. Understands the foundational theories related to the stages, characteristics, and interrelatedness of 

physical, social, emotional, moral, and cognitive development throughout the life cycle 
2. Is familiar with the components of a curriculum that promote and address the diverse needs of 

children 
 

V. Foundations of Family and Consumer Sciences Education  
1. Knows how to implement core FACS academic standards into authentic, student centered learning 

experiences and assessments 
2. Is familiar with career paths and organizations within FACS disciplines from current and historical 

perspectives. 
 
VI. Resource Management 

A. Financial Literacy 
1. Understands essential financial literacy concepts and their impacts on financial management 

throughout the life cycle 
B. Careers and Consumer Education 

1. Knows consumer rights, roles and responsibilities related to individual, family and government 
resources 

2. Knows decision-making and problem-solving processes for family, career and consumer issues 
! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Description of the target candidate focuses on the knowledge/skills that differentiate a just from a not quite qualified 
candidate. 
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Table D1 
Panel Member Demographics (by Panel) 

 
Panel 1  Panel 2 

 
N %  N % 

Current position 
  

   
  Teacher 12 71%  10 67% 
  Administrator/Department Head 2 12%  1 7% 
  College Faculty 3 18%  4 27% 

Race    
  White 15 88%  14 93% 
  Black 2 12%  1 7% 

Gender    
  Female 17 100%  14 93% 
  Male 0 0%  1 7% 

Are you currently certified to teach this subject in your state?    
  Yes 15 88%  12 80% 
  No 2 12%  3 20% 

Are you currently teaching this subject in your state?    
  Yes 17 100%  13 87% 
  No 0 0%  2 13% 

Are you currently supervising or mentoring other teachers of this subject?    
  Yes 9 53%  9 60% 
  No 8 47%  6 40% 

At what K–12 grade level are you currently teaching this subject?  
  Middle School (6–8 or 7–9) 3 18%  2 13% 
  High School (9–12 or 10–12) 9 53%  7 47% 
  Middle and High School 1 6%  1 7% 
  Other 0 0%  1 7% 
  Not currently teaching at the K–12 level 4 24%  4 27% 
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Table D1 (continued) 
Panel Member Demographics (by Panel) 

 
Panel 1  Panel 2 

 
N %  N % 

Including this year, how many years of experience do you have teaching this subject? 
  3 years or less 3 18%  0 0% 
  4–7 years  3 18%  3 20% 
  8–11 years 4 24%  3 20% 
  12–15 years 2 12%  2 13% 
  16 years or more 5 29%  7 47% 

Which best describes the location of your school/institution?    
  Urban 5 29%  4 27% 
  Suburban 7 41%  6 40% 
  Rural 5 29%  5 33% 
If you are college faculty, are you currently involved in the training/preparation of teacher 
candidates in this subject? 
  Yes 3 18%  4 27% 
  No 0 0%  0 0% 
  Not college faculty 14 82%  11 73% 
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Table D2 
Passing Score Summary by Round of Judgments 

Panel 1  Panel 2 

Panelist Round 1 Round 2  Round 1 Round 2 

1 59.75 60.80  57.15 66.60 
2 84.65 

 
79.15  70.30 

 
70.40 

3 73.60 
 

74.10  65.40 
 

65.50 
4 51.70 

 
54.60  67.20 

 
67.90 

5 65.90 
 

65.40  69.15 
 

68.05 
6 69.75 

 
69.00  69.05 

 
69.05 

7 69.60 
 

70.50  62.10 
 

62.60 
8 62.70 

 
62.10  74.20 

 
76.40 

9 48.45 
 

51.95  51.25 
 

56.00 
10 50.20 

 
62.20  58.40 

 
63.00 

11 67.00 
 

66.50  61.00 
 

65.30 
12 65.30 

 
65.00  63.80 

 
64.20 

13 73.90 
 

71.05  66.30 
 

67.80 
14 67.75 

 
67.60  81.65 

 
79.30 

15 63.85 
 

65.65  65.70 
 

67.70 
16 65.10 

 
65.10  

   17 70.80 
 

69.10  
   

! !
      

Average 65.29 
 

65.87  65.51 
 

67.32 
Lowest 48.45 

 
51.95  51.25 

 
56.00 

Highest 84.65 
 

79.15  81.65 
 

79.30 
SD 9.12 

 
6.58  7.30 

 
5.52 

SEJ 2.21 

 

1.59  1.89 

 

1.42 
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To support the decision-making process of education agencies establishing a passing score (cut 

score) for the Praxis™ Gifted Education (5358) test, research staff from Educational Testing Service 

(ETS) designed and conducted a multistate standard-setting study.  

9J30H7H9J0H;L!*0J08*!
Panelists from seven states were recommended by their respective education agencies. The 

education agencies recommended panelists with (a) experience as either gifted education teachers or 

college faculty who prepare gifted education teachers and (b) familiarity with the knowledge and skills 

required of beginning gifted education teachers. 

387M""8;N8N!9J**H;L!*7M38!
ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to help 

education agencies determine an appropriate operational passing score. For the Praxis Gifted Education 

test, the recommended passing score is 65 out of a possible 100 raw-score points. The scaled score 

associated with a raw score of 65 is 157 on a 100–200 scale.  
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To support the decision-making process for education agencies establishing a passing score (cut 

score) for the Praxis™ Gifted Education (5358) test, research staff from ETS designed and conducted a 

multistate standard-setting study in November 2013 in Princeton, New Jersey. Education agencies1 

recommended panelists with (a) experience as either gifted education teachers or college faculty who 

prepare gifted education teachers and (b) familiarity with the knowledge and skills required of beginning 

gifted education teachers. Seven states (Table 1) were represented by 18 panelists. (See Appendix! A for 

the names and affiliations of the panelists.)  

Table 1 
Participating states and Number of Panelists 

Arkansas (3 panelists) 

Delaware (1 panelist) 

Idaho (3 panelists) 

Kentucky (3 panelists) 

Maine (3 panelists) 

North Dakota (2 panelists) 

Tennessee (3 panelists) 

The following technical report contains three sections. The first section describes the content and 

format of the test. The second section describes the standard-setting processes and methods. The third 

section presents the results of the standard-setting study. 

ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to 

education agencies. In each state, the department of education, the board of education, or a designated 

educator licensure board is responsible for establishing the operational passing score in accordance with 

applicable regulations. This study provides a recommended passing score, which represents the 

combined judgments of a group of experienced educators. Each state may want to consider the 

recommended passing score but also other sources of information when setting the final Praxis Gifted 

Education passing score (see Geisinger & McCormick, 2010). A state may accept the recommended 

passing score, adjust the score upward to reflect more stringent expectations, or adjust the score 

downward to reflect more lenient expectations. There is no correct decision; the appropriateness of any 

adjustment may only be evaluated in terms of its meeting the state’s needs. 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 States and jurisdictions that currently use Praxis were invited to participate in the multistate standard-setting study. 
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Two sources of information to consider when setting the passing score are the standard error of 

measurement (SEM) and the standard error of judgment (SEJ). The former addresses the reliability of 

the Praxis Gifted Education test score and the latter, the reliability of panelists’ passing-score 

recommendation. The SEM allows a state to recognize that any test score on any standardized test—

including a Praxis Gifted Education test score—is not perfectly reliable. A test score only approximates 

what a candidate truly knows or truly can do on the test. The SEM, therefore, addresses the question: 

How close of an approximation is the test score to the true score? The SEJ allows a state to gauge the 

likelihood that the recommended passing score from the current panel would be similar to the passing 

scores recommended by other panels of experts similar in composition and experience. The smaller the 

SEJ, the more likely that another panel would recommend a passing score consistent with the 

recommended passing score. The larger the SEJ, the less likely the recommended passing score would 

be reproduced by another panel.  

In addition to measurement error metrics (e.g., SEM, SEJ), each state should consider the 

likelihood of classification errors. That is, when adjusting a passing score, policymakers should consider 

whether it is more important to minimize a false-positive decision or to minimize a false-negative 

decision. A false-positive decision occurs when a candidate’s test score suggests that he should receive a 

license/certificate, but his actual level of knowledge/skills indicates otherwise (i.e., the candidate does 

not possess the required knowledge/skills). A false-negative decision occurs when a candidate’s test 

score suggests that she should not receive a license/certificate, but she actually does possess the required 

knowledge/skills. The state needs to consider which decision error is more important to minimize. 

! !
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MI83IH8O!MP!0Q8!93JFH*!LHP08N!8NG7J0HM;!08*0!
The Praxis Gifted Education Test at a Glance document (ETS, in press) describes the purpose 

and structure of the test. In brief, the test measures whether entry-level gifted education teachers have 

the knowledge/skills believed necessary for competent professional practice.  

The two-hour assessment contains 120 selected-response items2 covering five content areas: 

Development and Characteristics of Gifted Students (approximately 25 items), Learning Environment 

for Gifted Students (approximately 23 items), Instruction of Gifted Students (approximately 33 items), 

Identification and Assessment of Gifted Students (approximately 22 items), and Professionalism 

(approximately 17 items).3 The reporting scale for the Praxis Gifted Education test ranges from 100 to 

200 scaled-score points. 

93M78**8*!J;N!"80QMN*!
The design of the standard-setting study included an expert panel. Before the study, panelists 

received an email explaining the purpose of the standard-setting study and requesting that they review 

the content specifications for the test. This review helped familiarize the panelists with the general 

structure and content of the test. 

The standard-setting study began with a welcome and introduction by the meeting facilitator. 

The facilitator described the test, provided an overview of standard setting, and presented the agenda for 

the study. Appendix B shows the agenda for the panel meeting. 

38IH8OH;L!0Q8!08*0!
The standard-setting panelists first took the test and then discussed it. This discussion helped 

bring the panelists to a shared understanding of what the test does and does not cover, which serves to 

reduce potential judgment errors later in the standard-setting process.   

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Twenty of the 120 selected-response items are pretest items and do not contribute to a candidate’s score. 
3 The number of items for each content area may vary slightly from form to form of the test. 
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The test discussion covered the major content areas being addressed by the test. Panelists were 

asked to remark on any content areas that would be particularly challenging for entry-level teachers or 

areas that address content particularly important for entry-level teachers. 

N8PH;H;L!0Q8!0J3L80!7J;NHNJ08!
Following the review of the test, panelists described the target candidate. The target candidate 

description plays a central role in standard setting (Perie, 2008); the goal of the standard-setting process 

is to identify the test score that aligns with this description.  

The panel created a description of the target candidate —the knowledge/skills that differentiate a 

just from a not quite qualified candidate. To create this description, the panel first split into smaller 

groups to consider the target candidate. The full panel then reconvened and, through whole-group 

discussion, determined the description of the target candidate to use for the remainder of the study. 

The written description of the target candidate summarized the panel discussion in a bulleted 

format. The description was not intended to describe all the knowledge and skills of the target candidate 

but only highlight those that differentiate a just qualified candidate from a not quite qualified candidate. 

The written description was distributed to panelists to use during later phases of the study (see 

Appendix  C for the target candidate description). 

9J;86H*0*’!=GNL"8;0*!
The standard-setting process for the Praxis Gifted Education test was a probability-based 

Modified Angoff method (Brandon, 2004; Hambleton & Pitoniak, 2006). In this study, each panelist 

judged each item on the likelihood (probability or chance) that the target candidate would answer the 

item correctly. Panelists made their judgments using the following rating scale: 0, .05, .10, .20, .30, .40, 

.50, .60, .70, .80, .90, .95, 1. The lower the value, the less likely it is that the target candidate would 

answer the item correctly because the item is difficult for the target candidate. The higher the value, the 

more likely it is that the target candidate would answer the item correctly.  

!  
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Panelists were asked to approach the judgment process in two stages. First, they reviewed both 

the description of the target candidate and the item and decided if, overall, the item would be difficult 

for the target candidate, easy for the target candidate or moderately difficult/easy. The facilitator 

encouraged the panelists to consider the following rules of thumb to guide their decision: 

· Difficult items for the target candidate are in the 0 to .30 range.  

· Moderately difficult/easy items for the target candidate are in the .40 to .60 range. 

· Easy items for the target candidate are in the .70 to 1 range. 

Next, panelists decided how to refine their judgment within the range. For example, if a panelist 

thought that an item would be easy for the target candidate, the initial decision located the item in the 

.70 to 1 range. The second decision for the panelist was to decide if the likelihood of answering it 

correctly is .70, .80, .90, .95 or 1.  

After the training, panelists made practice judgments and discussed those judgments and their 

rationale. All panelists completed a post-training survey to confirm that they had received adequate 

training and felt prepared to continue; the standard-setting process continued only if all panelists 

confirmed their readiness.  

Following this first round of judgments (Round 1), item-level feedback was provided to the 

panel. The panelists’ judgments were displayed for each item and summarized across panelists. Items 

were highlighted to show when panelists converged in their judgments (at least two-thirds of the 

panelists located an item in the same difficulty range) or diverged in their judgments. 

The panelists discussed their item-level judgments. These discussions helped panelists maintain a 

shared understanding of the knowledge/skills of the target candidate and helped to clarify aspects of 

items that might not have been clear to all panelists during the Round 1 judgments. The purpose of the 

discussion was not to encourage panelists to conform to another’s judgment, but to understand the 

different relevant perspectives among the panelists.  

In Round 2, panelists discussed their Round 1 judgments and were encouraged by the facilitator 

(a) to share the rationales for their judgments and (b) to consider their judgments in light of the 

rationales provided by the other panelists.  Panelists recorded their Round 2 judgments only for items 

when they wished to change a Round 1 judgment. Panelists final judgments for the study, therefore, 

consist of their Round 1 judgments and any adjusted judgments made during Round 2. 
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8F9830!9J;86*!
Table 2 presents a summary of the panelists’ demographic information. The panel included 18 

educators representing seven states . (See Appendix A for a listing of panelists.) Eleven panelists were 

teachers, five were college faculty, and two were administrators or department heads. Four of the five 

faculty members’ job responsibilities included the training of gifted education teachers.  

Table 2 
Panel Member Demographics 

 
N % 

Current position 
    Teacher 11 61% 

  Administrator/Department Head 2 11% 
  College Faculty 5 28% 

Race 
  White 16 89% 
  Black or African American 1 6% 
  Hispanic or Latino 1 6% 

Gender 
  Female 16 89% 
  Male 2 11% 

Are you currently certified to teach this subject in your state? 
  Yes 18 100% 
  No 0 0% 

Are you currently teaching this subject in you state? 
  Yes 17 94% 
  No 1 6% 

Are you currently supervising or mentoring other teachers of this 
subject? 
  Yes 14 78% 
  No 4 22% 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Panel Member Demographics 

 
N % 

At what K–12 grade level are you currently teaching this subject? 
  Elementary (K–5 or K–6) 5 28% 
  Elementary and Middle School 1 6% 
  High School (9–12 or 10–12) 1 6% 
  Middle and High School 1 6% 
  All Grades 5 28% 
  Not currently teaching at the K–12 level 5 28% 

Including this year, how many years of experience do you have teaching this subject? 
  3 years or less 2 11% 
  4–7 years  7 39% 
  8–11 years 2 11% 
  12–15 years 1 6% 
  16 years or more 6 33% 

Which best describes the location of your K–12 school? 
  Urban 1 6% 
  Suburban 6 33% 
  Rural 6 33% 
  Not currently working at the K–12 level 5 28% 

If you are college faculty, are you currently involved in the training/preparation of 
teacher candidates in this subject? 
  Yes 4 22% 
  No 1 6% 
  Not college faculty 13 72% 

*0J;NJ3N.*800H;L!=GNL"8;0*!
Table 3 summarizes the standard-setting judgments of panelists. The table shows the passing 

scores—the number of raw points needed to pass the test—recommended by each panelist.  

Table 3 also includes estimate of the measurement error associated with the judgments: the 

standard deviation of the mean and the standard error of judgment (SEJ). The SEJ is one way of 

estimating the reliability or consistency of a panel’s standard-setting judgments.4 It indicates how likely 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 An SEJ assumes that panelists are randomly selected and that standard-setting judgments are independent. It is seldom the 
case that panelists are randomly sampled, and only the first round of judgments may be considered independent. The SEJ, 
therefore, likely underestimates the uncertainty of passing scores (Tannenbaum & Katz, 2013). 
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it would be for several other panels of educators similar in makeup, experience, and standard-setting 

training to the current panel to recommend the same passing score on the same form of the test.  

Round 1 judgments are made without discussion among the panelists. The most variability in 

judgments, therefore, is typically present in the first round. Round 2 judgments, however, are informed 

by panel discussion; thus, it is common to see a decrease both in the standard deviation and SEJ. This 

decrease — indicating convergence among the panelists’ judgments — was observed (see Table 3). The 

Round 2 average score is the panel’s recommended passing score.  

Table 3 
Passing Score Summary by Round of Judgments 

Panelist Round 1 Round 2 
1 62.30 63.70 
2 77.80 76.50 
3 76.20 75.60 
4 57.95 58.35 
5 63.70 60.30 
6 47.50 56.30 
7 61.45 62.95 
8 72.90 70.60 
9 72.80 71.80 

10 61.30 61.00 
11 57.40 55.80 
12 59.80 60.10 
13 66.90 66.50 
14 65.45 65.65 
15 62.40 62.00 
16 64.85 63.55 
17 56.30 55.90 
18 70.55 68.70 

 
  

Average 64.31 64.18 
Lowest 47.50 55.80 
Highest 77.80 76.50 

SD 7.66 6.38 
SEJ 1.81 1.50 
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The panel’s passing score recommendation for the Praxis Gifted Education test is 64.18 (out of a 

possible 100 raw-score points). The value was rounded to the next highest whole number, 65, to 

determine the functional recommended passing score. The scaled score associated with 65 raw points is 

157. 

Table 4 presents the estimated conditional standard error of measurement (CSEM) around the 

recommended passing score. A standard error represents the uncertainty associated with a test score. The 

scaled scores associated with one and two CSEMs above and below the recommended passing score are 

provided. The conditional standard error of measurement provided is an estimate. 

Table 4 
Passing Scores Within 1 and 2 CSEMs of the Recommended Passing Score5  

Recommended passing score (CSEM) Scale score equivalent 

65 (4.79) 157 
  -2 CSEMs 56! 144 
  -1 CSEM 61! 151 
+ 1 CSEM 70! 164 
+ 2 CSEMs 75! 171 

Note. CSEM = conditional standard error of measurement. 

! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 The unrounded CSEM value is added to or subtracted from the rounded passing-score recommendation. The resulting 
values are rounded up to the next-highest whole number and the rounded values are converted to scaled scores. 
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The panelists completed an evaluation at the conclusion of their standard-setting study. The 

evaluation asked the panelists to provide feedback about the quality of the standard-setting 

implementation and the factors that influenced their decisions. The responses to the evaluation provided 

evidence of the validity of the standard-setting process, and, as a result, evidence of the reasonableness 

of the recommended passing score. 

Panelists were also shown the panel’s recommended passing score and asked (a) how 

comfortable they are with the recommended passing score and (b) if they think the score was too high, 

too low, or about right. A summary of the final evaluation results is presented in Appendix D. 

All panelists strongly agreed or agreed that they understood the purpose of the study and that the 

facilitator’s instructions and explanations were clear. All panelists strongly agreed or agreed that they 

were prepared to make their standard-setting judgments and that the standard-setting process was easy to 

follow.  

All of the panelists indicated they were at least somewhat comfortable with the passing score 

they recommended; 15 of the 18 panelists were very comfortable. All of the panelists indicated the 

recommended passing score was about right. !

*G""J3K!
To support the decision-making process for education agencies establishing a passing score (cut 

score) for the Praxis Gifted Education test, research staff from ETS designed and conducted a multistate 

standard-setting study.  

ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to help 

education agencies determine an appropriate operational passing score. For the Praxis Gifted Education 

test, the recommended passing score is 65 out of a possible 100 raw-score points. The scaled score 

associated with a raw score of 65 is 157 on a 100–200 scale.  
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Participating Panelists With Affiliations 

Panelist Affiliation 

Cheré Beavers Vilonia School District (AR) 

Thais Campbell Ooltewah Middle School/Barger Academy/Bess T. Shepherd 
Elementary School (TN) 

Kimberly Code Northern Kentucky University (KY) 

Amy Cox Joint School District #2 (ID) 

James Curry University of Southern Maine (ME) 

Amanda Shaner Gaglione Mispillion Elementary School (DE) 

Sue Ann Gaitings Brewer School Department (ME) 

Jennifer Goode Maine School Administrative District #40 (ME) 

Jo Henderson Boise State University (ID) 

Meghan McDonagh Joint School District #2 (ID) 

Rachelle Miller University of Central Arkansas (AR) 

Carolyn Ray Washington County Board of Education (KY) 

Dustin Seaton Prairie Grove School District (AR) 

Gem Thomerson Vanderbilt University (TN) 

Yvonne R. Timian Fargo Public Schools (ND) 

Michelle Villarreal Rutherford County Schools-Blackman High School (TN) 

Marla Wagenman Fargo Public Schools (ND) 

Karen G. West Corbin Independent Schools (KY) 
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AGENDA 

Praxis Gifted Education (5358) 
Standard-Setting Study  

 
Day 1 

 Welcome and Introduction 

 Overview of Standard Setting and the Praxis Gifted 
Education Test 

 Review the Praxis Gifted Education Test 

 Discuss the Praxis Gifted Education Test 

 Lunch 

 Define the Knowledge/Skills of a Target Candidate 

 Break 

 Standard-Setting Training 

 Round 1 Standard Setting Judgments  

 Collect Materials; End of Day 1 

Day 2 

 Overview of Day 2 

 Round 1 Feedback and Round 2 Judgments 

 Lunch 

 Feedback on Round 2 Recommended Cut Score 

 Complete Final Evaluation 

 Collect Materials; End of Study 

!

!
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Description of the Target Candidate6 
A target candidate … 

I. Development and Characteristics of Gifted Students 
A. Development 

1. Knows the early indicators of giftedness (e.g., advanced verbal ability, curiosity 
and imagination, early achievement of milestones, ability to focus attention 
intensely, accelerated rate of learning) and of asynchronous development'

B. Characteristics  
1. Knows the similarities and differences between various types of giftedness and 

the general student population as they relate to cognitive and social and 
emotional characteristics 

2. Knows a variety of factors that may affect the development of gifted students 
including causes for underachievement and coexisting conditions and 
exceptionalities (e.g., ADHD, literacy disabilities, learning disabilities)  

II. The Learning Environment of the Gifted  
1. Understands the idiosyncratic and asynchronous academic, social, and emotional 

development of gifted learners 
2. Knows how to adapt curriculum and resources and align instruction to meet unique 

needs of gifted learners 
III. Instruction of Gifted Students  

A. Planning  
1. Can identify the major models for developing curriculum for gifted students  
2. Knows how to use assessment data to differentiate  

B. Instruction  
1. Knows a variety of instructional strategies that promote depth, complexity, and 

metacognition in gifted students 
2. Can identify instructional strategies that meet the needs of the profoundly gifted 

and gifted students with diverse cultural and linguistic needs  
IV. Identification and Assessment of Gifted Students  

1. Can identify commonly used qualitative and quantitative assessments and their 
uses and limitations in identifying and serving gifted students 

2. Knows when to use alternative assessments, particularly among special 
populations 

3. Knows basic processes for nominating and identifying gifted students using 
multiple criteria 

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Description of the target candidate focuses on the knowledge/skills that differentiate a just from a not quite qualified 
candidate. 
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Description of the Target Candidate7 (continued) 
A target candidate … 

V. Professionalism  
A. Foundations  

1. Knows the rationales, principles, and goals of gifted education in relation to 
major theories and philosophies 

B. Collaboration, Leadership, and Professional Development  
1. Knows strategies for identifying and evaluating information on professional and 

instructional trends and issues 
2. Knows how to apply theory and research into instructional practices  
3. Can identify the need for collaboration among all stakeholders to address and 

advocate for the academic, emotional, and social needs of gifted students  
  

 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Description of the target candidate focuses on the knowledge/skills that differentiate a just from a not quite qualified 
candidate. 
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To support the decision-making process of education agencies establishing a passing score (cut 

score) for the Praxis™ Health and Physical Education: Content Knowledge (5857) test, research staff 

from Educational Testing Service (ETS) designed and conducted a multistate standard-setting study.  

9J30H7H9J0H;L!*0J08*!
Panelists from 11 states, Washington, DC, and Guam were recommended by their respective 

education agencies. The education agencies recommended panelists with (a) experience as either health 

and physical education teachers or college faculty who prepare health and physical education teachers 

and (b) familiarity with the knowledge and skills required of beginning health and physical education 

teachers. 

387M""8;?8?!9J**H;L!*7M38!
ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to help 

education agencies determine an appropriate operational passing score. For the Praxis Health and 

Physical Education: Content Knowledge test, the recommended passing score is 74 out of a possible 110 

raw-score points. The scaled score associated with a raw score of 74 is 160 on a 100–200 scale.  
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To support the decision-making process for education agencies establishing a passing score (cut 

score) for the Praxis™ Health and Physical Education: Content Knowledge (5857) test, research staff 

from ETS designed and conducted a multistate standard-setting study in November 2013 in Princeton, 

New Jersey. Education agencies 1  recommended panelists with (a) experience as either health and 

physical education teachers or college faculty who prepare health and physical education teachers and 

(b) familiarity with the knowledge and skills required of beginning health and physical education 

teachers. Eleven states, Washington, DC, and Guam (Table 1) were represented by 17 panelists. (See 

Appendix! A for the names and affiliations of the panelists.)  

Table 1 
Participating Jurisdictions and Number of Panelists 

Arkansas (2 panelists) 

Delaware (2 panelists) 

Guam (1 panelist) 

Kentucky (1 panelist) 

Louisiana (1 panelist) 

Nebraska (1 panelist) 

Nevada (1 panelist) 

North Carolina (1 panelist) 

Pennsylvania (1 panelist) 

Tennessee (1 panelist) 

Vermont (1 panelist) 

Virginia (2 panelists) 

Washington, DC (2 panelists) 

The following technical report contains three sections. The first section describes the content and 

format of the test. The second section describes the standard-setting processes and methods. The third 

section presents the results of the standard-setting study. 

ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to 

education agencies. In each jurisdiction, the department of education, the board of education, or a 

designated educator licensure board is responsible for establishing the operational passing score in 

accordance with applicable regulations. This study provides a recommended passing score, which 

represents the combined judgments of a group of experienced educators. Each jurisdiction may want to 

consider the recommended passing score but also other sources of information when setting the final 

Praxis Health and Physical Education: Content Knowledge passing score (see Geisinger & McCormick, 

2010). A jurisdiction may accept the recommended passing score, adjust the score upward to reflect 

more stringent expectations, or adjust the score downward to reflect more lenient expectations. There is 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 States and jurisdictions that currently use Praxis were invited to participate in the multistate standard-setting study. 
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no correct decision; the appropriateness of any adjustment may only be evaluated in terms of its meeting 

the jurisdiction’s needs. 

Two sources of information to consider when setting the passing score are the standard error of 

measurement (SEM) and the standard error of judgment (SEJ). The former addresses the reliability of 

the Praxis Health and Physical Education: Content Knowledge test score and the latter, the reliability of 

panelists’ passing-score recommendation. The SEM allows a jurisdiction to recognize that any test score 

on any standardized test—including a Praxis Health and Physical Education: Content Knowledge test 

score—is not perfectly reliable. A test score only approximates what a candidate truly knows or truly 

can do on the test. The SEM, therefore, addresses the question: How close of an approximation is the 

test score to the true score? The SEJ allows a jurisdiction to gauge the likelihood that the recommended 

passing score from the current panel would be similar to the passing scores recommended by other 

panels of experts similar in composition and experience. The smaller the SEJ, the more likely that 

another panel would recommend a passing score consistent with the recommended passing score. The 

larger the SEJ, the less likely the recommended passing score would be reproduced by another panel.  

In addition to measurement error metrics (e.g., SEM, SEJ), each jurisdiction should consider the 

likelihood of classification errors. That is, when adjusting a passing score, policymakers should consider 

whether it is more important to minimize a false-positive decision or to minimize a false-negative 

decision. A false-positive decision occurs when a candidate’s test score suggests that he should receive a 

license/certificate, but his actual level of knowledge/skills indicates otherwise (i.e., the candidate does 

not possess the required knowledge/skills). A false-negative decision occurs when a candidate’s test 

score suggests that she should not receive a license/certificate, but she actually does possess the required 

knowledge/skills. The jurisdiction needs to consider which decision error is more important to minimize. 

! !
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The Praxis Health and Physical Education: Content Knowledge Test at a Glance document 

(ETS, in press) describes the purpose and structure of the test. In brief, the test measures whether entry-

level health and physical education teachers have the knowledge/skills believed necessary for competent 

professional practice.  

The two-hour-and-ten-minute test contains 130 selected-response items2 covering five content 

areas: Health Education as a Discipline/Health Instruction (approximately 26 items), Health Education 

Content (approximately 32 items), Content Knowledge and Student Growth and Development 

(approximately 22 items), Management, Motivation, and Communication/Collaboration, Reflection, and 

Technology (approximately 29 items), and Planning, Instruction, and Student Assessment 

(approximately 21 items).3 The reporting scale for the Praxis Health and Physical Education: Content 

Knowledge test ranges from 100 to 200 scaled-score points. 

93M78**8*!J;?!"80PM?*!
The design of the standard-setting study included an expert panel. Before the study, panelists 

received an email explaining the purpose of the standard-setting study and requesting that they review 

the content specifications for the test. This review helped familiarize the panelists with the general 

structure and content of the test. 

The standard-setting study began with a welcome and introduction by the meeting facilitator. 

The facilitator described the test, provided an overview of standard setting, and presented the agenda for 

the study. Appendix B shows the agenda for the panel meeting. 

!

!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Twenty of the 130 selected-response items are pretest items and do not contribute to a candidate’s score. 
3 The number of items for each content area may vary slightly from form to form of the test. 
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The standard-setting panelists first reviewed the test and then discussed it. This discussion helped 

bring the panelists to a shared understanding of what the test does and does not cover, which serves to 

reduce potential judgment errors later in the standard-setting process.   

The test discussion covered the major content areas being addressed by the test. Panelists were 

asked to remark on any content areas that would be particularly challenging for entry-level teachers or 

areas that address content particularly important for entry-level teachers. 

?8OH;H;L!0P8!0J3L80!7J;?H?J08!
Following the review of the test, panelists described the target candidate. The target candidate 

description plays a central role in standard setting (Perie, 2008); the goal of the standard-setting process 

is to identify the test score that aligns with this description.  

The panel created a description of the target candidate —the knowledge/skills that differentiate a 

just from a not quite qualified candidate. To create this description, the panel first split into smaller 

groups to consider the target candidate. The full panel then reconvened and, through whole-group 

discussion, determined the description of the target candidate to use for the remainder of the study. 

The written description of the target candidate summarized the panel discussion in a bulleted 

format. The description was not intended to describe all the knowledge and skills of the target candidate 

but only highlight those that differentiate a just qualified candidate from a not quite qualified candidate. 

The written description was distributed to panelists to use during later phases of the study (see 

Appendix  C for the target candidate description). 

! !
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The standard-setting process for the Praxis Health and Physical Education: Content Knowledge 

test was a probability-based Modified Angoff method (Brandon, 2004; Hambleton & Pitoniak, 2006). In 

this study, each panelist judged each item on the likelihood (probability or chance) that the target 

candidate would answer the item correctly. Panelists made their judgments using the following rating 

scale: 0, .05, .10, .20, .30, .40, .50, .60, .70, .80, .90, .95, 1. The lower the value, the less likely it is that 

the target candidate would answer the item correctly because the item is difficult for the target 

candidate. The higher the value, the more likely it is that the target candidate would answer the item 

correctly.  

Panelists were asked to approach the judgment process in two stages. First, they reviewed both 

the description of the target candidate and the item and decided if, overall, the item would be difficult 

for the target candidate, easy for the target candidate or moderately difficult/easy. The facilitator 

encouraged the panelists to consider the following rules of thumb to guide their decision: 

· Difficult items for the target candidate are in the 0 to .30 range.  

· Moderately difficult/easy items for the target candidate are in the .40 to .60 range. 

· Easy items for the target candidate are in the .70 to 1 range. 

Next, panelists decided how to refine their judgment within the range. For example, if a panelist 

thought that an item would be easy for the target candidate, the initial decision located the item in the 

.70 to 1 range. The second decision for the panelist was to decide if the likelihood of answering it 

correctly is .70, .80, .90, .95 or 1.  

After the training, panelists made practice judgments and discussed those judgments and their 

rationale. All panelists completed a post-training survey to confirm that they had received adequate 

training and felt prepared to continue; the standard-setting process continued only if all panelists 

confirmed their readiness.  

Following this first round of judgments (Round 1), item-level feedback was provided to the 

panel. The panelists’ judgments were displayed for each item and summarized across panelists. Items 

were highlighted to show when panelists converged in their judgments (at least two-thirds of the 

panelists located an item in the same difficulty range) or diverged in their judgments. 
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The panelists discussed their item-level judgments. These discussions helped panelists maintain a 

shared understanding of the knowledge/skills of the target candidate and helped to clarify aspects of 

items that might not have been clear to all panelists during the Round 1 judgments. The purpose of the 

discussion was not to encourage panelists to conform to another’s judgment, but to understand the 

different relevant perspectives among the panelists.  

In Round 2, panelists discussed their Round 1 judgments and were encouraged by the facilitator 

(a) to share the rationales for their judgments and (b) to consider their judgments in light of the 

rationales provided by the other panelists.  Panelists recorded their Round 2 judgments only for items 

when they wished to change a Round 1 judgment. Panelists final judgments for the study, therefore, 

consist of their Round 1 judgments and any adjusted judgments made during Round 2. 

38*G60*!

8F9830!9J;86*!
Table 2 presents a summary of the panelists’ demographic information. The panel included 17 

educators representing 11 states, Washington, DC, and Guam . (See Appendix A for a listing of 

panelists.) Ten panelists were teachers, five were college faculty, and two were administrators or 

department heads. All of the faculty members’ job responsibilities included the training of health and 

physical education teachers.  
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Table 2 
Panel Member Demographics 

 
N % 

Current position 
    Teacher 10 59% 

  Administrator/Department Head 2 12% 
  College Faculty 5 29% 

Race 
  White 14 82% 
  Black or African American 2 12% 
  Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 1 6% 

Gender 
  Female 14 82% 
  Male 3 18% 

Are you currently certified to teach this subject in your state? 
  Yes 15 88% 
  No 2 12% 

Are you currently teaching this subject in your state? 
  Yes 16 94% 
  No 1 6% 

Are you currently supervising or mentoring other teachers of this 
subject? 
  Yes 9 53% 
  No 8 47% 

At what K–12 grade level are you currently teaching this subject? 
  Elementary (K–5 or K–6) 5 29% 
  Middle School (6–8 or 7–9) 2 12% 
  High School (9–12 or 10–12) 3 18% 
  Not currently teaching at the K–12 level 7 41% 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Panel Member Demographics 

 
N % 

Including this year, how many years of experience do you have teaching this subject? 
  3 years or less 0 0% 
  4–7 years  9 53% 
  8–11 years 3 18% 
  12–15 years 1 6% 
  16 years or more 4 24% 

Which best describes the location of your K–12 school? 
  Urban 5 29% 
  Suburban 4 24% 
  Rural 3 18% 
  Not currently working at the K–12 level 5 29% 

If you are college faculty, are you currently involved in the training/preparation of 
teacher candidates in this subject? 
  Yes 5 29% 
  No 0 0% 
  Not college faculty 12 71% 

*0J;?J3?.*800H;L!=G?L"8;0*!
Table 3 summarizes the standard-setting judgments of panelists. The table shows the passing 

scores—the number of raw points needed to pass the test—recommended by each panelist.  

Table 3 also includes estimate of the measurement error associated with the judgments: the 

standard deviation of the mean and the standard error of judgment (SEJ). The SEJ is one way of 

estimating the reliability or consistency of a panel’s standard-setting judgments.4 It indicates how likely 

it would be for several other panels of educators similar in makeup, experience, and standard-setting 

training to the current panel to recommend the same passing score on the same form of the test.  

Round 1 judgments are made without discussion among the panelists. The most variability in 

judgments, therefore, is typically present in the first round. Round 2 judgments, however, are informed 

by panel discussion; thus, it is common to see a decrease both in the standard deviation and SEJ. This 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 An SEJ assumes that panelists are randomly selected and that standard-setting judgments are independent. It is seldom the 
case that panelists are randomly sampled, and only the first round of judgments may be considered independent. The SEJ, 
therefore, likely underestimates the uncertainty of passing scores (Tannenbaum & Katz, 2013). 
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decrease — indicating convergence among the panelists’ judgments — was observed (see Table 3). The 

Round 2 average score is the panel’s recommended passing score.  

Table 3 
Passing Score Summary by Round of Judgments 

Panelist Round 1 Round 2 
1 77.70 75.10 
2 81.80 81.20 
3 66.20 66.00 
4 70.00 69.60 
5 66.85 67.55 
6 70.30 70.45 
7 73.65 77.30 
8 66.15 67.65 
9 67.60 69.10 

10 66.20 66.50 
11 72.90 70.90 
12 85.00 84.40 
13 67.60 67.60 
14 81.70 82.40 
15 70.35 71.15 
16 72.90 72.40 
17 84.75 82.60 

 
  

Average 73.04 73.05 
Lowest 66.15 66.00 
Highest 85.00 84.40 

SD 6.69 6.23 
SEJ 1.62 1.51 

The panel’s passing score recommendation for the Praxis Health and Physical Education: 

Content Knowledge test is 73.05 (out of a possible 110 raw-score points). The value was rounded to the 

next highest whole number, 74, to determine the functional recommended passing score. The scaled 

score associated with 74 raw points is 160. 

Table 4 presents the estimated conditional standard error of measurement (CSEM) around the 

recommended passing score. A standard error represents the uncertainty associated with a test score. The 

scaled scores associated with one and two CSEMs above and below the recommended passing score are 

provided. The conditional standard error of measurement provided is an estimate.  
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Table 4 
Passing Scores Within 1 and 2 CSEMs of the Recommended Passing Score5  

Recommended passing score (CSEM) Scale score equivalent 

74 (4.94) 160 
  -2 CSEMs 65! 149 
  -1 CSEM 70! 155 
+ 1 CSEM 79! 167 
+ 2 CSEMs 84! 173 

Note. CSEM = conditional standard error of measurement. 

OH;J6!8IJ6GJ0HM;*!
The panelists completed an evaluation at the conclusion of their standard-setting study. The 

evaluation asked the panelists to provide feedback about the quality of the standard-setting 

implementation and the factors that influenced their decisions. The responses to the evaluation provided 

evidence of the validity of the standard-setting process, and, as a result, evidence of the reasonableness 

of the recommended passing score. 

Panelists were also shown the panel’s recommended passing score and asked (a) how 

comfortable they are with the recommended passing score and (b) if they think the score was too high, 

too low, or about right. A summary of the final evaluation results is presented in Appendix D. 

All panelists strongly agreed that they understood the purpose of the study. All of the panelists 

strongly agreed or agreed that the facilitator’s instructions and explanations were clear and that they 

were prepared to make their standard-setting judgments. All panelists strongly agreed or agreed that the 

standard-setting process was easy to follow.  

Fifteen of the 17 panelists indicated they were at least somewhat comfortable with the passing 

score they recommended, one panelist was somewhat uncomfortable, and one was very uncomfortable. 

Fifteen of the 17 panelists indicated the recommended passing score was about right with the remaining 

two panelists indicating that the passing score was too low. !

! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 The unrounded CSEM value is added to or subtracted from the rounded passing-score recommendation. The resulting 
values are rounded up to the next-highest whole number and the rounded values are converted to scaled scores. 
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*G""J3K!
To support the decision-making process for education agencies establishing a passing score (cut 

score) for the Praxis Health and Physical Education: Content Knowledge test, research staff from ETS 

designed and conducted a multistate standard-setting study.  

ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to help 

education agencies determine an appropriate operational passing score. For the Praxis Health and 

Physical Education: Content Knowledge test, the recommended passing score is 74 out of a possible 110 

raw-score points. The scaled score associated with a raw score of 74 is 160 on a 100–200 scale.  
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Participating Panelists With Affiliations 

Panelist Affiliation 

Lacey Batt Westside Community Schools (NE) 

Kimberly Blackwell Hampton University (VA) 

Christy Buchanan Harrisburg School District-Harrisburg Elementary School (AR) 

Bettyann Creighton School District of Philadelphia (PA) 

Jasa Ellis Morehead City Middle School (NC) 

Mary Beth French Christina School District (DE) 

Cody Hinton University of Louisville (KY) 

John Hoover Capital School District (DE) 

Caroline Hunt District of Columbia Public Schools (DC) 

Deborah K. Johnson Howard University (DC) 

Shannon La Neve Clark County School District (NV) 

Cathy Lirgg University of Arkansas (AR) 

Juliet Moore John F. Kennedy High School and University of Guam (GU) 

Micah Nicholson Northwestern State University Elementary Lab School (LA) 

Katherine P. Pebworth Lincoln Memorial University (TN) 

Terry Seal Frederick County Public Schools (VA) 

Julie Sloan Mt. Mansfield Union High School (VT) 
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AGENDA 

Praxis Health and Physical Education: Content Knowledge (5857) 
Standard-Setting Study  

 
Day 1 

 Welcome and Introduction 

 Overview of Standard Setting and the Praxis Health and Physical 
Education: Content Knowledge Test 

 Review the Praxis Health and Physical Education: Content 
Knowledge Test 

 Discuss the Praxis Health and Physical Education: Content 
Knowledge Test 

 Lunch 

 Define the Knowledge/Skills of a Target Candidate 

 Break 

 Standard-Setting Training 

 Round 1 Standard Setting Judgments  

 Collect Materials; End of Day 1 

Day 2 

 Overview of Day 2 

 Round 1 Feedback and Round 2 Judgments 

 Lunch 

 Feedback on Round 2 Recommended Cut Score 

 Complete Final Evaluation 

 Collect Materials; End of Study 

!  
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Description of the Target Candidate6 
A target candidate … 

Health Education  
I. Health Education as a Discipline/Health Instruction  

A. Health Education as a Discipline  
1. Knows how to access information from valid and reliable databases regarding 

legal and ethical practices, professional organizations, and effective 
communication 

2. Knows stages of growth and development as it relates to appropriate instruction 
B. Health Instruction  

1. Knows how to assess student learning and the individual learning needs of 
diverse groups through the reflective teaching process 

2. Understands how to plan for instruction while using performance-based 
objectives aligned to national, state, and district standards 

3. Knows how to implement and manage instruction while using performance-
based objectives aligned to national, state, and district standards 

II. Health Education Content  
A. Health Promotion and Prevention of Injury and Disease  

1. Understands positive and negative behaviors that can affect health or safety and 
ways to reduce and prevent health risks through nutrition, stress management, 
and coping skills 

2. Knows care for common injuries and sudden illnesses (e.g., first aid, CPR, AED 
use, and 911 and emergency services) 

3. Understands basic concepts of physical fitness and health-related fitness (e.g., 
body composition, cardiorespiratory endurance, flexibility, muscular strength 
and endurance, and FITT) in relation to anatomy, physiology, and body system 
interrelationships 

4. Knows prevention practices, treatment, and management of communicable and 
non-communicable diseases (e.g., infectious, congenital, hereditary, and 
lifestyle) 

5. Knows the basic effects of substance use and abuse (e.g., physiological, 
psychological, legal, and societal) 

B. Healthy Relationships/Mental and Emotional Health  
1. Understands skills that promote healthy interactions (e.g., interpersonal 

communication, conflict resolution, assertiveness, and refusal skills) 
2. Knows concepts and issues related to human sexuality 
3. Can identify symptoms, causes, and effects of common mental and emotional 

health issues, prevention strategies, and support services 
 
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Description of the target candidate focuses on the knowledge/skills that differentiate a just from a not quite qualified 
candidate. 
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Description of the Target Candidate7 (continued) 
A target candidate … 

C. Community Health and Advocacy  
1. Knows valid sources of health information, products, and services as it relates to 

consumer health issues (health literacy) 
2. Can identify opportunities available for health education advocacy 

Physical Education  
III. Content Knowledge and Student Growth and Development  

A. Core Concepts  
1. Knows how the basic sciences (e.g., exercise physiology, anatomy and 

physiology, biomechanics, kinesiology, etc.) relate to movement concepts and 
motor skills 

2. Knows the skills, rules, strategies, sequences and performance assessment 
techniques for a variety of sports, physical activities, and physical fitness 

3. Knows liability and legal considerations pertaining to the use of equipment, 
class organization, supervision, and program selection 

B. Student Growth and Development  
1. Understands sequential and developmentally appropriate practices  to refine 

motor skills and movement patterns through monitoring individual performance  
IV. Management, Motivation, and Communication/Collaboration, Reflection, and 

Technology  
A. Management and Motivation  

1. Understands basic classroom management practices and psychological and 
social factors as it relates to participation, performance, and positive 
relationships to promote an effective learning environment 

B. Communication  
1. Understands verbal and nonverbal communication of classroom management 

and instructional information in a variety of settings  
2. Knows specific and appropriate instructional feedback in skill acquisition, 

student learning, and motivation  
C. Collaboration  

1. Knows to collaborate and integrate knowledge and skills from multiple subject 
areas into physical education 

D. Reflection  
1. Knows how to use available resources to develop and grow as a reflective 

professional to facilitate change in teacher performance, student learning, 
instructional goals, and decisions 

E. Technology  
1. Knows appropriate use of technology to instruct, assess and develop student 

learning activities 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Description of the target candidate focuses on the knowledge/skills that differentiate a just from a not quite qualified 
candidate. 
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Description of the Target Candidate8 (continued) 
A target candidate … 

V. Planning, Instruction, and Student Assessment  
A. Planning and Instruction  

1. Understands the development of sequential units and lesson plans based on 
standards, program and instructional goals 

2. Understands appropriate instructional strategies (e.g., cues, feedback, 
demonstrations) based on student needs, equipment, facilities and safety 
concerns 

B. Student Assessment  
1. Understands appropriate use of assessment methods (e.g., formative, 

summative, authentic, portfolio) for all students including individuals with 
disabilities 

 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 Description of the target candidate focuses on the knowledge/skills that differentiate a just from a not quite qualified 
candidate. 
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To support the decision-making process of the National Association of School Psychologists 

(NASP) and state education agencies establishing a passing score (cut score) for the Praxis™ School 

Psychologist (5402) test, research staff from Educational Testing Service (ETS) designed and conducted 

a multistate standard-setting study.  

9J30H7H9J0H;L!*0J08*!
Panelists from 16 states were recommended by NASP. NASP recommended panelists with (a) 

experience as either school psychologists or college faculty who prepare school psychologists and (b) 

familiarity with the knowledge and skills required of beginning school psychologists. 

387M""8;N8N!9J**H;L!*7M38!
ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to help 

NASP and state education agencies determine an appropriate operational passing score. For the Praxis 

School Psychologist test, the recommended passing score is 64 out of a possible 110 raw-score points. 

The scaled score associated with a raw score of 64 is 147 on a 100–200 scale.  
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To support the decision-making process of the National Association of School Psychologists 

(NASP) and state education agencies establishing a passing score (cut score) for the Praxis™ School 

Psychologist (5402) test, research staff from ETS designed and conducted a multistate standard-setting 

study in November 2013 in Princeton, New Jersey. NASP recommended panelists with (a) experience as 

either school psychologists or college faculty who prepare school psychologists and (b) familiarity with 

the knowledge and skills required of beginning school psychologists. Sixteen states (Table 1) were 

represented by 17 panelists. (See Appendix! A for the names and affiliations of the panelists.)  

Table 1 
State Representation (and Number of Panelists) 

Alabama (1 panelist) 

Kentucky (1 panelist) 

Maryland (1 panelist) 

Massachusetts (1panelist) 

Mississippi (1 panelist) 

Missouri (1 panelist) 

Minnesota (1 panelist) 

New Jersey (1 panelist) 

New Mexico (1 panelist) 

North Carolina (2 panelists) 

North Dakota (1 panelist) 

Pennsylvania (1 panelist) 

Tennessee (1 panelist) 

Texas (1 panelist) 

Utah (1 panelist) 

Vermont (1 panelist) 

The following technical report contains three sections. The first section describes the content and 

format of the test. The second section describes the standard-setting processes and methods. The third 

section presents the results of the standard-setting study. 

ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study. 

Licensure/certification agencies are responsible for establishing the operational passing score for 

national or state certification. This study provides a recommended passing score, which represents the 

combined judgments of a group of experienced educators. Licensure/certification agencies may want to 

consider the recommended passing score but also other sources of information when setting the final 

Praxis School Psychologist passing score (see Geisinger & McCormick, 2010). The recommended 

passing score can be accepted, adjusted upward to reflect more stringent expectations, or adjusted 

downward to reflect more lenient expectations. There is no correct decision; the appropriateness of any 

adjustment may only be evaluated in terms of the licensure/certification agencies’ needs. 
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Two sources of information to consider when setting the passing score are the standard error of 

measurement (SEM) and the standard error of judgment (SEJ). The former addresses the reliability of 

the Praxis School Psychologist test score and the latter, the reliability of panelists’ passing-score 

recommendation. The SEM allows licensure/certification agencies to recognize that any test score on 

any standardized test—including a Praxis School Psychologist test score—is not perfectly reliable. A 

test score only approximates what a candidate truly knows or truly can do on the test. The SEM, 

therefore, addresses the question: How close of an approximation is the test score to the true score? The 

SEJ allows licensure/certification agencies to gauge the likelihood that the recommended passing score 

from the current panel would be similar to the passing scores recommended by other panels of experts 

similar in composition and experience. The smaller the SEJ, the more likely that another panel would 

recommend a passing score consistent with the recommended passing score. The larger the SEJ, the less 

likely the recommended passing score would be reproduced by another panel.  

In addition to measurement error metrics (e.g., SEM, SEJ), licensure/certification agencies 

should consider the likelihood of classification errors. That is, when adjusting a passing score, 

policymakers should consider whether it is more important to minimize a false-positive decision or to 

minimize a false-negative decision. A false-positive decision occurs when a candidate’s test score 

suggests that he should receive a license/certificate, but his actual level of knowledge/skills indicates 

otherwise (i.e., the candidate does not possess the required knowledge/skills). A false-negative decision 

occurs when a candidate’s test score suggests that she should not receive a license/certificate, but she 

actually does possess the required knowledge/skills. Licensure/certification agencies need to consider 

which decision error is more important to minimize. 

! !
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The Praxis School Psychologist Test at a Glance document (ETS, in press) describes the purpose 

and structure of the test. In brief, the test measures whether entry-level school psychologists have the 

knowledge/skills believed necessary for competent professional practice.  

The 2-hours-and-20-minute test contains 140 selected-response items1  covering four content 

areas: Professional Practices, Practices that Permeate All Aspects of Service and Delivery 

(approximately 42 items), Direct and Indirect Services for Children, Families, and Schools (Student-

Level Services) (approximately 32 items), Systems-Level Services (approximately 22 items), and 

Foundations of School Psychological Service Delivery (approximately 44 items).2 The reporting scale 

for the Praxis School Psychologist test ranges from 100 to 200 scaled-score points. 

93M78**8*!J;N!"80QMN*!
The design of the standard-setting study included an expert panel. Before the study, panelists 

received an email explaining the purpose of the standard-setting study and requesting that they review 

the content specifications for the test. This review helped familiarize the panelists with the general 

structure and content of the test. 

The standard-setting study began with a welcome and introduction by the meeting facilitator. 

The facilitator described the test, provided an overview of standard setting, and presented the agenda for 

the study. Appendix B shows the agenda for the panel meeting. 

38IH8OH;L!0Q8!08*0!
The standard-setting panelists first took the test and then discussed it. This discussion helped 

bring the panelists to a shared understanding of what the test does and does not cover, which serves to 

reduce potential judgment errors later in the standard-setting process.   

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Thirty of the 140 selected-response items are pretest items and do not contribute to a candidate’s score. 
2 The number of items for each content area may vary slightly from form to form of the test. 
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The test discussion covered the major content areas being addressed by the test. Panelists were 

asked to remark on any content areas that would be particularly challenging for entry-level school 

psychologists or areas that address content particularly important for entry-level school psychologists. 

N8PH;H;L!0Q8!0J3L80!7J;NHNJ08!
Following the review of the test, panelists described the target candidate. The target candidate 

description plays a central role in standard setting (Perie, 2008); the goal of the standard-setting process 

is to identify the test score that aligns with this description.  

The panel created a description of the target candidate —the knowledge/skills that differentiate a 

just from a not quite qualified candidate. To create this description, the panel first split into smaller 

groups to consider the target candidate. The full panel then reconvened and, through whole-group 

discussion, determined the description of the target candidate to use for the remainder of the study. 

The written description of the target candidate summarized the panel discussion in a bulleted 

format. The description was not intended to describe all the knowledge and skills of the target candidate 

but only highlight those that differentiate a just qualified candidate from a not quite qualified candidate. 

The written description was distributed to panelists to use during later phases of the study (see 

Appendix  C for the target candidate description). 

9J;86H*0*’!=GNL"8;0*!
The standard-setting process for the Praxis School Psychologist test was a probability-based 

Modified Angoff method (Brandon, 2004; Hambleton & Pitoniak, 2006). In this study, each panelist 

judged each item on the likelihood (probability or chance) that the target candidate would answer the 

item correctly. Panelists made their judgments using the following rating scale: 0, .05, .10, .20, .30, .40, 

.50, .60, .70, .80, .90, .95, 1. The lower the value, the less likely it is that the target candidate would 

answer the item correctly because the item is difficult for the target candidate. The higher the value, the 

more likely it is that the target candidate would answer the item correctly.  

!  
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Panelists were asked to approach the judgment process in two stages. First, they reviewed both 

the description of the target candidate and the item and decided if, overall, the item would be difficult 

for the target candidate, easy for the target candidate or moderately difficult/easy. The facilitator 

encouraged the panelists to consider the following rules of thumb to guide their decision: 

· Difficult items for the target candidate are in the 0 to .30 range.  

· Moderately difficult/easy items for the target candidate are in the .40 to .60 range. 

· Easy items for the target candidate are in the .70 to 1 range. 

Next, panelists decided how to refine their judgment within the range. For example, if a panelist 

thought that an item would be easy for the target candidate, the initial decision located the item in the 

.70 to 1 range. The second decision for the panelist was to decide if the likelihood of answering it 

correctly is .70, .80, .90, .95 or 1.  

After the training, panelists made practice judgments and discussed those judgments and their 

rationale. All panelists completed a post-training survey to confirm that they had received adequate 

training and felt prepared to continue; the standard-setting process continued only if all panelists 

confirmed their readiness.  

Following this first round of judgments (Round 1), item-level feedback was provided to the 

panel. The panelists’ judgments were displayed for each item and summarized across panelists. Items 

were highlighted to show when panelists converged in their judgments (at least two-thirds of the 

panelists located an item in the same difficulty range) or diverged in their judgments. 

The panelists discussed their item-level judgments. These discussions helped panelists maintain a 

shared understanding of the knowledge/skills of the target candidate and helped to clarify aspects of 

items that might not have been clear to all panelists during the Round 1 judgments. The purpose of the 

discussion was not to encourage panelists to conform to another’s judgment, but to understand the 

different relevant perspectives among the panelists.  

In Round 2, panelists discussed their Round 1 judgments and were encouraged by the facilitator 

(a) to share the rationales for their judgments and (b) to consider their judgments in light of the 

rationales provided by the other panelists. Panelists recorded their Round 2 judgments only for items 

when they wished to change a Round 1 judgment. Panelists final judgments for the study, therefore, 

consist of their Round 1 judgments and any adjusted judgments made during Round 2. 
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8F9830!9J;86*!
Table 2 presents a summary of the panelists’ demographic information. Ten panelists were 

school psychologists and seven were college faculty. All of the faculty members’ job responsibilities 

included the training of school psychologists. (See Appendix A for a listing of panelists.) 

Table 2 
Panel Member Demographics 

 
N % 

Current position 
    School Psychologist 10 59% 

  College Faculty 7 41% 

Race 
  White 15 88% 
  Black or African American 1 6% 
  Hispanic or Latino 1 6% 

Gender 
  Female 12 71% 
  Male 5 29% 

Are you currently either a Nationally Certified School Psychologist 
(NCSP) or certified as a school psychologist in your state? 
  Yes, I have both certifications 10 59% 
  Yes, I am a NCSP 0 0% 
  Yes, I am certified by my state 6 35% 
  No 1 6% 

Are you currently serving as a school psychologist in your state? 
  Yes 14 82% 
  No 3 18% 

Are you currently supervising or mentoring other school 
psychologists? 
  Yes 10 59% 
  No 7 41% 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Panel Member Demographics 

 
N % 

To what K-12 grade level are you currently assigned? 
  Elementary (K–5 or K–6) 3 18% 
  Middle and High school 2 12% 
  All Grades 5 29% 
  Not currently teaching at the K–12 level 7 41% 

Including this year, how many years of experience do you have as a 
school psychologist? 
  3 years or less 0 0% 
  4–7 years  6 35% 
  8–11 years 3 18% 
  12–15 years 0 0% 
  16 years or more 8 47% 

Which best describes the location of your K–12 school? 
  Urban 4 24% 
  Suburban 3 18% 
  Rural 3 18% 
  Not currently working at the K–12 level 7 41% 

If you are college faculty, are you currently involved in the training/preparation of 
school psychologists? 
  Yes 7 41% 
  No 0 0% 
  Not college faculty 10 59% 

*0J;NJ3N.*800H;L!=GNL"8;0*!
Table 3 summarizes the standard-setting judgments of panelists. The table shows the passing 

scores—the number of raw points needed to pass the test—recommended by each panelist.  

Table 3 also includes estimate of the measurement error associated with the judgments: the 

standard deviation of the mean and the standard error of judgment (SEJ). The SEJ is one way of 

estimating the reliability or consistency of a panel’s standard-setting judgments.3 It indicates how likely 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 An SEJ assumes that panelists are randomly selected and that standard-setting judgments are independent. It is seldom the 
case that panelists are randomly sampled, and only the first round of judgments may be considered independent. The SEJ, 
therefore, likely underestimates the uncertainty of passing scores (Tannenbaum & Katz, 2013). 
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it would be for several other panels of educators similar in makeup, experience, and standard-setting 

training to the current panel to recommend the same passing score on the same form of the test.  

Round 1 judgments are made without discussion among the panelists. The most variability in 

judgments, therefore, is typically present in the first round. Round 2 judgments, however, are informed 

by panel discussion; thus, it is common to see a decrease both in the standard deviation and SEJ. This 

decrease — indicating convergence among the panelists’ judgments — was observed (see Table 3). The 

Round 2 average score is the panel’s recommended passing score.  

Table 3 
Passing Score Summary by Round of Judgments 

Panelist Round 1 Round 2 
1 63.45 64.95 
2 52.30 52.10 
3 70.75 67.35 
4 70.90 69.05 
5 64.35 64.15 
6 69.30 70.05 
7 72.90 68.60 
8 64.95 62.40 
9 81.50 79.55 

10 55.10 56.50 
11 62.70 64.00 
12 69.85 70.25 
13 64.40 64.80 
14 45.60 45.25 
15 58.95 57.40 
16 61.55 63.75 
17 62.20 64.80 

 
  

Average 64.16 63.82 
Lowest 45.60 45.25 
Highest 81.50 79.55 

SD 8.42 7.80 
SEJ 2.04 1.89 
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The panel’s passing score recommendation for the Praxis School Psychologist test is 63.82 (out 

of a possible 110 raw-score points). The value was rounded to the next highest whole number, 64, to 

determine the functional recommended passing score. The scaled score associated with 64 raw points 

is 147. 

Table 4 presents the estimated conditional standard error of measurement (CSEM) around the 

recommended passing score. A standard error represents the uncertainty associated with a test score. The 

scaled scores associated with one and two CSEMs above and below the recommended passing score are 

provided. The conditional standard error of measurement provided is an estimate. 

Table 4 
Passing Scores Within 1 and 2 CSEMs of the Recommended Passing Score4  

Recommended passing score (CSEM) Scale score equivalent 

64 (5.20) 147 
  -2 CSEMs 54! 134 
  -1 CSEM 59! 141 
+ 1 CSEM 70! 155 
+ 2 CSEMs 75! 162 

Note. CSEM = conditional standard error of measurement. 

PH;J6!8IJ6GJ0HM;*!
The panelists completed an evaluation at the conclusion of their standard-setting study. The 

evaluation asked the panelists to provide feedback about the quality of the standard-setting 

implementation and the factors that influenced their decisions. The responses to the evaluation provided 

evidence of the validity of the standard-setting process, and, as a result, evidence of the reasonableness 

of the recommended passing score. 

Panelists were also shown the panel’s recommended passing score and asked (a) how 

comfortable they are with the recommended passing score and (b) if they think the score was too high, 

too low, or about right. A summary of the final evaluation results is presented in Appendix D. 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 The unrounded CSEM value is added to or subtracted from the rounded passing-score recommendation. The resulting 
values are rounded up to the next-highest whole number and the rounded values are converted to scaled scores. 
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All panelists strongly agreed or agreed that they understood the purpose of the study and that the 

facilitator’s instructions and explanations were clear. All panelists strongly agreed or agreed that they 

were prepared to make their standard-setting judgments and that the standard-setting process was easy to 

follow.  

All of the panelists indicated they were at least somewhat comfortable with the passing score 

they recommended. Fourteen of the 17 panelists indicated the recommended passing score was about 

right while the remaining panelists indicated that the passing score was too low. !

*G""J3K!
To support the decision-making process of the National Association of School Psychologists 

(NASP) and state education agencies establishing a passing score (cut score) for the Praxis School 

Psychologist test, research staff from ETS designed and conducted a multistate standard-setting study.  

ETS provides a recommended passing score from the multistate standard-setting study to help 

NASP and state education agencies determine an appropriate operational passing score. For the Praxis 

School Psychologist test, the recommended passing score is 64 out of a possible 110 raw-score points. 

The scaled score associated with a raw score of 64 is 147 on a 100–200 scale.  
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Participating Panelists With Affiliations* 

Panelist Affiliation 

Rhonda Armistead Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools (NC) 

Paul Baker Martin County School System (KY) 

Kelly Burress North Kansas City Schools (MO) 

Ashley Fromson Rutherford County Schools (NC) 

Laurie Klose Texas State University (TX) 

Seth Marshall Middle Tennessee State University (TN) 

Charcelor McCullum Pascagoula School District (MS) 

Daniel Olympia University of Utah (UT) 

Melissa Pearrow University of Massachusetts Boston (MA) 

Deborah Phares Tuscaloosa City Board of Education (AL) 

Terese Schaefer West Fargo Public Schools (ND) 

Enedina Vázquez New Mexico State University (NM) 

Tamara Waters-Wheeler Morton Sioux SPED Unit (ND) 

Barbara Bole Williams Rowan University (NJ) 

Katherine Wisse Chittenden South Supervisory Union (VT) 

Jennifer Zabel Prince George's County Public Schools (MD) 

*One panelist did not wish to be listed in the final report.  
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AGENDA 

Praxis School Psychologist (5402) 
Standard-Setting Study  

 
Day 1 

 Welcome and Introduction 

 Overview of Standard Setting and the Praxis School 
Psychologist Test 

 Review the Praxis School Psychologist Test 

 Discuss the Praxis School Psychologist Test 

 Lunch 

 Define the Knowledge/Skills of a Target Candidate 

 Break 

 Standard-Setting Training 

 Round 1 Standard Setting Judgments  

 Collect Materials; End of Day 1 

Day 2 

 Overview of Day 2 

 Round 1 Feedback and Round 2 Judgments 

 Lunch 

 Feedback on Round 2 Recommended Cut Score 

 Complete Final Evaluation 

 Collect Materials; End of Study 

!
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Description of the Target Candidate5 
A target candidate … 

I. Professional Practices, Practices that Permeate All Aspects of Service and Delivery 
A. Data-Based Decision Making and Accountability 

1. Problem identification 
· Understands how to systematically collect and use data from multiple sources 

to identify problems (e.g. interviews, observations, review of background info 
and review screening results) 

2. Assessment and problem analysis 
· Understands the basic concepts, the appropriate use and interpretation of 

multiple areas of assessment including intellectual/cognitive functioning, 
educational achievement, adaptive behavior, affective/social/emotional 
functioning and behavior, functional behavior assessment, and curriculum-
based assessment/curriculum-based measures 

· Knows how to collect data through multiple methods to make decisions and 
monitor over time the quality and effectiveness of academic, mental health, 
and system level services 

3. Knowledge of measurement theory and principles 
· Understands the problem solving process and the contributions and limitations 

of basic measurement principles (reliability, validity, and norms) in that 
context 

4. Assessment of special populations 
· Knows appropriate use of assessment procedures for special populations (e.g. 

ELL, low-incidence exceptionalities, and early childhood) 
B. Consultation and Collaboration 

1. Models and methods of consultation used for planning, implementing, and 
evaluating academic interventions and mental health services 
· Knows to use a problem-solving framework as the basis for all 

communication, consultation and collaborative activities when planning, 
implementing and evaluating academic and mental health services 

2. Home/school/community collaboration (student-level) 
· Knows strategies to collaborate with families and communities for student 

success 
 
 
 
 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Description of the target candidate focuses on the knowledge/skills that differentiate a just from a not quite qualified 
candidate. 
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Description of the Target Candidate6 (continued) 
A target candidate … 

II. Direct and Indirect Services for Children, Families, and Schools (Student-Level Services) 
A. Interventions and Instructional Support to Develop Academic Skills 

1. Effective instruction at the individual and group level 
· Knows common instructional strategies including curricular accommodations 

and modifications to enhance academic outcomes 
2. Issues related to academic success/failure 

· Knows how to use assessment data to develop and implement evidence-based 
instructional strategies that are intended to improve student performance 

B. Interventions and Mental Health Services to Develop Social and Life Skills 
Primary, secondary, and tertiary preventive strategies/ School-based intervention 
skills/techniques/ Child and adolescent psychopathology 

· Knows the levels of intensity of interventions and characteristics of students 
requiring different levels of intervention 

· Knows various Primary, Secondary and Tertiary preventative strategies when 
supporting students with varying degrees of mental health concerns that 
impact academic performance 

III. Systems-Level Services 
A. Schoolwide Practices to Promote Learning 

· Is familiar with school-based organizational development including a knowledge 
of common educational policies/practices and research 
 

B. Preventive and Responsive Services 
· Knows protective and risk factors as they relate to a variety of student outcomes  
· Is familiar with common/universal school/district-wide prevention programs, 

intervention techniques and crisis management planning, recovery, and response 
 

C. Family-School Collaboration Services 
· Is familiar with the importance of interagency collaboration in developing 

effective schoolwide interventions and policies 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Description of the target candidate focuses on the knowledge/skills that differentiate a just from a not quite qualified 
candidate. 
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Description of the Target Candidate7 (continued) 
A target candidate … 

IV. Foundations of School Psychological Service Delivery 
A. Diversity in Development and Learning 

· Knows the importance of diverse learning characteristics and the importance of 
promoting social justice when designing and implementing interventions to 
achieve learning and behavioral outcomes 

 
B. Research and Program Evaluation 

· Knows how to evaluate, translate, and incorporate research into practice and 
facilitates program evaluation for schools and other settings 

 
C. Legal, Ethical, and Professional Practice 

1. Ethical principles related to the practice of school psychology/Legal issues related 
to the practice of school psychology 
· Knows the ethical, professional, and legal parameters of a school psychologist 

2. Professional foundations 
· Understands the importance of advocating for children and their families (i.e., 

issues such as disproportionality, poverty, access, and equity) 
· Knows the value and importance of supervision and mentoring, and lifelong 

learning to enhance professional growth 
  

 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Description of the target candidate focuses on the knowledge/skills that differentiate a just from a not quite qualified 
candidate. 
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ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING ETHICAL GUIDELINES AND 
PROHIBITIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS, EMPLOYEES,  

BOARD MEMBERS AND OTHER PARTIES 
November 14, 2011 _________________, 2013 

 
1.00 REGULATORY AUTHORITY  
 

1.01 These rules and regulations shall be known as the Arkansas Department of 
Education Rules Governing Ethical Guidelines and Prohibitions for Educational 
Administrators, Employees, Board Members and other parties. 

 
1.02 These rules are enacted pursuant to the Arkansas State Board of Education’s 

authority under Ark. Code Ann. §§ 6-11-105, 6-24-101 et seq., and 25-15-201 et 
seq., and Act 878 of 2011.  

 
2.00 PURPOSE 
 

2.01 The purpose of these rules is to set forth certain ethical guidelines and 
prohibitions for educational administrators, employees, board members and other 
parties which involve contracts, transactions or agreements with Arkansas public 
school districts, charter schools, educational cooperatives or any publicly 
supported entity having supervision over public educational entities excluding 
institutions of higher education. 

 
3.00 DEFINITIONS 
 

Unless otherwise specifically stated herein, the term: 
 

3.01 “Administrator” means any superintendent, assistant superintendent or his/her 
equivalent, open-enrollment public charter school director, school district 
treasurer, business manager, or other individual responsible for entity-wide 
purchasing.  The determining factor for being considered an “administrator” for 
the purposes of these regulations is the actual or implied authority of an 
individual to make purchases on behalf of the entire organization.  This definition 
excludes many building principals (whose purchasing authority is often limited to 
their own school), but could include athletic directors or others.  Classified 
employees serving in food services, business/accounting or other capacities may 
also be considered “administrators” when they exercise autonomous system-wide 
purchasing authority. 

  
3.02 “Board” means local school boards or other governing bodies of public 

educational entities; 
 
 3.03 “Board Member” means any board member, director, or other member of a  
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  governing body of a public educational entity; 
 

3.04 “Board of Education” means the State Board of Education; 
 
3.05  “Commissioner” means the Commissioner of the Arkansas Department of 

Education or his or her designee. 
 

3.06 “Commodities” means all supplies, goods, material, equipment, computers, 
software, machinery, facilities, personal property, and services, other than 
personal and professional services, purchased for or on behalf of a public 
educational entity; 

 
3.07 “Compensation or other benefits” means any monetary or non-monetary gain 

including without limitation, salary, fringe benefits, gratuities and bonuses 
received by owners, officers, directors, trustees, partners, managerial employees, 
or other executive level employees.   

 
3.07.1 The definition does not include compensation or other benefits 

received by the following individuals: 
 

3.07.1.1 Non-managerial or non-executive level employees 
 
3.07.1.2 Clerical or other similar hourly compensated employees 

 
3.07.1.3 Individuals who own less than a five percent (5%) five 

percent (5%) or less interest in a company or entity; and 
 

3.07.1.4  Individuals who own stock or other equity holdings in any   
publicly held company. 

 
 
3.073.08 “Contract” means any transaction or agreement for the purchase, lease, transfer, 

or use of real property or personal property and personal or professional services, 
including but not limited to, motor vehicles, equipment, commodities, materials, 
services, computers or other electronics, construction, capital improvements, 
deposits, and investments; 

 
3.083.09 “Contract disclosure form” means the form herein incorporated and attached to 

these rules as Appendix Form B; 
 
3.093.10 “Day” means a working day in which the Arkansas Department of Education is 

open to transact official governmental business; 
 
3.103.11“Department” means the Arkansas Department of Education; 
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3.113.12“Directly” or “directly interested” means receiving compensation or other 
benefits personally or to a business or other entity in which the individual has a 
financial interest or receives other benefits.  See 3.16 “Financial interest.”  A 
direct interest exists even when a management position or ownership interest is 
merely “on paper,” and is not dependent on the exercise of actual authority or 
the receipt of actual financial benefits from a business or entity; an individual’s 
household from the person, business, or entity contracting with the public 
educational entity;  

 
3.123.13“Emergency purchase” means purchases mandated by unforeseen and 

unavoidable circumstances in which human life, health, or public property is in 
immediate jeopardy; and the expenditure is necessary to preserve life, health, or 
public property; 

 
3.133.14 “Employee” means a full-time employee or part-time employee of a public    

educational entity; 
 
3.143.15 “Employment contract” means an agreement or contract between an employer 

and an employee in which the terms and conditions of the employment are 
provided. 

 
3.153.16“Family” or “family members” means: 
 
 3.15.13.16.1 An individual’s spouse; 
  
 3.15.23.16.2 Children of the individual or the children of the individual’s 

spouse; 
 
 3.15.33.16.3 The spouse of a child of the individual or the spouse of a child of 

the individual’s spouse; 
 
 3.15.43.16.4 Parents of the individual or parents of the individual’s spouse; 
 
 3.15.53.16.5 Brothers and sisters of the individual or brothers and sisters of the  
  individual’s spouse; 
 
 3.15.63.16.6 Anyone living or residing in the same residence or household with 

the individual or in the same residence or household with the individual’s spouse; 
or 

 
 3.15.73.16.7 Anyone acting or serving as an agent of the individual or as an 

agent of the individual’s spouse. 
 
3.163.17 "Financial interest” in a business or other entity means: 
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  3.16.13.17.1 Ownership of more than a five percent (5%) interest; 
 

3.16.23.17.2 Holding a position as officer, director, trustee, partner, or other top 
level management; or 

 
3.16.33.17.3 Being an employee, agent, independent contractor, or having any 

other arrangement in which the individual’s compensation is based in 
whole or in part on transactions with the public educational entity. 

 
  3.16.43.17.4 “Financial interest” does not include: 
 

3.16.4.13.17.4.1 The ownership of stock or other equity holdings in 
any publicly held company; or 

 
   3.16.4.23.17.4.2 Clerical or other similar hourly compensated 
employees. 
 
 

3.173.18“Gratuity” means a payment, loan, subscription, advance, deposit of money, 
travel, services or anything having a present market value of one hundred dollars 
($100) or more unless consideration of substantially equal or greater value is 
received; 

 
3.183.19 “Indirectly” or “indirectly interested” means that a family member, 

business, or other entity in which the individual or family member has a financial 
interest will receive compensation or benefits;   

 
3.193.20 “Initially employed” means: 

 
3.19.13.20.1 Employed in either an interim or permanent position for the first 

time or following a severance in employment with the school district; or 
 
3.19.23.20.2 A change in the terms and conditions of any existing contract, 
excluding: 
 

3.19.2.13.20.2.1 Any renewal of a teacher contract under Ark. Code 
Ann. § 6-17-1506;  

 
3.19.2.23.20.2.2 Renewal of a noncertified employee’s contract that 

is required by law; or 
 
 3.19.2.33.20.2.3 Movement of an employee on the salary schedule 
that does     not require board action. 
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3. 203.21“Public educational entity” means Arkansas public school districts, charter 
schools, education service cooperatives, or any publicly-supported entity having 
supervision over public educational entities.  “Public educational entity” does not 
include institutions of higher education. 

 
3.213.22“Unusual and limited circumstances” means, without limitation, those 

circumstances that are uncommon, rare and restricted.  
 

3.21.13.22.1 For the purposes of employment contracts, unusual and limited 
circumstances may include without limitation, a shortage of qualified 
candidates. 

 
3.21.23.22.2 For contracts and transactions other than employment contracts, 

unusual and limited circumstances may include without limitation: the 
selected vendor being the only vendor within a reasonable distance 
offering the required services; or the selected vendor offering the lowest 
bid for prices or services as compared to two (2) or more other bidders. 

 
3.223.23 “Written resolution” means the form herein incorporated and attached to these 

rules and regulations as Appendix Form C. 
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4.00 COMPLIANCE WITH OTHER LAWS AND RULES 
 

4.01 Nothing in these rules alters or diminishes other statutory or regulatory 
requirements regarding purchasing, contracting, bidding, disposition of property, 
or other transactions with public educational entities. 

 
4.02 Nothing in these rules alters or diminishes the professional and/or ethical 

obligations of licensed personnel. 
 
5.00 GENERAL PROHIBITION 
 

5.01 No board member, administrator, or employee shall knowingly use or attempt to 
use his or her official position to secure unwarranted privileges or exemptions for 
himself or others. 

 
5.02 While serving as a board member, administrator, or employee, an individual shall 

not accept employment, contract, or engage in any public or professional activity 
that a reasonable person would expect might require or induce him or her to 
disclose any information acquired by the member by reason of his or her official 
position that is declared by law or regulation to be confidential. 

 
5.03 No board member, administrator, or employee shall knowingly disclose any 

confidential information gained by reason of his or her position, nor shall the 
member knowingly otherwise use such information for his or her personal gain or 
benefit. 

 
5.04 Nothing in these rules prohibits board members, administrators, or employees of 

public educational entities from donating services or property to a public 
educational entity. 

 
 
6.00 GENERAL ETHICAL STANDARDS FOR NON-EMPLOYEES 
 

Any effort by a nonemployee to influence a public educational entity board member, 
administrator, or employee to breach the standards of ethical conduct stated in these rules 
and Ark. Code Ann. § 6-24-101 et seq. is a breach of ethical standards punishable under 
the criminal penalties set forth in Ark. Code Ann. § 6-24-101 et seq. 

 
 
7.00 RESTRICTIONS ON EMPLOYMENT OF PRESENT AND FORMER 

ADMINISTRATORS 
 

7.01 Unless written approval is granted by the Commissioner it is a breach of ethical 
standards for an administrator to be or become the employee, agent, or 
independent contractor of any party contracting with the public educational entity 
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the administrators serve.  The Commissioner’s approval letter shall be filed with 
and maintained by the public educational entity employing the administrator.   

 
7.02 Unless written approval is granted by the Commissioner it is a breach of ethical 

standards for administrators to engage in selling or attempting to sell commodities 
or services to the public educational entity they served or were employed by for 
one (1) year following the date employment or service ceased.  

 
8.00 GRATUITIES AND KICKBACKS 
 

8.01 It is a breach of the ethical standards for any person to offer, give, or agree to give 
any board member, administrator, or employee a gratuity or an offer of 
employment in connection with any contract or transaction of a public educational 
entity. 

  
8.02 It is a breach of the ethical standards for any board member, administrator, or 

employee to solicit, demand, accept, or agree to accept from another person or 
entity a gratuity or an offer of employment in connection with any contract or 
transaction of a public educational entity. 

 
8.03 It is a breach of the ethical standards for any payment, gratuity, or offer of 

employment to be made by or on behalf of a person or an entity as an inducement 
for the award of a contract or transaction with a public educational entity. 

 
 
9.00 EMERGENCY PURCHASES 
 

9.01 Any emergency purchases or contracts with a public educational entity shall be 
exempt from the prohibitions of these rules. 

 
9.02 Emergency purchases shall only be used for the preservation of life, health or 

public property, and shall not be used to substantially improve the condition of an 
asset of the public educational entity, the board member, administrator or 
employee of the public educational entity prior to the emergency. 

 
9.03 Each public educational entity shall maintain records and copies of all 

documentation relating to and supporting a determination that the transactions 
qualify as emergency purchases. 

 
9.04 Any person using emergency purchases to avoid the intent of these rules shall be 

guilty of violating these rules and shall be subject to the penalties provided for in 
these rules and in Ark. Code Ann. § 6-24-101 et seq. 

 
10.00 SCHOOL BOARDS 
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10.01 General Prohibition:  Except as otherwise provided, it is a breach of the ethical 
standards for a board member to contract with the public educational entity the 
member serves if the board member has knowledge that he or she is directly or 
indirectly interested in the contract. 

 
10.02 Employment of Family Members:  A board member’s family member may not be 

initially employed by the public educational entity the member serves during the 
member’s tenure of service on the local board for compensation in excess of five 
thousand dollars ($5,000) unless the Commissioner issues a letter of exemption 
and approves the employment contract based on unusual and limited 
circumstances. 

 
10.02.1 The determination of unusual and limited circumstances shall be at 

the sole discretion of the Commissioner as further defined by these 
rules. 

 
10.02.2 A family member of a school board member who was employed 

by the public educational entity during the school year 
immediately preceding the election of the board member may 
continue employment with the public educational entity under the 
same terms and conditions of the previously executed contract and 
any renewal of the contract under Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-1506. 

 
10.02.3 Subject to the local board’s written policy, a qualified family 

member of a board member may be employed as a substitute 
teacher, substitute cafeteria worker, or substitute bus driver for a 
period of time not to exceed a total of thirty (30) days per fiscal 
year for the public educational entity served by the board member. 

 
10.02.4 No employment contract that is prohibited under this section is 

valid or enforceable by any party to the employment contract until 
approved in writing by the Commissioner. 

  
  10.02.5 The Commissioner’s approval of an employment  

contract may include restrictions and limitations that are by this 
section incorporated as terms or conditions of the contract. 

 
10.02.6 Excluding any renewal of a contract under Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-

1506, any change in the terms and conditions of an employment 
contract, a promotion, or a change in employment status for a 
family member of a school board member employed by a public 
educational entity that will result in an increase in compensation of 
more than two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500) must be 
approved in writing by the Commissioner before any change in the 
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terms or conditions of the employment contract or promotion or 
changes in employment status are effective, valid, or enforceable. 

 
10.03 Exceptions: 

 
10.03.1 Board Approval:  In unusual or limited circumstances, a public 

educational entity’s board may approve a contract, but not an 
employment contract, between the public educational entity and 
the board member or the member’s family if the board determines 
that the contract is in the best interest of the public educational 
entity. 

 
10.03.1.1 In unusual or limited circumstances, a public 

educational entity’s board may approve an 
employment contract as provided in this section. 

 
    10.03.1.2 The approval by the public educational entity’s  

board shall be documented by written resolution 
(Form C) after fully disclosing the reasons 
justifying the contract or employment contract in an 
open meeting.  Such disclosure should include 
without limitation the contract disclosure form 
(Form B).  The resolution shall state the unusual 
and limited circumstances necessitating the contract 
or employment contract and shall document the 
restrictions and limitations of the contract or 
employment contract. 

 
    10.03.1.3 If any proposed contract or employment contract is  

with a family member of a board member or a board 
member directly or indirectly interested in the 
proposed contract or employment contract, then the 
board member shall leave the meeting until the 
voting on the issue is concluded, and the absent 
member shall not be counted as having voted. 

 
  10.03.2 Independent Approval:  If it appears the total transactions or  

contracts with the board member or a family member for a fiscal 
year total, or will total, five thousand dollars ($5,000) or more, the 
superintendent or other chief administrator of the public 
educational entity shall forward the written resolution (Form C) 
along with all relevant data, including Form B, to the 
Commissioner for independent review and approval. 

 
    10.03.2.1 The written resolution and other relevant data shall  
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be sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, or 
other method approved by the State Board of 
Education to assure that adequate notice has been 
received by the Department of Education and to 
provide a record for the school district board of 
directors sending the request for approval. 

 
    10.03.2.2 Upon review of the submitted data for any contract,  

including an employment contract, the 
Commissioner, within twenty (20) days of receipt of 
the resolution and other relevant data, shall approve 
or disapprove in writing the board’s request. 

 
    10.03.2.3 The Commissioner may request additional  

information or testimony before ruling on a request.  
If additional data are needed for a proper 
determination, the Commissioner shall approve or 
disapprove the contract within twenty (20) days of 
receipt of the additional requested data. 

 
    10.03.2.4 If the Commissioner does not respond  

to the public educational entity within the twenty-
day period or request additional time or data for 
proper review of the contract, the contract shall be 
deemed to be approved by the Commissioner. 

 
    10.03.2.5 If approved, the Commissioner shall  

issue an approval letter stating all the relevant facts 
and circumstances considered and any restrictions 
or limitations pertaining to the approval.  The 
Commissioner may grant the approval for a 
particular transaction or contract, a series of related 
transactions or contracts, or employment contracts.  
However, the approval shall not be granted for a 
period greater than two (2) complete and 
consecutive fiscal years, excluding employment 
contracts. 

 
10.03.2.6 No contract subject to the Commissioner’s review 

and approval shall be valid or enforceable until an 
approval letter has been issued by the 
Commissioner or the Commissioner fails to respond 
to the public educational entity within the time 
periods specified in this section. 
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 10.04 Records:  The Department of Education and the public educational entity shall  
maintain, under their respective record retention policies, a record and copy of all 
documentation relating to transactions or contracts with board members or 
members of their families. 

 
 10.05 Providing False or Incomplete Information:  Any board member or other person  

knowingly furnishing false information or knowingly not fully disclosing relevant 
information necessary for a proper determination by the public educational entity 
or the Commissioner shall be guilty of violating the provisions of these rules and 
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-24-101 et seq.  

 
10.06 School board members should also be mindful of the requirements of Ark. Code 

Ann. § 6-13-616, which prohibits school board members from being employed by 
the school district they serve. 

 
 
11.00 ADMINISTRATORS 
 
 11.01 Except as otherwise provided, it is a breach of the ethical standards for an  

administrator to contract with the public educational entity employing him or her 
if the administrator has knowledge that he or she is directly or indirectly 
interested in the contract. 

 
 11.02 Except as otherwise provided, it is a breach of the ethical standards for an  

administrator to contract with any public educational entity if the administrator 
has knowledge that he or she is directly interested in the contract. 

 
 11.03 Family Members as Employees:  These rules do not prohibit an administrator’s  

family members from being employed by the public educational entity the 
administrator serves or any other public educational entity.  However, a member 
of an administrator’s immediate family or former spouse may not be initially 
employed as a disbursing officer of the public educational entity where the 
administrator is employed unless the public educational entity receives written 
approval from the Commissioner.  Before issuing written approval or denial, the 
Commissioner shall request the Division of Legislative Audit to review the 
internal controls, including the segregation of duties, present at the public 
educational entity.  The Division of Legislative Audit shall report its findings to 
the Commissioner. 

 
 11.04 Exceptions: 
 
  11.04.1 In unusual and limited circumstances and only with prior written  

approval from the Commissioner, an administrator may contract 
with a public educational entity other than the public educational 
entity employing him or her. 
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  11.04.2 In unusual and limited circumstances and only with prior written  

approval from the Commissioner, an administrator’s family 
members may contract with a public educational entity employing 
the administrator. 

 
  11.04.3 An administrator seeking to contract with other public educational  

entities, or an administrator’s family member seeking to contract 
with the public educational entity employing the administrator, 
shall first present the request, with all relevant facts and 
circumstances justifying approval, to the board currently 
employing the administrator at an open meeting.  Such request 
should include without limitation the contract disclosure form 
(Form B). 

 
  11.04.4 After reviewing the request in an open meeting, the board may, by  

written resolution (Form C), approve the contract subject to 
approval by the Commissioner.  A copy of the approval resolution 
(Form C) and all relevant data, including Form B, shall be 
forwarded by the board president to the Commissioner.    

 
    11.04.4.1 The written resolution and other relevant data shall  

be sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, or 
other method approved by the State Board of 
Education to assure that adequate notice has been 
received by the Department of Education and to 
provide a record for the school district board of 
directors sending the request for approval. 

 
    11.04.4.2 Upon review of the submitted data, the  

Commissioner shall, within twenty (20) days of 
receipt of the resolution and other relevant data, 
approve or disapprove in writing the board’s 
request. 

 
 

11.04.4.3 The Commissioner may request additional 
information or testimony before ruling on a request.  
If additional data is needed for a proper 
determination, the Commissioner shall approve or 
disapprove the contract within twenty (20) days of 
receipt of the additional requested data. 

 
    11.04.4.4 If the Commissioner does not respond  
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to the public educational entity within the twenty-
day period or request additional time or data for a 
proper review of the contract, the contract shall be 
deemed to be approved by the Commissioner. 

 
    11.04.4.5 If approved, the approval letter shall state all  

relevant facts and circumstances considered in the 
approval and shall state any restrictions or 
limitations of the approval.  The Commissioner may 
grant an approval for a particular transaction or a 
series of related transactions.  No approval shall be 
granted for a period greater than two (2) complete 
and consecutive fiscal years. 

 
 
  11.04.5 The Department of Education and the public educational entity  

shall maintain, under their respective record retention policies, a 
record and copy of all documentation relating to an exemption 
from the provisions of these rules. 

 
11.04.6 A contract subject to this section is not valid until the 

Commissioner: 
 
    11.04.6.1 Approves the contract; or 
 
    11.04.6.2 Fails to respond to the public educational entity  

within the time periods specified in this section. 
 
 11.05 Providing False or Incomplete Information:  Any administrator knowingly  

furnishing false information or knowingly not disclosing relevant information 
necessary for a proper determination by the public educational entity or the 
Commissioner shall be guilty of violating the provisions of these rules and Ark. 
Code Ann. § 6-24-101 et seq. 

 
 11.06 “Contract” defined:  For the purposes of this section only, “contract” does not  

apply to employment contracts issued to an administrator of a public educational 
entity for administrative or other duties such as, but not limited to, teaching, bus 
driving, or sponsorship of clubs or activities. 

 
 11.07 Compensation for Officiating Athletic Events:  Nothing in this section prohibits  

administrators from receiving compensation for officiating school-sponsored 
athletic activities with any public education entity. 

 
 11.08 Compensation for Conducting Seminars:  Nothing in this section prohibits  
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administrators from receiving compensation for conducting seminars for, or 
making presentations to, public educational entities other than the public 
educational entity employing them.   

 
12.00 EMPLOYEES 
 
 12.01 Except as otherwise provided, it is a breach of the ethical standards for an  

employee to contract with the public educational entity employing him or her if 
the employee has knowledge that he or she is directly interested in the contract. 

 
 12.02 Exceptions 
 
  12.02.1 Approval by Board:  In unusual and limited circumstances, a  

public educational entity’s board may approve a contract between 
the public educational entity and the employee if the board 
determines that the contract is in the best interest of the public 
educational entity. 

 
    12.02.1.1 The approval by the public educational entity’s  

board shall be documented by written resolution 
(Form C) after fully disclosing the reasons 
justifying the contract in an open meeting. Such 
disclosure should include without limitation the 
contract disclosure form (Form B).  The resolution 
shall state the unusual circumstances necessitating 
the contract and shall document the restrictions and 
limitations of the contract. 

 
    12.02.1.2 Any board member directly or indirectly interested  

in the proposed contract shall leave the meeting 
until the voting on the issue is concluded, and the 
absent member shall not be counted as having 
voted. 

 
  12.02.2 Independent Approval:  If it appears that the total transactions with  

an employee for a fiscal year total, or will total, five thousand 
dollars ($5,000) or more, the superintendent or other chief 
administrator of the public educational entity shall forward the 
written resolution (Form C) along with all relevant data, including 
Form B, to the Commissioner for independent review and 
approval. 

 
    12.02.2.1 The written resolution and other relevant data shall  

be sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, or 
other method approved by the State Board of 
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Education to assure that adequate notice has been 
received by the Department of Education and to 
provide a record for the school district board of 
directors sending the request for approval. 

 
    12.02.2.2 Upon review of the submitted data, the  

Commissioner shall, within twenty (20) days of 
receipt of the resolution and other relevant data, 
approve or disapprove in writing the board’s 
request. 

 
    12.02.2.3 The Commissioner may request  

additional information or testimony before ruling on 
a request.  If additional data is needed for a proper 
determination, the Commissioner shall approve or 
disapprove the contract within twenty (20) days of 
receipt of the additional requested data. 

 
    12.02.2.4 If the Commissioner does not respond  

to the public educational entity within the twenty-
day period or request additional time or data for a 
proper review of the contract, the contract shall be 
deemed to be approved by the Commissioner. 

 
    12.02.2.5 If approved, the Commissioner shall  

issue an approval letter stating all relevant facts and 
circumstances considered and any restrictions or 
limitations pertaining to the approval.  The 
Commissioner may grant the approval for a 
particular transaction or series of related 
transactions.  However, approval shall not be 
granted for a period greater than two (2) complete 
and consecutive fiscal years. 

 
12.02.2.6 No contract subject to the Commissioner’s review 

and approval shall be valid or enforceable until an 
approval letter has been issued by the 
Commissioner or the Commissioner fails to respond 
to the public educational entity within the time 
periods specified in this section. 

 
12.03 Documentation:  The Department of Education and the public educational entity  

shall maintain, under their respective record retention policies, a record and copy 
of all documentation relating to transactions with employees. 
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 12.04 Providing False or Incomplete Information:  Any employee or other person  

knowingly furnishing false information or knowingly not fully disclosing relevant 
information necessary for a proper determination by the public educational entity 
or the Commissioner shall be guilty of violating the provisions of these rules and 
of Ark. Code Ann. § 6-24-101 et seq. 

 
 12.05 “Contract” defined:  For the purposes of this section only, the term “contract”  

does not apply to employment contracts issued to public educational entity 
employees or other transactions for the performance of teaching or other related 
duties such as, but not limited to, bus driving, sponsorship of clubs or activities, 
tutoring, summer school duties, or working at school sponsored events. 

 
 12.06 Technology Employees:  All transactions involving the purchase, lease,  

acquisition, or other use of computers, software, copies, or other electronic 
devices from family members of an employee responsible for establishing 
specifications or approving purchases of such equipment shall be approved 
according to the requirements of this section regarding the purchase from an 
employee with a direct interest in the transaction.  

 
 
13.00 REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENSES 
 

Nothing in these rules prevents board members, administrators, or employees from being 
reimbursed by the appropriate public educational entity for necessary and documented 
travel or other job-related expenses in accordance with law and school district policy. 

 
 
14.00 EDUCATIONAL AWARDS, RECOGNITIONS, GRANTS AND GIFTS 
 

Nothing in these rules prohibits administrators or employees of public educational 
entities from receiving monetary or other awards, grants, or benefits from entities 
generally recognized as providing benefits based upon exceptional skills or exemplary 
contributions to education. 

 
 
15.00 REGISTRATION, TRAVEL, CONVENTIONS AND SEMINARS 
 

15.01 Board members, administrators and employees of a public educational entity are 
prohibited from receiving any payment or reimbursement from a vendor for any 
registration, travel, lodging, food, entertainment or other expenses not directly 
associated with an educational interest or business interest of the public 
educational entity. 
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15.02 Board members, administrators and employees of a public educational entity are 
prohibited from receiving any trip or attending any convention or seminar which 
is paid for by a vendor when the purpose for the trip or attendance at the 
convention or seminar is not directly associated to an educational interest or 
business interest of the public educational entity. 

  
15.03 Board members, administrators and employees of a public educational entity are  

prohibited from receiving any gift or award from any public educational entity 
except as allowed for by Arkansas law. 

 
15.04   All public educational entities shall maintain a record and copy for at least three  

(3) years of all documentation relating to payments or reimbursements made by a 
vendor on behalf of a board member, administrator or employee for travel, 
lodging, food, registration, entertainment, or other expenses when the payments or 
reimbursements total $300.00 or more per fiscal year per individual board 
member, administrator, or employee. 

 
15.05 Any board member, administrator or employee of a public educational  

entity that violates any provisions of these rules may be subject to the penalties 
and sanctions provided for in Section 17.00 of the rules.   

 
16.00 FILING STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL INTEREST  
 

16.01 Every board member, public and charter school superintendent, or executive 
director of a public school or educational cooperative shall timely file a financial 
statement of interest as required by Ark. Code Ann. § 21-8-701 et seq. The 
financial statement of interest and instructions for completing and filing the 
financial statement of interest can be found on the website of the Arkansas Ethics 
Commission: http://www.arkansasethics.com/. 

 
16.02 Any person required to file a financial statement of interest as required under 

Arkansas law who fails to file said financial statement of interest shall be in 
violation of the provisions of these rules and regulations and may be subject to the 
sanctions and penalties provided for in Section 17.00 of these rules. 

 
17.00 ADMINISTRATIVE SANCTIONS AND PENALTIES 
 
 17.01 The Department of Education may review alleged violations of these rules and of  

Ark. Code Ann. § 6-24-101 et seq.  If the Department of Education reviews the 
allegations and the Commissioner determines that there is adequate evidence of a 
violation, the Commissioner may refer the allegations to the State Board of 
Education for review.  If a licensed educator is alleged to have violated these rules 
or Ark. Code Ann. § 6-24-101 et seq., the Commissioner may refer the 
allegation(s) against the licensed educator to the Professional Licensure Standards 
Board in lieu of following the procedures listed below. 
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 17.02 Upon the State Board’s approval to review the alleged violation and after  

reasonable notice in writing to all parties, the State Board may schedule a hearing 
to determine whether an administrator or employee has knowingly violated the 
provisions of these rules or Ark Code Ann. § 6-24-101 et seq.  At the State Board 
hearing, a member of the Arkansas Department of Education or a member of the 
Professional Licensure Standards Board staff, as appropriate, shall present the 
allegations against the administrator or employee. 

 
 17.03 A hearing by the State Board shall be subject to the following procedures: 
 

17.03.1 Each party will have the opportunity to present an opening 
statement of no longer than five (5) minutes, beginning with the 
representative of the Arkansas Department of Education or the 
Professional Licensure Standards Board.  The Chairperson of the 
State Board may, only for good cause shown and upon the request 
of either party, allow either party additional time to present their 
opening statements. 

 
17.03.2 Each party will be given thirty (30) minutes to present their cases, 

beginning with the representative of the Arkansas Department of 
Education or the Professional Licensure Standards Board.  The 
Chairperson of the State Board may, only for good cause shown 
and upon the request of either party, allow either party additional 
time to present their cases. 

 
17.03.3 Every witness giving oral testimony must be sworn under oath by 

the court reporter and shall be subject to direct examination, cross 
examination, and questioning by the State Board. 

 
17.03.4 For the purposes of the record, documents offered during the 

hearing by the Arkansas Department of Education or the 
Professional Licensure Standards Board shall be clearly marked in 
sequential, numeric order (e.g. 1, 2, 3). 

 
17.03.5 For the purposes of the record, documents offered during the 

hearing by the administrator or employee shall be clearly marked 
in sequential, alphabetic letters (e.g. A, B, C). 

 
17.03.6 The Arkansas Department of Education or the Professional 

Licensure Standards Board shall have the burden of proving the 
basis for the violation by a preponderance of the evidence. 

 
 17.04 After presentation of all evidence, if the State Board determines that the  
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administrator or employee knowingly violated the provisions of these rules, the 
State Board may provide any or all of the following administrative remedies: 

 
  17.04.1 Issue a letter of reprimand; or 
 
  17.04.2 Suspend or revoke the administrator’s or teacher’s Arkansas  

teaching license for a definite period, or permanently. 
 
 17.05 After reasonable notice and opportunity for a hearing, a board of a public  

educational entity may take appropriate administrative remedies against an 
administrator or employee that has allegedly violated the provisions of these rules.  
If an administrator or employee of a public educational entity is charged by the 
prosecuting attorney for a possible violation of this chapter, the public educational 
entity’s board may, after reasonable notice and opportunity for a hearing, place 
the individual charged on leave, with or without pay, dismiss the individual, or 
provide any other proper administrative remedy.  If the individual is dismissed by 
the board due to charges being filed for an alleged violation of these rules, any 
employment contracts with the public educational entity shall be deemed void 
from the date of the action of the board. 

 
18.00 NOTICE OF POTENTIAL CRIMINAL PENALTIES 
 
 18.01 Any board member, administrator, employee, or nonemployee who shall  

knowingly violate the provisions of Ark. Code Ann. § 6-24-101 et seq. shall be 
guilty of a felony. 

 
 18.02 Upon pleading guilty or nolo contendere to or being found guilty of violating the  

provisions of Ark. Code Ann. § 6-24-101 et seq., the court shall order restitution 
to the public educational entity. 

 
 18.03 In addition, the court may fine the violator in any sum not to exceed the greater of  

ten thousand dollars ($10,000) or double the dollar amounts involved in the 
transactions, sentence the violator to prison for not more than five (5) years, or 
impose both a fine and imprisonment. 
 

19.00 REQUEST FOR REVIEW OF TRANSACTIONS 
 

At the request of a board of a public educational entity, the executive administrator at a 
public educational entity, the Commissioner, or the Legislative Joint Auditing 
Committee, the appropriate prosecuting attorney shall review contracts or transactions for 
compliance with the provisions of Ark. Code Ann. § 6-24-101 et seq. 

 
20.00 BOARD POSITION VACANT UPON CONVICTION 
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If a board member is found guilty of violating the provisions of Ark. Code Ann. § 6-24-
101 et seq., the board member shall immediately cease to be a board member, the 
position is declared vacant, and a replacement shall be named as provided by law. 

 
21.00 ENFORCEMENT OF CRIMINAL SANCTIONS BY THE PROSECUTING 

ATTORNEY 
 

21.01 It shall be the duty and responsibility of the prosecuting attorneys to supervise 
compliance with Ark. Code Ann. § 6-24-101 et seq. and prosecute violators. 

 
21.02 If the prosecuting attorney fails or refuses to enforce this chapter when the facts 

are known by the prosecuting attorney, or are called to his or her attention, the 
Attorney General or any citizen of this state may bring mandamus proceedings to 
compel the prosecuting attorney to perform his or her duties. 

 
21.03 All criminal actions related to alleged violations of this chapter shall be filed in 

circuit court and shall be subject to the criminal rules and procedures of this state. 
 
22.00 FORM PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS 
 

22.01 For purposes of these rules the following attached Forms A – C are herein 
incorporated into these rules as Appendix Forms A – C and supporting 
documents. 

 
22.02 A public educational entity shall use Forms A – C when such form is 

specifically required by any section of these rules. 
 

22.03 A public educational entity seeking independent review and approval from 
the Commissioner shall submit a separate contract disclosure form (Form 
B) and written resolution (Form C) of approval for each contract involving 
a different party or entity. 
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            A 
NOTIFICATION LETTER 

(Date) 
 

Dear Board Members, Administrators and Employees: 
 
A.C.A. § 6-24-101 et seq. requires full open disclosure and approval before a school district 
board member, administrator or employee may enter into contracts or other transactions with the 
school district where he/she serves or is employed. 
 
A.C.A. § 6-24-101 et seq. does not apply to reimbursements paid for proper work-related 
expenses.  However, in the case of hiring family members of administrators and/or board 
members, the district must meet all requirements set forth in A.C.A. § 6-24-101 et seq.  
 
A.C.A. § 6-24-101 et seq. applies when the board member, administrator or school employee is  
“financially interested”  or “directly interested” in the transaction.  “Financially interested” 
means ownership or more than 5% interest; holding a position of officer, director, trustee, 
partner, or top level management; and/or the employee’s compensation is based in whole or in 
part on transactions with the public education entity.  For board members and administrators, 
restrictions may also apply to family members.  “Directly interested” means receiving 
compensation or other benefits personally or to a business or other entity in which the individual 
has a financial interest or receives other benefits. an individual’s household from the person, 
business, or entity contracting with the public educational entity. 
 
Therefore, board members, administrators and employees of this district have an affirmative 
obligation under A.C.A. § 6-24-101 et seq. to disclose relationships with vendors before the 
district enters into the contract or before services are performed.  Disclosure is to be made to the 
superintendent of the district.  Forms for this purpose will be provided by the district. 
 
All transactions involving the purchase, lease, acquisition, or other use of computers, software, 
copiers, or other electronic devices from family members of an employee responsible for 
establishing specifications or approving purchases of such equipment shall be approved 
according to the requirements of Arkansas law regarding the purchase from an employee with a 
direct interest in the transaction. 
 
A.C.A. § 6-24-101 et seq. requires proper disclosure and approval of the transaction at an open 
board meeting.  In certain instances, approval by the Commissioner of the Department of 
Education is required. 
 
Therefore, every district board member, administrator or employee will be required to disclose 
any potential vendor relationship by completing a disclosure form provided by the district.  
Failure to fully disclose could result in criminal charges being brought against the board 
member, administrator or employee.  A copy of A.C.A. § 6-24-101 et seq. is available in the 
central office if you wish to review it.  The law may also be viewed at www.arkleg.state.ar.us. 
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Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Superintendent 
 
Please sign below to acknowledge receipt of this notification. 
 
 
 
__________________________________   __________________________________  
Board Member, Administrator or Employee  Date 
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            B 

CONTRACT DISCLOSURE FORM  
 
Name of Public Educational Entity:_________________________________________________ 
 
Name of Person Disclosing Transaction:_____________________________________________ 
 

Note: Fully complete this form and return to the administration office. 
NO TRANSACTION OR SERVICE MAY BE RENDERED UNTIL THIS 
FORM HAS BEEN COMPLETED AND APPROVED.  A.C.A. § 6-24-101 et 
seq. requires FULL and COMPLETE DISCLOSURE of transactions with 
public educational entities.  KNOWINGLY FAILING to FULLY DISCLOSE 
pertinent information relating to a transaction could result in criminal charges. 

 
I am a (an) !  Board Member !  Administrator !  Employee  
 

Note: “Board member” means any board member, director, or other member of a 
governing body of a public educational entity. 

 
“Administrator” means any superintendent or assistant superintendent or his or 
her equivalent, open-enrollment public charter school director, school district 
treasurer, business manager, or other individual directly responsible for entity-
wide purchasing. 

 
“Employee” means a full-time employee or part-time employee of a public 
educational entity.                  

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Mailing Address                                                City                                         State                 Zip                        
 
Home Telephone:_______________________ Work Telephone:_____________________ 
 
Nature of transaction subject to disclosure and approval: ________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Estimated dollar amount of transactions with public educational entity for entire school year: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Total dollar amount of transactions to date for current fiscal year: _____________ 
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Check One: 
 
!  I have a financial  an interest in the transaction with the public educational entity. 
!  A family member has a financial an interest in the transaction with the public educational 
entity. 
!  Both a family member and I have a financial an interest in the transaction with the public 
educational entity. 
 
Nature of financial interest:  (State how you and/or family members are financially interested in 
the transaction):_________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Justification for Approval: (State reason why you believe the transactions are in the best interest 
of the public educational entity. State the unusual and limited circumstances involved.) 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
!  Check here if Emergency Transaction as defined by A.C.A. § 6-24-101(9) and Ark. Code 
Ann. § 6-24-109.  
 
PLEASE ATTACH ANY OTHER ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR DOCUMENTS YOU 
BELIEVE ARE NECESSARY FOR A FULL, COMPLETE, AND ACCURATE DISCLOSURE 
OF THE FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE TRANSACTIONS. 

 
SIGNATURE:  ______________________   DATE:  _______________________ 

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY: 

 
Date completed form received by district:_________________________  
 
_____________________________  _________________  _________________ 
School Official’s Signature   Telephone Number  FAX Number 
 
Local Board Action:  !  APPROVED  !  DISAPPROVED  
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Date Presented to Board:   _________________________ 
 
Board President’s Signature:  _________________________ 
 
Required to be presented to the Commissioner of the Department of Education for written 
approval:   !  YES !  NO 
 
Written Adopted Resolution Attached:    !  YES        !  NO 
 
Required Additional Documentation: _______________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Date Certified to ADE:  _________________________ 
 
Date Commissioner’s Written Approval received by district:  ____________________________ 
 
Effective Date: _______________________ 
 
Please return by certified mail to: Office of the Commissioner 
          Arkansas Dept. of Education  
                                                      #4 Capitol Mall, Room 304-A 
                                                      Little Rock, AR  72201 
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C 
RESOLUTION 

A.C.A. § 6-24-101 et seq. 
 

Whereas the _____________________ School District Board of Directors met in a 
(regular/special), open, and properly-called board meeting on (MM/DD/YY), in (location). 
 
Whereas (Number) members were present, a quorum was declared by the chair. 
 
Whereas the Board of Directors received a recommendation to adopt a resolution to enter into a 
contract with __________________________________________________________________ 
 

Full disclosure of all relationships and interest as required by A.C.A. § 6-24-101 et seq. 
that are relevant to proposed contract: 

 ________________________________________________________________________ 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Specific facts and reasons for justifying the contract were: 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
 

The unusual and limited circumstances necessitating the contract were: 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
 

List of relevant data enclosed supporting the unusual and limited circumstances: 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Note: For employment contracts, the following information may be necessary to support 
a finding of unusual and limited circumstances: 

 
• A copy of the job vacancy announcement or posting; 
• A description of how/where the job vacancy announcement was posted; 
• Copies of applications received; 
• A list of those applicants who were interviewed; 
• Interview/Applicant score sheets kept by the interviewer or hiring committee; 
• A copy of the interviewer’s or hiring committee’s recommendation(s); and 
• Specific justification of why the selected applicant is the best qualified 

candidate. 
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For contracts and transactions other than employment contracts, the following 
information may be necessary to support a finding of unusual and limited 
circumstances: 
 
• Request for bids (if bids were required); 
• Copies of bids submitted by interested vendors (if bids were required); 
• Price lists or quotes by interested vendors; 
• Number of bidders or interested vendors with names and addresses; and 
• A list of those vendors offering similar services in the area. 

 
Whereas ___________, board member(s) having declared an interest in the proposed contract, 
left the meeting prior to the discussion of the contract and did not return to the meeting room 
until the voting on the contract had been concluded. 
 
Whereas the Board, after serious consideration, moved to approve the contract with: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Whereas the contract was approved with the following restrictions and/or limitations: 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Whereas the period of the contract shall be from _______________ to _______________. 
 
Therefore, due to the specific reasons cited above, it is hereby declared to be the intent of the 
____________________ School District Board of Directors to award this contract to 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

As is required by A.C.A. § 6-24-101 et seq., the contract is contingent upon approval by the 
Commissioner of the Arkansas Department of Education, if required.  If approval is denied, this 
contract approved by the Board would be null and void. 

 

___________________________________  ___________________________________ 
Superintendent     Board President 
 
 
___________________________________  ___________________________________ 
Date       Date 
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Date Respondent Comment ADE Response 
First Public 
Comment 
Period 
9/12/13 

Charles Warren, Director of 
Financial Services, Ft. Smith 
School District 

Explain the purpose of the change to the definition of “directly” 
or “directly” interested in Section 3.11. 
 
 
It appears the change requires an employee to disclose if 
compensation is received to his or her household.  A spouse of 
child living in the same house as the employee must disclose 
the relationship to the school board and possible ADE. 
 
Do you really expect Districts to keep up with living 
arrangements on an employee?  This is not just limited to in-
laws temporarily living with employees, but even “significant 
others”?  Are we now asking about personally (sic) living 
arrangements outside of marriage? 
 
Was this expansion necessary or required? 

Comment Considered.  The change was based on Act 608 of 
2013.  No changes were made to the rules as a result of this 
comment. 
 
 
Comment considered.  Section 3.07 was added to the rules to 
clarify who is required to disclose transactions with the district. 
 
 
 
Comment considered.  If an employee meets the definition of 
“directly interested” he or she will be required to disclose the 
relationship/transaction.  No changes were made to the rules as 
a result of this comment. 
 
Comment considered.  The changes made were based on Act 
608 of 2013.  No changes were made to the rules as a result of 
this comment. 

10/1/13 Charles Warren, Director of 
Financial Services, Ft. Smith 
School District 

Were the changes to the rules based on legislation? 
 
 
 
The term “household” should be defined.  It is not clear.  
Children of employees, especially high school and college age 
kids, who keep books or work the concession stand for the 
district would have to disclose these transactions. 
 
Spouse/family members of employees were not previously 
required to disclose transactions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is the timeline for implementation? 

Comment Considered.  The change was based on Act 608 of 
2013.  No changes were made to the rules as a result of this 
comment. 
 
Comment considered.  Section 3.07 was added to the rules to 
clarify who is required to disclose transactions with the district. 
 
 
 
Comment considered.  The previous definition of “directly 
interested” included the transactions in which the employee had 
a financial interest or received other benefits.  The “other 
benefits” language of the prior definition included many spousal 
transactions if the employee received “other benefits” from the 
transactions with the district. No changes were made to the rules 
as a result of this comment. 
 
Comment considered.  Act 608 of 2013 became effective on 
August 16, 2013.  The changes to the rules will become effective 
30 days after filing.  To the extent the law conflicts with the rules 
currently in effect, the law takes precedence.  No changes were 
made to the rules as a result of this comment. 

10/4/13 Jeff Williams, Wilbur Mills Co-
op 

Financial interest should be removed from the forms because 
the term is no longer used in the definitions. 

Comment considered. “Financial interest” is still used in the 
definition of “indirectly interested.”  The forms were updated to 
say “interest” rather than “financial interest.” 

10/22/13 Tripp Walter, APSRC Act 608 of 2013 amended the definition of “directly” or “directly 
interested.”  A possible effect of the new definition is an 
expansion of who would be required to disclose transactions.  
Definitions of “individual household” and “other benefits” are 

Comment considered.  The previous definition of “directly 
interested” included the transactions in which the employee had 
a financial interest or received other benefits.  The “other 
benefits” language of the prior definition did include many 
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proposed.   spousal transactions if the employee received “other benefits” 
from the transactions with the district.  Section 3.07 was added 
to the rules to clarify who is required to disclose transactions 
with the district. 

Second 
Public 
Comment 
Period 
11/27/13 

Charles Warren, Ft. Smith 
School District 

As proposed, Section 3.07.1.3 reads: 
  
Individuals who own less than a five percent (5%) interest 
in a company or entity; and 
  
I would like to recommend that section be changed to read as 
follows: 
  
Individuals who own five percent (5%) interest or less in a 
company or entity; and 
  
It appears that the intent of the law is to exclude from 
disclosure any ownership of 5% or less.  The original "financial 
interest" definition that still remains specifically lists ownership 
of more than 5%.  Therefore, the exact ownership of 5% would 
be considered ownership with NO "financial interest".  5% 
ownership is a common ownership percentage. 
  
Under the proposed regulation, an administrator's spouse with 
exactly 5% ownership of an entity should disclose 
the relationship under the definition of "direct interest" but 
should not disclose the relationship under the definition of 
"indirect interest".  This is contradictory.  The percentages 
should be consistent.  Therefore, I recommend the change 
listed above. 

! 

Comment considered.  The suggested change was made to the 
rule. 
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ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
RULES GOVERNING THE LEADER EXCELLENCE AND  

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
_________, 2014 

 
1.0 PURPOSE 
 

1.01 The purpose of these rules is to establish the requirements and procedures 
concerning the evaluation and development of public school building and district-
level leader performance.  

 
2.0 REGULATORY AUTHORITY 
 

2.01 These rules shall be known as the Arkansas Department of Education Rules 
Governing The Leader Excellence and Development System. 

 
2.02 These rules are enacted pursuant to the authority of the State Board of Education 

under Ark. Code Ann. §§ 6-11-105, 6-15-1402, 6-17-704, 6-17-705, 6-17-2801 
through 6-17-2809, 6-20-2305, 25-15-201 et seq. and Act 709 of 2013. 

 
3.0 LEGISLATIVE INTENT AND PURPOSE 
 

3.01 The State Board of Education notes that it is the intent of the Arkansas General 
Assembly to provide a system for school districts to evaluate public school and 
school district administrators that weights an evaluation on student performance 
and growth to the same extent as provided for teachers under the Teacher 
Excellence and Support System.    

 

 3.02 The purposes of these rules are, without limitation, to:  
 

3.01.1 Provide a cohesive process that includes clear expectations to guide 
building- or district-level leader preparation, induction, and continued 
professional development in Arkansas school districts, open-enrollment 
public charter schools, and the Arkansas Correctional School; 
 

3.01.2 Guide and sustain excellent leadership performance that ensures the 
improvement of teaching and learning; 
 

3.01.3 Assist higher education programs in developing the content and 
requirements of degree programs that prepare prospective building- or 
district-level leaders; and 
 

3.01.4 Provide a process that includes instruments to be used by reflective 
practitioners to promote their professional growth. 
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4.0 DEFINITIONS 
 

4.01 “Artifact” means a documented piece of evidence chosen by the building- or 
district-level leader being evaluated, the evaluator, or both, that relates to the 
evaluation rubric.  

 
4.02 “Building- or district-level leader” means an individual employed by an 

educational agency who performs the role of a building- or district-level 
administrator or an equivalent role, including an administrator licensed by the 
State Board of Education, an unlicensed administrator, or an individual on an 
Administrator Licensure Completion Plan. “Building- or district-level leader does 
not include: 

 
4.02.1 A superintendent; or 
 
4.02.2  Unless the school  district, open-enrollment public charter school, or 

Arkansas Correctional Schools elects to include them in LEADS, deputy 
superintendents, associate superintendents, and assistant superintendents. 

 
4.03 “District-level” means agency-wide level when used in reference to an open-

enrollment public charter school or the Arkansas Correctional School. 
 
4.04 “Educational agency” means an Arkansas public school district, an open-

enrollment public charter school, or the Arkansas Correctional School. 
 
4.05 “Evaluation” means the process under these rules used to: 

 
4.05.1 Assess with evidence what a building- or district-level leader should know 

and be able to do as measured by the standards and functions of an 
evaluation framework; and 

 
4.05.2 Promote building- or district-level leader’s professional growth. 

 
4.06 “Evaluation framework” means a standardized set of building- or district-level 

leader evaluation standards and functions that provide the overall basis for an 
evaluation. 

 
4.07 “Evaluation rubric” means a set of performance functions for each building- or 

district-level leader evaluation standards in the evaluation framework. 
 

4.08 “Inquiry Category” is a category in which the building- or district-level leader 
consistently demonstrates progressing, proficient, and/or exemplary performance 
on standards and functions in the LEADS rubric. 
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4.09 “Intensive Category” is a category in which a building- or district-level leader 
receives a rating of not meeting standards on the summative evaluation rubric 
according to the following guidelines: 

 
4.09.1 The building- or district-level leader receives an overall rating of not 

meeting standards on any of the six (6) standards identified in Appendix A 
to these rules; and/or 

 
4.09.2 The building- or district-level leader receives a rating of not meeting 

standards and/or not progressing on the majority of functions in any of the 
standards. 

 
4.10 “LEADS” means the Arkansas Leadership Excellence and Development System. 

 
4.11 “Novice Category” is a category in which a building-level leader will be placed 

for three (3) years if the building-level leader is a first-time administrator.  
 
4.12 “Probationary” is a category in which the building- or district-level leader will be 

placed if required under an educational agency’s policy adopted under the 
Teacher Fair Dismissal Act, Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-1501 et seq., for one (1) year 
if the building- or district-level leader: 
 

4.12.1.1 Has transitioned to the educational agency from another 
educational agency where he or she had previous building- or 
district-level leadership experience; or 

 
4.12.1.2 Has transitioned within a school from one building- or district-

level leader position to another;  
 

4.13 “Problem of practice” is identified in a professional growth plan as a gap between 
current performance and desired performance of a school or educational agency 
based on a review of school or district data. 

 
4.14 “Statewide assessment of student achievement” means a statewide benchmark 

exam, end-of-course assessment, or a summative assessment of student 
achievement administered through: 
 
4.14.1 The Arkansas Comprehensive Testing, Assessment, and Accountability 

Program Act, Ark. Code Ann. § 6-15-401 et seq.; or 
 
4.14.2 A program of Common Core assessments administered under rules of the 

State Board of Education. 
 
4.15 “Summative evaluation” means an evaluation of a building- or district-level 

leader’s performance that evaluates all applicable standards and functions of the 
evaluation framework that supports: 
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4.15.1 Improvement in the building- or district-level leader’s leadership 

practices, student learning, and teacher growth; and 
 
4.15.2 An educational agency’s employment decision concerning the building- or 

district-level leader. 
 

4.16 “Superintendent” includes a position in an educational agency that is equivalent to 
the position of superintendent in a school district. 

 
5.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 

5.01 Beginning in the 2014-2015 school year, an educational agency, as defined in 
these rules, shall implement the Arkansas Leader Excellence and Development 
System (LEADS) for building- or district-level leaders employed by it. 

 
5.02 Each evaluation under LEADS shall be in writing. 
 
5.03 A building- or district-level leader shall participate in LEADS and collaborate in 

good faith with the evaluator to develop the building- or district-level leader’s 
professional growth plan. 
 
5.03.1 A failure to comply with Section 5.03 of these rules may be reflected in 

the building- or district-level leader’s evaluation.  
 

5.04 A school district or open-enrollment public charter school may be deemed to have 
met the requirements of Sections 5.01 and 5.02 of these rules if: 

 
5.04.1 The school district or open-enrollment public charter school has received 

authority to continue to use a nationally recognized system of teacher 
evaluation and support other than the Teacher Excellence and Support 
System under Section 8 of the Rules Governing the Teacher Excellence 
and Support System; and 

 
5.04.2 In the 2012-2013 and 2013-2014 school years used a nationally 

recognized system of building- or district-level leader evaluation and 
development that is substantially similar to LEADS.  In order for a school 
district or open-enrollment public charter school to continue to use an 
alternate, nationally recognized system of building- or district-level leader 
evaluation and development that is substantially similar to LEADS beyond 
the 2013-2014 school year, the school district or open-enrollment public 
charter school shall submit the following in writing to the Arkansas 
Department of Education, Assistant Commissioner for Human Resources 
and Licensure, by April 1, 2014: 
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5.04.2.1 The name of the alternate, nationally recognized system of 
building- or district-level leader evaluation and 
development; and 

 
5.04.2.2 A brief description of the alternate, nationally recognized 

system of building- or district-level leader evaluation and 
development, including an explanation of how it is 
substantially similar to LEADS. 

 
5.04.2.3 The Arkansas Department of Education Assistant 

Commissioner for Human Resources and Licensure shall, 
by May 1, 2014, approve or deny the continued use of the 
alternate, nationally recognized system of building- or 
district-level leader evaluation and development beyond the 
2013-2014 school year. 

 
6.0 BUILDING OR DISTRICT-LEVEL LEADER EVALUATION PROCESS 

 
6.01 Building or District-level Leader Professional Growth Plan  
 

6.01.1 A building- or district-level leader shall complete or revise a professional 
growth plan based on the standards and functions determined during the 
initial meeting with the superintendent or designee under Section 6.03 of 
these rules. 

 
6.01.2 The building- or district-level leader should review multiple sources of 

data to determine a building or district problem of practice. 
 
6.01.3 The building- or district-level leader shall indicate in his or her 

professional growth plan: 
 

6.01.3.1 The school’s or educational agency’s problem of practice 
and goal(s); 

 
6.01.3.2 The leadership strategies to address the identified problem; 
 
6.04.3.3 Results indicators (staff and students); and 
 
6.01.3.4 Sources of data to be monitored. 
 

6.01.4 The building- or district-level leader shall determine the action steps 
needed to implement the leadership strategies identified in his or her 
professional growth plan. 

 
6.01.5 The building- or district-level leader shall submit a copy of his or her 

completed professional growth plan to the superintendent or designee. 
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6.02 Formative Assessment Conferences 
 

Throughout the year, a superintendent or designee shall conduct formative 
assessment conferences with all building- and district-level leaders evaluated 
under the LEADS system.  Formative assessments should be based on a building- 
or district-level leader’s individual needs as shown by evidence presented from 
the professional growth plan and evaluation rubric.   

 
6.03 Summative Evaluation 

 
6.03.1 The superintendent or designee shall complete the evaluation rubric for 

summative evaluation at the end of each year for a building- or district-
level leader who is in a novice, a probationary, or an intensive category. 

 
6.03.2 The superintendent or designee shall complete the evaluation rubric for 

summative evaluation minimally once every three (3) years for a building- 
or district-level leader who is in an inquiry category. 

 
6.03.3 The building- or district-level leader shall provide evidence of effective 

practice for each function identified on the appropriate evaluation rubric, 
using relevant artifacts for each standard and function on which the 
building- or district-level leader is evaluated as applicable to the building- 
or district-level leader’s position. 

 
6.03.4 The superintendent shall make a recommendation concerning a building- 

or district-level leader’s employment based on: 
 

6.03.4.1 The level of performance based on the performance 
functions and standards of the evaluation rubric; 

 
6.03.4.2 The evidence of teacher performance and growth 

applicable to the building- or district-level leader; and 
 
6.03.4.3 The building- or district-level leader’s progression on his or 

her professional growth plan. 
 

6.03.5 The superintendent shall place the evaluation rubric for summative 
evaluation in the personnel file of the building- or district-level leader: 

 
6.03.5.1 Annually if the building- or district-level leader is in the 

novice, probationary, or intensive category, and  
 
6.03.5.2 Once every three (3) years for a building- or district-level 

leader in the inquiry category. 
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6.03.6 During a period in which a summative evaluation is not required, the 
superintendent or designee may conduct an evaluation that is lesser in 
scope than a summative evaluation but uses the portions of the evaluation 
framework and evaluation rubrics that are relevant to the evaluation. 
 

6.04  Intensive Support  
 
6.04.1 If at a time other than an evaluation conducted under LEADS a 

superintendent believes or has reason to believe that (a) a building- or 
district-level leader is having difficulties or problems meeting the 
expectations of the educational agency or its administration and (b) that 
the problems could lead to termination or nonrenewal of contract, the 
superintendent shall: 

 
6.04.1.1 Bring in writing the problems or difficulties to the attention 

of the building- or district-level leader involved; and 
 

6.04.1.2 Document the efforts that have been undertaken to assist 
the building- or district-level leader to correct whatever 
appears to be the cause for potential termination or 
nonrenewal. 

 
6.04.2 When a building- or district-level leader’s performance is unsatisfactory in 

any one (1) standard or the building- or district-level leader is not 
progressing in a majority of the functions of an evaluation rubric, the 
superintendent shall identify and document the inadequate performance 
and move the building- or district-level leader into the intensive category.   

 
6.04.3 If a building- or district-level leader is placed in the intensive category, the 

superintendent or designee shall: 
 
6.04.3.1 Establish the time period for the intensive category. 
 

6.04.3.1.1 The period of time specified by the 
superintendent or designee for the intensive 
category shall afford the building- or district-
level leader an opportunity to accomplish the 
goals of and complete the tasks assigned in 
the intensive category. 
 

6.04.3.1.2 The intensive category shall not last for more 
than two (2) consecutive semesters unless the 
building- or district-level leader has 
substantially progressed and the 
superintendent or designee elects to extend 
the intensive category for up to two (2) 
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additional consecutive semesters. 
 

6.04.3.2 Provide a written notice to the building- or district-level 
leader that the building- or district-level leader is placed in 
the intensive category.  The notice shall state that if the 
building- or district-level leader’s contract is renewed while 
the building- or district-level leader is in the intensive 
category, the fulfillment of the contract term is subject to 
the building- or district-level leader’s accomplishment of 
the goals established and completion of the tasks assigned 
in the intensive category; 

 
6.04.3.3 Develop a clear set of goals and tasks that correlate to: 

 
6.04.3.3.1 The professional growth plan; and 

 
6.04.3.3.2 Evidence-based research concerning the 

evaluation function or standard that forms the 
basis for the intensive category; and 
 

6.04.3.4 Ensure the building- or district-level leader is offered the 
support that the superintendent or designee deems 
necessary for the building- or district-level leader to 
accomplish the goals developed and complete the tasks 
assigned while the building- or district-level leader is in the 
intensive category. 
 

6.04.4 At the end of the specified period of time for the intensive category, the 
superintendent or designee shall: 
 
6.04.4.1 Evaluate whether the building- or district-level leader has 

met the goals developed and completed the tasks assigned 
for the intensive category; and 
 

6.04.4.2 Provide written notice to the building- or district-level 
leader that the building- or district-level leader either: 
 
6.04.4.2.1 Is removed from the intensive category; or 

 
6.04.4.2.2 Has failed to meet the goals and complete the 

tasks of the intensive category. 
 

6.04.5 If a building- or district-level leader does not accomplish the goals and 
complete the tasks established for the intensive category during the period 
of the intensive category, the superintendent shall review the 
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documentation of the intensive category. 
 

6.04.6 Upon review and approval of the documentation, the superintendent shall 
recommend termination or nonrenewal of the building- or district-level 
leader’s contract. 

 
6.04.6.1 If the Teacher Fair Dismissal Act of 1983, Ark. Code Ann. 

§ 6-17-1501 et seq., is applicable to the building- or 
district-level leader’s contract, a recommendation for 
termination or nonrenewal of a building- or district-level 
leader’s contract under these rules shall be made under the 
authority granted to a superintendent for recommending 
termination or nonrenewal under the Teacher Fair 
Dismissal Act. 

 
6.04.6.2 These rules do not preclude a superintendent from 

recommending the termination or nonrenewal of a 
building- or district-level leader’s contract that is based all 
or in part on any lawful reason under the Teacher Fair 
Dismissal Act. 

 
7.0 INCORPORATION INTO EDUCATIONAL AGENCY CONTRACTS AND 

POLICIES 
 

7.01 The policy adopted by educational agency boards of directors to implement site-
based decision making under Ark. Code Ann. § 6-13-1305, shall address building- 
or district-level leader evaluations and development under LEADS. 

 
7.02 Every building- or district-level leader contract renewed or entered into for the 

2014-2015 school year and thereafter is subject to and shall reference these rules. 
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APPENDIX A  
 

STANDARDS FOR AR Leader Excellence and Development System  
(LEADS) 

 
Listed below are the Educational Leadership Policy Standards: ISLLC 2008, developed by the 
Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC) of the Council of Chief State School 
Officers (CCSSO). The Standards were adopted by the National Policy Board for Educational 
Administration (NPBEA) in 2008 and the Arkansas State Board of Education in 2009.  

Standard 1. An education leader promotes the success of every student by facilitating the 
development, articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a vision of learning that is 
shared and supported by all stakeholders. 

  Functions: 

  A. Collaboratively develop and implement a shared vision and mission 

  B. Collect and use data to identify goals, assess organizational effectiveness, and promote 
organizational learning 

  C. Create and implement plans to achieve goals 

  D. Promote continuous and sustainable improvement 

  E. Monitor and evaluate progress and revise plans 

 

Standard 2. An education leader promotes the success of every student by advocating, 
nurturing, and sustaining a school culture and instructional program conducive to student 
learning and staff professional growth. 

  Functions: 

  A. Nurture and sustain a culture of collaboration, trust, learning, and high expectations 

  B. Create a comprehensive, rigorous, and coherent curricular program 

  C. Create a personalized and motivating learning environment for students 

  D. Supervise instruction 

  E. Develop assessment and accountability systems to monitor student progress 

  F. Develop the instructional and leadership capacity of staff 

  G. Maximize time spent on quality instruction 

  H. Promote the use of the most effective and appropriate technologies to support teaching and 
learning 

   I. Monitor and evaluate the impact of the instructional program 

 

 

Additional information about the Educational Leadership Policy Standards: ISLLC 2008 can be found on the 
Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) website. 

http://www.ccsso.org/publications/details.cfm?PublicationID=365
http://www.ccsso.org/publications/details.cfm?PublicationID=365
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Standard 3. An education leader promotes the success of every student by ensuring 
management of the organization, operation, and resources for a safe, efficient, and effective 
learning environment. 

  Functions: 

  A. Monitor and evaluate the management and operational systems 

  B. Obtain, allocate, align, and efficiently utilize human, fiscal, and technological resources 

  C. Promote and protect the welfare and safety of students and staff 

  D. Develop the capacity for distributed leadership 

  E. Ensure teacher and organizational time is focused to support quality instruction and student 
learning 

 

Standard 4. An education leader promotes the success of every student by collaborating with 
faculty and community members, responding to diverse community interests and needs, and 
mobilizing community resources. 

  Functions: 

  A. Collect and analyze data and information pertinent to the educational environment 

  B. Promote understanding, appreciation, and use of the community’s diverse cultural,  social, and 
intellectual resources 

  C. Build and sustain positive relationships with families and caregivers 

  D. Build and sustain productive relationships with community partners 

 

Standard 5. An education leader promotes the success of every student by acting with integrity, 
fairness, and in an ethical manner. 

  Functions: 

  A. Ensure a system of accountability for every student’s academic and social success 

  B. Model principles of self-awareness, reflective practice, transparency, and ethical behavior 

  C. Safeguard the values of democracy, equity, and diversity 

  D. Consider and evaluate the potential moral and legal consequences of decision-making 

  E. Promote social justice and ensure that individual student needs inform all aspects of schooling 
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Standard 6. An education leader promotes the success of every student by understanding, 
responding to, and influencing the political, social, economic, legal, and cultural context. 

  Functions: 

  A. Advocate for children, families, and caregivers 

  B. Act to influence local, district, state, and national decisions affecting student learning 

  C. Assess, analyze, and anticipate emerging trends and initiatives in order to adapt leadership 
strategies 
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 ADE 050  

 Teacher Evaluation  

1.00 Regulatory Authority  

1.01 These regulations shall be known as the Arkansas Department of Education Rules and Regulations 

For Teacher Evaluation.  

1.02 These regulations are enacted pursuant to the State Board of Education’s authority under Ark. Code 

Ann. § 6-11-105.  

2.00 Purpose  

2.01 The purpose of these regulations is to provide guidance to local districts to design teacher evaluation 

systems that promote the professional growth of all teachers and enhance learning for all students.  

3.00 Philosophy  

Evaluation is viewed by the Arkansas Department of Education as a collaborative process, not an event. 

Evaluation should facilitate or support system wide change. To this end, the school district shall develop 

teacher evaluation systems that:  

3.01 supports the induction of the probationary teacher into the teaching profession and the school 

district,  

3.02 promotes the professional growth of career teachers.  

3.03 prompts an improvement in unsatisfactory performance, and  

3.04 provides criteria for making responsible personnel decisions.  

4.00 Criteria  

Local district’s shall develop a teacher evaluation system that reflects:  

4.01 The philosophy of Arkansas Department of Education and the philosophy of the local district 

regarding teacher evaluation.  

4.02 A sound professional development program that promotes continuous growth of teachers.  

4.03 A collegial relationship among the supervisors and teachers.  

4.04 A staff development training program for supervisors and teachers.  

4.05 A set of teacher competencies descriptive of the local district’s expectations and aligned with teacher 

licensure principles.  

5.00 Written Evidence of Personnel Evaluation Plan  

5.01 The teacher evaluation plan shall be reviewed and/or revised annually. 

5.02 The local district’s teacher evaluation system shall be reflected in every school district’s improvement 

plan. 
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